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FOREWORD 

It is a great privilege for us to have been entrusted 
with the publication of this book by the eminent savant, 
Mahamahopadhyil.ya Dr. Gopinil.th Kaviraj, the first 
Honorary Fellow of our young University. It contains 
nearly all the writings in English which my revered tea
cher had contributed to different journals and antholo
gies at different periods of his ~lorious academic life, 
covering more than half a century. In his very life
time Mahiimahopadhyaya Dr. Kaviraj has passed into 
a legendary figure for his amazing scholarship, wide erudi
tion and deep i!ntuitive insight. lin the vast sweep of 
his gigantic intellect he comprises the entire field of Indian 
philosophy with its innumerable branches as is reflected' 
in the articles compiled in this book. 

The evolution of Indian thought owes its origin to 
the genius or 'pratibha' of the 1;t$is or Seers who actually 
saw or realised the Truth or Reality. We have put at the 
very beginning an illuminating IU'ticle by MM. Kaviraj 
in which the nature of that 'pratibha' which gives birth 
to creative thought has been discussed at length from the 
view-points of all the different schools of thought. We 
feel that it is the ground as it were from which springs 
all the systems of Indian thought, as both the orthodox 
and heterodox schools equally hold' their tenets as re• 
vealed by intuition. 

In the subsequent articles MM. Kaviraj throws a 
flood of light on many obscure topics and little known 
schools of thought. From very slender materials he has 
tried to reconstruct by the genius that is his own what 
the different types of Theism happened to be like in an
cient India. The Nyaya-Vaiseeika system of philosophy 
gets a new treatment in his hands and we get a clear 
conception of the problem of causality as dealt with in 
thi8 syRtem in sharp contrast to the views of Samkhya-
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Yoga, which has also been elaborated at length in a 
separate article. 

To MM. Kaviraj philosophy has not been a mere 
intellectual pursuit but a way of self-realisation. So in 
the treatment of Yoga and Tantra he has been acclaimed 
as the highest authority. Tantric philosophy has been 
his forte in the late years of his life and we are happy to 
have been able to include some articles on this most pro
found but highly neglected branch of Indian philosophy. 
We sincerely hope that the publication of this book will 
give some incentive 'to younger scholars to probe this 
:field and cover fresh grounds in Tantric philosophy. 

We are thankful to the Ministry of Education, Govt. 
or IndiJa for their kind permission to reproduce the article 
entitled "Sakta Philosophy" which was contributed by 
MM. Kaviraj to the "History of Philosophy-Eastern 
and' Western" published by them. My thanks are due 
to my two young research scholars, Sri Viswanath 
Mukhopadhyaya and Sri Gopinil.th Nandi and especially 
to Srimati Bhakti Bandyopadhyaya for helping me in 
various ways to get the matter ready !or the press. I 
must also thank Sri Sures C. Das, M.A. of the General 
Printers & Publishers Pvt. Ltd. for his ungrudging help 
in getting the matter through the press neatly. Lastly, 
I must express my heartfelt gratitude to our Vice-Chan
cellor, Dr. D. M. Sen for his enthusiastic encouragement 
and patronage for the publication of this book. 

The University of Burd'Wan 
15th August 1966 

Govindagopal Mukhopadhyaya. 
Profm<Yf and H eail of fke TJspt. 

of SQ/IIikn~ 



INTRODUCTION 

The following pages embody a few selected papers 
of mine on some aspects of ancient Indian thought. Of 
these papers, one (pages 1-44) was originally published 
in 19.28-~ in the Annals of Bhandaxka.r Research 
Institute, Poona, another (pages 175-215) formed a part 
of the work entitled 'Philosophy-Eastern and Western' 
sponsored by the Government of India Education 
Ministry 'and published uncrer its auspices in the year 
1950, and the rest came out from time to time between 
1920 and 1988 in the pages of the Sarasvati Bhavan's 
Studies edited mostly by myself on behalf of the U. P. 
Government as a Research Journal of the Government 
Sanskrit College, Benares. It will appear from a look at 
the contents that the papers published within 19.20 and 
1988 deal with ancient Indian thought in its varied 
aspects covering a wide :field including its different 
schools, philosophical, religious or cultural and spiritual . 

.After the papers had been written and published I 
took no further notice of them, for I had no idea in my 
mind at that time that they would ever appear in the 
form of a hook. The entire credit of bringing out these 
papers lie with my 'devoted young friend Dr. Govinda 
Gopal Mukhopadhyaya, who has done everything in this 
connection--collecting the papers, preparing transcripts 
of the selected pieces for the press, arranging them in 
order, going through the arduous task of reading the 
proofs and editing the whole work. What can I render 
him in return for all these labours of love ? Really I 
have nothing for him but a sense of mute gratefulness 
mixed with an outpouring of the heart in the shape of 
sincere blessings. May God grant him a long l:ilfe of 
health and happiness. 
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I a.m also grateful to the authorities of the Univer

sity of Burdwan for undertaking this publication. 

u. Slgra, 
Var&ll8Sl. 
28-7-1966 

Gopinath Kuviraj 
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THE DOCTRINE OF PRATIBHA. IN 
INDIAN PHILOSOPHY 

Introduction 

In the history of philosophical thought m India one 
very often meets with the problem which starts from a 
·sense of the inadequacy of mtellectual powers and points 
to the necessity of recognising a distinct faculty for the 
explanation of phenomena beyond the range of these 
powers. It was in attempting to offer a solution of this 
problem that the doctrine of Pratibha, or as it is some
where called, Prajfia, had its origin. 

The word Pratibha, which literally means a flash of 
light, a revelation, is u~ually found in literature in the 
sense of wisdom characterised by immediacy and fresh
ness. It might be called the supersensuous and supra
rational apperception, grasping truth directly, and would, 
therefore, seem to have the same value, both as a faculty 
and as an act in Indian Philosophy, as Intuition has in 
some of the Western systems. From a general survey of 
the literature concerned and a careful analysis of its con
tents it would appear that the word is used in two distinct 
but allied 'senses : 

(i) To indicate any kind of knowledge which is not 
sense-born nor of the nature of an inference. But as 
such knowledge may range over a wide variety of subjects, 
it is possible to distingui-sh it again as lower and higher. 
The phenomena of ordinary clairvoyance and telepathy 
are instances of the former, while the latter kind is re
presented in the supreme wisdom of the saint. 

( ii) In the latter sense, however, the use of the term 
is restricted to the Agamic literature, where it stands 
for the Highest Divinity, understood as Principle of 
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Intelligence and conceived as female. In other words, 
Pratibha, otherwise known as Para Sa111vit or Citi Sakti, 
means in the Agama, especially in the Tripura and Trika 
sections of it, tht- power of self-revelation or self-illumina
tion of the Supreme Spiril, with which it is essentially 
and eternally Identical. The employment of the word 
in the sense of 'guru' (as in Abhinavagupta, Tantra
sa:ra, p. 1~0) comes under this second head. 

The prime characteristic of this super-sensuous 
knowledge is, as we have observed, its immediacy and 
intense clarity. According to all the systems such 
knowledge is considered transcendental, being held to be 
free from the time and space limitations, which are im
posed as a matter of necessity on all inferior knowledge 
and from the indispensable conditions which govern the 
origin or manifestation of the latter. Consequently we find 
in every respect a strongly marked contrast between the 
two· This higher knowledge dispenses, in its rise, with 
the need of sense-organs and unlike reflective judgement, 
with that of the rational faculty. It reveals the past and 
the future as in a single flash, and also the absent and the 
remote. Nothing escapes its searching light. It is aptly 
described as simultaneously illuminating everything in 
every aspect and as eternal (Yoga Sutrra III, 84.) 

In Nyaya-Vnise.;;ika and occasionally in Vedanta the 
term Pratibha and sometimes Ar~a Jfiana is employed 
to express this supreme knowledge, a term which has the 
sanction of usage in Yoga literature. The word Prajfia 
too is sometimes used in Yoga works as a •synonym of 
Pratibha. In Vyakarana both Prajfia and Pratibha are 
to be found and these are declared identical in sense with 
the Pasyanti stage of the fourfold Viik. The Agamas 
retain all these terms and add Samveda to the list of 
synonyms. The Buddhists are familiar with the name 
Prajfia even in their oldest canonical literature, but do 
not seem to know anything of Pratibha or the other 
terms. But the .Jainas have, curiously enough, not a 
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single one of these words in their philosophical vocabulary, 
though they have fully treated of the subject in their 
works. They have discussed the question in their own 
way and under their own technical appellations e.g., 
avadhijfi.ana, kevalajfi.ana and so forth. From a survey 
of the entire field it will be evident that the problem has 
recurred everywhere and has everywhere, to all appear
ances, been similarly dealt with. 

History of the Doctrine in the Schools 

I 

NYA.YA VAISE~IKA 

In early Vaiser;;ika and Nyaya literature we find not 
only indications of the existence of the doctrine, but even 
the very term Pratibha used in its technical sense. But 
since these systems busied themselves particularly with 
the empirical forms of reality and more or less with 
dialectic, they could not give the subject the same fulness 
and precision in its treatment as its nature demanded. 
The little, however, that has been left on record by these 
philosophers is highly interesting and would enable us, 
following along their lines, to have an idea of what they 
really meant. 

While mentioning the various kinds of knowledge 
derived from ordinary sources, Ka:Q.ada confines himself 
to sense-perception, inference and verbal cognition, of 
which the first two he conceives as really independent 
and the last one as only a form of the second. This 
shows that, according to Kanada, the senses, aided by the 
natural light of reason, constitute for the average man 
the only valid source of knowledge. The testimony of 
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the senses is sometimes deceptive, and so, when a doubt 
arises as to its co1Tectness, it has to be verified either by 
an appeal to Reason or by pravrttisamarthya and the 
certitude which the verification thus results in establishing 
must be regarded for all practical purposes as sufficient 
and final. And consequently the Reality which such a 
certitude discloses is only empirical. Further the scope of 
the natural faculties is very limited; they cannot operate 
except under definite physical and physiological condi
tions. Absolute knowledge, in every sense unlimited and 
revealing the heart of Reality, is therefore not within 
the reach of ordinary humanity. 

But such knowledge is declared to exist and is said 
to he attainable by every man who develops within him
self, by rontinued effort, the faculty of immediate vision 
and becomes in this way a J;tei or Seer. And for this 
rf:'ason it is known as .Area. The Yai8e$ika Suflra, 9.~.18 
mentions this, in association with what it calls Siddha
darsana, and explains its supersensuous character\ 

The process of the genesis of this knowledge may br 
easily explained. It is assumed in this system that no 
knowledge can arise except through the contact of the 
manus, the atomic intra-organir farulty of attention, 
with the self, this contact being an invariable causal 
antecedent to the phenomena of ronsdous life in general. 
The character of the resulting knowledge is dett'rmined 

1 &nk81.'11. :Mtsra poinlll out that boUt tht• A.rsajfiii.ua mKI Ktddhadarsana, 
referred to tn the siilta, hM·e for their objerts things whirh are not a<'<'Cs.•il>l<
to the ordinary means of knowledge, but wbtle the former revoal• the p~~~~t and 
the future, the latter which Is artSlioially indured clairvoyanre, makes known 
what is Iudden or dtSt.ant (spatially) from the oen .. s Tins distmotion '" evidently 
unfounded For tf !rsaJfiina. is held lo be tden!teal wtlh Prattbhli., as cerlamly it 
is (cf, the statement of ParliVItkapra"eia quoted by Sankara M!Sra), there is n<> 
reason for settmg hmtts to its power It tl!umtnates the dtslant in apa:cs wtth 
as muoh pcrape.-utty as tt does the distant m t11ne, and moreover it ts uot restricted 
by the eondtttons whtob are found to be indmpensable for the orif!in ol ordinary 
knowledge Pa.ilclinana Tarka.ratnn, m his rommenta.ry on the Clpoiklim, take• 
Al'l"l (as au alternate explanation) as equtvalent to the unobstructed illuminat1on 
of Yukt.ayogin and SiddhadarOa.na as the rell<'<'tivc omnis<•ienoe ol Yutljil.nayogin 
(Bangahasi edttion of Vail..,ka Damna, p. 46£'). 
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by the state of the manas, viz., whether it is at rest or m 
motion. If it is moving-and all movement is ultimately 
due to the action of prior dispositions (traces etc.) and 
of adr~?ta-it comes of necessity into relation with the 
senses which may (as in waking) or may not, as in dream, 
somnambulism etc.) be in touch with the objects, and 
the ensuing consciousness is either jagral or svapna. But 
if the manas be absolutely motionless, two states may 
follow according as this motionlessness is consequent 
merely upon Nature's demand for rest or on intense con
centration. In the former case, consciousness will be in 
total abeyance until it emerges again, along with the 
renewal of motion in manas, under a Vital Impulse 
(jivanayoniprayatna) acting from beyond. This is the 
state known as Susupti (dreamless sleep). The second 
state is called Yoga or Samadhi, in which consciousness, 
far from subsiding, is exalted into an extraordinary 
clarity of Immediate Intuition. Time, space and other 
limitations having vanished, the manas stands face to 
face, as it were, not only with the pure self but with the 
realities of all things. This vision is Pratibha or 
A.r~ajii.ana.1 

This is Yogipratyak$a, pure and simple.9 But 
JayantB, in his Nyayamanjari, does not seem to be inclined 
to accept it as identical with Pratibha. He distinguishes 
between two kinds of intuition, viz. the one which arises 
in the manner of a sudden flash even in the life of an 
ordinary individual (usually female) at some rare lucid 
moment and the other which appears when the mind has 
gone through a process of regular discipline and puri
fication by Yoga. Jayanta would restrict the use of the 
term Pratibha to the former kind of intuition alone. 

But this restriction is apparently arbitrary. The 
term being really a coinage of the Yoga system it is un-

t One to whom suoh a vision re\•eals itself ts called a Rst, the word Jiai 
etymologically meanillg a 'seer'. 

2 Cf. Kilh ara Vedinlanlglia, Sdnkhya Darlana, p. 147. 
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reasonable why it should be narrowed down so as to ex
clude the vision of the Yogins and to signify merely the 
sporadic intuitions of average humanity. It would be 
simpler therefore and more consistent with the general 
laws of argumentation to maintain that Pratibhajfiana is 
one in its essence but differing in kind according as it is 
developed by a steady and continuous effort or produced 
automatically by virtue of bare adr~ta. 

In both cases, however, the essential characteristics 
of Pratibha are to be observed and it is these which 
differentiate it from sense-perception and other forms of 
inferior knowledge. What Jayanta says of Yogi
pratyakea holds good of Pratibhia in all its aspect, of 
course with varying degrees of applirability. Though 
simple and indivisible in its unity it comprehends the 
entire objective world in a single moment., i.e., 
simultaneously .1 

The usual t•onditions of knowledge which preclude 
the possibility of two cognitions rising simultaneously in 
the .field do not avail in the case of Pra.tibha, for the 
simple reason that it is a single act, and does not consist 
of a series of separate states· So long as it endures it 
is a continuum, and it endures till there is no break in its 
unity. But as soon as this uuity 'is dissolved Pratibha 
also d1sappears, being superseded by the ordinary life 
with its chain of successive and mutually exclusive 
mental states. 

Thus understood Pratibha would seem to be an 
approximation to the wisdom of the supreme being. It 
is distinguished from the divine wisdom only in this that 
it is a product which the manas brings occasionally into 
existence through a certain process of se!f-immobilisation, 
whereas the latter is eternal and stands eternally ad
joined to Him in which the necessity of an organ is out of 
question ( cf. N yayamafi}ari, p. 1786- 9). 

1 Yngnpud <•!..yniva bu<J.Ihyit drakayonti snrvullru. snrviin nrlhi\n ~oginah, Nyiiytt
uuui 1m•T, p. I 07. 
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In the Bhaqiipariccheda (verse 66) Visvanatha 
Nyaya Paficanana describes the Yoga intuition as of a 
two-fold character, viz., that of the Yogin en rapport 
(Yukta yogi) and the other of one just a degree below 
( Yunjana yogi) . The former is the mirror of Eternal 
Light in which the totality of things remains perpetually 
in manifestation (yuktasya sarvadii miinam) but the 
latter requires the aid of reflection and contemplation for 
such manifestation. 

II 

YOGA 

In the Yoga system, especially in that represented 
by Patafijali, Pratibha is synonymous with an aspect of 
Prajfia. It is said to be the supreme faculty of omni
science which is evolved through a continued practice of 
concentration on the self, not in its absolute and trans
cendent nature, but as appearing in the ftrm of the pheno
menal ego ( vya'!.'ahiirika grahitii) . The Pure Self is not 
an object of contemplation. It is said that as practice 
continues, and before the glory of the final illumination 
yet breaks forth, there dawns on the zone, in the fashion 
of the effulgence of the morning sun before the actual rise 
of the orb above the horizon, an unspeakable splendour in 
which the entire universe stands fully revealed. It is a 
vision in Eternity, sub specie aeternitatlis-simuitaneous 
(akrama), truthful, all-comprehending and serene. It 
is, so to speak, the vision of the many as reflected in the 
mirror of the one, and although there is still predominance 
of multiplicity it is at this stage so thoroughly infused 
with the unity that it is in a sense identical with it. In 
view of this multiplicity in the object of this vision it is 
held to be an impediment to Kaivalya and to the highest 
wisdom which leads through the cessation of all mental 
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life to that supreme state. And when in course of 
si:idhana this multiplicity drsappears from the field of 
vision, and the one, the Pure Self begins to shine upon 
itself, there being nothing left external to it, the highest 
wisdom takes its rise as an Immediate Consciousness of 
Pure Being with reference to the self. To know itself 
as pure is, for the self, to know itself as distinct from the 
objectiv-e phenomena. Such knowledge is called 
Vivekakhyati and is the immediate antecedent of 
Kaivalya. For to know oneself as pure is verily to be 
pure. 

From the above it would follow that in Yoga though 
a slight distinction is made between Pratibha and the 
highest kind of Prajfiii. called Tarakajfiana. Pratibha in 
its ultimate nature is nevertheless nothing bul the Light 
of the Prajfia falling upon the many instead of the one. 
That it is an anaupadesika jfiana, as much as the Prajfill. 
itself and is, therefore, to be differentiated from the 
ordinary kinds of knowledge, more or less conceptual, 
is recognised; but how such a knowledge is gained and 
how it embraces as its objed the entire universe 
( sarvam) on which the citta was not concentrated are 
questions which present themselves in thiR connection. 

To answer the questions properly we must inquire 
into Patafijali's theory of intuitive knowledge and study 
the cognate notions of his school. It is assumed that the 
word ( sabda), idea ( jfiiina) and object ( artha) are really 
distinct entities, and that though in ordinary experien<!e 
they are found to be inter-related they may he separated 
from one another by a process of abstraction. It is indeed 
true, the Yogin would say, that thinking is impossible 
without some kind of language; in other words, it is 
admitted to be a fact that except through the use of a 
series of symbols with a certain conceptual value attached 
to them no mediate knowledge can possibly arise. But 
it docs not imply that the symbol is in truth identical 
with the objert for whirh it stands or with the idea to 
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which it is correlated. The cow as an idea is certainly 
distinct from the cow as an external object vlSible to the 
eye and both from the cow as the name, which expresses 
this idea and this object. The very nature of discursive 
thought is based on the non-recognition of this distinction 
and on the consequent assumption of a real identity among 
these three things. In the techmcal language of Yoga, 
such thought, thus confused and indiscriminate, is said 
to be dominated by vikalpa 

But a discrimination is possible. It is by the 
exigencies of our practical life founded on convention 
( sanketa) that this identity of reference is established, 
so that the presence of one thing (e.g. the word) revives 
the memory of another (e.g. the object) and vice versa. 
Practice in meditating upon the object without any 
conscious verbal reference is, therefore, supposed in 
course of time to succeed in breakmg this false notion of 
identity (smrtisiinka:rya) and illumining the object qua 
object, pure and simple. In this system an object is held 
to possess a two-fold aspect of reality, one universal 
(samiinya) and the other individual ( vi8e$a), of which 
the former is amenable particularly to those forms o£ 
knowledge in which the conceptual element (Sabdaja 
vikalpa) predominates·, viz., agama and anumana, but the 
latter aspect, i.e. the object as an individual with a nature 
of its own and as such distinguished from other indivi
duals belonging to the same or to a different class, can 
not be made known except by direct perception. But in 
ordinary perception, which for practical purposes is equi
valent to savikalpa jiiana, the conceptual element is not 
wholly removed. When, however, this element is elimin
ated and the purity of the intention ensured, the prajiia 
becomes intensely clear and reveals the object wholly and 
faithfully until at last it sinks altogether and the object 
shines by itself. It souuds absurd to say that the object 
alone remains, without the citta or jiiana to take cogni
sance of it, but what is meant seem to be that the citta, 

A.T ~ 
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through extreme purity, becomes at tl1is stage so tenuous 
as to be in fact a luminous void ; it does not exist and 
it must do so until kaivalya is reached,1 though identified 
in a sense with the object. And when there is a falling 
off from this staLe of ek.~tasis and a subsequent recoil 
from the object, it retains a dim samskiira of that supreme 
experience which it formulates in terms already familiar 
to it. It is needless to add that this is an intellectual act 
in the making of which the concepts known to the mind 
play an important part. The freshness of the original 
intuition is then gone; and thought and language grope 
about in vain to seize and express a truth beyond their 
farthest reach. 

It is then dear that as soon as the mind, by 
gradual training, is freed from the invading inffucnre 
of the con<'epts and the 'memory images of th<.> past' 
( vikalpas), it aC'quires the power of merging itself in 
unity with any object ( dhyeya) which may be present
ed to it-of indeed being :filled with it and pervaded by 
it (samildhi). No matter what this object may be it is 
then fully illumined and its real nature perfectly brought 
out. This illumination (the act and the power both) is 
<'ailed by the name of Prajfia and is charaderised as 
I;ttambhara be<'ause it reveals the whole truth and is 
never falsified. But even at this stag<.> it <'annot makP 
known everything-the All ; it discloses that alone,
whether a concrete whole (<t,vaym,i) as in nirvitarka 
samadhi or the infra-atomi<' par tides ( tanmiUtrti) as in 
nirvidira, from the contemplation of which it arose. But 
with <'Ontinued pra<'ti<'e this limitation is transcended. 
It is explained in the Yoga Sutms that when the aspirant 
steps beyond the first two stadia of ecstasy, viz., grahya 
and graha1.1a samapaiti and concentrates his C'itta on its 

1 I lln''~ el•ewhor• lr~ed to •lww at somo longlh what iH monnt by Raying that 
in lta!1>ahJa Ll1o riNa '' nou-ox"LN1!. Tho whole qn(•Ation turn• npon tho nrlmi••ihi· 
l•h mul n~rnnmg of wlmt '" hl<•lmir•lllly rlr•iAnlllr<l ,q!lil<llm~~~&lf11a, i.r. •nllvn. nh• 
Ml]Hic•l,v ftrc- Ct·om ruJnFl and tumnc;, 
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own self (i.e. a,o;mita or phenomenal ego, the subject of 
relative consciousness, as illumined by the light of the 
Spirit above), he becomes self-conscious. This is grahitr 
samapatti ( sasmitasamlidhi) or what we might loosely 
describe as a subjective intuitwn, and the consciousness 
is self-consciousness in its utmost purity. But it must 
be remembered that this self-consciousness, which is the 
last term of our phenomenal life, consists in the relative 
unity of subject anid object, and equivalent to the 
so'hamjiiiina of Vedanta. It is the pointed apex of a 
broad-based pyramid-like edifice, beyond which is 
Eternity. 

But how is it that concentration on asmita (i.e., 
grahitJtsamdpatti) leads to omniscience ? How does con
centration on one thing result in knowledge of all? The 
question is rather perplexing, but it becomes very much 
simplified if we remember that the one here referred to is 
a composite unity-a unity holding in its bosom the germs 
of plurality, so that the vision of one is also, at this stage, 
the vision of all. The asmita is the essence of citta and 
is the empirical subject The Yogab~ya remarks that 
when the Yogin succeeds in realising himself as subject 
by means of grahitrsamapatti, the objective phenomena, 
infinite as they are, and their knowledge become simul
taneously present to his cosmic consciousness: sarvii:b
mano guTJii, vyavasayilvyavasayiltmaka svammam 
ksetrajfiam praty a8egadrsyiltmatveno'patilsthante (Yoga 
Bhasya 8.49). The Self-consciousness, which is All
consciousness, is Pratibha. in the light of which all things 
are simultaneously ( akramam) and in all their aspects 
(sarvath.avi'gayam) revealed. It constitutes the highest 
mystic acquisition of the Yogin, next only to his self
realisation. 

A question may here he asked: what is the moral 
value of such a consciousne&s, however exalted ? Does 
it serve any practical purpose in the way o£ restoring the 
soul to its lost glory P To this question it is replied by 
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pointing out that it does, because Pratibha merges ulti
mately in Taraka or Saving Knowledge, which leads to 
deliverance. The soul on its way to liberation needs 
must pass through this stage of omniscience. J:.'or with
out the direct knowledge of all there can be no absolute 
detachment i.e. detachment from everyfJhing alien or 
external to the self-(paravalragya), which is a precondi
tion of Kaivalya. In other words, detachment from 
everything presupposes a knowledge of everything. 
This detachment of jfiana or citta from everything is held 
to be its highest purity and is immediately followed by 
Kaivalya. It is called the dharmamegha. samadhi re
presenting the highest form of Prajfi.a, in which the citta 
(saiJtva) attains in purity to the likeness (8uddhisdmya) 
of the Self, so that the subject and the object are now eter
nally and absolutely lost in unity, and the din of pheno
menal existence is forever hushed in the calm of sweet 
repose. 

But before the actualisation of Kaivalya, when 
the ciita still 11tands at the crest of the universe, ready to 
eink. the Yogin feels within him, as it were, a fresh 
emotional stir. For it is said that the rise of Prajna if! 
accompanied by the awakening of a deep compassion on 
suffering humanity. In the Yogabh~ya the sage 
(prajfia) is likened to one standing on the hill-top and 
looking down from his tower of glory on the toiling
moiling multitude below.t This infin:ite compassion is 
the only justification of his abstention from n plunge 
into the Kaivalya which is immediately to follow. Under 
deep compassion he then builds up a new citta, the so
called nirmiina citta, from the stuff of asmita, and a n<'W 
body called nirmiinakaya, from the tanmatril.s, and 
having assumed these, teaches wisd'om to the world sunk 
in ignorance.2 The only motive for him is philanthropy 

1 Prajflapri.sadan1 ii.ruhya n.Aor~ah ~a to janan!bMmistblin il•a olailaathah •ar<an 
prnjiio'nupM)'ati. 

2 n "'"" thu• t!Jat 'K'opila i• &aid to b., •• tausllt A.uri: l.dh•idvlln n!nnfiQA• 
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( bhutanugraha) . According to Yoga, as to lV!ab.ayii.na 
Buddhism, the sage owes it as a duty to his less fortunate 
brethren to inspire them with hope and courage and to 
point out to them the way to final release. 

III 

VYAKARANA 

Having given an outline of the views of the Yoga 
school in regard to Pratibhii, I now pass on to consider 
at some length what the VaiyakaraJ}.as have to say on 
this question. I may take liberty to suggest here that 
the philosophy of grammar built upon the basis of 
Pataiijali's }.f ahabhawa by the great savant Bhartrhari 
was affiliated to the .Agama literature akin to the Saiva 
and Sakta Agamas of Kashmir.' With this in our mind 
we shall be able to follow its conclusions without any 
difficul Ly. 

The grammarian's doctrine of Pratibha is intimately 
bound up with his view regarding the origin of knowledge 
and of the objective world, and as this subject has not 
yet been dealt with elsewhere it would be well to furnish 
a short account of it here. 

It is the fundamental thesis of the Sabdika lhat the 
source of all phenomena is the Eternal Verbum, called 
Sahda Brahman or Para Vak. This is of the nature of 
simple unity, Pure Being (mahiisatta), Great Universal 
( mahasamanya). To it belongs an infinite number of 
Saktis mutually exclusive, but in essence identical with 

dttam adh!Sthaya kirunyiid bhag~n ii.n paramar&Ir iisuraye jJjiliisam4nii,ya to~ truro 
provica (Yogabhiia~a under I, 115). 

l Bhartrhari complams that tins iigama had been practi~ally lost for long 
ages when 1t was reco1 ered and proclaimed by Oandriicii.rya, Punyariija according 
to the trad1bon, a~tr1butes the origmal Vyiikal'alligama. to Rivona and ascnbes 
>Is recovery through a l!rahmarikqasa to Candrii<'irya, Vasullilta ('the teacher of 
Bharlrhari) and dther.. Fnr Cnndr~c;i~a see 1W1ataraftgin.z. 1.176. 
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it ( ekatvavir.odhinyal~. avibhaktal],, atmabhii:tiil],) . Of 
these Avidya, viz., the power not only of veiling th~ 
Essence but of exhibiting the many, and Kala, viz., the 
power of projecting the eternal kaliis of Sabda Brahman 
in succession, 1 may be regarded as the chief. These two 
saklis are closely associated. But even of these two, 
Kala sakti is held to be the Supreme Power ( svatanilrya) 
to which all other saktis are subord'inate and under the 
influence of which the eternal kaliis within the sabda 
(avyiihatal], kalalJ,), though many, yet so long mys
teriously identified with it, are apparently sundered from 
it and become the sources of the manifoldness of the 
phenomenal world ( b'havabhedasya yonayalJ,) . 

The world of iJhenomena, when analysed, exhibits a 
perpetual flux, which may be said in some sense to be 
cyclic. Motion begins from the Unmanifest and ends in 
the Unmanifest-and the two moments of appearance 
and disappearance of a phenomenon represent only the 
two opposite directions, anuloma and pratiloma, of the 
same wheel of movement ( parinama) . 

The Primal Being (satta), though in itself one and 
immutable, yet appears as many and in motion by virtue 
of its own inalienable Power ( mahaftrnyat), as already 
pointed out. This appe<~rance of one as many constitutes 
its division, by which what is con1preh'ensible and un
nameable becomes subjective and objective, so that here
in we have a distinction between jfiiina (knowledge) and 
jfi.eya (knowable) on one hand and viicaka (name) and' 
viicya (nameable) on the other. The Kalasakti being t'<>n

ceived as an eternal and innate power of the Pure Being, 
we may assume that to the Siibdika, as to the Tii.ntrika 
elsewhere, the Godhead has a two-fold aspect-as Tran.~
cendent beyond 1\"me in which it is above all predication 

l The &"ib<lik~>, imlood every oxponenL ot iignmio pbi!oK<Jpby, rojc•ol• the 
Vniho>.1kn vi<W ol Kii.Ia no nn inclopeu<leiil nnd KIIJlCI'hCIIhiblo •uh•tanoo, hut or>n· 
c•Oivco iL a. n Pow~. ronlly indivloible, hut appo11ring a< dJoor•lc• (pravibhakta), 
i.e prior tllld powiNior, on: nc!counL of wb~t. nught be C'IJJicrl movemcnt·parlic•les 
or unit& of movement 
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in thought and language, and as Immanent in Time in 
which it is the subject, as well as predicate, of all 
judgements. 

Now it is assumed that knowledge as a mode' 
( vrttijiiana) is never free from verbal associations 
( 8abdiinugama), evidently for the. reason that it origi
nates from Sabda. Hence an object ( artha) which is 
knowable (jneya) is also nameable ( abhidheya A,~KTov ) ; 

and the relation between the name and the nameable, as 
between knowledge and knowable, is an eternal relation 
( anadzyogyata), which the Supreme Being simply mani
fests in the beginning of each aeon. The manifestation 
of this relation is co-eval wit.h the origin of the objective 
world. In other words, in the womb of the Supreme 
Word or the Highest Universal, after its seeming self
division or self-multiplication, there appears an infinite 
number of eternal Kalas (=Saktis, potencies) or Uni
versals ( aparas.amiinya )-hierarchy of ideas-each of 
which has its appropriate name and thought through 
which it is revealed. It is through this name" and this 
thought that the Universal is manifested, i.e., creation in 

1 I say knowledge as a mode ( <;fu ) only to exclude Eternal Jniina or 
Brahman, wh1eh is no other than the Supreme Word m the system. In the ex
pressiOn na so'sti pratyayo loke (J'iikyapad 1 1~4), the word loke 1mplies modal 
consciousness 'Thts consciOusness IS {hscursrve and relabve It must be b<>rne 
m mmd that the grammartan does not adm1t wbat is ord1nar1ly known as n~rvi
kalpaka vr"5ltJi'Ui:n.a, cf the Store v1ew on the connechon between language and 
thought (Janet and Sea1les. lltsto,·y of the problems of Philosophy, Vol I p ~08) 

2 The subJect IS .as complicated as 1t IS mterestmg A detailed study of 
the ISsues involved will appear 111 the wl'l.ter's forthconung work on Yoga. and 
ancient Ind1an Mysttctsm. It may JUSt be noted here that creation following 
from 'name' IS a coucephon very old in I nd1a, cf the V y:a.hrti theory of ere a Uon 
Vedanta Sutra 1. s, ~s' Manu-SC!1nhtM un. That It follows from 'thought' is 
,nustrated m the operation of the so-called icchii-sakti of the Yogm, m which a 
idea or thought-image~ .as soon as formed, may be externahsed into a real 
mateml ol:ject; cf m Yoga Vii8istha (N!rv;ii.na Prakaran.a I. 8~, ~4) 
v1d1tatmiino bhiivayan'ti yathmva yat/tat ta\haiYJasu pssyanti l'!rdhabhavanayii 
taya/ 1 To the grammanan the thought IS the same as the obJect, w1th tins 
drfl'erence that tl1e former is an mternal, while the latter IS only .an external 
aspect of one and the same Reahty T!he though-6 relabes to the U111iversal m 
1lself (abstract) as well ns to the UmYersal revealed ~~ the lndl"!dual (concrete) 
So w1th the name. 
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time (=production of mdividuals) follows. Naming 
and thinking being virtually an identical process, thi.ii 
manifestation of the Universals is the same as the revela
tion of Veda, which is nothing but the body of the eternal 
names and thoughts in eternal relation to the Universals. 

The Veda, as thus understood, is really synonymous 
with Pratibha. It is the J>el£-revelation of the supreme 
Sabda, which in revealing itself reveals everything within 
it at the same ume. Pueyaraja (under Vakuapadiya 
9l.493) describes it as the purest form of Prajiia 
( bhagavati vidya vi8uddhaprajfia pratibhakhya) and 
identifies iL (1.14) with the Pasyanti stage of Vak 
(pa8yantyakhya pratibha). It is eternal (anapdyini), 
undivf.d~d (arv~bhaga) and devoid of su<;cession 
( akraina), i.e., is of the nature of an intuition C'Ontinuum. 
The supreme transcendent Sabda is a~ it were lhe 
dark hack-ground of all manifestations and forms the 
Absolute of the grammarians. But the Pasyanti stage, 
though also eternal like Para, differs from It in being, as 
its name indicates, luminous. Having realised this light 
by mode or spiritual culture to which the grammarian 
applies the term Vagyoga, the self attains peace and may 
be said to have fulfilled its highest destiny. There is 
nothing left for it to strive after.' fndeed Pasyanti or 
Pratibha represents the very essence o£ the seli-the 
Inner Light of its Nature ( svm·tf-pajyotirn~<1ntal;t ) . It is 
of an infinite variety according as it reveals lhe objert llA 

one with it or as distinct !rom but related to it or as it 
stand's alone in its own glory . .~ ln any way il is abovf" 

1 avJbbiigii tu pa~yanti qurvnlah ;nnhrlakrnmii/S\'RI'UPilJYOii~'vii'ntah 

aa•'s.i. vi41 annpiiymi// an1'sii anlikir~amiulii'pl mlmm iignntukairmnlmh/anty" 
kale'va. somasya nii,'tyantam nblubhiiyat~/la•yiim dr,tawnriipii,viim adhiknro 
mvnrtate/purUijle sod.Makale tiimii1Iur amrliim knliim/1 (Quot~<l frnm romm. on 
Vilkyapaili1Ja under I. 145). 

2 p~anti tu sii rali'l<'nlapr.Itihaddhn<nmii<lhii,ni\ ""nnivi~t.uin<•;viikilril pra· 
viliniikibi!. ruriikiirii ca pnr~<'<'huwiirtl•apralya,abbii..U 'lllll'M"'lfir\'hnprnlynvabhiit<ll 
<a prwllinluSIIrvllrlhnpratyn,\'ahhii.,;, <•e'l,v aparunltnhh•dii. (,Cnmm. on Vakyil· 
,atT.•ya I 145) 1 
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ceaseless flux of the phenomenal world, and whether 
conceived as the Pure One or as the One with the eternal 
and infinite Kalas held within, 1t is the highest end of 
human aspirations. 

Pu:r;tyaraja quotes a passage, apparently from an old 
Tri.ka Agama in which Lhe PMyanti or the Divine 
Pratibha is described as the sixteenth (qo¢a$i,) or the 
Immortal (Amrta) Kala of the Moon, (i.e. the Self, 
Pur~a). This Immortal Kala is elsewhere known as 
daivi vak.1 

Helaraja in introducing his commentary on the third 
lciin)4a of Vakyapadi,ya, gives a beautiful description of 
Pratibha. He says there that as soon as this celestial 
light dawns on the soul, the heart begins to taste of an 
ineffable joy that is not born of the senses and knows no 
fading, and the consciousness of divine majesty wells up 
from within in ever newer forms." It is a state of beati
tude in which! the soul is wrapped in the veil of the 
supreme glory o£ the Highest. 

This Pratibha viz. PMyanti, which is Veda proper, is 
subtle, eternal and .supersensuous. On realisation of 
this, the J;tsi~, desirous of communicating it to the world, 
are said to have expressed it in the form of the so-called 
'Vedas' and 'Ved'afigas' (bilma), that is of articulate 
language.8 Hence it is declared to be the source of all 
sciences and arts. It is clear, therefore, and so it is 
asserted, that to the grammarian the term Pratibha has 
the same connotation as the mystic Pranava which is 

1 cf. Bhavabhiitt's bene<ltctory hne at the hegmmng of hts Utta.-a~arita • 
vandema devatim v,S,am a.mrtim i.tmii.nah kalam If thts, the Pa.Syantt IS the 
16th or Piirna (full) kali as the ext.act mted by Punyari.JB. shows, the Pari. of 
the gTa!>Uil&rlans would correspond to the 17th or Ami. (Vo1d) Kali. of the 
Ti.ntnkas. 

a yasmin sanmukhatim prayitl ruciram ko'pyant&ruJJrmbha.te 
nediyan maluml;. manasy abhinavah pUlllSah prak&!i.tmanah/ 
trptuh ya.t pa.ramim tanoti ~am vuta SliSvat!m 
dhi.minandasudhi.nlayorJitavapus tat pl'i.ubba.tll samstmnah/ I 

8 yim siiksmiin nityim at'indnyim vii.cam ~ah silq!O.tkrta.dharmi;lo 
mantradfsa,h pas'yanti tim asi.ksitkrtadharmabhyah parebhyl4t prativedaYJIIylllni\lih 
bih:nam samimananl:l· (Colllln. on V<ikyapad"'lfa 1.6) 
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the essence of revealed literature and of human sciences1 

( praviidiil],), which is the creator ( vidhii;ta) of the worlds, 
the fount of all vidyis and mantras, and the matrix of 
all names and forms.~ But as Pratibha and Para are the 
two eternal aspects of the same Vak it is also intelligible 
why the Pr~ava is sometimes, though rarely, used as 
synonym of the Para. 

It may be of interest to note here that the Vak qua 
vacaka is the Sphot.a and qua vacya is the Mahasatta. 
Bhartrhari says plainly that there is only One Supreme 
Object (artha), viz., Universal Being which is the true 
vacya of all words and which though indivisible and un
divided appears as many ( bahuritpa]J, praka8ate) by 
reason of the difierentiation of its power ( 8aktivibhdgena). 
It is on this object as the background that the vikalpas 
of seer, seen and light are being constantly manifested. 
And similarly, he points out, there is one indivisible 
vicaka viz., the Eternal Light of Sphotas' which reveals 
every vacya. Just as inspite of multiplicity in appear
ance the object (arlfha) is ultimately one, viz. Brahman 
conceived .as Satta/' so the word (Sabda) too is really 
one in the end viz. Brahman as Sphota, and thus the 
two are identical in essence.6 Although we are employ-

1 The word pravi.dih means systems of thought devuH'd by huuulll mtclli'Cl 
o.n. the basis of, or independent):y of, revealed scriptures. The;c do uot proceed 
from personal intuition on the peEL of their authors. 

! sa (i.e. pranavah) h1 sarvaSe.bclirthapmkrti\1. 

8 The vi<lakat& of mdividual letters IS denied. The real vli<laka is either 
pada (accardmg to K:aiyya.t.a) or more properly vli.kya. Sphot.a is essentially 1111 

mdlviSlble vikya (ak/!~kya) with a unity of its own. 

4cf, vii.cyii. sii. (i.e. sattii.) sarva8abdanam S..bdii.o ca na prtheklvalah/ 
aprthaktve'pi ssmbandhas tayor n.ina.tmanor 1va// 
Also : ekasyaivi.'tmano bhedo Sa.bclirt.bii.va'PJ'thakstbll.an/1 

s The words spbot.a and satti refer obviously to the cit and sat aspeets o! 
the Supreme Lori!, and mean the sa.me thing as applied to the Lord. But tbey 
~ as distinct to the eye o! Ignorance, the one II& vi.caka (or jflii.nn) and the 
other as vii.oya (or jfieyo). ThiS vii.cya-'VZ.cakabllii.va of the One ronsLitutes its 
mulbplicatlOn. 1lut we must bear m mind that this Many is eternal .und simul
taneously shlnmg on Lbe One in P.Syanti, but it is suooessive a.nd subject to 
appearance and diSappearance in Samsii.ra alter 1ta !sll !rom lbe Pwiyauti stage. 
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ing the terms vacya and vacaka in reference to one and 
the same Reality they convey. here no sense, except that 
there is only one Reality which reveals Itself by means 
of Itself (for Sakti too is nothing distinct from this 
Reality). This self-revelation is Pratibha. 

Besides this primary meaning of Pratibhii, viz., Intui
tion or Revelation (as used in the mystic sense), there is 
another, a secondary one, which is also found in this 
literature. In this sense Pratibha may be supposed 
to agree .in its main features with the conception 
of instinct. Thus it is said that when we come in 
contact with an object which is felt to be 
pleasurable or painful something from within im
pels to go out towards the object in search of it or 
else to withdraw from it. Now this impulse is said to be 
due to Pratibha, which stands, therefore, at the bottom 
of all our activities (pravrtti and nivrtti) and is the main
spring of our practical life ( sarv(f!IJyava/Ui,rayonih) . It is 
this flash from within which, revealing the truth (though 
perhaps subconsciously and in a dark mysterious way not 
analysable by the intellect), spontaneously determines 
the itikartavyata of all creatures, so that even the move
ments of the beasts ( tiraacam api sa'lTiiiff'ambhah) are 
ultimately traceable to its guiding influence. The class
instincts of certain animals which are so varied and so 
marvellous, are instances of the multifarious manifesta
tions of Pratibha. Being an innate unerring faculty, it 
does not require to be trained from outside. Though 
incommunicable and inexpressible in language, its exist
ence and even its working is justi:fied by the inner ex
perience of every man ( pratyatrmavrttisitUMiih) . It rises 
spontaneously ( ayatnaja) in the mind and would appear 
to the superficial observer to be quite of an accident. But 
We should also remember that m the Pn.Sya.ntx stage there is no vibhiiga ~tual 
spbt) or krama (succession) 1n Viik. Thts s!oge is dtsbmglllshed from the Pam 
m th1s only that It 1s aware of ltself.-whereas the Pari is beyond such self
awareness To put the ma.tter a little dd'lerently we may sav that it 18 

the self-awareness of }'a:rq. whtch 1s known as Nrantx· 
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on closer examination it is found to be, so far as its mani
festation in a definite manner is concerned, a result of 
continued effort (abhyasa) in the past. 

This explanation of our practical life by the principle 
of an innate sense named Pratibha is opposed to the 
rationalistic view of MaJ;J.Q.ana Misra, who, in his Vidhi
viveka, lays down the principle that the only impetus to 
all conscious action is the upayajiiana (adaptation of 
means to ends), without which no action would be 
possible. 

But this objection of the Mima:rhsaka is brushed aside 
by the grammarian on the ground that the principle of 
upayajiiana can not be maintained in all the cases. Thus 
even when the right means to the accomplishment of an 
end are unknown and under circumstances unknowable 
even by the wise (durjfiiinopdy6f1J,ca p'lldjiiair api), the 
end in question is observed to be successfully realised 
through the instincts of the animals. Even the learned 
man, for instance, with his accumulated experience, does 
not know the means whereby he may be able to modulate 
his voice exactly as the cuckoo does, so easily and grace
fully on the advent of spring. The wonderful instincts 
of bees and ants are well-known. The VaiyakaraJ;tapoints 
these out as illustrations of his thesis that instinct and 
intuition are really far more potent faculties than the 
intellect or even the senses (ptramiit;tebhyo'pi sC:marthya
tiSayam pratibhaytJ}J,) . Besides, these never err while 
the accredited means of right ( P) knowledge are known 
to be deceptive on occasions. It is further added, in 
repudiation of the Mimamsaka's theory, that the 
upayajiiana, which arises directly from repeated personal 
observation ( a8akrddarsana) and indirectly from the 
testimony of others ( upadesa), is not capable of explain
ing what the instincts actually accomplish. 

Regarding the origin, or rather the manifestation of 
instinct, the grammarian accepts the conclusion of the 
Yoga system and connects it with the question of ante-
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natal dispositiollB. It is well-known th~tt every karman 
or experience leaves behind it a definite samskara, a trace 
which remaillB impressed in a subtle state on the citta. 
The samsii.ra being without beginning, these sarb.skii.ras are 
numerically infinite and exist from eternity in the citta. 
Some <>f these are known as vasaniis and serve, when 
awakened by a stimulus, as psychological antecedents to 
memory and recognition. But there are others called 
karmii.Sayas which determine the formation of a parti
cular kind of corporeal existence, i.e., rebirth, as a parti
cular being fitted with a particular organic vehicle. Thus 
the karmii8aya, as a bundle of similar samskiiras grouped 
together, appears at the dying moment of the individual 
under the influence of his predominant thought of the 
moment; this is the so-called prii.rabdha, the seed which 
explains the nature of the next birth, with the joy and 
sorrows of that life and the term of its continuation. 
Instincts peculiar to the particular species are also evolv
ed out of the stock from which prii.rabdha originates. 
Prior karma being the determinant of both birth and 
instincts, it is easy to see how certain samskii.ras are inti
mately associated with certain forms of existence. 

IV 

THE A.GAMAS: SAlVA SAKTA SCHOOLS 

In the Tiintrika literature, however, the doctrine of 
Pratibha finds a brilliant and elaborate treatment. The 
whole of Mantra8astra is indeed full of interesting matter 
bearing upon this question. But as we cannot fully 
examine, within the narrow limits of this paper, the 
various currents and cross-currents of thought with which 
the history of the doctrine is closely interwoven, we 
consider it more expedient to attempt only a brief exposi
tion of the salient features of the doctrine1 avoiding the 
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quicksands of controversy as far as possible. And this 
we shall do on the basis of the Trika and Tripura litera
tures. But as these two literatures are very intimately 
connected and present very few points of difference 
(except in rituals) we may take them together. 

As in the VyakaraJ;J.a, so in Tantra proper, the 
doctrine of Vak plays a very important part and the 
study of Pratibha is really the study of this Vak, so far as 
its place in this literature is concerned. 

But we must bear in mind at the outset the funda
mental distinction between the two rival systems of 
thought in order that no confusion may arise. The 
Supreme Reality is conceived in VyakaraJ,la in terms of 
Sabda or Vak ( cf. anii.dinidhanarh brahma 8abdatattvarh 
yad ak,aram), so that to the Vaiyakarana the difference 
between Sabda Brahman and Para Brahman is in reality 
a difference without any distinction. To him the two 
represent the two aspects of the same Supreme Sabda : 
accordingly, the so-called Sabda Brahman is synonymous 
with Pa.Syanti and Para Brahman with Para. But 
in Agama the Para Vak occupies a subordinate position, 
being conceived as the Power of the Supreme Reality or 
Parama Siva, and would thus seem to correspond to Sabda
Brahman while Parama Siva and Para Brahman would 
be identical. Though there is admittedly no essential 
difference between Pasyanti and Para in VyakaraJJ.a or 
between Para Vak and Parama Siva in .Agama, there is 
no denying the fact that there is some slight difference 
between the two systems regarding the character of Vak, 
in so far as one holds it to be independent and self-sub
sistent, while the other makes it a power subordinate to 
the substance with which it is identical. 

In other words, Vak, according to Agama is the 
Supreme Power of Parama Siva-the Power, ever in 
association with Him, of His eternal self-contemplation 
and self-revelation. Though identiral in e~sence with the 
Godhead and not separable from it, it is nevertheless 
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distinguishable and is real. It is the Power whereby the 
D1vine Self knows Itself and enjoys Itself eternally, 
without restraints and without lirmtations. It is the 
will of the Absolute and the personality of the Impersonal, 
if we may use these expressions. The Agamas speak of 
it under various aspects, viz., Yimarsa (Word, Logos), 
Sphuratta (Self-illuminat10n), Aisvarya (Lordship) 
Svatantrya (Freedom), and Para'hantii.1 (Supreme 
Personality). 

This Yak is said to be two-fold according as it relates 
to the primary object (mukhya artha), viiz., tlie Pure 
Light of Cit or the Absolute Unity, free from all kinds of 
limitations or to the contingent object, viz., the Universe 
( viBva), which is multiple and is limited by various 
conditions, such as universal, quality, action, name &c. 
The first is called pratyavamarsa or vimarsa proper and 
the second vikalpa.2 

The usual classification of Yak as fourfold is also re
cognised. The Para seems to me to stand really for that 
aspect of the Yak when it is one with Parama Siva and is 
transcendent. The Pasyanti represents the Vimarsa, 
and the remaining two, viz. madhyama and vaikhari are 
only cases of vikalpa. 

As Yimarsa means the self-revelation of the Lord 
(praka8CMyd'flmavi8riilntih) it is intelligible that it is 
another name of Pratibha, with which, in the system of 
grarmnatical philosophy, Pa.Syanti has been shown to be 
synonymous. And this is borne out by the description of 
Pratibha found in the literature. 

Thus in the Pratyablhijfiahrdaya (p. 52) K~aja 
quotes a verse3 in which Pratibha is identified with the 
supreme subject, whose nature is infinite intelligence 

1 cl. Vripdksa:paficii.Btkii isvarata kartrtvam svata.ntratli. cttsva.riipa.ta ce'tl/ 
ete <i'hanti;y8h ~8h sambhuno'cyante// 

See also Nagii~tra. as Cited by Bbaskarari;ya in the Gupt;ifvalli. 
2 See Riima.ka:nt.biicii.rya's Viv•t. on the BpandaJalirJril, p 141. 
a yi ca''l!it praubhi. tattatpadirtha.kramariip>ti/ 

a.kramii.nantactdriipa.\1. pramii.ti sa f1JJ1hekva;re}# I 
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( ananf!acidmpa), indivisible and void of time-limitations 
(akrama). lt is unalterably and everywhere One, being 
the one Light whose reflection shines through every state 
of modal consciousness. The Yogin reaches this plane of 
Divine Yak when he succeeds in •shaking off the fetters 
of bondage. Omniscience and Omnipotence, among 
other divine attributes, are manifested in him ~ matters 
of course. His will becomes paramount and invincible. 
The Spandakii:rikil ( 4-7) says that everything, however 
remote in time and removed in space, presents itself to 
such a Yogin in any aspect in which he wants to see it 
present. During the period of ekstasis, and even after
wards (if the Yogin happens to have reached perfection), 
the self loses its limitations and becomes unified with the 
entire universe, so that the mere rise of th:e will wi.th 
reference to a particular object suffices to bring it into 
manifestation (cf. Ramaka.J;~.tha pp. 107-8). The state 
of the Yogin, thus abiding in the Reality and pervading 
.All, is technically known ~ rahasyamudr&-a state, in 
which he enjoys rest, freedom and joy, with all his desires 
fulfilled ; and the solitude in which he lives is the supreme 
solitude of union with Reality. 

The T'l'ipura Rahasya, the magnum opus of the 
Tripura system of philosophical thought, speak exactly in 
the same strain. It describes Pratibha as the supreme 
form of the Ultimate Reality (para sa pratibha devyd}J, 
param 'l'iiiparh mame'ritam) 1 and says that it is on this, 
as on a mirror, that the Universe is shining like a reflec
tion. It appears to the ignorant as the objective world 
and to the Yogin it reveals itself in the form of the 
eternal and indeterminate consciousness of the Pure Self. 
The lover turns to it as to his beloved and :finds the in
most cravings of his heart satisfied.2 

1 Tnpt<rd Rahaaya Jfiiilnakh., ch. xx, verse ISO, 
l Ibld., ch. XX 81-86, 
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v 
VEDANTA 

The word Pratibha seldom occurs in Vedantic litera
ture but the doctrine was certainly recognised. In the 
ninth atnuvaka of his Varttika on the Taittiriya Upa'lli$ad 
(the only instance in which the term Pratibha is found' 
in Vedanta), Sureavara mentions it by name (pratibha
jfiiina) and calls it ar~a. thereby implying that this know
ledge, by nature transcendent, is the characteristic of :rsis 
or seers, 1 and' it is further stated there that it comes into 
manifestation only to that seeking soul, who, by means 
of constant repitition of mantra and of prolonged medi
tation, is able to throw off the veil of Maya and enter 
into conscious communion with the Supreme Being." By 
way of illustration it is pointed out that such an intuition 
dawned upon Trisanku ( tri8ankor brahmabhAlt<UJya 
hy'ar~am sandaraatnam param) to whom the mantra viz. 
aham vr~asya reriva ( Taiitiriya .Aranyaka 7-10-1. p. 782 
of the Bib. Ind. Edition) was revealed. .And in conse
quence of this manifestation of Pratibha, Trisanku was 
converted into a :r~. 

A proper understanding of this conversion is not 
possible without consideration of the general theory of 
Divine Omniscience in this system. It is asserted that 
human omniscience is accidental, being the result of a 
rapPort with the Divine substance which is all-knowing 
and all-powerful. But what is the nature of this Divine 
Wisdom? 

Here we are confronted with a wide divergence of 
views among scholars. Even in the system of Sankara 

1 Acyuta.rip Modaka, in his commentaey on the JivllMliAiktWwoka. (p. Sll.)' 
explauls the word i.rsa as meamng 'proeeedmg from Veda., which IS self-!IIWJUiled' 
(8'1Jf1111atiTIIJif'alikiiU. veda)i Tlus mea.nmg IS denved from the equation rsi=Veda 

2 Ct. also· mumulqios tatpii1'8SYat'va lirautasmirtean karmasn./ 
&J>l ca. plitlbham ]fiinam ivttbbavati mokfadam! I 

(Vcirttlll:a, verse 160 annvi.ka IX) 
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there is hardiy any unanimity; and the exponents of 
orthodox Vedanta who are presumed to represent Sankara 
are very largely divided in their opinions. Thus in the 
Siddhii:ntaleBa, Appaya~ita quotes no less than five 
different theories on the question of Divine Omniscience, 
viz., the theories associated with the names of the authors 
of Prakaf;iirtha, TattYva-Sudilhi and Kawmudi and of 
Bharati-lirtha and Vacaspati Mi8ra. 

Among these, the view of Tatflva Sudilhi is opposed 
to the traditional teaching of all the mystics and may be 
dismissed as untenable. The Divine knowledge being 
everywhere recognised as immediate, the author of 
Tattva8uddivi stands by himself when he asserts it 
to be of the nature of memory in the case of the past and 
of Oha (as it Is named in the V edantasiildhiiJntasUkfJi.. 
manjari) in that of the future. He fails to see that the 
knowledge of a Being which is ex hypothesi eternaP and 
omnipresent can hardly be characterised as anything but 
immediate. But the view of Prakafii,rthavivfNY1fi'J-a is 
more plausible in this respect. It states that God's im
mediate knowledge of the multiple phenomena of all times 
is explicable through the refiection of Pure Consciousness 
received into the infinite modifications of Maya. This 
Maya, like the inner organ of jiva, is the limiting condi
tion of lsvara; in other words, it is through association 
with Maya that Isvara, himself identical with conscious
ness (jfi.anatmaka), is capable of becoming the subject of 
consciousness ( jnii;tii,) • This view is alright, so far as 
immediacy is concerned. But it loses sight of the fact, 

1 It "' curiOUs to find tha.t eV>ln in scholastac Vedanta the eterw.ty of DiV>ne 
ommSClence is sometunes unpujpled Advattinanda., for lllSta.nce, in the Brahnnl>
vi<fluo.okfM'fJlnl1; (p. 148) exphcitly affirms tha.t during pralaya. there "' a. totslla.pae 
of such omniscience, apparently for the reason that •t "' only a mode and therefore 

'a product whtch is by na.ture occaSlOna.l But how are we to understa.nd Sallkam's 
own lines • Y atprasidild'hi yogin.imapy atitinligata~ pratyakaam jfiinam• 
iccha.nti yoga.siistra.vida.'h klmu vaktavyam tsB,)'a nityasid:dhasye'&varasya. S!¢1athiti
samhrb.VIS8.yam Dlty&.)fiinam bhavat:Il.t (Ulllier V d &.t. 1.1.5)? If the nityajf!&ua. 
be taken as svariipaJ!iina why shonld it be characterised as aavifayaka. ? It "' 
only & vrtl.t which ean be sa.v!Sayaka. 
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as pointed out by the author of VedantakoomuilJ,, that 
God's omniscience is not a case of relative and adventi
tious conl'lciousness which ceases during pralaya. It is 
rather d'ue to His Essence which is consciousness itself. He 
knows all because, says the author of Kaumudi, He illu
mines all in relation with: Himself. But does this All em
brace the past and future ? To this it is replied that it does. 
The past and the future exists in Avidy,a in the form of 
bare, immaterial samskaras and are knowable. This 
reply of the Kaumudi would remind one of the theory of 
satkarya of Sankhya-Yoga school and especially of the 
Sutra of Patafijali. IV. 12. But in its general setting it 
seems to be somewhat of a graft upon the system. And 
one great defect from which this theory suffers is that it 
interprets omniscience as impersonal ( sarvajiiiitrtva= 
sarvajiidnii:tmakatva) -an interpretation, however plau
sible, is not supported by the tradition of Sankara 
Vedanta. Vacaspati is right, therefore, when he says that 
omniscience must be personal and explains that even 
Absolute Consciousness may be personal, when thought of 
under relation of causality. The theory of Bbaratf
tirtha, on the other hand, seeks to explain the omniscience 
of God on the assumption of His being the witness of the 
infinite viisanas of jivas as inhering in and modifying the 
Primitive Nescience ( ajMna) . 

All these views are centred on the fundamental thesis 
of SaiJ.kariicarya, viz., that omniscience, omnipotence, etc. 
are not really predicable of the Supreme Being. It is 
after and through the operation of Cosmic Nescience that 
these are attributed to Him. Since His essence is knowl
edge itself, it is only by a metaphor that He may be called 
all-knowing. Omniscience and omnipotence are, there
fore, pseudo-real concepts and not real. SaiJ.kara plainly 
says: tad evam avidyatmakopik[hiparicchedapekl!am eve• 8-
varasye'svaratvatm sarvajnatvam sarva8ak:titvan da, na 
paramiiTthato vidyaya'piistasarvop~vantpa iitmarii'
#fJti§itavyasarvajnatvadivyavaha!ra upapadyate. ( unde:r 
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Ved. Sutra ~.1.14.) This is thie central teaching or 
Sailkariiciirya, viz., the denial of the reality of Sakti 
(Power) and with it of personality and self-consciousness 
in the Absolute. The Sagu1;1a Brahman, of course, is 
admitted to be personal, and' consequently omniscience 
and omnipotence belong to Him, but then it must be re
membered that the Reality, in the high!est sense of the 
word ( piiramiirl!hikatva), of the sagu1;1a aspect is not con
ceded. In the system of Sailkara, there appears to be an 
impassable chasm between the two aspects of Brahman. 
But in regard to the question whether human omniscience, 
viz., that of the Yogins, has its origin in the divine 
omniscience, Sailkara emphatically answers in the affirma
tive ( cf. yatprasiidiidd;hi yoginamapy' afiitiiniigataviQayarn
pratyak$am icchanfJi etc. under Ved. Sutra 1.1.5).1 

Srikantha and the subsequent host of commentators 
on Vedanta have not felt any such difficulty in interpret
ing the doctrine of divine (and human) omniscience. 
Their position is more clear on this point. They admit 
the existence of a real Sakti in Brahman and affirm that 
knowledge is as much the essence ( uvarupa) of Brahman 
as its power or predicate (Saktidharma). Srika1;1tha 
observes that the omniscience of Brahman consists in its 
eternal, immediate and faultless awareness of everything 
independently of external sense-organs" and notes that 
this is possible by virtue of the supreme J:iiiina Sakti 
(called Umii or Cidambarii) associated with it. It is to 
this J:iiana Sakti that the word manas, as used in the 
expression mana iinandam, (an epithet of Brahman) is 
said to refer, so that it means the faculty by which God' 
as well as the liberated souls eternally enjoy the infinite 
( nirati8aya) joy of their beatified nature ( svarupiir 

1 This passage shows plainly tlu> t according to Sailkara the knowledge of God, 
like that of the Yogin, is immediate, pral.'ifa~. The theory of Tattt1Ja.iuddki 
therefore is not only erroneous, but positively opposed to the teaching of Sankara. 

2 mtyaparoksanapeks1ta vahyakarananiskaJanki\nubhavamkhdavastutva:m Idalll 
~rv"jfiatvam (under Ved Silt, 1.1 ~). 
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nand.ri,nubh{111)asadhana) and which is indeed no other 
than the Sabda Brahman or Pranava.' From this it is 
obvious that in the opinion of Srikantha the divine omni
science is synonymous with the eternal self-illumination 
and self-revelation of the Supreme Being, for the All 
(sarva, nildhilavasflu) which such omniscience is stated to 
comprehend and illuminate is not external to, but forms 
an integral aspect <lf, this Being. 

The theory of Ramiinuja and of his immediate pre
decessors in the :field is not 'Substantially very different 
from the above.2 He employs the term Purw]lottama as 
a special name of Brahman, thereby implying personality 
and will in Him. He describes Brahman as the all-know
ing subject whose essence is intelli:gence and whose 
eternal power of knowledge (known as Lak~;~m1) is inti
mately related to Him. This power ( sa'kti) or attribute 
(dharma) of God is sometimes spoken of as His Mind 
by which everything is always revealed to Him imme
diately ( dhanmabhutajfianena sarvam sadii sakQatkurvata 
iSvarasya. etc.) 8 and sometimes as His consort. 

Like Srikantha and Ramiinuja all the subsequent 
commentators posit an eternal real Sakti in the Supreme 
Being and explain the facts tof omniscience and omni
potence by means of this Sakti. 

1 &ikanths, m the plamest language, asserts the 1denttt,y of U:m& or the 
Supreme Powe< ol DIVIne Knowledge mth the mystic Onkira pranavapary&yeno'
mi.!abdena po.raprakrtiriipi parii.!akt!r ucyate (Ved BUt 4 U~) . 

.S Jliinaaya riipasyat'va taaya jlii.nasrayatvam malndyuma.mdipid•vad 
yuktant eva (p 58 cf Snblui.S'Jfa Sma.ngam Edit1on) 

8 Vara.vara's commentary on To,tfJvCCI'IWIJB, p 44 Tins is suddha, pure sattva 
and is to be d!Stisguished from the natural sattva, Whl<!h even in 1ts purest cond1-
t1on 1s hound to have an admiXture, however sl1ght, of the lwo lower qual1bes. 
The pure satlva consb~utes the Dmne Mmd JUSt as the mixed sattva forms 
the lower m1nd, w1th this d1fl'erence that It 1s, unbke the latter, eternal and infimte 
lt ;, this which under God's mll evolves Into an mfinite var1et.y of forDIS1 
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VI 

MIMA.MS.A (PORVA) 

Fl'om the foregoing summary of the orthodox views 
on intuition and omniscience (human and divine) as well 
as from the Buddhist and Jaina accounts of the same to 
which we shall advert in the following pages, it would 
seem that the doctrine of Pratibha, in some form or other, 
has ever been an article of universal acceptance in this 
country. It is an anomaly, therefore, that we find the 
M""unamsakas alone maintaining an attitude of bitter 
opposition to this doctrine. They deny the possibility of 
omniscience of any kind; either eternal as of God or what 
is due to contemplation as in the case of the Yogins.1 

The arguments adduced by them in support of their 
denial2 seem to be no more than the stale stock-in-trade 
arguments with which: the common empirical sense of 
man seeks to overthrow the dictates of the higher mystic 
consciousness. There must be some deeper reason for the 
denial. The philosophical position of Mimamsa in rela
tion to the other systems must be determined in order 
to see if we can discover some rationale of this denial. 
It is evident that the doctrine of omniscience does not 

1 See slo1,1Wft'/'!tJik4, pp. 79-82, 
2 For J&~YUta's refutation of some of these arguments, see N¢yr.vma.nia'li 

pp. 108-106 KIIIllirila. " v~ hard upon those mystics who hold that in the 
gradual exaltabon of conSClouaness .there comes a moment when the restriction 
of senses to tlle1r correspondmg objects (via"1!an,yamti) IS no longer apphcable 
Be plainly den1es not only the power of sense-organ to apprehend an obJect wh1ch 
is not relevB!lt to 1t (na riipe 4rotravrtl!ti), but even th~ poss1h1hty of there 
beJD,g a central faculty capable of cogmsing all objects (.ekena tu pramda>ena 
sarvajfi.ah, etc Bloka11iirti:Jka p. 80) ThiS 1s notbmg but the common...,nse view. 
But It •• not teneble for tlle mystic consc1ousness ef. the Sruti gbrinata]J. 
S.bdam .!.mvant1 prsthato liipiim pa8yant1. With lllJS Vedic passage may be 
compared tlle statement of Samt Martin. "I heard bowers that sounded and 
saw notes tllat shone". In regard to Kumii.nla'$ objection to the assumpl!on o! a 
central factdty one is remmded of Edward Qarpenter"s own experience of the 
mysnc cODSClousness in wluch as he says "All the senses unite into ope sense" 
\See Underhill's My8t!.cWm, f• 8) • 
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somehow fit in with the fundamental assumptions with 
which the system as a whole starts. 

It seems to me that the conception of Sabda or Veda 
as eternal and impersonal lies at the bottom of the 
Mimamsaka's whole tenor of thought. From this may be 
deduced as corollaries many of the views which the 
system sets forth. The unbroken continuity of world
cycles, the doctrine of self-validity of knowledge, the 
theory of its causality etc., all these will be found, when 
closely analysed, to follow from this central conception. 
The rejection of omniscience may also have something 
to do with, this very fact. According to Mlimamsa, it 
would appear, omniscience is not compatible with per
sonality which is held to be a limitation. The very 
fact of being a subject involves the inevitable relativity 
of oonsci(ousness, fatal( to omniscience; and moreover. 
when Veda is already assumed to be the eternal source of 
all knowledge, impersonal and self-revealed, it would be 
superfluous to posit a Personal All-knowing Being, either 
human or divine ( cf. agamasya ca nityatve siddhe tat
kalpanti vrthii. Slokavarttika p. 8~.). 

But what are we to understand by the first benedic
tory verse of Slokavarttika, where Kumarila speaks of the 
Supreme Being under the name of Mahadeva and des
cribes Him as furnished with the Divine Eye ( divya
cakqus) in the form of the three Vedas ? The meaning 
of the verse is obvious and even Parthasarathi who 
suggested an explanation in consonance with the 
Mimamsa position could not deny that it really referred 
to Mahadeva ( vi8ve8varam mahadevam) and therefore 
to a personal God. ri'he identification of Divyacak~us 
with Veda is quite in keeping with the mystical explana
tion of Veda which is in its essence equivalent to Pra:Q.ava 
and therefore to Pratibha which is the Divine Eye in the 
highest sense of the word. The §loka, therefore, as coming 
from an orthodox Mimarhsaka teacher, remains un
intelligible. 
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VII 

BUDDHISM 

In the Buddhist phllosophical literature, so far as I 
am aware, the term Pratibha is not generally found. But 
the word Praj:ii.a is most frequent, and it occurs there 
with many of the associations wh1ch attach to the word 
in Pata:ii.jali's system. 

It is asserted that the ultimate Truth (p(Jffamii:rtha 
aatya), the realisation of which is an essential condition 
for freedom from pain, is ~ot lBJilen~ble to any of the 
human sources of knowledge-to the senses or even to 
reason; but it reveals itself in the light of Supreme 
Wisdom which arises from contemplation and quietude 
( aamadhi, samatha) . Contemplation is declared to be 
the only means for gaining Praj:ii.a, i.e., knowledge of things 
as they are in theiWJelves as di.s:tinguished from what 
they appear to us.1 Though the world (loka) has little 
concern with such knowledge, it is considered to be the 
only way to Deliverance. As in Yoga, so in Buddhism, 
Praj:iia is supposed to consist of a series of successive 
stages, in the last of which it becomes absolutely spotless 
and calm. 

The Praj:iiii. is some~i:mes conceived as an eye 
(prajMcakqus), which is said to develop itself when the 
mind is purified by samii.dhi.2 In the technical phraseo
logy of tile Buddhist literature, the term praj:ii.ii.c~us 
does not seem to represent praj:iia in its entirety but only 
in one of its aspects, and in this way the different stages 
of prajiia are found represented by corresponding ·super
natural eyes, viz., (i) dharmacak~us, (ii) divyac~us, 
(iii) Praj:iiii.cak~us and ( iv) buddhacaksus.3 

1 Yathivasthita/pl'at!tyasa.mutpannavastutattvapanca.yalaksa:ni p~ajili, BoddJ.i.. 
ctn1JijAXI.fiiro.poJi.colca, p. 848 

2&ma,th,epar!Sodh•tacittasantine praJi'>i,yih pt\idurbhli.vit suprModbi~tre 
~asyanJSpattJ.v.at Zoe. tri~, cf the Yoga view which •• ••mllar. (Yoga SdfJra; 1.!10) • 

8 In the hat .of the live eyes as given by Childers (S V. Pafi~u) we read 
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In Piili hterature, the word dhammacakkhu(spiritual 
insight), also known as vipassana, is used for the dawn
ing of the spiritual sense in man on conversion. When 
this is fully developed, the convert is established in the 
fruit of 'sotapatti' and the first stage comes to an end. 
This eye is characterised as a faculty of true knowledge, 
undisturbed by ra3as ( virajam) and free from obscurity 
( vitamalam). How this faculty is to be distinguished 
from the so-called divme eye-(divvacakkJhu) does not 
seem to be quite clear ( cf. Rhys Davids, DidogtU~s, p. 95 
footnote) . That both are supernormal is, of course, plain. 
But it is ;.ometimes asserted that divvacakkhu is able to 
see visible objects only, though such objects may not be 
ordinarily within the scope of our faculty of vision ( cf. 
Kathiimatthu). In the Abhidhammii,vatdra also it is 
said that divvacakklllu has riupa for its object1 as 
divvasota has sound ( sabda). The fit objects of the 
celestial sight are held to be of four kinds, viz. things 
present (paccupPanna) as well as absent (paritta), ex
ternal and internal (loc. cii. p. 110 verse 1153). Tlus eye 
is defined as the knowledge (and its faculty) which rises 
on the cilta when, in th:e fourth stage of jhiina, it is 
identified with: the object.2 

Besides these two faculties there ,js the panfiilcakkhu 
(Prafiiii,cak$us) which is held in the Itivuttaka (p. 52, 
§ 61 ) to be higher than the divvacakkJhtu. 

Buddhadatta, however, divides cakkhus first into 
two classes, viz., mii,msa (physical) and panna (super-

samant.l cakkhu instead of Dhamma, but the name dhammacakkhu IS sometime& 
retamed It 1s there descnhed as the power of knowmg general thmgs possessed 
by the Buddha.. In the N1JiitJJa'l'tl.fJniiJ<ora, (p 80 ) Parthasirath1 MISra refers to 
the 'VIew accordmg to wh1ch d1vvacakkhu IS the faculty of Buddha's omwSClenCI'. 
buddhapratyaksam chvyaca.lo!urjan1tam sarva~am bbaVII!y&b. 

2 In this .sense it ccrresponds to the arvadhi-Jfi&n& and dsr8ana of J"aina 
Plulosophy. 

8 atthasidhakactttam tam catutthaJJhi.nikam matam/tam cittasalhyutam 
jfi&nam divyacakkhiiti buccati (Abkid~m'l'l/., p. 107, verse HOO). For the 
manner how this eye IS developed see Ib1d- pp 106-107 and Shwe Zam Auog in 
his Introductory Essay to the 00'111/Prmdw.m of P/WIJsop'Nu, P 68. 

A·T• 5 
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natural), of which the latter is :fivefold : ( i) Buddha, 
(ii) Dhamma, (iii) Sannanta, (iv) Niilna and (v) Divva. 
From what he says of these powers of /supernatural know
ledge it seems that it m consists in the ~ealisation of 
iiJayaa and anu8ayas which are supersensible, ( ii) means 
knowledge of the three-fold path, (·iii) stands for omni
science, ( iv) indicates the Eye that is evolved (after 
conversion P) and ( v) divvacakkhu is synonymous with 
the Supreme Wisdom or Prajii.a which arises from abihijna
citta (p. 65 chap. X, 685-689). 

In the Sanskrit Buddhist literature also, the same 
fivefold division is to be met with.1 And in the Malvii
vasfJu it is pointed out that in vision by the phy\Sical eye 
( mamsa) light is needed; but in the function of the other 
eyes it is not necessary.' Divyacaksus is said to be better 
than that of the gods etc. Dharmacaksus is characterised 
by the development of ten psychic powers (including the 
purity of the Divyacaksus). But all these powers pale 
before the Buddha Eye which is equivalent to Absolute 
and Unconditional Omniscience. 

There is of course much confusion on the exact 
significance of the terms in Buddhist literature, for, in 
course of time and for various reasons, imports have 
gradually changed. But one thing is certain, viz., that 
we find everywhere recognised the existence of a higher 
faculty than the physical seDJse and that it is resorted to 
for explaining facts otherwise inexplicable. The physical 
sense is often erroneous and subject to various limitations; 
its reports are unreliable. But this higher faculty, call 
it prajii.ac~us or by any other name, is infallible and 
sees thing~ in their light. 

1See Vtlg1(Jekhedikti XVIIT; ~grdha LXVII, p. 14, Lalifiavul/a'IQ 
Mitra's transl.!.t1on, p 15 ; MalliivtMIJu. Vol. I. 

2 Swsnu Ha.nha.rinanda .A..aeya, m h1s Swa.d'/vviln<!. Brakmaca:ri'• "~'«""" 
bk-.a v.tfllinfia, (p. 80) points out that there are two ways of havmg super
lllltural v1sion, Vl2!. 1n the solar pr in the lunar light. The former is the hght of 
sll\liUIIllli, and the latter the manifestation of sense-power. In the fust case also 
phySical light is not needed. 
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Here a curious parallelism presents itself between the 
Buddhist philosophy and the Yoga system of Pataftjali. 
Thus it is said that Prajiia as a means (hetubhiUa) viz. 
the realisation of the noble eight-fold path, leads to Praj:fi.a 
which may be considered as the End ( phalabhuta), viz., 
Nirva:Q.a. The former is the result of continued practice 
of the preliminary Prajfia consisting m sruta, cinta and 
blillvana.1 This sruta, cintu and bhavana are really 
nothing but the Buddhist counterparts of srava:Q.a, 
manana and nididhyasana of the Upamsadic literature 
and of agama, anumana and dhyanabhyasa of Yoga
bh&;ya2 and the Prajiia or realisation of the path 
( miirgajnana) of Buddhism corresponds to the realisa
tion ( siiksiitkara, darsana) of Vedanta and to the Yoga 
of the Yoga system. 

Now the question is: how is omniscience compatible 
in Buddhism with its doctrine of flux on the one hand 
(Realism and Idealism) and of Void on the other 
(Nihilism) ? The Yoga system advocates the sat
karyaviida and' is consequently able to explain the ra
tionale of its intuitive experience on the ground that in 
its view all the products, however widely separated by 
time and space, are eternally co-existing in the Primum 
Materia (mula prakrtJiih) . They are manifested as soon 
as the barriers, which stands in the way of their mani
festation before consciousness, a-re withdrawn. Pataiijali, 
in most unequivocal terms, expresses his belief that the 
past and the future are essentially existent.3 That they 
are not u&ually seen is due to some defect in the seer (viz. 
iivarana) and not to their non-existence. But in the 
doctrine of Universal Flux, such as that of Buddhism, in 
which a permanent substrate of change is not admitted, 

1 Cf Bodhwaryiilvatiirapaaieikii, pp 849-850; Takakusu, lt-stng, p HiS 
2 igamenii.Jnum.Ant'na dhy.in.B.bhyi.sarasena cal 

tndha prakalpayan prajfiiim Iabhate yogam uttamcm./ I 
under Yoga SUtra I 48. 

3 ~t:itani\gatam svariipato'sty adhvabhedi.d dharminiim. Ibid, IV. U· 
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there is logically no room for the past or for the future. 
And as a matter of fact we find that the advocates of the 
orthodox Theravada School actually reject the theories 
the seceders ( e g. Sarvastivadins), holding that the past 
and the future exist and ( cf. Andhakas) that the future 
may be known." 

Still the fact has to be explained that the Buddha, if 
none else, was believed to be able to make predictions 
and to know anything however remote in time, if only he 
Willed so. 

Thus the Milinda Paiiho expressly declares in an in
teresting passage;' that the Buddha was verily omnis
cient, in the sense that nothing stood in the way of his 
knowledge, so that whenever he wanted to know any 
object he used to reflect upon it (iivajjitvii) and at once 
the object revealed itself to his mind. It is the mysteri
ous power of the Buddha Eye that it can penetrate into 
any time.' Nothing can obscure its vision. In this 
connection one is also reminded of the interesting des
cription (in Asvaghosa's Buddhacatrita, chap. XIV) of 
the Divine Eye ( dh;yacakt;us) which the Buddha is said 
to have gained in course of icontemplatlion during the 
second watch of the memorable night on his overthrow of 

1 Cf Kathiivatthu, !-6. 
2 For the orthodox view cl. footnote 4 of the tmnslabon of the Kathiiva~tJhu 

p 18!!:---(V.S) 
3 iirn& maharaJa bhagava sabbafifiu ua ca bh.agavato satatam samitam 

nanadassancm paccupatthitam, ii.vaJjanaparibaddha bhagavato savvannu
tafianam, iivaJjitva yad1cchakam Jiiniititt (Thenckser's Edibon of Mililnda
panlvo, p. IW)1. 

The two kmds of omnisCience as implied m thts passage correspond exactly to 
those of the Y ukta and YufiJii.na Y ogms as described tn the Bhii¢pariecheda, 
lriinka, 66. · 

• Knowledge of the past and the future IS among tl1e 1!8 things accruing to a 
Badhaka, acccrdmg to MahiivatmSa, when the Buddha eye is opened for him 
Even lower down, dhammacakkhu and divvacakkhu are capable of such v1sion 
1nto the past or mto the future. The fact of Buddha's jati.IW!ara.ta (memory of 
ante-natal btrths), so frequently desert bed m the Ptj:akas and considered as one 
of the e>gbt fruits of dhyi\na or of the powers arising from the development of 
dhammacaillu or as one of the five (or slX), abbij!l.i.s, lends support to the 
supposihon that the veil of Time did! not exist for Buddha, 
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Mara. By that wonderful faculty of vision, he saw the 
entire knowledge world (universe), as if reflected in a 
clear mirror : tatas tena sa divyena pariSuddhena caksut}a{ 
dadarsa nikhilam lokam iidarsa' 1va nirmale/ I (verse 8). 
Emphasis is here upon the word nik!hilam which implies 
freedom from all limitations, temporal as well !l!s spatial, 
and indicates that the vision was simultaneous. 

It is really a difficulty which Buddhism (at least 
its earlier schiool) does not seem w have successfully 
solved. All attempted solutions are but make-shifts and 
show no way out of the contradictions involved. 

VITI 

JAINISM 

In the Jaina philosophy, however, no such difficulty 
arises. Here the fact of omniscience, including the lower 
faculties of bare clairvoyance, thought-reading etc., 
claimed for the Lord who possesses it eternally and for 
the jivas who gain it after a striving, lend's itself to an 
easy explanation. For it is admitted that the jiva is 
eternal, that the universe as such is eternal (though 
subject to change) and that the jiva's knowledge of this 
universe is also eternal. Even the past and the future 
objects of knowledge are existent ( aifitiinagatiimiim arthii
IJ'Iiim vartamanakii.lasamba~hitayil bhave' pi atitanagata
kiilasambanwhitaya bhiiviit) 1 Absence of the object 
from the senses is not a barrier to its being known super
normally ; it is the limitation of senses alone that they 
cannot cognise things not present w them, but in the case 
of higher perception or intuition, which is not sense-born, 
the a:ssumption of such limitation is not justified by ex
perience. At any rate, it is admitted that whether present 
or absent, every object has an existence of its own. 

1 Bhat~ Anantakirb, Lagh;u<JaroajfiasuJ.dh•, p H!7, 
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This intuitive experience is said to be two-fold. 
(i) relative and imperfect ( vikala), and (ii) absolute and 
perfect ( sakala). In the :first case the intuition is known 
as avadhzjfiiina or avail.hidarsana when its object is a 
physical substance ( rilpin or murtadravya) 1 and as 
maruil),paryaya when it discerns the thoughts of another 
mind, and in the second case it is exalted into the supreme 
level and is called kevalajfiiina or kevaladarsana which 
is a characteristic of the Arhat. Leaving aside the 
thought-reading for the present, we may observe that 
both avadhijfiana ( ohina'TJ(L in Pra.krt) and kevalajfiana 
are free from the obstructions of time and space, but with 
this difference that whereas the former is also to cognise 
only the physical, the latter is directed to both the physical 
and super-physical ( nikhJi1adravyaparyiiyasakgatkriri
svampa) and is simultaneous ( mUrfiimurtasamasta
vastugatasattiisiimanya . . . . . . . sakala'.{Yfatyak$arillper)ai:
kasamaye pa8yati) 2 It need hardly be added that 
this kevalajfiiina and darsana are the synonyms of Prati
bha, Prajfia etc. of the other systems. 

According to J aina philosophy omniscience or the 
possession of the faculty of Absolute Knowledge and 
Supreme Vision i'S an eternal property (being also the 
essence) of the soul, which it has apparently lost or 
allowed to be obscured under the influence of a beginning
less series of karmas, hence known as a veil of knowledge 
and vision ( jfiiiniivaraniya and darsanavar(J!TJ'iya) .8 By 
means of spiritual culture this veil may be withdrawn, 

l Devo.siir~ in Pra~atttttvalokiiiMiJriira, 2.~1 says that avadhljlliine. is 
Mtural to gods and hell-bemg• (bhavapratyaya) but may be acq'ltored by men and 
beasts (guno:pru.fiJitltJJal 

I! It may be noted that avadh!J!Iana, may sometimes be falsified (v!bhafig.ii
vadhl) , and is always relative, but avadhl<loria.na, though equally relo.tive IS 
e\er truthful It is kevalajfiana and kevaladariana alone "llhic!h are in every 
sense .absolute and perfect, the d•stincb.on between j!liina and dariana is emphasised 
m both the Buddhist and Jams, phllosophlcal hter&ture and it seems that the 
former corresponds to savlkalpaka and the latter 1.o the mrvikalpnk~>. j!IAna or U1e 
orthodox syst<'tns 

8 See Brahmadeva's commentary on DTa"1/aBtllmfl"aka, p. 6, 
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and in proportion to its withdrawal the soul will regain its 
lost knowledge until at last, wl'.en all the karmas are 
destroyed, it will become once more ,omniscient (and 
ommpotent), being established in its pure and' eternal 
essence. 

But what is the nature of this culture which helps 
in lifting up the veil ? To this no definite reply can be 
given. Different systems, of course, prescribe different 
methods, but all agree m asserting the paramount im
portance of Yoga and certain physical austerities. It is 
said that by these Yogic practices, a tremendous amount 
of energy, called tejole8ya/J, (akin to electricity and 
magnetism) is generated in the body.1 This is of the 
nature of a fiery force which, when sufficiently purified 
by continued practice, burns up the cobwebs of the veil
ing karmas. In the UvasagadWJao, for instance, it is 
narrated that with the gradual purification and intensi
ficatiOn of his personal magnetism by penances the 
avaranakannas were removed and clairvoyant sight dawn
ed upon Ananda.2 This iivaranakanna which conceals 
reality is referred to in the Yogasutra (Il.5~) under the 
name of praldi8i'ivarana and we can understand that the 
dawning of the intuitive sense ~s consequent upon the 
clearing up of these veiling mists. Carried to its utmost 
extent, this process of purification naturally ends in the 
establishment of the power of all-knowledge. 

IX 

ITIHA.SA PURANA AND PROSE LITERATURE 

In the Mahab'lviirata the word Pratibha occurs 
several times; and the context shows that it conveyed 

1 Cf. Hoerule's translation of U'IJiisaga p. 5() note 140. 
2 anandassa lesalum vtsujkra.rnfulihim t&Lii.va.ra.niJJ&iam karminam svaova~ 
same~am ohmane samuppanne. (Roerule's ed1t1<>n p. 88). 
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the same sense in which wre find it used in 'the Yoga 
system of .Pata.fi.jah. Thus in Santifparvan (chap. 816.14)' 
1t is contrasted with Apavarga, thereby implying 
that it was conceived as an impediment in thle way of 
final release ( cf. Yoga Sidra. 3.37). Elsewhere (chap. 
239.24)J it is expressly enJoined that it IS not an acquisi
tion worth coveting, evidently in view of the possible 
distractions which it may occasion, so that as soon as 
this power of all-knowledge begins to manifest itself it 
has to be checked. But in some places we seem to hit 
upon passages which tend to show that a slightly different 
view of Pratibha was also prevalent. For what can be 
the true meaning of that remarkable passage which 
teaches that Prahbha arises only when the guJ;tas have 
been surpassed ?8 

In the Sivapuiriina4 the term Pratibha is explained 
as to be the faultless illumination of things subtle, hidden, 
remote, past and future. ~t is said to be one of the super
natural obstacles (dvvyii upasargiih) in the path of 
realisation, but though an obstacle it is nevertheless 
supposed to be an indication of the proximity of this reali
satiOn ( sid~caka) itself. 

Tn the Kadambari5 we find the word Divyacak~us, 
instead of Pratibha, in use. The Sage Jabali is described 
there as possessed of this faculty by which he was able 
to see the entire universe (even the past and the future) 
as if verily present before his eyes. ;He acquired the 
power of omniscience through tbe gradual removal of 

1 Bangabas• Edttwn (!P. 1768) Nlilakantha's mlerpretation ol the term by 
vlksepa does not seem to be qutte happy 

2 Ibtd (p 1640). In !hts passage Nilakantha explams the word as intmtive 
knowledge of the contents of all Siistras (sakalw\iistrabhanam). Hopkms renders 
tl by 'faultless tllumm.atton' 

8 See Hopkm's T,., Great Epw oif lnd,a, p 181, Yoga teckniqu• tn tille GrotJ.t 
Epw in I A 0 s. Vol. XXll, p 856. 

4 Vdgatviya &mkif>i, chap 29.78 (Bange basi Edition p 964). 
3 See (a) I anavarstatapallksaptta:mnlii.niim kara.Lalilmalakavad akhtlaril jagad

ilokayatiim dtvyena <aksulsil bhagava.tiim (jParab's 1 Ed1tton, pp. 86-7), 
(b) Sa (t e Jabil1) ht bhagavii.n kiUatrayada.rSi tapahprabhivi\d divyena. eal<fusil. 
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impurities from his mind by means of constantly practised 
penances. The eleventh chapter of the Gitii contains the 
classical example of the working of this faculty. On the 
eve of that memorable event, the battle of Kur~etra, 
which was to decide the fortunes of India for milleniums 
to come, Lord K+~na graciously awakened this faculty in 
Arjuna ( divyam dadam~ te ca~h pa8ya me yogam aiS
vccram, verse 8) for a short time and thus enabled him 
to have a glimpse of the supreme vision. Arjuna is said 
to have seen in Krsna's body the whole universe with all 
its past and future states. It was the vision of many in 
one ( tatrai'kaatham jagat krtsnam pravibhaktama:nek
ai!Jha, Verse 18) and' in this way resembled a similar vision 
vouchsafed to the Buddha during the period of his con
templation on the bank of the Niraiijana-a fact to which 
we have already referred. 

DEVELOPMENT OF PRATIBHA · 

RESUM:J;: & RETROSPECT 

:We have seen in the preceding pages that the devt!
lopment of the faculty of omniscience can not be 
effected unless the mind is purified and freed' from the 
obscuring influence of the dispositions clinging to it from 
time immemorial. What is known as the 'divine eye' is 
really the mind in its purified condition as the Chdndogya 
Upanif!ad (VIII, 19l.5) expressly declares: ma:no'asya 
daivam caksul),. And the V iijasaneya Samhitii of the 
white Y ajus (in the Sitvasankalpa mantra) also makes a 
similar statement, referring to the marvellous powers 
possessed by a purified man. It is apparent, therefore, 
that every man, in so far as he is gifted with a mind, is 
gifted with the possibility of omniscience. As soon as 

sarvam eva karatalaphalam 1va jagad ilokayat1, vet1:! janmiintarany atitiini, 
kathayaty igimmam apy artham etc Ib1d, p 9! 
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the impurities are removed from it, everything is revealed 
to it, however di:stant in time or in space; and 
even supersensuous objects are rendered accessible to it. 
This is the process of Yoga by which tamas is eliminated 
by the active rajas from sattva (=mind, citta) which 
consequently becomes pure, steady and luminous. This 
is citta.Suddhi (or sattvaSuddhi) which is invariably 
followed by the rise of Prajna. 

But how are the impurities to be cleared away ? 
The whole question turns upon the practical issues of 
mystic culture and we can do no more than briefly touch 
upon the matter in this place. It is intimately connect
ed with what is technically known a.s the "rousing of the 
Kundalini or the Serpentine Power" in man. This power 
represents the combined Jilful.a Sakti and Kriya Sakti of 
God and exists in a latent form in every individual man. 
In the ordinary state it is said to be lying aaleep and 
has its centre, according to the usual opinion, at the base 
of the spinal column. The awakening of Kundalini is 
the actualisation of the infinite latent power. It is des
cribed as a very arduous process and is supposed to be 
practically impossible without help from outside. This 
help comes from the Guru, a spiritually awake person, in 
the form of an influx of spiritual energy from him. And 
it is held that this "infusion of energy", usually called 
R:n>a (grace) or Saktipata in Tantrik Literature, acts as 
a dynamic and releases, more or less quickly (according 
to the spiritual constitution of the subject), the infinite 
possibilities of the soul by burning up its veiling karmas. 
This is the process of purification and concentration of 
mind ( cz'tta8uddhi), known as purging o~ the .soul in 
mystical literature. As soon as the process comes to an 
end the Light of Praj:iiii (Prajifii,jyoti}j,) or Pratibha 
begins to shine forth in the manner of a Luminous Eye 
in the middle of the forehead, just between the two eye
brows, and the man is then said to be converted or re
generated into a god-man. This is the so-called 'Divine 
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Eye' (Divyacaksuh) or the third eye of Siva, otherwise 
known as the Eye of Wisdom ( Prajnacaksu.]J,) or the Eye 
of ~~i (Ar!Jacaksuh). Since this eye is opened by the 
grace of Guru ( cakl}ur unm'ilitam yena in Gurustava), the 
latter is usually called the 'giver of the eye'. The Eye 
itself is sometimes spoken of as the Guru. 

The centre of this faculty of vision is thus found to 
be the middle of the two eye-brows, above the root of the 
nose, where the so-called ajfi.dcakra ( the sixth member of 
the sixfold group of psychic centres within the su~?umnii) 
is located. And this squares with the fact that this is also 
the seat of the mind. 

Concurrently with the opening of this vision to the 
Yogin he begins to hear the eternal and unbroken sound 
of Nada (i.e. Oihkara), the sweet and all-obliterating 
Divine Harmony. Like the sweeping current of a 
rushing flood, this mighty sound carries everything before 
it and drowns all in its music, until, at last, it ceases itself 
to be heard and there is Absolute Silence of the nirvi
kalpa sa'TTiiiA1JI,i. 

When this light and sound are fully realised, but 
before plunging into Absolute, the Yogin is elevated into 
the highest plane of cosmic life. The siddhas, r!?is and 
gods are seen and their voices (which are all aspects of 
"daiv'i vak" or iiloiiJavanli) are heard. There exists 
nothing between him and the rest of the universe. And 
indeed hi's whole life is then one continuous Brahmavihara. 

Being himself saved, he now becomes, if he so desires 
it, the saviour of humanity; and he may also participate 
in the government oi the world or else he may live in eter
nal and blissful communion with the Lord', forgetful of 
all besides Him. He may even merge forever (or for a 
definite time) his self-identity in the Absolute and obtain 
the peace of Nirvana. There are infinite possibilities of 
the trans-natural life, and no two souls need be exactly 
alike in their destiny, though all may he said to have 
:rl.'ached in one sense the same Beatific Goal. So long as 
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he is in earthly life either before the falling off of the 
body or on the voluntary resumption of such life subse
quent to his physical death, the virtues of Love and Faith 
are exemplified in him in their noblest aspects. He is 
the Ideal of Perfect Humanity which is Divinity itself 
in a concrete shape and is the source of light and life and 
joy to the world, deep in darkness and sorrow. It is from 
him that the 'Scriptures' proceed and the world receives 
guidance and inspiration. 



THEISM IN ANCIENT INDIA. 

I 

Introduction 

As a brief introduction to the study of theistic philo
sophy in ancient Indla it its desirable -to take a short 
survey of the old controversy over the causal (efficient) 
problem and the kindred questions centred round it. It 
is an interesting question-one which inevitably presents 
itself in the study of all ancient philosophy, and we can
not well afford to leave out a short discussion of it here. 

It may be said, broadly speaking, that the doctrine 
of ISvara is as old in its systematised formulation as the 
age of theM wbhiiraiJa and the Upanisads. The Sveta8va
tara Upanisad contains a nominal enunciation of some of 
the most popular theories current in its time in explana
tion of the origin of the universe, and ISvaravada forms 
one of this number. Thus we read: 

kalah svabhavo niyatir yadrccha 
bhUtani yonih puruea iti cintyam/ 
samyoga eearh na tv'atmabhavad 
'atma'py anisah sukhaduhkhahetoh/ I 

In the second half of this famous passage, suffering 
though from a slight ambiguity of expression, the doc
trine of ISvara, I believe, is undoubtedly indicated.1 A 
more pronounced statement however appears in Suhuta 
(1.7) where six diverse views are mentioned. Punyaraja 
in his commentary on the Vakyapadiya (U~8), Sarva
jnatma Muni in the Samk8epa8ii:Tiraka ( 1.5~8), Guna
ratna in the SaddarsanasamuccayavrtfJ.i (pp. 10-19), 

1 Cf. The well-known verse iU/miJ 1antur ar(l8o''llam etc , which forms the 
nucleus, as •t were, of the whole subsequent ltlerature on f8varavada. The lo""' 
r./aq8"'"' of th1s 'Joka. •• M ahxlbhiilrata, Vanaparva.n, so.~s 
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Mathara ( Chowkh, Sk. S. pp. 75-76) and Gaudapiida (Ben. 
Sk. S. 37-38) on Sankhyakarika no. 61, Bhatta Utpala on 
Brhat SamhiM (1.7) Aciirya Nemicandra in Gomma
tasara, verses 788-883, and Gotama in Nyaya Sutras, 
IV. 1.14-43, speak of various rival theories about the 
origin of the world ( cf. Sivapura'J;W,, Vaya'liiya Samhita, 
Uttara Bhlaga VIII, 14). Many of these had been in 
vogue in independent forms, and as interrelated, long be
fore the rise of Buddhism. And there seems to be good 
rea:son to believe that in course of centuries, with the 
systematisation of the schools, some of these doctrines 
lost their independence altogether and came to be affiliat
ed to the systems newly bu'ilt up. The inevitable conse
quence of this gradual assimilation would appear to have 
been a blending of thoughts which sometimes seriously 
hinders historical discrimination. I am, however, trying 
to append below a short note on each of these doctrines. 
taking special care to keep up its integrity as closely as 
feasible.1 And it will 'be evident from a glance at this 
description that theistic studies were very intimately 
connected in early times with the study of the funda
mental causal problem with whirh all the theories had 
endeavoured to deal, and that they are traceable to a great 
antiquity in the past. 

II 

SVABHAVAVADA 

Under the name of Svabhiivaviid'a we may comprise 
almost2 all those modes of thinking which deny the 

1 Dr Schrader, 1n h1s excellent tract ("Uber dm ita/Tid der ,lld,rchen pluloaupkoe 
Zwr z.,t Ma'hi>v•'I'IJ8 und Buddhas') (Strassburg 19011) has attempted to oum up 
the VIews of some of these theories. 

liJ say olnnOJJ!t, as some of the other vidos .also (e.g., Yad=bi etc.) reject 
the principle of causality altogether, 
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principle of causality, more particularly effiCient causa
lity, and assert the supremacy of the inherent or imma
nent nature of a thing. Theoretically it may be thought 
of under a twofold aspect-extreme and moderate: 

A. The ExfJreme View. 

It repudiates the possibility of discovermg the cause 
of a thing at the very outset of the enquiry and sets up, 
in explanation of the why of an event or product, the 
doctrine of Svabhava. This is Svabhavavada p1111' 
excelknce. 

B. The Moderate View. 

It allows causal analysis as possible and even as 
legitimate, within certain limits, but holds that this 
discursive process of seeking for a sufficient reason cannot 
be carried out very far. At the last stage, however, where 
no adequte explanation is forthcoming, an appeal must 
be made to "the nature of the thing"; and this is 
Svabhava. This is practically a confession of the im
potence of human reason in regard to all first principles, 
on which some assumptions have necessarily to be made. 

From the above it would appear that the former kind 
of Svabhiivavada is inimical to scientific progress in that 
it puts a stop to the initiative of all researches by deny
ing the existence and knowledge of the principle of 
efficient causation, while the latter view is quite sane and 
sound. 

The earliest representatives of the extreme form of 
Svabhavaviida seem to have been a set of free thinkers 
in ancient India who were originally called Lokayatikas/ 

lCf. Blmtta Utpala (on BrMt ifa~MsM, I. 7Ji: apare o.nye laukiyabkih 
svabbivam J&gata.h kiranam ihuh svabhivid eva. ~aged VJCl!ram utpadyate 
svabhivato vilayam yitJ See also Schrader, pp. 8()..8i; Kern, Manual of 
B~,p.l84. 
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but subsequently came to be more widely known under 
the name of Carvakas.1 Rank materialism, an absence 
of belief in the unseen and of regard for Authority and 
an uncompromising rationalism-more correctly caswstry 
( vitanq,d)~, were their general characteristics. 

There are evidences in the Pali literature as to the 
existence, during the age of Buddhism or even earlier, of 
a. class of persons, Brahmins by caste, who spent all 
their wits in the subtleties of futile controversies. What 
the nature of these controversies was in which they 
found so much pleasure and showed such skill we do not 
exactly know. But one thing stands out certain. They 
did not believe in the Vedas nor even in the Dharma 
Siistras--the canonical works-of the Buddhists and the 
Jainas. Hence their arguments did not appeal to any of 
those religious communities in which, in spite of mutual 
differences, there was unanimity in an unquestioning and 
unquestionable obedience to Authority (in the form of 
Veda or Buddha Vacana or Jina Sasana). 

Thus we :find that the Brahmins, the Buddhists and 
the Jainas were all equally ill-disposed towards the Loka.
yatikas on whom they looked down with contempt as their 
common enemies: 

(a) In the Ramayana ( 11, 100, 38.89) Rilmacandra 
is said to have spoken to Bharata-

kvacinna lokayatikan brahma.J;lams tata sevase/ 
anarthakusala hy' ete balii.l;t pa.J;lc;l.itamaninal;L/ 1 
dharmaaastresu mukhye.;;u vidyamane$U durbii.dhah/ 
bud'dhim anvik$ikim prapya nirartham pravadanti 

te// 

1 .As to the reason and the clXC1llllBlances under winch the name Lokiyata went 
out of popular uae and "as auperaeded by the term Cirvika nothmg is definitely 
known. But lt lS mteresting to notE- that the meaDlng or the two tanns IS 

virtually the same. Cf N.W.:a.ntha.'s con:nn. on MaMbhlircota 1.91.48; 
(iMii.dhava\ Sarvadan-i""a Samf11"ha, Poona Ed., p. I) 

~The word Lokiyata is explained as casuistry (vita:n9avii.dasatya VItanda.
satya) by Buddhaghosa and In the Abkodhima Pad!pikii, cf. Ngfiyamafl1ari V1z. 
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Here the commentator Rama explains the word 
Lokayatik:as as carvakamatanusaril;lah, or as su~katarka
vavadiikal).. There is little doubt that Manu II. 11 refers 
to these Lokayatika Brahmins given to casuistry by the 
expression Nastika. 

(b) Pali works abound in references to this sect. 
The Buddha did not allow his Bhikl;lus to learn or teach 
the Lokayata system ( Vinaya Pi taka, Gulla Vagga, V. 
33.~.). The notorious Chhabbaggiya monks whose 
names occur so often as mischief-makers in the Vinaya 
Pitaka were adepts in this branch of learning. It is 
condemned among other low arts m the M alui.$ila, 5. 
The Nepalese Buddhists refer to it as one of those things 
with which a Boddhisattva should not occupy himself or 
in which good disciples should not take any pleasure 
(Sadd!harma-PU?pf,arika, Ch. XIII). 

(c) The attitude of the J ainas may be best evidenced 
by their describing it as a form of micch8"d1tthi or heresy 
(Weber, B hagavati 11. ~48) . 

Ed, p. ~70-: 

nahi lokayate k1ficit kartavyam upad18yate/ 
Valtanchkakathal'vii.'sau na punah ka.Scld agamah/ I 

.In the V,dhura Pa'1].diiJa Jiil!alw. (Fausboll, the Jii~aka, VI p £86) Vidhura 
decla1ms agamst 1t (na seve lokayatikam) , where the commentator expounds the 
word as Vltandasallapam lokayabkaviidam. 

But cf. Anf)'Ufltaramkiiya, III. 58 1 III. 591, Kutadan£a sutta 14, A89aliiyan 
.mtta(hegmnmg), M•lmda Paiiho(p 10, Trenockner's Ed )where the word Lokiiyata 
stands for a branch of learnrng d1sbnct1Ve of well-educated Brahmms It 1s clear, 
therefore, from a glance at the teshmomes of these hterary usages that tbe word 
meant originally vlt.andi or casutstry and nothmg else~ and that Its adherents 
brooked no authonty other than the1r own. That vttanda too has a re
cogruzed place w a well-organised system of debate seems evident from Nyiiya 
SUtra 4.2 50. What makes it repugnant to the orthodox commun1ty1 therefore, IS 
its Impatience of all authority. In NJ-8ya, the functxon of Vitanda IS destructive, 
negatJ.ve, (parapaksapra.~ha.) and ts necessa.nly subordrnate, whereas m 
Lokayata It IS essential, and we know that without a constructive element, with
out a pos11lve theory to propound (.wapakaaeMiipanii), a S&tra ceases to have 
any great rnterest and value. It lS thxs negative element in general, cha.ractenst.J.c 
of the Lokicy-ata school, wh1ch has earned for it the oppr<>brms ruckname of 
Niisti.ka. 

(For some mterestmg notes regardmg th1s seet as bearmg on the Maha.bMrata 
see Hopkms, Tho Great Epw, pp. 86-90). 

A.T 7 
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The extreme form of Svabhavavada may be thus 
illustrated : It has already been noted that in this view 
the rejection of causal principle forms the most important 
feature.' It is averred that neither sensuous perception 
nor inference is an evidence in support of its existence. 
For mere perception of two events is not sufficient to 
establish between them a causal nexus, the reason being 
that even when a thing is observed by the senses, doubt 
may still arise as to its being a cause. To ascertain whether 
a given antecedent condition has the character of a true 
cause it is really necessary to find out with certainty the 
elements of 'invariability (niyama) and the relevancy 
(ananyatluisiddhi) involved in such a notion. But this 
certitude can never be arrived at. As for inference being 
possibly a means of the ascertainment of causality, the 
Lokayatika contests its evidentiary value. The problem 
of induction is to him insoluble. The conviction of uni
versal concomitance or of the absence of a condition 
limiting )the universality of the }relation on which all 
inference is based is inaccessible to human resources. The 
result is that to the Lokayatika there is no order revealed 
in the world, either of sense or of intellect. Everything 
stands isolated and self-contained. 

In this state of intellectual confusion the fact of 
contingen~r observable in phenomenal creation appears 
to be very hard to explain ; but an explanation may be 
suggested. Contingency means that a product comes into 
existence at one particular moment rather than another. 
But how is this particular time to be determined P The 
usual reply of the causalists consists in referring this time
determination to the co-operation of the antecedent 
conditions. But the Svabhavavadin staves off this diffi-

lin the commentary on Sa'lh.kt~maka (1 528) where the Svab'hii.vavida is 
alluded to, Rimatirtha attnbutes the VIeW to the nli.&tlkBB and :Madhusildana 
explains it, saymg that It consists in hold1ng that the product comes Into exiStence 
mthout any cause: karanam VInai'va kiryam bhavatlti IIVabhAvaviidinal,l. Agnicil 
Purusottama adds IIVnbhAva eva hetur iti ciirvik.il;l. 
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culty by an appeal to svabhava, remarking that no 
further question on this point is relevant. 

Let us try to understand the situation. It is well
known that even the doctrine of causality fails to explain 
the ultimate principles; it is then simpler, so it is affirmed, 
to assume at the very start that causes, known or un
known (ad rata), are all superfluous. Varieties and in
equalities remain after all unexplained facts and no 
amount of analysis will ever furnish us with the right 
solution. The only reasonable conclusion, therefore, in 
such cases is to say that it is the nature of the thing to 
happen at such and such a time, and that is all. The 
only law here is the law of svabhava. Just as a piece of 
cloth occupies the same space as its material cause, the 
threads ( tantu), and not the shuttle etc, although the 
threads and the shuttles are both equally causes ; in the 
same way, a product, though destitute of a cause, may 
appear at one time and not at another. As in the 
former case space-association (deeaniyama) is due to 
svabhava and not to a cause, so in the latter time-relation 
(kiilaniyama) too is similarly to be explained. This 
being so, the cont;ngency of the visible phenomena need 
not be in opposition to the fact of their being self-sufficient 
( nira;pekaa) and uncaused ( ahet1tka) .1 The position of 
the Lokayatika on this point is thus summerl up by 
M adhusiidana Saraswati : 

adrstangikare'pi kvacid gatva svabhave paryavasa
nii.t svabhavikam eva jagadvaicitryam astu drste sam
bhavaty'adr~ta-kalpananavakasat. atah kama eva 
prii.l;l.ina:tp. kiiranaJP. na'nyad adrstesvii.radi'ty'ahur'iti 
lokayatikadrstir iyam. (Comm. on G'itii 16.8) 

From what we have seen of Svabhavaviida we can 
well understand that it is a doctrine of unmitigated auto
matism, in the sense that all movements, within the orga-

1 See Ngiiya-Ktu~Umiifijal• I 5, Gunaratna in the Introduchon on h1s com
mentary on the Saddari""ruamuccaya., p IS, gi\•es also a report on the views of 
these svabhivavidms on causation. 
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nism and outside it, are held to proceed from the inherent 
necessity of the body rather than from an extrinsic 
principle of efficiency, such as Personal Will or Adr~ta.1 

The power and freedom of will being thus totally dis
avowed, the theory commits itself to the awkward position 
of a queer sort of Determinism. 

The literature of the Svabhavavadins is now entirely 
lost except what has reached us in fragments. Here is a 
verse which appears to have originally belonged to a 
standard work of this literature, describing in outline the 
three main thesis of this doctrine, viz. ( 1) varieties due to 
svabhava, (2) movement (pra-~rtti and nivrtti) due to 
svabhava, and ( 3) denial of free will: 

kah kantakanam prakaroti taiks1;1yam 
vicitrabhavam mrgapaksinafi ca/ 
madhuryam ik~;~oh katutafi ca nimbe 
svabhavatah sarvam idam pravrttam/ I 

I quote this from Bhatta Utpala's commentary on Brhat
Samhita (under 1.7), but it also occurs in the Saddarsana
samuccayavrtti (p. 13), in Dallana's commentary on 

1 (a) While denymg the effectuatiOn-power o£ niroittakiirBJ.la and conceiving 
matter as moved mto actron of tts own nature (lpnrmd.masvabhitva) the Srulkhyn 
too approaches the positton o£ a Svabhi\vaviidm. [Cf. the Iden!tfication proposed 
by Nilakantha m Ius comm on Mahiibhiirata Snnliparva ~31-53, p. 1635. But tlus 
IS htstoncally untenable]. But It has thts dtfference from the above that the 
necessity of a nimttta IS not l1ere entirely dtspensed with · 

(e) The Purusa, though exercismg no vohlton, is still a mm1tta by virtue of lis 
presence merely Thts presence is indispensable to set xnto motion all wmeties 
of existence whtch he eternally embosomed in the pnmord1al unmnmiest Matter 

(u') And the efficiency of ad~t.a is aho arceptedt m so far nR tl rl.etcrmmes 
the preCise nature of the produc~, by removing the obstruC'tions w1uch stnnd 
between the cause and 1ts manifestation as (1 e. transformation into) the product. 

(m) In add1bon to th1s~ the efficiency of purusfu'tha VIZ bhoga and npavar~n 1s 

admtt!ed, though as a final cause (uddesyatvena) The atm and purpose of all 
natural evolubon lS either one or the other1 according as the Self is on the path 
of enJoyment or of renunctahon AU movement is governed hy purpose 

(b) Of the four BuddhiSt systems in Nepal, oC which Hodgson gave a brief 
sketch in hts famous essay on the subject (A,.;atio Researches, Vol. XVI pp. 4Su-
440) ·, I feel diSposed to Identify the Svabhi\vtkas, the Yiitnika.• and the Kiirmikas 
Wtth sects which held s\·abbiiva, prava.tua. (will) and karma Qedrsta) respectively 
as the sole prmc1ple of effi.ctency. T11e A1Svarikas, of course, are the ·weU-known 
fSv.ar~vidins! 1 
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Su8ruta (Sarira,, Ch. I), and among other slokas of a 
similar nature, in Asvagho~a's Buddhacarita !IX. 47-
52) ." In the last, there is a slight variation in the reading 
of the verse in the second half: thus-Line 3-svabha
vatah sarvam idam prav:rtta:rp_, Line 4=na kamaki:iJ:o'sti 
kutal;t prayatnah. Probably the view is referred to as 
nir:Q.imittavada in Nyaya Sutra, 4.1. 22-24. 

Udayana in his Kusumiifijali ( 1.5.), appears to make 
Svabhavavada one of the :five forms of akasmikatvavada, 
the remaining fourforms being : (1 ) ahetuvada, ( Q) abhflti
vada, ( 3) svata utpadavada, ( 4) anupakhyotpadavada. 
A brief note on these tenets is, I believe, necessary to 
make the discussion complete. 

( 1) The first view' is apparently a formal denial of 
causality, but not of production. This much is common 
with Svabhavavada, but it does not accept the elaborate 
explanation of svabhava as offered by the latter. This 
ahetuv:ada seems to me identical wi.th the ~amous 
adhiccasamuppanna.v.tida so often met in Pali literature. 
( cf. Brahmajalasutta, 1.30.34=Digha Nikiiya Vol. I, 
pp. 28-30, Mill Paii. 1 .443.). Adhicca=fortuitous, opposed 
to abhinha=habitual, (Mil. Pan. 1.442 ) or paticca= 
having a cause. As for the meaning of the term Adhicca, 
( cf. Udana VI. 5.) the word from its context seems 
to mean neither svata utpanna nor parata utpanna. 
Buddhaghosa (Sumangala I.ll8) explains it as ahetuta 
utpanna. This is really the so-called ahetuviida. Buddha
ghosa explains its form as ahutva sattattaya parinatam 
( i e. abhutvabhavanam). There is reference to the 
Ahetuvada in the MahabodJhi-Nitaka (Fausboll, The 
J a taka, VI, pp. 228-237), but the doctrine appears to 
have a slightly different shade of meaning there 

1 cr Gommatamra VE"rse F83, where the leadmg is slightly dtfferent 
'rhe verse-

agnxrusno Jalam 8jtam samzspar.Sas tathii'mlah/ 
kC"ne'dnm crl.rttam tasmiit svabll3.v:tt tad V\ nvasththh/ 1 

quoted III Sar·vadar.Saruzsangraha (Poona Ed p 4)! and Var~dar~Ja and Vard~a
m.ii.na. on Kusu1niii1.falh( mr.y also be compared. 
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(2) The second view is a downright rejection of 
production (bhavana) itself. I cannot say anything 
about the historical setting of this vada. Could it be an 
extreme form of Sasvatavada which in later times entered 
into Vedanta and Sankhya-Yoga ? 

( 3) The third view is a strange doctrine in which 
the duality usually set up between an effect and its cause 
is denied. This view is referred to in ( 1) above, and in 
Nagarjuna's Madhyamaka Karikii. 

( 4) The last doctrine is evidently some form of 
Sunyavada in which a product is said to appear from a 
pre-existing Void or Nothing. In this view of Causality 
the reality of both upad'iina and nimitta is denied. 

Ujjvaladatta divides Svabhava as two-fold, viz. 
( 1) nisarga, ( 2) svabhava proper. The former is ex
plained as habit and the latter as nature. Habit has its 
origin in conscious and repeated effort in the past, but 
nature is spontaneous and has no extrinsic source of origin 
at all. He says: 

bahir hetvanapek;;i tu svabhavo'tha prakirtital;tl 
nisargas ca svabhavas ca ity eva bhavati dvidhal I 
nisargah sudrdhiibhyasa anyah sarp.skara ucyatel 
ajanyas tu svatah siddhal;t svarupo bhiiva ucyatel I 

(quoted in Nyaya-Ko§a, 2nd Ed. p. 971.) 

III 

NIYATIV.ADA 

The views of the Niyativadins are thus stated in 
Dallana's commentary: purvajanmarjitau dharma
dharmau niyatiih, sai'va sarvasya ikiiranam iH niyati
viidinah. As thus expressed the doctrine appears to be 
practically identicnl in sense with the karmaviida to 
which Varaha Mihiru refers in the Brhat Sarhhita (1.7). 
Nilaka~tha makes it the special feature of the Mimii:thsa 
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philosophy (on 111. Bh. Santi Parva Ch. 231, 53.) ,1 but 
the reason is not given. The word niyati according to 
the above de:finitipn stands undoubtedly either for the 
whole body of stored karmic forces which are waiting for 
the right time or proper season to be realised into action 
or only for the part of it which has commenced to 
fructify. In any sense it is a doctrine held in common 
by all the systems of India, and not by Mimamsa in parti
cular. Nilakantha's justification seems, however, to be 
thus possible : in all the systems karma has a subordinate 
rank, in that it has to work in subjection to the Divine 
Will or at any rate to the transcendental influence of 
Puru~a, but in Mimamsa alone the restrictive condition 
laying down that an insentient object can not move into 
action of itself is totally rejected and in consequence of 
this, karma has in Mimamsa a unique position. M:imamsa 
is par excellence a karmavadin. 

But to me it seems as if the original significance of 
Niyativada were somewhat different. In all probability 
the original vadas known as Svabhiivavada, Kalavada, 
Yadrcchavada, Niyativada, etc. were collateral 
and had a communi,ty of or1gm. They were 
all non-theistic assumptions, which had arisen in attempt
ing to find out an explanation of the appearance and dis
appearance of phenomena. All were more or less of a 
determinist cast. The reality of Krti-Puru$akiira 
(Kamakara) or Freedom of the Will is denied every
where, and with this the agency of the Self. Naturally 
therefore Niyati would seem to stand for the blind driving 
impulse of a Power from behind, without indeed the re
deeming capacity of an initiative Will. It is, so to speak, 
the determining power of the past asserting itself over 

1 Cf. Bhat ta Utpala pare a.nye mlinamsakit Jagatal) karmakarlll)am 
jagur uktavantah. The fo!lowmg verse IS quoted-

purvajanmfu)!lam yac ca karma pumsiim subhii.subham/ 
tad eva sarvajan tiinii.m sr~tisamhii.rakaranam/ I 

Comm. on Brh. Sam., , (1.7). 
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against the vacuity of the present. Thus viewed Niyati 
answers in a large measure to the ancient classical notions 
of Necessity ( necessiteo ineluctabilis) or Fate ( fatum). 
It is altogether a different conception from Adrsta, in so 
far as it is an inexorable and inevitable destiny, in every 
manner blind and purposeless. Adr~tavada allows for 
the freedom of will and the consequent possibility of 
fresh actions, with the result that Adrsta and Puru~akara 
are held to be capable of acting and reacting on each 
other. Ad:r~ta is never an implacable necessity, for its 
power, however intense, may be neutralised by an act of 
the Will, provided that it is sufficiently strong. 

The doctrine known as Pubbekatavada (piirvakrta
vada), o£ which we find an account in the Pali literature, 
approaches the philosophical position of Niyati in so far 
as it denies the freedom of the will and the existence of 
the present karma capable of modifying the past. In the 
Mahabodhijataka (Fauboll, The Jataka, Vol. V, pp. ~~8. 
~38-9) where this view is described, it is plainly stated 
that pleasure and pain are due entirely to the past karma 
and that the act of rendering pleasure to or inflicting pain 
upon others means really a discharge of old debts and 
involves no f'resh moral responsibili'I!!J. The two doctrines 
are not therefore exactly identical. 

Nemicandracarya explicitly says that Niyativada 
consists in holding that th!e !time, instrumentality, 
manner and the subject of an action are all pre-determin
ed and invariable: jattu jada jena jaha jasya ca 
niyame:r;ta hodi jattu tadaptena taha tasya have idi vado 
niyad1vado du. (verse 88~) . 

(i) In the YogavOJi.s'tha Ramayana, (ii) in the 
ancient Paii.caratra and (iii) in the Saiva systems the 
conception of Niyati is of course greatly modified. There 
is none of that rigid and inflexible determinism, that 
blank fatalism, which prevailed in the old extremist 
school. 

( i) In the former, for instance ( Vairagya Sec. ~6 
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chap.), it stands, stripped of metaphor, as equivalent to, 
what I consider to be, the Cosmic Law (sam~tikarma) 
or the combmed adr.stas of a particular system of the 
world. Anandabodhendra, in his comm. on the above 
(verse 6. Nir. Sag. Ed., Vol. I. p. 54), explains the word 
simply as: lkrtasyakal.'Ill.al;lal;t phalava.Syambhivaniyamal;l., 
but the context hardly leaves any doubt as to the exact 
nature of Its connotation. And again the brilliant meta
phor conceiving Niyati as the consort of Time-spirit with 
whom it dances in union1 and sets up the cosmic move
ment lends undoubtedly a strong support to my conten
tion about its universality. 

I may take this opportunity of pointing out that this 
Cosmic Law, including what are generally called the 
Laws of Nature, is according to Yoga-ViiJz~Pha, as in the 
Pur~ usually,2 the stamp of God's Will ~<et on the 
forms of creation. 

Thus the question turns on the origin of svabhava 
( vastusvabhava) or of the laws of nature. Why, e.g., is 
fire hot and ice cold ? How are the final differences to be 
accounted for? The simple answer is-through Niyati. 
So the Yoga-V aGi,qtha says. But what is Niyati ? 

To start from, is the state of Universal Dissolution 
when all phenomenal varieties are believed to sink into 
the Unity of the Absolute. On the close of this quiescent 
period, which is indicated by Time, God wakes into 
activity and wills into manifestation all the entities of the 
preceding cycle which have not yet completed their 

1 This seems to be a counterpart of the •emarkable concepbon which 
ascnbes all rhythm in the umverse-<U~y, all Vlbr•t•ons m •li-to the pancing 
sports of Hara and p-arvati. 

a In the Pauranic Vlew, .Kiila and NJYa.b are but forms of the Dtvme Energy, 
or more properly of the Divme Wul, so called when tlus latter, lS concerned w•th 
the creat1on, maintenance and dlsrupl!on of ihe umverse. It 10 rather a. loose 
employment of the term, cberacter!Stw of ihe popular htera.t!ure o! the Purii.nas, 
&nd may be token for what 1t may be worth. 

Cf. 
mahimayety'avulye'u DJY&tir mohoni'ti co./ 
prakrtu- vi.sane'ty'eva tav~'echa.'nanta co'cyate/ I 

(quoted in Vlicaipatva, p. 4076), 
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rouud of worldly journeys. 'l'his ri.w: of Will t involving 
iUI lugi<'ul pl'ct·cdt•nt.s-1\uowlt•d'gt• nnd Dw~il·tl) in God is 
Lnntmuuunl lu l ht· mn lmity ur frud ifiml ion t through 
'J'inll') of l.ht! Uniwrsnl 1\ul'lllU hitht•J·lo lying dormant. 
(lud us llllll'l willing fm·l11 ur projcdiul.( llw llniverse, 
xulljt•t•L to Uao JliiMl 1\nr·nllll'l of lht• .Jl\'IIH, is tcdtnically 
known hy llw uurm• uf Ut•ltluur~. and tlw Universe thus 
brought. rort.h 11.\1 tlw t•xprcssiou of lli:o& Will (Rail.kalpa,.. 
janya) is really u mental <.'rcnliou. The forms of His 
Will as cxpre!IIICd in Lhe beginning or ('l'l'Ulion persist even 
to-day nnd will persist till t.hc very t•nd. They are in 
this st'nst• unnllt•ruhll'. These fixt•d luwR and relations 
und till' prorll'rl it•s of thingll urt• wlmt ia c•ullcclively known 
uN Ni;vnli: 1 

Hnr~licluu yiL yulhiL t•ia~lhlt muuvit.knlhn.nasantatil;l/ 
·sil.'dyit 'py IU'IIIilit 'nyt•nu 111 hit A niynlir ucyate// 

( }'ol/tll'tiM,~(/ut (IIJJIIIti St•c•. IH.rt~, Nir. Sag. 
I<:d. Vol, 1. p. rt60). 

II is inlt'l't•sling to null• tlmt thi.~ fixity is not ab
sulnlt•, in :;o fn1· 1111 iuclh·ichml uds uf thr will are believed, 
ut·c·orcling tu tlwir tlc•g••t•t•:o& uf purity, tu he ahle to infl.u
l'llt't' llturc• ul' ll•sH lllll't'c'Nl'lfully thiM prr-dr11tined nature, 
Hut wltnf Jlllrf ic•ttfnr knrlllll hiiM the JliiWt'r of acting on 

11 pnrlic·ulnr nspt't'l of Ni,vnti isnlrt•ncly dt•trrmined by the 
\\'ill nf (iucl, nml this rc•mnining inviolnhlt'. the fixity of 
Ni,vnti Hlnncl11 in uuc• wn~· uautNNnilrd. 

ll wuuld Itt• inslrtll'lh•t• tu mmpurc• with this the 
vic•w ur \';~•Ibm in hiM ('(lllllll. on J'tJga S!Urrz Ill. 4/S, where 
ht• no1t•11 thntlllt' Yngin who hns t•onqut•red hy a process 
or fiH;\'t'hit• C~lllf.roJ ( Rtll/1]/flll/n) the five forms of the bh'fltas 
uml c·nu clirc•t·t tllf'm ut hi11 will lis rewarded inter alia 
with tlw Jlllwc•r ur hnm(•diut<•ly realun"g his will. The 
t'Hsrn••c•11 (lr tlw hhiitn11 ( MfitnprnkrtayaiJ,) obey his will, as 

1 1\AiioJA.,. In ll•uA•u~A,Iu lVIII, 48) ~~ lltat neo•lar and pol110n mq be 
t'llfl\ t'f'l"l htln ...,.J, ullt•r m"l"' Clntl'• Will : vltlm apy 11.111rl&fll kvawld bhavet 
•mriAth 'A , . ..,.., li•·•""'• lowyA, 

'l'l•i• """"" thAI lho Jll'l'llllrtil!ll ul t>II,YiiMI ob,leot.l were Lelioved to be tbe 
lmrur<li•l~ l'Diull ur Gud't WIU, 
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soon as it arises. But even such a Yogin, with command 
over the entire forces of nature, does not act in violation 
to the established order of the universe, viz. the order 
already imposed by the Will of a Supreme Self (i.e. God) 
similarly empowered : na ca sakto'pi padarthavipa
paryasam karoti. kasmat P anyasya yatrakamavasayinal;J. 
purvasiddhasya tatha bhii.tesu samkalpat. 

Vacaspati's comment on the above is of exceeding 
interest. He observes that a Yogin of the kind describ
ed above may indeed alter the powers and properties of 
things, since these are variable, being subject to diverse 
conditions, e.g., time, place, origin and circumstances; 
but he can in nowise reverse the 11w:frwre of the things 
themselves. 

( ii) In the Paficariitra works, however, Niyati is 
conceived as the mother of Time and the immediate pro
duct of Maya Sakti. Probably this is a modification of 
the early Sankhya in which besides the grosser time, 
which is declared to be an emanation from A.kiisa 
(Sd!nk'hya \Sutrar-II. 12), a subtler form of it, perhaps 
equally eternal with Purusa and Prakrti, was conceded. 
The question of Puru$a being left out of account, it 
seems to me likely that the Prakrti and Kala of the an
cient Saiikhya correspond to Sakti (May!) and its 
time-body (consisting of Niyati and Kala) in the Paiica
ratras (as preserved in the Ahirbudhnya Samhi!ta). 
The Guna-body of Sakti is of course the same as the dis
turbed state of Prakrti's equilibrium brought about by 
the influence of Time. 

( im) The Saiva works present a slightly different 
account from the above. But even here Niyati and Kala 
are clearly distinguished in their functions, and have none 
of that stern fatalistic tinge about them which is the dis
tinctive feature of extremist schools known by those two 
names. Niyati and Kala are here two of the five forms 
of limitation of experience, viz. those in regard to Space 
and Time, imposed by Maya Sakti on the experiencin~ 
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Self ( prarrultii), Niyati being concerned with the obscu
ration of the Immanence { vyiipakatva) of the Self and 
Kala with that of its Eternity (nityatva).1 The mam 
difference of the Saiva and Vai$nava notions on the point 
lies in the fact that whereas in the former Niyati and Kala 
are supposed to spring simultaneously from Maya Sakti, 
in the latter Kala comes out of Niyati which is the direct 
offspring of Maya.~ 

IV 

KALAVA.DA 

With Niyativada stands intimately connected the 
concept of Kala, a detailed review of which is omitted 
from this place.3 The original Kalaviida was doubtless a 
fatalistic creed, much like the notion to which Uddyota
kara refers in the Nyaya Viirttika (Ben. Ed. p. 459) .4 

But the doctrine of which Dallana speaks i's evidently 
different. The writer quotes a verse from the astronomer 
Sripati, in which Time is described as the Lord Isvara
the source of the world's efficient causation. From the 
above as well as from the statements of Riimatirtha and 
Agnicit Purosottama ( comm. on Sa'f!Lk. Sii:firaka, I. 5!t8) 
it would seem that this view was that of the 
astronomers. 3 

1 See PratyablwJfiii.hnlt>ya, Sul:r& 0, pp 21-ili (Snnagar F..d) • 
2 Cf J. C. ChatterJee's excellent summnry of the S.1va dO<'lrmes in the 

Kaskm<r sa..,..,., pp. 51, 75~, Avalon-Bmdo"" '" Mam.tra-Siiatras, Part I. 
8 F<>r o •ery comprehenSive survey of the mn lcr!als be&rlng on th1s theory 

see Schrader pp. 17-80. 
4 Cf. Hopk1ns, 7lke Great Epic. 
5 Cf Nilakantha on MakiJ.bkaroJ.m Siinti Parva !lSI, 53. But Jayanta in the 

Nyiiya Mantarl (p. ISS, 9-17)1 gtves a d1fferent report of the a.lronomJcal con
cepbon of Tune. j(n this view, 1t Js urged, lime •• tJaken to be a series of 
movements of the stars and plunets on whiCh our not1ons of succession and snnul· 
tane~ty depend. 

I do not see how to reconcue t'he two &ct'OUD{S eX<'ept by supposing thtt 
they represent two dlfferelllt epochs in the h•stnry or aslll(lnomiral ue>tions. 
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v 

YAD),tCCHAVADA 

Y adrccha is defined by Sankaracarya (on Svetas
vatara Up.) ~ akasmika prapti]J. or coincidence. 
The upholders of this doctrine were also deniers 
of the uniformities of nature ('/rii,ryakaranabhiiva), and 
asserted that the knowledge of the causal relation 
was unattainable by any of the accredited means 
of proof. It is observed that the :same product arises 
from each of the variety of antecedents/ and this would 
not be possible if there were a definite and invariable rela
tion between the cause and the effect. The connection, 
between an antecedent and the consequent following upon 
it, is always casual rather than causal. 

It is very difficult to distinguish between svabhiiva 
and yadrccha, as both are identical so far as the rejec
tion of the causal principle is concerned. But the distinc
tion however may be taken to lie in this that whereas in 
Svabhavavida a niyama is formally admitted which is 
technically known as svabhavaniyama, in Yadrccha
vada there is no scope for any such restriction.2 With 
reference to the question-why a jar should be produced 
from clay and not from threads-the answer of the 
Svabhavavadin is a plain statement of the nature of the 
thing which is unchangeable, but the an:swer of the 
Yadrcchavadin would be a flat denial of the reality of 
any such natwral prindrple. The observed order andre
gularity in our experience is due to mere chance, they 
would say. Amalananda, in his V edantii-kalpataru on 
2.1.33, brings out this distinction very clearly in 
the following remarkable sentence: niyatanimittam 

1 cr. G<marafJna, p. 1s. 
2 Nilakantha att.nbules evidently lh•• cha.noe-theory to the A.rhatas: 

;yadrcchety aniyatavidm6m iirha!Anim (on MmM.b/oilrtJta Si.ntl Ch. !!81. 68), 
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anap~ya yada kadacit pravrttyudayo yadrccha, 
svabhavas tu sa eva yavadvastubhavi yatha svasadau. 

VI 

The Non-theistic Systems. 

THE CA.RVAKA VIEW 

I have given in the foregoing pages a bare outline of 
the different theories relating to the origin of things. I 
now propose to deal more particularly with the principal 
notions of the Carvaka school of non-theistical philosophy 
which bear, directly or in a remote way, on the problem 
of Theism. 

First and foremost among the philosophies which deny 
the existence of a Personal God stands the material 
school of the Carvakas. Though this school of thought, 
owing to its gross sensationalism, had never succeeded in 
striking its roots deep into the soil of the country, it still 
possessed an interest, almost unique in character, partly 
theoretical-in the eyes of controversialists, and partly 
even practical, though only to a very limited number. 
Its doctrines, if doctrines they C'Ould at all be called, were 
most mercilessly exposed by all the other systems, ortho
dox as well as heterodox; and if they have survived to
day they have done so simply as so many ill-formulated 
theses without any pretention to speculative value. 

Tradition ascribes to Brhaspati the foundation of the 
philosophy of materialism.' :An adherent of this school 

1 It is hard to say anytbing conclusively ;, regaro to 11he identity of this 
&haspatl With the scholal" of the SIU!le name who is associated With the founda
tion of a school of politics Bhasa m the PratW (5th act) and Kautilya in his 
Arfllzaia.flta refer, the latter ,.ery fr«jJU<lll!lzy, to Brltaspati as the author of an 
ArthaSiatra; a.nd it is interesting to obsel'V'e that in the ~'Ut!C41Ja sectton 
of Kautllya's work (Mysore Ed. p. 6) where the •iews of different Ac&.ryas a.re 
r•t<!<l as to t'he number and name• of scienees fit for study, B]lhaspati is quoted 
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of thought is, therefore, usually known as Barhaspatya 
( cf. VivarWQ-a Prameya Samgraha, pp. 210-18; Sarva
darsana Sangraha (Poona Ed.). p. 4.) That Brhaspati is 
not a mythical personage is evident from the Sii.tras ex
tant in quotation under his name : 

( 1) Bhaskara Bh~ya on the Vedanta Sutra, 3.8.58 : 
(a) prthivy ap tejo vayur iti tattvani.1 

(b) tatsamudaye sarirendriyav4;ayasamjfia. 
(c) tebhya5 caitanyam. 
(d) .ki:t;tVadibhyo mada5aktivad vijfianam. 

( 2) Sankara's commentary on V ediinta Sutra. 3.8.58: 
(a) tebhya5 caitanyam, 
(b) mada5aktivad vijfianam. 
(c) caitanyavisi~tah kayah puru~al;t.2 

( 3) Nilakantha on the Gila: 
(a) caitanyavisio\!tah kayah purllo\!ah.. 
(b) kama evai'kah purusarthal;t. 

(The last two Sii.tras are also quoted by Madhusii.dana, 
Nilakru;ttha and Dhanapati in their commentaries on the 
Gi.ta ( 16.11). 

( 4) Sadananda in the Advaita Brahmasiddhi: 
(a) caitnyavisi~tah. kayal;t p~ah. 
(b) kama evai'kal;t purllo\!Arthal;t. 
(c) maranam eva'pavargah.. 

We have already dealt at some length with this view 
in the preceding pages where we observed that it had been 
one ol the main dogmas of the Lokayatika sect. We now 
pass on hurriedly to describe some of the other tenets of 
the school. 

as holdmg that vii.rtta and da.nlianiti are the only branches of knowledge whtch 
deserve to be spectally cultivated: inV'lksik'i and tray'>-the sc1enoes dealmg 
With the supersensuoU&--Il.l'e tgnored as of subsidiary importance. May not this 
be a fact of some h!Stoncal stgnifica.nce P 

1 Noted in BMmati· Nil'. Ed. p 7f/1. 
2 These three siitra.s occur elsewhere also, Varadarij& m hiS KfJ8U/111iillfal .. 

Bodlutni quotes the siitra marked (.b) m the same form; the siitra defining the 
Self appesrs also m the same form in the Gtta Bhisya. of Sa.nkara (18.60) and 
Saiva siitra and with slight verbal alterations m the Praf4;abkojlliilw<laya (under 
siitra 8), thus : C&ltsnyavlia)am M.riram ittni. 
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Among these we may mention first of all the doctrine 
of the four elements. The Carvakas believed, very much 
like the Buddhist philosophers, that .Akasa was not an 
element at all; it was a Void, an absence of avarana. 
Only the f.our elements in their atomic condition were held 
to be the basic or root principles in creation. The ex
ternal world, the sense-organs as well as the physical 
organisms were supposed to be the products of these 
primordial types of matter. But how this production 
comes to be possible is a question left unexplained. All 
kinds of causes, known or unknown ( adrsta) being re
jected, and the guidance of an Eternal Intelligence being 
regarded as superfluous, the Materialist is left with the 
only alternative open to him, viz. to say that this produc
tion results from the fortuitous conoourse of the blind 
constitutive particles of matter. N.othing further can be 
said on this point. It would be illegitimate, so it is urged, 
to demand' an explanation where no explanation can be 
given. 

To the Materialists, life and consciousness are practi
cally equivalent, and are both believed to originate from 
Matter. Sentience and the phenomena of mental life are 
material properties and need not imply a distinct un
material substance as the Self. It is admittedly true that 
consciousness is not observed to inhere in the particles 
of matter, either severally1 or even rollectively, but this 
is no argument against the fact that when these particles 
come to be arranged into a specific form in a manner not 
yet scientifically explicable, they are found to show signs 
of life. This peculiar collocation of the atoms results in 
the formation of the organism (sarira) .2 This is the 
Self ( atma). 

1 It appears that aome of the older matenabsls did ootually att.ribute con
sciousness to each of the atoms But the vtew does not seem to hove obtained 
currency 

2 As to how '!his peeubar collocatton ar organ,.., lion result• it IS answered 
that the unton of parents ts the immediate cause, vnd as a period of Universal 
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That consciousness is a functwn of the body may 
be proved by a process of logical demonstration, e.g. by 
the joint methods of Agreement and Di1ference ( anvaya 
and vyatireka) . 

(a) Thus we find by observation, and there is no 
instance to the contrary, that for the manifestation of 
consciousness, body is an inalienable factor and that dis
carnate consciousness is not possible. 'This shows that 
between organism and consciousness there exists some 
necessary bond, viz., that of Causality. 

(b) Universal experience as expressed in judgements 
like "I feel hot, I feel tired" seems to vouch for the truth 
of this view. It is an indisputable fact that sensations 
and perceptions can arise only in so far as they are condi
tioned by a bodily mechanism. But it would not be so, 
were not the body the substrate of consciousness. 

(c) Apart from this there is another proof in favour 
of the causal relation between J\IIatter and Consciousness. 
This is afforded by the description in medical litera
ture of the properties of particular preparations of food 
and drink (e.g. brahm~ghrta) conducive to the develop
ment of the intellectual powers.1 

( i) First, since the body is declared to be the agent 
( kartta) of all actions, it should, on grounds ot logical 
consistency, be held morally responsible for their natural 
consequences. But this is scarcely possible: (a) The 
particles which go to the formation of the body are always 
in a state of flux, so that the body which performs an 
action (karma) at one moment does no longer persist at 
the next to feel its reaction ( bhoga). (b) And even if 
this momentary fluctuation be not admitted it is never
theless undeniable that the body f'ufl'ers change: the 
bodies in two different periods of life are different from 
each other; for otherwise they could not have different 

Dissolution IS not admttted the drlliculty about the fust ongm of Ltfe and 
Consciousness does not anse. Brahmananda's Comm on Siddhiimta Hindus p. 6~. 

1 See Nyii.yamMijaii, pp 489-440. 
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sizes. The appearance of a different size implies that the 
former size is destroyed which is possible only when the 
subject in which it re'Sides (i.e. pu,rva8arira) IS also 
destroyed. 

(ii) Secondly, the material theory is incompetent 
to account for the facts of memory and recognition ( smrti 
and pratyabhijfiii) . Necessity of thought demands that 
memory and the original experience ( anubhava) which 
gives rise to it should be referred to one and the same con
scious subject, but this identity of lieference would 
not be posJlible if the subject were not fundamentally an 
unchangeable unity. 

To these alleged objections the Carvaka replies that 
they are more apparent than real. For the second diffi
culty may be easily got over by supposing that the traces 
( samskiira) left by previous experiences are capable of 
being transmitted (samkrama) from the prior moment 
to the succeeding moment, i.e. from the material cause 
( upadana) down to its direct product ( upadeya) . 

As to how this may be possible one may consider, the 
Ciirvaka says, the analogous instance of the transference 
of the odour of musk to the cloth in contact with it. Here 
the only condition observed to be necessary is the pre
sence of a relation between the two objects. And between 
a cause and its effect-the case under consideration
such a relation does undoubtedly 'exist. The unity of 
l"eference may also be ensured by the admission that the 
impressions, th'Ough transferable, do pertain to, i.e. are 
preserved and revived (reproduced) in a single line or 
causal series. 

As regards the first point the position of the Ciirvaka 
prevents him from recognising its cogency as an objection. 
An inveterate foe of the doctrine of Ad:r~ta, he finds no 
justice, natural or moral, in the government of the Uni
verse, so that the very question of the necessity of logically 
unifying karma with its effect ( phala) does not appear 
to him as a problem calling for solution, Bhoga, the ex-
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perience of pleasure and pain, is not determined by a 
previous karma (pftrvakarma), but comes by chance 
(yadrccha) over which there is no control. This being 
so, the subjective unity sought for to explain the synthesis 
of cause and effect needs hardly a ground for establish
ment.' 

But even if it were needed we could find it in the 
unity of the organism. Recognitlon testifies to the 
identity of the body through all its changing states; and 
this recognition can not be pronounced false as in the 
case of nails pared and renewed, for there is no chance 
here as in the example cited of the body being once 
destroyed and then substituted by a fresh one of a similar 
kind. The fact of recognition, which is brought forward 
as subversive of the alleged momentariness of an object 
appearing one in consciousness, is fatal also to the 
mutability of the organism.2 

Besides the above there are three more views of the 
Material school according as the Self is identified with 
( i) the sense-organs Undriya), with ( ii) the principle of 
life (prana), or with (iii) mind (manal},). 

The advocates of the first view set forth that the 
senses are really the intra-organic conscious agents. This 
view is based on the facts that consciousness and bodily 
movements ( C8$tii) follow ~rom the initiation o:t the 
senses and that the judgements expressed in "I am blind" 
etc., showing the identity 'of t~e self with the sense
organs are universally accepted as vulid. Vatsayana thus 
describes the view: tani'ndriyani'mani svasvavieaya
grahanac cetanani, ind:riyanam bhavabhavayor vieaya
grahanasya tatha bhavat. evam sati kim anyena cetanena 
(S.U) 80 

1 T,b!S frame of mmd will make mtelhg1ble the pnnmples of conduct m
volved m teec'lnngs l•ke rnam krmi. ghrtam p1vet etc. 

2 N¢yaman1a.ri, p 437 lmes 16-19 
8 C£ also Vediir>tiJ8ilra IJ1va Ed 1915) pp 95-00, Sv!dhfintabi•du, with 

lla'lmiivals (adv Mani Ed ) , pp 56-.57, 68-64, and more particularly !'" arana 
Pra'IMfla. Bangraha, p 181, lmes 18-!14, 
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The second view consists in maintaining that as 
the senses depend for existence and operation on the Vital 
Principle, this principle itself is really the source of intelli
gence. The fact that the presence and absence of the 
senses involve the origin and non-origin of knowledge 
does not necessarily point to their agency; the fact may 
be equally explained on the hypothesis of their instru
mentality. Moreover if agency were to be assigned to 
the senses there would ensure an insurmountable difficulty 
in consequence of the absence of organs about the origin 
of action. Again the question arises : which of the senses 
is the agent-each of them severally or all combined ? In 
the former case, is the agency simultaneous or successive? 
Now it is absurd to think that the agency belongs to all 
the senses indifferently, for the object of one sense never 
becomes cognisable to another and the senses are never 
known to work concurrently in producing an effect. The 
alternative of simultaneity is, of course, out of the ques
tion. As to the remaining contention that t>ach of the 
senses may be an agent in succession, the reply is : if each 
of these be an absolutely independent agent, as asserted, 
it is likely that in case of conflicting movements due to 
varied resolutions, the balance of the whole bodily 
organism would be upset, but this is never known to 
happen. But if the senses were subservient in their 
functions to the guidance of a Superior Entity it would 
be reasonable to hold this latter to be the true Self rather 
than the senses. This Entity is Pra:Q.a, the principle of 
Persistence during sleep and wakeful condition alike.81 

Finally, we may mention the view which claims that 
consciousness is a quality of the mmd.2 Brahmananda, 

1 Vuif,anm<~nOT.njini {iftva Ed 1915, pp 96-97) cf. Brahmina.nda's ccnun 
on Biidh&nt<Jwndv., p 57, lmes 18-14 

2 See VeddntaS<ira, p 97 Nyii.yo. S"-tra, 8.1 16; Nyiiya.ka.ndali, p. 7~, !15-~6 
Nyii.ya'fi'VJiiifrt,ri, p. 441 , VljVOJI'anul Prameya. Sa.lo•aha, pp 181-18~. Tlus old 
matenaltsllc doctnne of mana.Scmtanya was recenlly l'I!VIved w1th Cre•h vigou.t by the 
Late M. Rakhii.Jdis Nyiyaratna, see his Tatflv4tltjfa. with his own commentary os 
wl)ll as Its refutat1on by Pandit Haridisa Sastri, M.A. 
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in his commentary on the Siddhantabindu ( Advaita 
Manjari Ed. p. 57), explains the grounds on wh1ch this 
theory is founded, stating that the other organs are only 
the means of indeterminate sense-knowledge ( nirvikalpa
kajfiii,na), but it is mind alone that introduces into such 
knowledge the element of determinateness. For this 
reason, as well as because it controls by virtue of its 
power of volition ( sankalpa) the outer organs and may 
persist and function singly even when the latter happen 
to be absent ( e g. on the plane of existence called 
svapna), the mind is the true Self. 

In these different views there is perfect agreement as 
to the number of pramfu;las recognised, for all of them 
admit that perception is the only way of gaining a right 
knowledge of things. Inference is not a valid proof, in 
as much as the universal and necessary relation on which 
it is based can not be discovered. In other words, it is 
practically impossible and logically incongruous to ascend, 
merely by a process of multiplication of individual ins
tances ( bhUyodalf'sana) from limited sense-experience to 
a knowledge of Universal Truths (sarvopasam!hii,rini 
vyaptli). Bare enumeration of facts, however far it may 
be carried, hardly suffices to find· out the element of 
necessity involved in generalisations. Perception is un
able to establish the truth of Induction. For though per
ception may tell us, for example, that this particular A is 
related to this particular B, this knowledge would hardly 
justify its extension in the form of: 'all "A"s are related 
to all "B"s'. What right have we, with the limited 
faculties at our command, to jump into the Unknown 
and assert a Categorical Universal proposition ? More
over, the assertion of such a proposition would presuppose 
the elimination of all accidental factors ( upii,dhi
vidhunana) . But how is the absence of these factors to 
be made known? Perception would not avail where these 
are by nature supersensuous, and the validity of inference 
~s a proof has been already controverted. There woulq 
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thus cling an abiding suspicion, not :removable by any 
means accessible to man, as to the truth of every uni
versal judgement. 

Thus according to the Carvaka, perception being the 
only criterion of existence, whatever is not perceived is 
held to have no existence at all: yan no'palabhyate tan 
nasti. This view naturally leads up to scepticism. But 
for practical purposes probability (samblzavana) alone 
is sufficient.1 Thus at the sight of smoke rising from a 
certain place there arises in the mind a sense of the pro
bability of :fire, and not of its certainty, and this is enough 
for all practical purposes. For this end there is no need 
to assume the existence of a distinct kind of evidence 
called Inference. The notion of pramana as being the 
basis of certain knowledge is due to chance-coincidence 
( samviida) between the knowledge which led to the 
activity: (prava;rtakajffiimAl) and the attainment of the 
object in which the activity is fulfilled (pravrttis'ii
marthya), i.e. harmony between thought and object. 

From the above sketch of the philosophical notions 
of the Materialists it can well be seen why there is no 
room for God in this system. The usual arguments held 
out by the theists ha.ve not, for them, the force of per
suasion. Adr~ta or even the principle of physical 
causality being denied, it is idle to argue, they would say, 
that God is the Moral Governor of the world adjusting 
the karmas of the jivas or that He is the Universal 
Agent-the author of the contingent phenomena. And 
to one to whom the Vedas reveal no signs of infallibility, 
it is equally vain to attempt showing that from them the 
existence of an Omniscient Spirit could be inferred. And 
last but not the least, inference itself ( anurniina) is denied. 

1 So far this view IS exactly what Arcesllaus 18 srud to have asserted in reply 
to the Stole's ob)ecb.on thst ACeptlc.wn makes life Impossible, viz. "Probability 
18 the only rule of practaClll life " ThiS IS the doctrme of Probabihsm. The 
drlierence, however, hes m th•s that Arcesilaus doubts all knowledge, mcluding even 
sense-perceptiOn, the Cii.rvika leaves margm for 1t. 
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The senses do not confessedly reach Him and verbal 
testimony falls under the category of inference. There is 
no means of ascertaining, therefore, that an all-knowing 
all-powerful spirit exists. Nature (svabhava), and not 
God, is the watch-word o£ this schooJ.l 

1 The position of LokiyatJkas is thus summarised in the Vt!Vatana. Prameya 
Sangraha (p. ~11) bhiitacatu.stayam eva tattvam, pratyaksam evai'kam pramanam, 
•vabhavavida eva pii.ramarthll!:ah. 



THE VIEW-POINT OF NYAYA-VAISE$IKA 
PHILOSOPHY 

The orrgin of theN yay a. and V aise~ika schools o! philo
sophy, as of all schools m India, is involved in weat 
obscUl'ity. It is not known when and under what circum
stances these schools came to assume their present form, 
but it may be supposed that before they took a definite 
shape, with a solidity and distinctive character of their 
own, the ideas and views represented by them, though in 
wide vogue, had been for a long time in a floating condi
tion. These ideas and theories had not perhaps been 
the special property of any particular school-and in all 
likelihood no school had yet existed-but they had been 
the common patrimony of all thoughtful minds; and it 
is possible that they were subsequeD.tly assimilated and 
utilised by the various religio-philosophical sects of the 
pre-Buddhistic and Buddhistic ages. A study of the 
early Pali and Prakrit literatUl'e in general and of Dr. 
Schrader's learned tract ("uber den stand" etc.) in parti
cular, would seem to countenance this conjecture. In 
the Katha Vatthu, for instance, we find much which we 
can recognise at once to be in common with the accepted 
truisms of Sankhya-Yoga, e.g. the germs of Satkiirya
vada etc. 

So it is very probable that if we at all allow OUl'selves 
in the present state of our ignorance the liberty of seeking 
for origins we should expect them in a certain measUl'e, 
so far as the leading ideas are concemed, in the religious 
speculations of early India. That Nyaya and Vaiseeika 
were in their inception afliliated to (at any rate coloUl'ed 
by) Saiva cult, as Sa:ilkh.ya to V aie:{l.avism, seems likely 
enough.1 Haribhadra, author of $aiJ,dar8ana Samuccaya 

1 Cf. Suali, p. lfiS, cf. Lmg~a, chap. 24, Rajasekhara'.......Sadda..Sana• 
aamuccayo. (V2L!esika D., 80) p U; p,...;ampiidabJr&.va p. Sill. 
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distinctly says that Siva was the object of worship 
among the N aiyayikas ;1 and Raja.Sekhara characterises 
Nyaya system as "Saiva darsana" in his own work on 
the subject. Similarly the Vaise~ikas, too, being the 
worshippers of Pa.Supati, a form of Siva, were known as 
Pasupatas.2 If we remember this fact we shall better 
understand certain features of these combined systems. 

But this religious element was not all. Even in 
metaphysics, psychology and logic the two systems are 
closely connected and present a community of form, so 
much so that it is hard to distinguish, for a modern 
analyst or pundit, one from the other. Indeed the two 
may be said to represent two complementary pha:ses of 
fundamentally one and the same body of thought. What 
this attitude exactly was it is not possible to determine 
within the brief compass of the present paper. For, in 
order to understand a system properly, it is necessary not 
only to set it in its true perspective but to study it 
from various points of view and under di:l:l'erent relations. 
Nevertheless it is desirable to say just a few words by way 
of introduction concerning the aims and methods of this 
philosophy and the meaning of philosophy in general in 
India. 

In India, philosophy. especially in its earlier and 
truer form, was intended to serve a practical purpose. 
Bare speculation is invariably condemned as waste of 
energy, in as much as it leads nowhere; speculation is 
deemed blind without the guiding light which Revelation 
or Higher Perception alone can furnish. Thus the pre
mises from which Reason has to draw its inferences are 

l aksapadamate •hvah srstisa.mlla.rakre chivah etc (Bib. Ind Ed., p. 51. 
Naiyiylkamatam IS) cf. ~~. p. 51. 

~ See Gu:nara!Jna, p 51. These Pasupa.tas are called jatiidhari .._ivas or 
mahe.Sva.ras m Ra!Jnaprabbii and Anandagiri (under V ed. Sutra, 2.2 S7 'I< I) cf. Gwna
ra~ pp. 49-50. A detailed cxpositii<>n and examination of the doctnnes of thla 
philosophy together with a discussion as to the place of this aystem m tho hiStory 
of Indian Thought in general, will appear in my forthcoming monograph on Nyaya 
Vai.!eslka Philosophy (Part III). 

A.T 10 
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naturaily beyond its own reach and stand outside of itself. 
Reason is, by nature, impotent and can not in anywise 
overstep its data. It is not creative nor intuitive ; its 
function is interpretation of facts. Its ultimate resort 
is, therefore, nothing short of Direct Experience. But 
as human experience is limited in its scope and is liable 
to error, the experience on which our reasoning is based 
must be conceived as infinite and free from aU the defects 
incidental to erring humanity. Thy; infinite experience 
is embodied in the revealed scriptures. Reason, unaided 
by the light of this Revelation, would be a groper in the 
dark and would never be able to discover the truth which 
is incapable of analysis and synthesis~ To the general 
Indian philosopher, therefore, seeking to build up his in
dividual system of thought on the bed-rock of supra
rational illumination contained in the Vedas or A.gamas, 
much in the 'Same fashion as to the schoolmen of 
mediaeval Europe/ reason is subservient to faiLh. "Be
lieve and then Know"-Bradahavful labhate jfianam
this seems to be the motto of Indian philosophy. 

Thus in the general scheme of a man's inner culture 
the study of philosophy is given a secondary, though a 
necessary, place: 

atma va're dr~tavyal;t-Srotavyo mantavyo 
nididhyasitavyal;t. 

arotavyal;t srutivakyebhyo mantavyas co'papattibhil;t/ 
matva ca satatatb. dhyeya ete darsanahetava.'b/ I 

This implies that the ultimate source of true knowledge 
is revelation, but as the facts of revelation cannot be 
accepted without any questioning in the present state of 
our life, we have to study them with the help of our 
reason. As soon as it is brought home to us that these 
facts are quite possible and not irrational, the function 
of reason as a factor of onr culture is fulfilled. For this 
functioll/ is simply to beget a notion of po,ssi,biliflu 

1 Ct. Non quaero inte/J.igee ut ordam, sad credo ut inte/J.ig~~m. 
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(sambhavaniibuddhi) in regard to a certain proposition, 
and not of its certainty. Certitude can never be reached 
by the intellectual .faculties ( cf. tarkaprii;t~t}J,anat etc.). 
That is, it is the bane of all intellectual processes, however 
subtle and cautious, that they involve self-contradictions. 
To be a thinker, without committing oneself to the auto
nomies of thought, is impassible. It is for this reason 
that whatever a thesis may be it is not difficult to find a 
sufficient reason for supporting it. Consequently, the 
intellectual processes have to be supplemented by pro
cesses of personal realisation, viz., concentration and 
abstraction. 

In other words, the general enunciations of the scrip
tures which! are in the form of categorical propositions 
are sufficient in themselves, as coming from an infallible 
source, to carry conviction, but if the mind of the hearer 
be not free from the disturbing factors of doubt ( asam
lihavana) and perversion ( vipantabhavanii) it will not 
receive the truth. The process of rational demonstra
tion (manana), which is implied in all philosophy, aims 
at removing this element of doube and producing a belief 
that the proposition as laid down in the scriptures is 
likely enough. But even at this stage the seed of uncer
tainty is not wholly gone; the root of all errors ( vipanta
bhiivana) still remaining, illumination of consciousness 
resulting in the Vision of Truth cannot of course follow. 
Yoga ( nzldidhyasana) or the process of psychic discipline 
has therefore to be resorted to, as capable, by holding in 
abeyance the phenomena of mental life altogether, of 
bringing about this transcendental Vi·sion or Intuition 
( sii](,$atkara) of Truth. 

Philosophy, if rightly understood, is then only a. step 

1 The word for phllosophy in India variously appears as nyeya, l!.nv1k&ki, etc. 
Cf Ny&gtJJViirl.fii<a p IS. The statement on page 1~. VJZ. s&lh$&yidi bhedlinu
vidhiyini invlkslk!, impbes that philosophy lJI meant for P,.pslling doubts on the 
pnnciple that ninup&labdhe na nimite nyiiyah pravartate. A categorical enllllCia
tlon of the truths IS nOt 1ts provmce-1t deals with reaaons of things. 
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in the cultivation of a man's life. To be at all fruitful 
it must work in subordination to, i.e. on the data supplied 
by, Revelation. Else it is apt to run astray.1 

This being so, it is easy to understand how different 
systems of philosophy, apparently conflicting with and 
subversive of one another, originate. The Highest Truth, 
which lends itself to the light of supra-mental Intuition, 
is indeed one and indivisible, but it appears in diverse 
forms when looked at from diverse points of view corres
ponding to the capacities and tastes of th:e individual 
Sadhakas. So long as the individualised consciousness 
asserts itself-so long as we are unable to dispense with 
"mind" as an organ of knowledge-it is vain to hope for 
the attainment of the Absolute Tmth. Relative or 
partial truth is all that can be reached by human reason. 
And these relative or fragmentary truths, or aspects of 
the Absolute Truth, are held to be the immediate ends 
of the different systems of philosophy. They represent 
varying stages in the ascending order of the Sadhaka's 
journey in quest of self-realisation. When pieced to
gether and studied in the light of the resultant whole, 
they will present a sublime picture of synthesis, fraught 
with deep significance and interest to humanity. An 
:indirect and veiled picture this; but it is the grandest 
within reach of our mind. 

One thing remains to be noted. !The piecing to
gether or co-ordination of the systems is pos~ible, simply 
because there is at bottom a real Unity. For all the 
systems pledge unconditional allegiance to Revealation. 

1 cr. Madhusiidana . S&bdit pratha.mato apa.tOksajiiii.nam jiyate vicara
prayoJakam. ta<lanantaram aaambbivanodaye sati vicira&istram praN"artli.te. 
fac ca vedii.n1Anim brahmany advit!ye samanvayapratlpidanadviti para~ 
kh...,daradvii.rii co'payujyate pramii.nagata'sambhiivan! 8ravananivartyi, prameya
gatii'. sambhll.vani tu mananamvartye'ty anyatra vistarah. tadanantarath &J>l 
vipat'itabbiva.ni tist.haty'eva, sa mdulhyisanena niriiloiyate tadanantarath 
pnnarap1 mahiv;;;Jrya.m anusandhryamanam av•dyonmiilanasamartham antahkarD.'IllL
vrttibhedariipa.m mukt,phala.kath aiiksiitlciram utpidayati. CAclvoltarat<narakali, 
Nll'llayasigara, Ed., pp 44-5), 
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It is in their mode of interpreting the scriptures, deter
mined by the capacities of the people for whom they &e 
meant, that the systems v&y. Even the Buddhist and 
the Jaina philosophies accept in their own ways the 
necessity of this. 

This Unity, of which Revelation is an expression, 
is transcendental. The :J;t~;~is-the Sages and tire lliu
minatii-split up, by an apparent process of self-division, 
this Unity into concepts of symbolical knowledge, arrang
ed them in a certain grade of increasing purity and laid 
them before the intellectual faculties to play with. H 
rightly pursued, these will result in a wonderful clarifica
tion of the intellect, when the "mind" will cease to work 
and vanish. On the bare soul, Truth will then dawn as 
a flash of lightning, dispelling all doubts and uncertainties. 

This is the secret of what is technically called adhi
karabheda, which means that not every man is capable 
of receiving every form of truth. The faculty of under
standing developes gradually, and in the course of this 
development, truths which once seemed unintelligible and 
vague begin to assume a depth of meaning and are accept
ed. It is thus that the folly of one age i<> turned into 
wisdom in another. So with countries and individuals. 
It is believed that the Karmas-the forces and tendencies 
accumulated from the actions of the past ages and build
in~ up the lower personality-stand in the way of a man's 
knowledge of Reality. As soon as these impediments 
are gone, either worked out through their natural reaction 
on the mental life or destroyed by Knowledge or Yoga, 
the obscure truths are at once illuminated. Thus there 
are degrees in the receptivity af the mind which the 
Teacher has to recognise if he wants his instructions to be 
understood and acted upon. This idea finds excellent 
expression in the following statement of the B~ 
cittavivMar;w, : 

de.Sana lokanathanam sattvasayava.Sanugal;t/ 
bhidyante bahudha loka upayair bahubhiQ punalt/ I 
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gambh,:rrottiinabhedena kvacic co'bhayal~aJ;J.ii/ 
bhinna'pi deSa.na'bhinna sunyatadvayalakeana/ I 

This is from a work on Mahiiyiinic philosophy. The 
same appears also in an even more precise form, in the 
words of Madhusiidana Sarasvati who is rightly reckoned 
as one of the greatest philosophers of India in the last 
millenium. Referring to the apparently conflicting views 
of the different Aciiryas he observes: 

nahi te munayo bhriintiil;t sarvajfiatvii.t teeiim. kintu 
bahirvieayapravaJ;J.iiniim ipiitatah paramapurusirthe 
praveso na bhavati'ti nastikyaniviiranitya- taih prakiira
bhediil;t pradar8itiih. 

From what has been said it is apparent that there is 
a real order in the systems of Indian Philosophy which a 
close study is able to discover. The synthetic conscious
ness to which such an order reveals itsell has ever been 
recognised in India. In the Samk$epa8ii:riraka (II. 60-
64), in the AtmatatfJvavi'!Jeka (Jayaniirayana's Ed., pp. 
96-97), in the Prasth.anabheda (pp. 11-23 of Mahimna
stotra, N. Sagar) an attempt has already been made in 
this direction. The Pratyabhijiiiihrdaya (p. 16, sutra 8) 
explicitly states that the different views o£ Reality, which 
the different philosophies present, are but fragments of 
the One Supreme Vision. ViJfianabhiksu and Nila
ka:Q.tha, in several places emphasise, each from his own 
point of view, on the mutual and supplementary relations 
existing among the various schools of thought. It is im
material in this context however to discuss how far the 
different schemes of synthesis are agreeable among them
selves. This is merely to point out that there is a real 
spirit of unity, of aim as much as of methods, among the 
diversities of thought and activity according to Indian 
philosophers. 
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II 

The N yay a-V aiae~ika philosophy is generally co~ 
ceived by the synthetic critics to stand on the lowest rung 
of this ladder, so far as the present orthodox systems are 
concerned. Before proceeding to discuss, in \Vhat points 
the two systems differ from each other it may be well, for 
purposes of elucidation, to take note of the close affinity 
existing between them. A brief outline of this combined 
philosophy, and a statement of the rationale of its meta· 
physics, may therefore be of some use for a proper under· 
standing of the systems as a whole and determinmg their 
points of view. 

In the first place, and at the root of all, we may note 
the belief that there is a close correspondence between 
the order of our ideas and the order of extra·mental reality 
to which it testifies. The two orders stand to each other 
in a certain relation of causal sequence-whatever is 
present to consciousness has therefore an objective ground 
of reality. It is independent of consciousne~s in so far as 
its existence is prior to the existence of the phenomena of 
our mental life and also as a condition of the possibility 
of such phenomena. It may be an object of immediate 
perception where such a perception is possible, or 
else its notion may be arrived at by an indirect: 
process · of abstract reasoning or by some other valid! 
sources of knowledge. Idea (pratiti) being a 
symbol of, and verbal usage ( V'JjavalUira) being 
based on reality, it is assumed to be an index 
of its existence. ( cf. sa'f[Lvid eva hi bhagavato vasW,.... 
pagame naJJ, 8ara'T)am as quoted in Upaskdra under 
Vai.Sesika Sutra, 7.2.26.) 

When we look upon the phenomena of change the 
question naturally presents itself-whence these changes 
and how do they come about? The problem is di:ffi.cult 
and admits of a variety of solutions according as we ap· 
proach it from various standpoints, but to the Na.iyayika, 
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starting from the data of his common consciousness, the 
question of origin and destruction is involved in deep 
obscurity. It is believed that the observed contingency 
of phenomena implies that a product comes into existence 
which had not existed before and that when destroyed it 
is reduced to nothing. Before origination and after des
truction the product has no entity whatsoever. But the 
matter is relatively permanent, being the unalterable 
substance in which the product arises, in which it re
sides during its term of existence and in which it is des
troyed. RelaVively speaking the cause is nitya and the 
effect is anitya. 

So the individual product is a mystery in creation
nay, production itself is an inexplicable enigma. The 
Universal (saJIUi,nya) is already there, so is the Matter; 
but what determines the emergence of a particular form 
in this matter which stands on one hand for the mani
festation of the appropriate Universal and on the other 
for the origin of the individual in which the Universal 
is apprehended? The Asatldirya theory is supposed to be 
a reaction on the part of the N aiyayika against the doc
trines of Universal Flux and of Universal Void of the 
Buddhists. But the Naiyayika in his turn has not 
succeeded in avoiding the perils of abrupt recoil. 

For clearing up the position I now take up the 
question of Causality/ as it has been discussed in these 
schools. It is assumed, in opposition to the theories o:f 
some of the Buddhist scholars, as a fact of common ex-· 
perience, that nothing comes out of nothing and that 
pure negation is unproductive. The production of an 
effect implies a change of condition or movement which 
presupposes the presence of two factors, one passive 
which receives and the other active which imparts the 
transitive movement. 

1 The princtple of causality IS a self-evident principle. Demal of this would 
lead to the absurdi!Jes of what in technical language would be called svabhiivavdda 
an,d yadrcchiviida. 
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The passive element is the material or constitutive 
cause of the product and is relatively permanent. It is 
invariably a substance, positive in character. The 
active factor known as the operative, efficient or instru
mental cause acts upon the product either directly or by 
virtue of its presence. It is in the latter sense only that 
the causality of D1vine Will, Time, Space etc. has to be 
conceived. In both cases the efficient cause is an ex
trinsic ( viih,ya) factor in the production and bears no 
intimate relation to the effect concerned. This formal 
duality in the causal principle is, of course, everywhere 
recognised, but the Naiyayika insists, under the exigen
cies of his fundamental position, that this analysis is not 
complete. Besides the two classes mentioned, there is a 
distinct kind of cause (called asamaviiyi) which is neither 
material nor even wholly extrinsic. Thus, for instance, 
when rtwo parts are brought together resulting in the 
production of a whole, the conjunction of the parts is as 
much a cause of the product as the parts themselves. 
Similarly in making a blue texture the blue colour of the 
material is a causal antecedent to the blue colour of the 
product. It is maintained that every positive product 
comes into existence under the influence of this threefold' 
cause. Negation as a product, i.e., destruction, requires 
only a nimitta and nothing more. 

Being an ardent advocate of the doctrine of Asat
karyaviid'a which is necessitated by his assumption of 
commonsense view of reality, the Naiyayika finds it 
indispensable to maintain an absolute distinction 
( atyantabheda) between the material cause and the 
effect which is produced from it. The relation which 
holds between the two is neither abheda nor even tadat
mya, but an Intimate Union (inherence, sfJJTTWJvaya) of 
one with the other. It is a mysterious relation. 

But what is the driving factor which! compels the 
Naiyayika 1to assume the doctrine of asatkiirya? Does 
it not do violence to our belief in persistence and con

AT 11 
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tinuity? Why is it found necessary to posit pragabhava 
as a precondition (a general nimitta) in all production ? 
To this the Naiyayika replies that to confine ourselves 
to the records of our usual experience, we are bound to 
assume, by the very laws of our thought, the necessity of 
pragabhiiva as such a condition of production. But this 
does not amount to a denial of a principle of Persistence 
altogether, for the doctrine of Conservation of Matter is 
an essential feature of its philosophy. The Naiyayika as 
much as the Sankh.ya, admits that Primary Matter is 
eternal. The four kinds of atomic substances, viz. earth 
etc. and akasa persist through etermty (like time, space, 
manas and self). Being without any parts or com
ponent members, they have neither a beginning nor an 
end. It is only the compounds of the ;first four sub
stances (kiiryabhUta) as well as some qualities and all 
actions which are produced and destroyed: bhiitocche
diinupapatteh (Nydyabhasya, 4.1.29). It is pointed out 
that though forms ( sa-rhsthdna) may change, matter as 
such remains constant; being eternal it is capable neither 
of increase nor of diminution. Form, which is nothing 
but a collocation of parts ( avayavasO!T!niveJa), is con
ceived as a quality inhering in matter. The appearance 
and disappearance of forms is bound up with, being logi
cally considered as antecedents of, the origin and 'des
truction of individuals, for origin and dissolution, so far 
as the substances are concerned, are synonymous with 
aggregation and separation of parts. 

Thus in this view though the individual is perishable 
( dhvarhsapratiyogi), the Universal is eternal. What the 
individual is in Sankh.ya, the Universal is from this 
standpoint in Nyaya-VaiBe!ilika. 

Th1s Universal is revealed by a definite arrangement 
of the parts of the body, for though it is by nature eternal 
and free from spatial limitations, such is the nature of 
things (svabhava) that it ~"nheres and manifests itself 
in those individuals only whose component parts are 
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:fixed in a particular spatial order. Though present every
where it is not so perceived. It enters as a predicate in 
our judgement. No further question is here admissible: 
we are dealing with an ultJmate fact incapable of further 
analysis.1 In this system (as much as in Sankh.ya), it is 
therefore naturally assumed that before the commence
ment of the causal operation there is something already 
given, viz., the Universal (or the individual) .3 

So then we find that before the appearance of a parti
cular cosmic order we have to presuppose the existence 
of Primary Matter, (which in this school is understood 
as partly atomic, e.g. the first four elements and partly 
ubiquitous e.g. Akasa), of the Principles of Time and 
Space and of the Universals. These atoms, which till 
now have been in a loose and free state (pravi"&haktalp) 8 

are set in motion by a certain influence and begin to 
group themselves into different forms. 

But what is this influence which imparts the initial 
motion to the atomic matter without and to the atomic 

1 Til<> etymological structure of the word vyakb. (manifestation) shows that 
the individual is conceived aa a manife.rtali<m only, implying that the Univeraal 
(jats), as such is unmanifested. 

3 The Silnkhya-Yoga is an advocate of aati<Myav&da and denies the necessity 
of assunrlng a real independent Univezsal. The individual is considered to 
consist of a twofold aspect (cf. the view of the >ndttferentists, e g Adelard of 
Bath) viz the generic and the specific (siimiinv1111Jt8ud11m1Jka) • and has an eternal 
eXIstence pt:l' ae What is popularly called production IS only manifestsb.on 
( avorbl!iftvo.) 1 e. descent as it were from the Eternal Plsne into the realm of 
Tune And as all mamfestsbon IS rels.t1ve, it means that In an absolute sense, 
i.e from the standpoint of God or yuktsyogi there is nothmg like production 
or creation. In Eternity-on the DIVine Plsne-there can be no "mot10n" and 
consequently no fiux. Causality, implying succession, is a category in Time. 'The 
NyS¥a-VBJ8esika, on the other hand, being a representab.ve of aaati<Myavida '" 
constrained to admit the non-existenoe of the indiv1dual before its production and 
after its destrnchon. But along W1th th•s he is bound to asoribe eternal e:dstenee 
to the Umversal OtherwiSe hiS position would be l1ke that of the Buddhist, who 
rejects the rea.hty of both the Concrete Individual (cf. aamghiita'Viid4) as well as 
of the Abstrad Universal (cf. opohavii.tl.a). 

8 This shows that there is no form 1n matter during the period of dissolution. 
In the Sinkhya also Matter is described m 1ts pnmary atste as unddfereutJB.ted 
and formless (ll'l)'gii/crM P'fCIIcrbh). Accordmg to both it is indeterminate and 
supelSensuous (atintlrrga) • 
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manas within? The problem is extremely complicated. 
The atoms and the manas being inert by nature have to 
be moved from without. The Self in itself can not be a 
source of motion, for it is a continuum. The only active 
principle, if there could at all be anything deserving of 
this name in this system, is adrsta which resides as a 
'specific quality in the Self. It is maintained that when 
the Self, charged with this adrsta, comes in contact with 
the atoms the latter are impelled to action. The occa
sion for such contact is determined by the maturity of 
adr$ which is effected by the passage of Time. But 
adr~ta in itself, as being a link in the chain of causation, 
can not be a final and adequate explanation of the origin 
of motion. The ascription of causality in this case to the 
human wiH ( 'YflijnwJiya 'p'fayatna) ~s out of the point. 
The human will, in so far as it is a product, is occasional. 
i.e. an event in time and is itself determined by adrsta. 
As a result of this analysis, therefore, our system finds 
compelled to reject both the hypotheses as :ultimate 
solution. We have, it is urged, in the last resort to fall 
back on the Divine Will ( i8var'iya prayatna), which being 
eternal is not determined by anything external to it and 
requires no further explanation. This is what in tbe 
scholastic language we may designate as the doctrine of 
the Divine Concursus. · 

The origin of Motion is therefore to be explained by 
the operation of the Divine Will in the first place and 
by that of the human will ( miinU$'iya prayatna) and of 
mechanical· necessity implied in previous karma in the 
second. All the principles work concurrently though pro
minence is given in all theistic philosophy to the Will of 
God without which nothing can be actuated. The pro
cess of the formation of organic and inorganic bodies is a 
question to which we can not advert liere1 but it may 
just be noted that the same karma which brings about a 

1 Cf Dr Seal's "Tho Positive Bcimle .. of ~~• anciont Hindui'. 
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<.'Ontact between the self and the manas is also instru
mental in bringing together the atoms so as to form 
different collocations capable of exhibiting a variety of 
specific characters. In other words, the manas and the 
material particles are stirred into activity by one and 
the same force conceived as a quality present in the self. 
The external world, including the organism, is held to be 
a field for the experiences of pleasure and pain resulting 
by way of natural reaction from the karma-forces of the 
past, and' has only a moral value. Apart from karma, 
i.e. from the standpoint of the liberated self, wrapped in 
the glory of its isolation, the existence of the world and 
of its life is without any significance. 'Hence the same 
moral End (viz. bhoga) which occasions the rise of sub
jective phenomena acts also as a motive for the origin of 
the objective order. 

A word or two may be useful in connection with this 
vexed question of adrstaor karma. Uniformity of Nature 
and the Principle of Causality are invariably assumed.1 

That is whatever comes into being is suppo'sed to do so 
from an adequate cause. Granting this it remains to take 
note of the facts of pleasure and' pain and justify their 
existence. Evidently they must be traced to distinctive 
causes which can not be extrinsic or bhutanistha as the 
materialists ( lokiiya:tikah) would contend. The sanne 
external object is the source of pleasure to one and of 
pain to another, causes pleasure to a man at one time 
and pain to the same man at another time. These differ
ences of experiences have, therefore, to be explained on 
intrinsic grounds. That is to say, once assuming that 
pleasure and pain, which are facts of mental life and be
long to the Self, are occasioned by causes also belonging 
to and existing in the same Self, the question becomes 
simplified. The conclusion becomes then irresistible that 

1 There is no room for chance (llkasmik~waviida) m philosophy The ddl'erent 
doctrines of chance viz. Nzyativa.da. Kilava.da1 Yadrocbiva.da and Svabhliva 
yiida have boen rejected. 
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these causes are the nature of tendencies or subconscious 
forces resulting from conscious efforts in the past and 
lying dormant in the Self. They lie dormant or unseen 
for a defin1te period of time proportionate to the inten
sity of the strain originally put ;forth. They are then 
released so to say, and give rise to pleasure and pain, 
indeed to the whole panorama of phenomenal existence. 
For the world itself, as already mentioned, is justifiable 
only on moral grounds as the field' wherein the Self has to 
work out its destinies. It can have no other meaning. 

The materialists, who rejected the efficiencies of 
karma, explained that a living organism ( s!Jfl'ira)' just 
like an inorganic substance ( murtt:i) is produced from 
matter under purely mechanical influences. The assump
tion of karma is declared unnecessary. But the Naiya
yika remarks that while the mechanical causes are indeed 
admissible they do not go very far; they are subject to 
the operation of a governing principle of Justice or Moral 
Retribution in the world. The mechanical theory is open 
to several objections : ( 1) The analogy of inorganic sub
stances is ill-founded, for there is no evidence testifying 
to the fortuitous character of their origin. (~) On the 
contrary, the origin of organic bodies is known from ex
perience to follow generally (e.g. in the case of sexually
generated bodies) from the fusion of two principles, male 
and female (viz. 'l'etah and lcJhita) but this inV'Olves 
previous karma-both of the person to be born and of 
the parents-capable of bringing about the fusion. And 
even where such a fusion is not a necessary pre-condition, 
as in the case of the ayonija (a-sexually generated) bodies 
of (i) Devas, ~~is, on one hand and (ii) of the Infusoria 
etc. on the other, the action of karma is held to be in
dispensable. To explain : the immediate material which 
enters into the constitution of all organisms (whether 
ayonija or yonija) is the atomic substance. but the 
efficient cause, viz. the unseen agency of differentiation or 
the factor which determines their varieties (i.e. the 
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different forms of organic structure) is karma. The 
former is passive, but it yields to the impulse communi
cated to it by the latter, the active principle, and takes 
on a corresponding form. Unless the agency of such an 
unseen principle be admitted it seems hard to explain how 
the same primordial cells whxch are uniform in 
character and do not exhibit the slightest mdications of 
difference either in physical or psychical activities should 
gradually evolve themselves into diiferent organisms 
altogether. 

Karma is conceived as bringing about a two-fold 
union-( a) the aggregation of the atoms resulting m the 
production of the body, and (b) the union of the parti
cular Self, in which it inheres as a quality, with this body. 
These two actions are indeed not two different actions, 
but rather two complementary phases of the same action, 
and are simultaneous. For the body being considered 
to be the vehicle of bhoga, and bhoga explained as the 
experience of pleasure and pain ( sukhaduhkhasa'l'llvitfli) 
it is apparent that its relation to the Self is already im
plied. To clear up : the same karma which resides in a 
particular Self creates for it by a process of atomic com
bination ( CUTJtusOIThgkata) its vehicle of experiences. If 
this be not conceded a great difficulty would follow. That 
is to say, if it be supposed that the efficient cause of body 
(i.e. karma) does not pertain to the Selves severally i.e. 
is not pratyatmaniyata, the problem arises: why should 
one individual Self experience his pleasures and pains 
through one body and through that alone, rather than 
through any other ? Since all the Selves are by nature 
Omnipresent and related to all bodies alike, what deter
mines the sense of possession ( svasvamibhilva, bhoktr
bhogyabhiiva, mamatva) in regard to a particular Self 
and a particular body as expressed in the judgement
'this body is mine' ? It is a universally admitted fact 
that 'such a restriction ( niyama) of personal experience 
really exiS:fi;--one cannot enjoJ>! or suffer in another's 
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body.1 Hence there must be a ground of restriction. 
This Is karma. 

From what has been said above it follows that karma 
is the force which helps to build up a particular body and 
unite it (and the manas) to the Self to which it attaches, 
so that it lies at the root of the entme phenomena of 
mundane existence. The assumption of bodies and senses, 
not once but through a beginnmgless series of births, 
is the only means by which the experience of pleasure 
and pain rs possible, for a disembodied soul is free from 
pleasure and pain-in fact from every form of mental 
life, e.g. cognition, desire, volition etc. Now for one 
who wants to be rid of pain and consequently of mental 
life, including what is popularly esteemed as pleasure
and pleasure not preceded, succeeded and accompanied 
by pain is not possrbleJ-the one thing needful is to des
troy the accumulated force of karma, this destruction 
alone being capable of leading to a discarnate state. 

But what is it that can destroy karma? To this 
question one has to answer by a:sking a cross-question, 
viz what is it that produces karma or rather makes 
its origin or possibility ? All the sy:stems of Indian 
philosophy agree in the main in replying to both these 
questions. They hold irrespecti'".e of the ilndividuaf 
standpoint from which each of tht-m looks at Reality, 
that Ignorance leads to karma, or makes it productive 
while Knowledge serves to destroy it or to sterilise its 
forces. Let us confine ourselves to the special views of 
Nyaya-vaisesika. Ignorance is said to consist in think
ing that the Self is karttii. and bhok:t:B. and that it is 

1 Th1s excludes the case of the Yol!ln• who are able to expenence the pleasure 
and pain of anybody whatsoever as if they were their own. But then tb1s -
expenence w<>uld not be called bhoga at all, and IS not the result of Ius prior 
karma Hence bhoga=svasukhadu]lkhasiksitkirah Cf N1f(£1JafJiirl:ttkat/i.tpa'r'!Jatik!£ 
p 867 ash h1 parakiyasukh.aduhkhasiksii.tkaro yogmim na hi ca1'te bhol!lna:l:l 

.2 Cf. Nyayaman,.,.;, p. 611 dubkh.asamspsrie Sisvatlkasukhasambhogisam
bha.vid duhkhasya. cii.'vllSyahitavyatviid vivekahinasya cii.'sakyatvid viSama.dhunl 
iha1'ka!ra pillrapstlte ubhe api sukhaduhkhe tya)ya!im it1. 
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identical with the body and senses or at least is their 
owner. True knowledge enables the Self to realise that 
in itself, as dissociated from the action of the specific 
qualities which inhere in it under the influence of 
Adrsta during its term of embodied life, it is absolutely 
pure and indifferent ( svampata8 cii'ham udiiiinalJ,). It 
reveals the truth that all real agency or efficiency belongs 
to the Lord and that man is, and considers himself, to be 
an efficient cause in so far as he identifies himself, 
though falsely and unknowingly, with the Lord. This 
false sense of efficiency ( kartrtvabodha) on the part of 
man, which is necessitated for the working out of his past 
.karma/ disappears with the disruption of karma by the 
fire of Knowledge, so that in reality (paramiirthatah) the 
human soul is ndt a free agent ( karttii) nor even a 
patient ( bhoktii) but is neutral ( udaiina). The notion 
that the soul is active or passive springs only from 
ignorance or misapprehension of its real character." 

1 Udayana approaches the problem from a shghtly dcll'erent pomt of v1ew: 
na ca 'kurvatab kulaliideb kiiyasamkaobhiid!sidhyo bhogah sid<lhyed iti tadartham 
asya. kartrtvam !svaro' numanyate tadarthamit!ratvidtu.ivaryyaaye'ti (Nyaya 
ku.umiMijali, Ben. Ed , Ch. V. p. 47). 

2 Cf Nyiiyakarulali. p. !181, yah karttii. bhoktii.'sti'ty i\tmanam abhllllanyate 
p.1ramiirthato duhkha.sidhanom ca bihyiidhyi\tm!kavloa.yamsukhaoi\dhanam 1ty 
abhuna.nyate so'avidvin. 



THE PROBLEM OF CAUSALITY 

SA.NKHYA-YOGA VIEW 

In the history of ancient Indian philosophy the con
troversy over the doctrine of causality is very old indeed. 
Although the nature of the controversy has varied from 
time to time, the fundamental problem has persisted. It 
is this : what is the relation between the cause and the 
effect? Does the cause contain the effect in its implicit 
form or is the effect a new thing altogether ? What are 
the presuppositions of the genetic process? Does it 
imply simply a gradual unfoldment of what lies within, 
as eternally existing, or is it a creation ex nihil? 

We know that various answers can be given to these 
questions according to the clifferences of our viewpoint. 
The N aiyayika, with his commonsense and realistic as
sumptions would naturally be inclined to favour the 
view which maintai111s an absolute difference ( atyanta
blheda) between the cause (material) and the effect. To 
him the cause and the effect are two distinct concepts, 
though bound together by a mysterious tie of relation
ship; for it cannot be gainsaid, the Naiyayika would say, 
that though the effect is distinct from its cause-indeed 
from everything else in creation-by virtue of its own 
apparent mdividuality, it still inheres in it during its 
existence, and that even when It does not exist, i.e. before 
its production and after its destruction, its non-existence, 
technically known as p~bl!~va and 9E:y~~s_a, is predic
able of its cause aJ.one. As to what cdnstitutes . this 
bond of affinity nothing is said beyond the fact that' it is 
in the nature of an effect to be thus intimately related to 
its own material cause. It is an ultimate fact and has 
to be accepted as such. 

This appeal to "the nature of things" on the part of 
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the Naiyayika amounts practically to a confession of 
weakness of his theory. The YQgin, who is an advocate 
of s!illtliD:!!-YMa, rejects the N~ayik,_a hypothesis and 
affirms that the effect, in so far as its essence is concerned, 
is identical with the cause from which it comes forth. 
The so-called production and destruction do not really 
mean that the product comes into and passes away from 
existence. Every product being an aspect of the supreme 
Prakrti in which it exists somehow involved and identified 
as an eternal moment, creation out of nothing and anni
hilation is an absurdity. Production, therefore, is 
differentiation and dissolution is re-integration. The, 
process of becoming, with which the problem of causality 
has to deal, does indeed imply a change, but it is a change 
conceived as the transition of a dharma from an unmani
fest to a manifest state and from the manifest back into 
the unmanifest condition. The substrate of change is 
everywhere and always an existing unit. 

The sum and substance of the Satkaryavadin's con
tention seems to be this. We all must start from the 
assumption, under the necessity of our thought, that 
being comes from being and not frorn noiJ..being, and that 
an absolute void giving rise to being is inconceivable. 
The denial of this principle would land us in contradic
tions. We conclude, therefore, that the effect is real 
(sat). 

In the text-books of the school we find a set of 
five arguments brought forward to establish the reality 
( sattii) of the effect (even before its origin) : 

( 1 ) The fact that what is unreal ( asa~) can not be 
subject to the causal operation (kiirakavyapara). 

( 2) Thle fact that an appropriate lma~ial 
(upiidana) is resorted to for bringing about a certain 
effect; in other words, that every material is not by 
nature capable of producing every effect This means 
that the material cause, which is somehow related to the 
effect in question, brings about that effect. But if the 
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effect were not existing, there would be no relation and 
consequently no production. An unrelated material is 
no material at all. 

( 3) And if the necessity of the relation between the 
material and the effect be not admitted, it would imply 
that the fitness of the material is not a condition of pro
duction and that any effect could result from any cause. 
This would be subversive of all order and so against our 
experience. 

( 4} This difficulty cannot be got over by the as
sumption of salcti even, as the Mima:lhsakas seem to do. 
They declare that an effect, before origin, is indeed non
existent ( asat) and that the cause is therefore indeed un
related. Still there would be no irregularity, for we 
admit, they say, that the cause, in so far as it possesses a 
Sakti favourable to a certain effect, does produce that 
effect. As to the question whether the cause possesses a 
particular salcti or not, it can only be answered a fortiori, 
for it is inferred by observation of the effect. 

( 5) The last argument is that the effect is nothing 
different from the cause ( karanabhavat). If the cause be 
existent (sat) there is no reason to maintain that the 
effect, which is only a mode of the cause, should be non
existent ( asat) . 

This last argument requires to be expanded. We 
have already said that according to Sliilkhya, unlike 
N yay a-Vaisesika, the relation between cause and effect is 
declared to be identity ( abheda, tadiltmya). The 
N aiyayika, with his pragmatic attitude towards reality, 
makes utility the criterion of existence (satta) and ap
proaches the problem in a semi-Buddhistic fashion. To 
him, therefore, the effect, say a jar, is altogether a dis
tinct entity from its cause, clay, for both do not serve 
the self-same purpose. This is arthakriyabheda. Besides 
this, there are other grounds, which, to a realist philo
sopher, help to differentiate one object from another. 
These are buddhi ( =pratiti), vyapade5a and arthakriya-
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vyava.stha. On these grounds, too, the N aiyayika seeks to 
establish the difference of the effect from the cause. Thus 
the notion of jar is distinct from that of clay and conse
quently corresponding to this notional or logical differ
ence, the Naiyayika would say, there must be a real 
difference in the objective world. In other words, jar 
and clay, as objective realities, must be mutually different. 
So, too, differences of names and functions point to a 
difference in reality. 

These are some of the stock arguments of the 
1'{ aiyayika. But they do not appear to have much weight 
against the Sankhya-Yoga position. They lose their 
point as soon as they are aimed at a system in which the 
so-called Realism finds little support. The artJuikriya
bheda is really no sure test of objective difference, for the 
same object may have different arthakriyas; nor is artha
kriyavyavastha a test, :For dii!erent collocations of the 
same cause may serve different purposes. The difference of 
names, viz. clay and jar, is no proof of difference either, for 
in that case a forest would have to be postulated as 
different from the individual trees composing it. 

The true relation between the cause and the effect, 
therefore, is that the effect is a dharma, an aspect of the 
cause and constitutes a mode of it. The primary Prakrti 
being the equilibrium of the three gunas, the effects or 
vikaras are nothing but various modifications and collo
cations of it. In essence the cause and the effect are 
identical, for both consist of gunas and it is in difference 
of collocation ( smhsthanabheda) that thle difference 
between the two, as it reveals itself to our consciousness, 
consists. And this difference in collocation is a peculiar 
manifestation., That of which it is a manifestation re
mams always in the background, unmanifest. In the last 
resort, the cause, the Prakrti, the Materia Prima, is the 
unmanifest and the effect, the vikara, is the manifested 
wo:dd, always held within the bosom of that unmanifest, 
universal being. 
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The doctrine of satkarya, therefore implies, as we 
often :find in Indian philosophy, that the universe, with 
an infinite number of cosmic systems belonging to it, is 
always existing in Prakrti as its aspects. The evolution 
of a universe out of void has no meaning. The Buddhists, 
together with the N aiyayika and V aisesika, believe that 
the product has no exilstence prior to its origination and 
that it loses its existence as soon as it is destroyed. 
What this really means and how far it is jusU:fied we shall 
try to explain elsewhere. But we may just observe here 
that the whole doctrine of satkarya is a blow to this 
position. 

To make the Yoga thesis more clear we give here a 
brief analysis of its concept of substance or d'harmin. In 
the technical nomenclature of Indian philosophy the term 
dharmin bears the sense of "substrate, subject, that in 
which something is held, that of which something is predi
cated" and dharma means the "aspect of dharmi.n, predi
cate, content" and so forth. All predication, and there
fore all judgment, involves the affirmation ( vidkiina) or 
denial ( ni$edha) of a particular dharma with reference to 
a particular dharmin. In fact, every proposition, which is 
an expression of judgment, bears testimony to the fact of 
predication Now, though predicati!On is made-and 
our entire phenomenal existence is necessarily based upon 
this-the subject of predication remains always, so far as 
its nature and essence are concerned, a point of contro
versy. When it is said that "the flower is red" the pro
position is certainly intelligible to commonsense, but on 
closer examination the meaning of the proposition fur
nishes a topic for discussion. It reveals the same old 
problem which Nagasena raised before Menander more 
than 2000 years ago. What is that to which I am attri
buting redness ? What is meant by flower ? Is it a mere 
bundle (sarhghata, samudiiya) of sensible qualities or is 
there a real objective ground, a substrate, to which the 
qualities are attached by some natural relations? We 
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know that two answers are usually given to this question. 
The :first is that of the Buddhists and in a certain sense 
of the V aiyakaranas. The second answer comes from 
Nyaya-Vai.Se~nka. The Vedantic position on this question 
IS one of compromise between Idealism and Realism, but 
it Lends towards the former. And the Yoga v1ew, too, 
is more or less idealistic, though with an important 
qualification. 

In other words, the Buddhists deny the existence of 
a substance away from the qualitiles and a whole as dis
tinct from the parts. But th.e Realists, to whom the 
external world has an objective, extra-mental value, are 
not satisfied with this view. They posit a real substance 
in which various qualities inhere and which is not a mere 
collection of gui;tas but has an independent eXIstence. So 
too with the whole ( avayavi) which results, as a d1stinct 
and independent object, from the combination of parts. 
In Vedanta, also, the former view is favoured. Sankara, 
in Brhadiiranyaka-l:ihasya, plainly denies substantiality 
to the atoms and describes them as mere guJ,).as. But 
the Yoga theory is more clear on the point. It is said 
indeed that dh:arma is the guJ,).a or a set of gUl}.as by 
which the dharmin is made known to us and that this guna 
may be any of the sensible qualities, viz., colour, sound, 
etc. or any of their combinations. But this ought not to 
imply that there is any fundamental distinction between 
dharma and dharmin. Both of these are at bottom 
(paramarthatah) one.' Th:ey are different only in 
vyavahara. And since this difference between dharma 
and dharmin and between one dharma and another is 
founded on the appearance and disappearance of the 
dharmas whilch is due to time-limitation, it is evident 
that in Eternity, where there is no distinction between 

1 dharm!S,ariipamatro h1 dharmah. dharmivikriy$1.'vai'lii dharmadvii.!:i pra
paficy•ta iti. tatra dharmasya. dhlll'Dilni nrttamiinasya1'va ndbvasu atiti,
nigatavarttaminesu bhfivinyathatvam bhavati na dravyl\nyathaham (Yoga 
bh&ya, ill lS)•. 
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past and future, all the dharmas are in a sense identical, 
not only with one another but even with the dharmin to 
which they are referred. This ultimate dharmin is the 
unmanifest Prakrti whose infinite modes ( vikiiriih) are 
the infinite dharmas, of which those , which are present 
to our consciousness are called present and the rest is 
characterised either as past or as future. The dharmas 
are, therefore, only the varying manifestations of the 
gunas of primary Matter. That is, Prakrti as modified 
m a particular manner is known a,;; a particular dharma 
or vikara. 

* * * * 
The Yoga philosophy, esp~cially !the system pro

pounded by Pata:fijali and Vyasa, accepts in the main the 
views of the rival school of ·the Siiilkhyas. The Yoga 
view of causality is, therefore, in all essential features 
almost identical with the Sailkhya. · 

From what we have said regarding satkiiryaviida it 
must have been made clear that the Yoga (and Sankhya) 
notion of causaliity has a distinct character of its own. 
The word 'cause' means indeed a necessary pre-condition 
of a subsequent event; this meaning is common to the 
other systems ; it also accepts the anvaya and vyatireka 
as the guiding principles for the discovery oi causality. 
But the characteristic doctrine remains to be noted. 

If we observe the world of change and analyse it 
carefully we find that every change involves a double 
element : (a) a transitional one, and ( b) a permanent 
one. When clay is moulded into the form of a jar, we 
are accustomed to speak of this moulding as an instance 
of change. Evidently here, too, th~re are two elements 
present, viz., clay .and the forms that appear and dis
appear in it. The forms are all transitional-they come 
and go, but the matter, the clay, for instance, is relatively 
permanent. It is, therefore, said' to be the substrate of 
these changes of forms, through all of which its unity 
remains unbroken. Before tht> production of jar, clay 
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had a definite form viz, 'lump', which disappeared and 
made room for the appearance of a new form, viz., 'jar', 
and the destruction of the jar again is nothing but the 
disappearance of the 'jar' form and the appearance of a 
fresh one in its place, and so on till Universal Dissolution 
when Matter will absorb within itself all its forms and 
regain its pristine formless and blank character. But 
during creatilon (srlti) it stands as the background for 
the play of these countless :fleeting forms. From this will 
be obvi()us what the relation between Matter, the 
dharmin, and the form, the dharma is. Every change 
being a kind of causation, true causal relation must be 
understood as meaning the relation ()f the form to the 
matter, and rwt, as the Buddhists would contend, of one 
form with another. In the chain of causation, of course, 
one form may be spoken of as the cause of another/ hut it 
is not by wtue of itself but of the matter which is its. 
content. In the technical language of Sankh.ya-Yoga all 
causal relation is prakrtivilqtibb,ava, pralqti beim.g the 
cause and vikrti the effect. 

But the meaning of the term pralqti is very •often 
misunderstood. It is generally supposed to stand for the 
samavayi karaJ;l.a of the V aise"ika or for the material 
cause of the Scholastics. There is no doubt that what 
is meant by samavayi karana falls under prakrti, but the 
latter includes the so-called nimittas as well. If we leave 
aside for the present the question of asamavayi karana, 
which is a peculiarity of the V aisesika, alone, we may 
conveniently divide prakrti into a two-fold aspect, viz.: 
upadana and nimitta. 
· Thus although prakrti is Ollle and the question of 

causal classification is, therefore, out of place in Sankhya, 
it becomes intelligible why we :find mention of a two-fold 
division of the causal principle. This division is really 
a concession to the demands of empiric consciousness, 

1 In popular parlance, however, one dhanna may be descnbed as the dharma 
of another. 
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and is resorted to just as in Vedanta. Truly speaking, 
Sankhya-Yoga, as much as Vedanta, is an advocate o:f 
the identity of nimitta and upadana. In other words, the 
distinction between nimitta and upadana is a pseudo
distinction, and has no existence on the plane of pure 
Pralqti which is universal Bemg and Essence. It is only 
when Pralqti has evolved herself into the first stadium, 
into the Mahat, that we :find this distinction, of nimitta 
and upadana, like every other distinction, probably 
brought out. The :function of the nimitta, therefore, is 
not to serve, as with the V aiSe$ika, as an external prin
ciple of movement, the effectuating factor in the universal 
Becoming. Pralqti is self-moved (svatlihpa'l'itnamini),. 
motion is inherent in it by nature and does not come 
to it from without. It (as rajas) is an aspect o£ its 
Being. The efficiency of the nimitta-and this is all that' 
we mean by causal operation-consists only in the re
moval o:f the proM,bens in the way of Pralqti ( tamah, 
avara~) and in the consequent liberation of the vikiiras, 
the forms, held so long in confinement within the womb 
of Prakrti. 

For practical purposes, therefolie, we may distin
guish in our system between two kinds of causes at work, 
viz., the material and the efficient. What Aristotle 
designated as formal causes do not seem to possess here 
a causal character at all. And we shall find that the so
called :final causes of Aristotle fall under the category of 
nimitta. 

Let us try to understand the position more clearly. 
We have said that the material cause, the Prakrti qua 
upadii.na, possesses an eternal motion inherent in itself 
and i'S not an inert substance required to be moved from 
outside. It possesses in potentia infinite forms towards 
the manifestation of which it has <'a natural proneness; 
but this manifestation is held in check by a retarding 
force which, as we shall :find later on, is identical with 
the merit or demerit of jiva with whose personal experi-
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ence the manifestation is directly concerned. As soon 
as this force is counteracted by an opposite force, e.g., 
merit by demerit and vice versa, the path of evolution be
comes clear and the material transforms itself into the 
appropriate effect. The block of stone for instance, con
tains involved within itself any kind of image, but it is' 
able to manifest a particular image-and this manifesta
tion is called production-only when the particular 
avarana which stands in the way of its manifestation is 
removed by the sculptor's chisel. The removal of this 
avarana constitutes the efficiency of the nimitta, and is 
the sum and substance of all causal operation. The 
nimittas do not lend any impulse to the material nor can 
they bring out what is not implicitly contained in it. 
The apt illustration in tl1e Yogabhiisya ( 4.8) of the water 
in a reservoir on a higher level flowing of itself into the 
lower fields when a leakage or an outlet is made in the 
embankment, will clear up our point. Further, since 
every subsidiary prakrti-finite cause, is ultimately per
meated by and coincident with pure Prakrti it naturally 
follows that every individual thing in nature contains 
every other thing potentially! 

Thus we need not seek for a principle of effectuation 
in Prakrti outside of its own nature ( svabh.ava) • This 
independence, on the part of the Prakrti, of an extrinsic' 
influence is called her svatantrya or freedom. Vijfi.iina 
Bhiksu shows (Yoga varttika, pp. 260-1) that the only 
possible cause of pravrtti is the nature of the gunas.2 It 
is universally admitted that the particles of :rpatter 
( anu) are in perpetual motion in space. This motion is 

1 The arguments in &i:nkltyakii'Tika viz. upiida•aniyamilt ele. are m cosonance 
with our ordmnry expe1ience which justifies th1s restriction An effect, to be 
brought forth, requires an appropriate material (and appropnate subs1d1ary cauaes) 
This is so, because we are dealing with limited prakrti and mth limited human 
resources But to the Yog111, to whom the entire Prakrt1 IS open, It is easy 
to evolve anythmg from anythmg. 

"Cf YogabhifMta under Sufra m. 18.-gunasvabhivY"m tu pravrlhkii.J;anam 
uklam !M'iinim, 
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the vague vibration characteristic of the atoms and is to 
be distinguished from the definite motion which brings 
two atoms together ( dravy.arambhaka) so as to form a 
substance. This motion does not serve any moral pur
pose, i.e., does not produce bhoga; hence merit and de
merit cannot be its cause. Nor is this motion due to a 
special act of God's will, for it would be assuming too 
much. It is more reasonable, therefore, to think of itl 
as natural. Vijnana Bhiksu further points out that the 
nimitta:s are not found to be necessary and indispensable 
in the manifestation of an effect, for the Yogin, by a mere 
act of his will, can bring forth anything that he pleases 
and for creation he does not stand in need of any human 
instruments. Similarly, in the beginning of creation 
things, e g. seeds, are produced by God's will merely; 
without the help of any positive precedent condi
tions, e.g. similar other seeds. All this goes to corro
borate the view that the nimittas have not a direct 
causality in the production of an object. They help, 
each in its own way, to rouse the evolving power. of 
Pra]qti, viz., karma (merit and demerit) by breaking the 
avarana which is a dharma opposed to itself, God's will 
by breaking all kinds of avarana beginning with the 
greatest one i.e., state of equilibrium, kala by ro~tsing 

karmas etc., and the ordinary instruments, dandas etc., 
by retarding the possibility of manifestation of other 
effects. 

* * * * 
But what is the aim of all this manifestation? What 

is its end? An answer to this would furnish us with what 
Aristotle calls final causes of creation. It is admitted 
that all movement presupposes an end to be realised; 
without an end there can be no activity ( prayoja;nam 
anuddifya na mando'pi pravartate). This end is however 
variously conceived : 

(a) Firstly it is pleasure or pain, which the jiva is 
bound to experience in consequence (i.e., as the 
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fruits, phala) of his previous karma. In common 
parlance, this experience is known as bhoga and jiva 
as bhokta. 

(b) The author of Yogabhii81Ja sets forth that this 
aim is twofold, pleasure or absence of pain. The former 
is bhoga and the latter is apavarga. It is either of these 
two which is the object of a man's striving (purusartha). 
Pleasure or bhoga, when further analysed, would be found 
to embrace the three varieties of end, viz. dharma, artha 
and kama. But the supreme end is apavarga. 

In the Sdnlihya Karika ( 42), it is clearly stated 
that the purusartha actuates the li:il.ga (prava,rtaka). 
This artha is (a) experience of pleasure and pain on the 
ascertainment of vi~ayas, or (b) denial of vi~ayas on the 
ascertainment of distinction between Prakrti and Puru~a. 
In other words, every movement is either towards v~aya
bhoga or towards bhogatyaga i.e. peace. But as bhoga 
is the necessary precedent of tyiiga, and must eventually 
be followed by it, sooner or later, it may be said with 
reason that the end of all movement is this tyaga, which 
in its highest form is dissociation from Prakrti and self
realisation. It i:s the "One Event to which the whole 
creation moves." 

The perpetual unrest and agitation which we observe 
around us will have their close only when this supreme 
end is attained. The course of evolution, for each indivi
dual, will terminate when he realises the essential nature 
of his own self ( tatah parvnii:makramasamiipti:r gwnii:n.am) . 
For apart from the individual for whom it is intended, 
the evolution of Nature has no other meaning. As to the 
further question whether Nature as a whole will ever 
cease to evolve we have nothing to say here. This point 
will be discussed separately in connection with the doc
trine of pralaya. 

Without going into further detail at this point we 
may note that the conception 9f ·causality in Sailkhya 
Yoga is as much mechanical as it i•s teleological. Leav-
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ing out the other auxiliary factors and' confining ourselves 
to karman alone we find that it is both efficient (though 
negatively so as already pointed :Out) as well as final. 
Everything in Nature has its end. It will he found that 
even the objective inequalities in creation are not expli
cable except on the hypothesis of the determining prin
ciple. A thing is what it is, not by chance but, as it were, 
by necessity. If the external world exists, and has come 
into being, to serve as the object of experience (pleasure 
or pain) of a conscious subject and would vanish for him, 
as soon as that purpose is fulfilled, ~t is easy to follow 
that its varieties must be occasioned by that principle, 
moral in its nature, which governs the varieties of such 
experience; and' consequently all instruments and effi
cient factors must work in subordination to this Supreme 
Governor. So far, therefore, the whole scheme of Nature, 
appears to be teleological. 

But karman il5f not the last word. It is worked off 
partly in natural course by fruition and is ultimately 
tranl5feended by the light of supreme wisdom which re
veals the Self as it is and as distinct from Prakrti. This 
is the final term of the evolutionary series. From this 
point of view, too, the scheme of Nature would be 
found to be pervaded by finality. 

This analysis of ours leaves out of account what 
Aristotle calls "formal causes." Though the forms, as 
conceived in the Sliilkhya-Yoga and even in the Nyiiya
Vaisesika, are not considered to have a causal character 
strictly, they are not important in the order of creation, 
so far as the specialities of the individuals are concerned. 
They will be discussed elsewhere. 

* * * * 
It is universally admitted that the world of sensible 

reality is a world of perpetual change, and it is also 
practically assumed, as we said, that every change in
volves a twofold element, viz., one that is transient and 
the other that is relatively permanentJ The material, 
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which is the subject of change, endw:es, while the efl'ect 
<·omes and goes. 

A careful and systematic study of this problem of 
change led in ancient India to the formulation of three 
broad theories viz., Arambhavada, Parinamavada and 
Vrvarttavada. 

The Al·ambhavada or the doctrine of origination 
(genesis) is the view of the N aiyayika and V aise~ika to 
whom the efl'ect is entirely a difl'erent thing from the 
productive material. It is immaterial whether the efl'ectl 
produced is a substance or a quality or an action; in all 
cases it is a new thing altogether and is distinct from the 
substance from which it arises. This view is a necessary 
corollary from the Asatkaryavada. That the effect is 
found to inhere, so long as it continues In existence, in 
its material cause and is not capable of separation from 
it, simply proves that there is an intimate relation 
between the two and not that the two are identical. 

A strong argument in favour of .Ar.ambhavada seems 
to be furnished from the atomic theory. This theory 
postulates the existence of an infinite number of eternal 
particles of matter as the ultimate constituents of all' 
substantial products ( kii:ryadravya) , that is, every pro
duct is explained as due to a peculiar combination result
ing in contact ( ilrambhakasamyoga) of these particles. 
And since it is impossible to consider the product as a 
mere grouping of the parts-and the reason why this is 
impossible consists in the disparity between the two, viz., 
that the particles are imperceptible and many, while their 
collection is perceived as one-it is more compatible with 
commonsense to suppose that the parts, by reason of 
combination result in the formation of the whole which is 
a new entity, pure and simple. 

But what is the bearing of this doctrine on the pro
blem of change ? The question is whether change is 
predicable of the whole ( avayavi) or of the ultimate 
particles or of both. 
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The V aise:;;ika says that the particles change and 
that the resultant whole also consequently changes. This 
is of the nature of chemical change and is due to the 
influence of tejas. The constant change going on in the 
world lis in the end reducible to this type. iln other 
words, if X represents the whole consisting of parts repre-
sented by, say, a, b, c, and d, we might say that the change 
of a, b, c, d into a, b", c', a by the assumption of neWI 
qualities would necessarily involve the destruction of X 
and of the origin of a new whole, called Y.1 This theory, 
therefore, assumes a double series of change-one in the 
parts and one in the whole. But why does a and c 
change into a, etc.? it is not natural, of course, 
for this would violate the postulate that no motion 
is inherent in a thing, To explain this change 
the Vaise:;;ika assumes the contact of a and c with 
the particles of tejas which penetrate into the body by 
means of pores (according to V ai~ika, every substantial 
product is porous and pervious), break the contact of the 
atoms and produce in them a change of qualities. The 
atoms, as thus changed, are united again and form a fresh 
whole. This tejas is not only what we ordinarily call fire. 
It is ultimately the Solar Energy which, therefore, stands 
at the root of all physical and chemical changes in the' 
world. 

But the Naiyayika does not agree in this. He holds, 
against the V aisesika, the solidity of substantial product 
and its impenetrability by heat-particles which act upon 
the body as a whole and produce in it change of qualities. 
Thus, though the substance is constant, from its origin 
till its destruction, it is subject to change so far as its 
qualities are concerned. 

The Vedantist does not admit with the Vaise:;;ika 
that difference of size (pan'ndma) is the cause of differ
ence of substance; hence the dharmin, say the jar, remain-

l The atoms remam the same, but the~r qu.ahties cl1ange. 
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ing the same, its former rfi.pa is destroyed and is replaced 
by a new rfi.pa; similarly the animal organism remain
ing the same, its leanness ( kiir$ya) is due to falling off 
( apacaya) of particles and its fatness ( sthaulya) ma.y 
be explained as due to accretion ( upacaya) of new parti
cles. Thus the body of 'A' when one year old would be 
Identical with his body in his eightieth year, although 
there may be an entire change of particles and difference 
of size. In other words, it is the same body in difierent 
states ( avastha) . 

The problem of change has received a good deal of 
attention and careful treatment in the hands of Sankhya 
and especially of Yoga. ' Paril;tama means disappearance 
of one dharma, followed by the appearance of another, 
within the same subject or dharmin.' The word is used 
to indicate the process when it refers to the subject, and 
the result of this process when it refem to the predicate, 
dharma. In popular usage and in later literature this 
word is found synonymous with vikara.2 

This parinama is threefold, according as it concerns 
dharma, lak$a:r;ta and avastha. The definition of pari
nama given above is that of dharma pari:r;tama. Lakr;;ana
parinama is the name of the change in regard to lakr;;a:r;ta 
or time-sequence, i.e. past, present and future. The 
grammatical tenses correspond to this pari:r;tama in nature. 
The lak$a:r;ta too is not conceived as an ultimate unit and 
is further analysable into what we may call avastha or 
states, viz. new or old. Each such state is supposed to 
be ultimate and momentary. This kind of pari:r;tama is 
not really expressible in language. This being the case 
the evolution of Nature may be supposed to consist of a 
series of such successive moments. In this ceaseless 
stream of parinama everything is being carried away from 

1 av~sth1tasya dravyosya piirvadharmamvrttau dbarminta.rotpattlh pari7;1iimah. 
Yoga Bhliaya m IS 

2 upaJaniipiiyasali llharma e' a ca vlkara 1ty ucyate, 
BrahmA1Jt<ly4bharama, p. 146 (Adv Mafij Ed.) 
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the future through the present into the past. But the 
future (aniigata) and the past (ailita) being nothing but 
umnanifest Prakrti, every panQ.ama is a passage from the 
umnanifest into manifestation aud return mto the un
mamfest. This represents a circle, of which one half, viz., 
passage from unmanifest into manifestation, I.e. from the 
future into the present, stands for what is known as visa
drsaparll;tama and another half i.e. return from manifesta
tion into the unmanifest, i.e. from the present to the 
past for sadrsapariQ.Ama. This is true of all the three 
kinds of pari:r;tama. 

Thus the triple parinama represents a series of three 
circles not mutually exclusive but really concentric, 
dharmaparinama being the outermost and the avastha
pari:Q.ama the inmost of the group. But dharma and 
avastha are relative concepts merely and are identical. 
The author of Yogabhii$ya clearly states (ill. 13) that 
the change of dharma in a dharmin, of l~:r;ta in a dharma 
and of a vastha in a l~a:r;ta is the same process, being 
characterised by modification of the substance and in
volving a transition of states (avastha).1 

This change is incessant and uncaused. It pervades 
the whole realm of Nature. It is said that nothing that 
is made of gu:r;tas is ever, even for a single moment, at 
rest and this for the simple reason that gu:r;tas are by 
nature :fickle.2 Even in the state of dissolution when the 
man1fested universe is resolved into Prakrti, this change 
or mutation still continues-this is sadrsapari:Q.Ama.3 It 

1 dharmino'p1 dharmiintaram avasthA, dha.nnasyii.'Jll lo.ksa.!Wltaram avastbA ity 
eks. eva dravyapal'lllimo bhedeno'padaritta 1t1. .Agam • paramirthastu eks. eva. 
pannimah. Bils.riima. pomta out (p. iBIO, f note S) that the three parmimas 
are really eases of avasthiip&rD,liim& or they are all to be labelled as dha.rma
pal'lllima, since all the mutations a.re m the dhamnn as their permanent abode 

2 dba~vastMparmimaJ};I sunyam na ksanam &pi guna.vrttam 
avatlB\hate. eala.m ca. guna.vrttam. Yogu.l1hii8'yu., m. 18. 

a Brahmiinanda Bhii.ral.!, m h1s S,.,.a:tp.siitniOhva, p 17• seems to deny that in 
the state of eqnilibrium (Bfi;myiW••th4) there could be parmim&. He says that 
the admiSSion of paili,Iima, even 1f sadri&, would militate against the theory of 
Eq,u!hbrium of G1Jllas m praillp, for Jllll'IIlii.rn& (tJf¥l'll'fiO) and siimya are contra-
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is only Purusa or the Self which is truly immutable, being 
beyond Prakrti. 

Now a dharma or state, unless It is present, must be 
either past or future ; but in all these states the dharmin 
of which these are affirmed, is constant. A dharma is a 
particular saldi pertaining to a substance and is inferred 
to exist in it from its action, viz., from the production of 
a particular effect. It is subject to mutation, but is 
never annihilated ( cf. conservation of energy). The 
present (or udita i.e. actual) dharma is one which is des
cribed as "svavyaparam anubhavan" and "savyapara"; 
this is the object of our immediate consciousness, and is 
differentiated. on the one hand, from the past or santa
dharma which has ceased to be active ( krtva vyapii:ran 
uparatah) and on the other, from the future (possible or 
avyapade8ya) dharma which has not yet commenced to 
operate. Of these dharmas the present only is felt as 
distinct ( viSista) from Prakrti by reason of its manifest 
character, and one might say that this alone exists. And 
we know that the Buddhists actually denied the others. 
The past and the future dharmas are not directly known. 
The truth in the matter seems to be that these dharmas 
rest in Prakrti as in union with it and are not drstin
guishable, not only from one another but even as 
dharmas. Their essence is the essence of the Dharmin. 

Hence it follows that the dharmas are twofold, 
according as they are manifest ( abhivyakta) or unmani
fest ( anabhivyakta) and the dharmin is the substance 
which persists ( anvayi) in them both and consists of a 
double nature viz., it is a siimanya as well as a visesa i.e., 
a..'! a samiinya it persists )n and is identical with santa 
and avyapade8ya dharma and as a vi8esa it persists in 
and is the same as uditadharma. In other words, every 
effect or manifest product, in so far as it is a manifesta
tion, is an individual ( vi8eqa) and considering its past 

dictory. Bhirah's objecbon seems to me unfounded It rests on a misunder
standing of the meaning of par~ima. 
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and future unmanifest condition is identical with the 
universal Being or Prak.rti ( samiinya). The relation of 
cause and effect being identity in difference ( tadiitmya) 
every effect has an individual character (derived from its 
identity with cause) by virtue of which it is perceived as 
one with everything else in nature. 

The above will suffice to bring out the meaning of the 
statement that all things are essentially identical and 
consequently all are in all. The root-principle of Yoga 
philosophy and practice is thus found to be a recogni~ 
tion of the fact that everything is full of infinite possibili
ties, and personal exertion is meant simply to give them, 
by removing the obstructions, actuality. As to how this 
is done we shall discuss elsewhere. 

The perpetuity of flux is thus found to be an estab
lished •fact in Nature. Our mind as well as the outer 
world are both equally fluent. Let us now try to dis
cover how these momentary changes contribute to various 
results. The question is : if the dharmin is one and 
suffers changes of state moment by moment, it follows 
that these changes are all uniform, and in that case how 
are we to account for the varieties of creation P The 
origin of multiplicity in effects from one or uniform cause 
is an illegitimate hypothesis. Concerning this it is said 
that diversity of modification is due to diversity of krama 
Krama is the relative sequence between one dharma and 
another (dharma includes lak$ana and avasthii also) 
and is ultimately a unit of change. It is the sequence of 
ksanas ( ksar,Wnantaryatrma) . One dharma may he 
sa;d to be a krama of another provided that it imme
diately follows it. The krama of dharma and laksana 
pariniimas is sensible, but that of avastha p,arinama is 
extremely subtle and supersensuous. None but a Yogin 
can perceive the subtle change that a substance is under
~ing every moment. But such kramas, though ordinarily 
imperceptible. are not to be i~ored. Their cumulative 
effect, from which they are inferred, is weat. It is their 
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permutations and combinations, endless in number, 
which give rise to this manifold of our sensible 
experience. 

Thus understood krama is a movement of the gw;uts. 
Referring to a dharma, we may define krama as its move
ment, from moment to moment, from the anagata state 
towards manifestation ( varttamdnata) and then towards 
atita. In the atita or santa stage of the dharma, where 
all movement comes to a stand-still, there is no krama1 

and it is for this reason that it is described a:s iiTevocable. 
That krama belongs to the present dharma is universally 
admitted. But the Yogin points out that even the anii.
gata dharma, a dharma which has not yet come to be 
manifested and is yet in the womb of Pralqti a:s an avya
padesyadharma, possesses krama and is subject to the 
law of fluctuation. Had it not been so, an anagata
dharma would never have become varttamana at all. An 
anagatadharma becoming varttamana is tantamount to 
the evolution of primordial Nature. A detailed study of 
thi's point and the secrets of creation will be furnished 
elsewhere, when it will also be shown that just as lapse 
into the past is the final term of the life-history of dharma, 
so the anagatavasthii. of the dharma is the initial term of 
its history. And this aniigatavastha may be conceived 
firstly (I ) as Prakrti and then ( 2) as an ideal dharma 
( bodha) i e. the same dharma when it is in the Mahat. 
(Cf. the original meaning of the term 'conception'). 

The philosophy of krama is very deep. It is said that 
the gunas being eternal and always in motion by nature, 
the krama of their modification never comes to an end. 
Their parinama is eternal. But their evolutes viz. 
buddhi etc. are not permanent. That is, the krama of 
every substantial product ceases one day when it becomes 

1 Yogabh"'1fa, m. 14 
The question is How, then, can the Yog~n call hack the past, though he 

does not uoually call hack. but revokes only a phantom, an exact duphcate, of 
the past 1 
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dissolved. Every product, buddhi downwards, is meant 
to serve as an end or a means to an end, of the self (be it 
bhoga or apavarga) and is thereby justified in its exist
ence. The realisation of purusartha is the raison d' etre 
of the existence and continuance of the manifested world, 
and as soon as this is accomplished (finally by dharma
megha) it is resolved into its components, viz., the gw;ta 
particles (Cf. Yoga Sufira IV. S2). But this is for one 
man-for him only who has reached his goal. There are 
other jivas who may be still in the middle of their journey, 
some who are still moving outwards in search of bhoga 
or earthly enjoyment and some who, having turned back 
upon them, are indeed moving inwards but are yet on the 
path, struggling in pursuit of the saving knowledge. For 
such jivas .the manifested worl<J. ( dtrsya) will have to 
continue. And the number of jivas being infinite there 
will never come a time when there will be no more a 
manifest, objective world (Yoga SUtra IT. 22). But this 
does not violate the possibility of periodic dissolution of 
the world. 

We have seen above that the krama of modification 
of the drsya ends as soon as the puru~artha is realised. 
But as the krama has an end, has it also a beginning? 
The drsya being only a product or evolute of the relation 
between Purusa and Prakrti, the question recurs-what 
is the origin of this relation and when did it originate ? 
We pointed out that the aniigatavasth! is the beginning 
of the krama of the dharma. Does this avastha refer to 
a definite point of time or is it simply a vague assumption 
following from the necessity of thought alone? Put more 
pointedly, the question refers itself to the moral explana-
tion of the bondage and consequent limitations imposed 
on the self. In reply to this pertinent question, the 
Siiitkhya Yoga, like other kindred systems, asserts that 
we cannot posit an absolute beginning of this series of 
ksanas, that since every ksana is explicable only on the 
hypothesis of a preceding ksa:t;ta no absolutely first k~a 
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Is conceivable. The causal series must be held to be 
infinite ab ante. 

Moreover, what is the nature of this, relation between 
Puru~a and Prakrti (i.e. between Puru$a and Sattva)? 
The relation is gwen in every judgment of ours, which is 
a function ( vrtti) of the buddhi and i.mplies a co-ordina
tion of subject and object. Such a co-ordination of two 
distinct and mutually exclusive princ;ples is not possible 
except through confusion or non-discrimination ( avidyd, 
viparyaya). Thus this relation, which is the source of 
phenomenal consciousness and misery, is due to mithya
jfiana. But the origin of mithyajfiana can be explained 
only as a consequent of another mithyajfi.ana and that 
of another, and in this way the series would be streched 
infinitely backwards and we would not be able to arrive 
at its first term at all. The gunas being always in rela
tion to the Puru[?a, (because both are eternal) 1 their 
effects too must always have been in relation with it. 
( dharmindm anddisamyogad dharmamatrrdnam apy 
anddil:J, sarhyogah. Paficasikha in Yogabhiisya IT. ~~). 

But the usual argument set forward in support of 
the beginningless character of sa:Ihsara consists in the 
inexplicability of the inequalities of pleasure, pain etc. 
on the hypothesis of a beginning in time. 

The inevitable conclusion which follows from the 
above is practically a confession of ignorance. However 
smartly we may tackle the problem, the mystery remains 
ever the same. Different attempts at solution simply 
change the form of the difficulty, but the mystery is never 

1 Tlus LS the doctrine of Olliidlsamyogah. Cf iligdarSan.Sa.ktyor rutyatvid 
anid1h ssruyogo vy&khyatah :-YogabJoclma II. ~~ The Naiyayikas, as a rnle, 
reject the possibihty of contsct being w1thout a beginning. According to them 
samyoga., whxch 1s apripb:pfuvlldi. priptih, must be due to motion, exther of one 
or of both. But ajasamyoga alao is sometimes admitted. Cf. Nyiiya V<irthika, 
p. 466. For elermty of samsara see Nyiiyabhiisya, S I. !n; Nyiiya V ar!W'ca, I. 
I. !i!; 1.1.19. Nyaya Man)Gn, p. 499. The relation wh1ch is expressed m Yoga 
as a contact between Purusa and Prakrti (or rather Sattva i e. C1tta) appears in 
Nyiiya as the contact of the Self with the manas (Nyaya Manjari, p 499) or with 
the body (Nv&~Ja BMat~a S.l• ~7). 
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fully cleared. Yet from an intellectual and rational point 
of view, the doctrine of anaditva remains the only valid 
theory on the point. 

This doctrine implies that there has never been a 
first karman or a first nuthyajfiana, in the absolute sense 
of the term. There has always been a push from behind. 
The difficulty of admitting a first karman would be great. 
Assuming pluralism and absence of limitations, all 
karmans would be uniform in the beginning and differ
ences would never ensue. According to such a view the 
selves, before they fell into the meshes of Prakrti, must 
have been in a free condition, joyous and pure. Why 
then should they have acted at all P And even if they 
had acted, why should one have acted di:fl'erently from· 
another P In such a theory differences have to be assum~ 
ed in the very beginning, and since these differences are 
self-explained and do not require an intrinsic ground of 
justification, why not extend the same lower down in the 
series P But this would upset the causal principle and 
end in a chaos of thought. Better, therefore, than intro
ducing differences on the eternal planes ( n,ityadhaman), 
it is to explain them in the usual way by referring them 
to the adequate causal conditions working in time. An 
endless succession is not an illegitimate hypothesis. 

Unless the causal series is admitted to be infinite, that 
is, if the world be supposed to have a beginning in time, 
we must have to take recourse, as already noted, to the 
doctrine of accident and chance ( nirnimittavada). In 
that case, the experience of pleasure and pain on the part 
of jivas would remain unexplained and there would follow 
the defect of akrtabhyagama or fallacy of unmerited re
ward and punishment. Moreover, the doctrine would in
volve the possibility of the free souls also returning to 
pondage. Sailkara expresses himself on this point thus: 
adimattve hi sarhsarasya'kasmad udbhUter mukUinarn 
api puna!). samsarodbhutiprasailgah, akrtabbyagama
prasangas ca, sul~haduhkhadivai~?amyasya nirnimittatvat 
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(Brahma Sutra B'hii4ya, IT. 1. 36). These inequalities 
are not explicable through Isvara and through mere 
avidya (without karmans following from the viisanii.9 of 
the kleaas, viz. raga, dv~a and moha) which is uniform 
in all ( cf. also Sankara Bhagya I. 3. 30). 

This is the burden of infinite karman which every 
jiva bears on his back. To escape from this is to obtain 
permanent peace. How this may be done need not be 
discussed at this point. The question why one jiva differs 
from another morally, since all are equally burdened with 
anadi karman of an infinite kind, seems to be solved by 
the consideration of succession (karma) in the develop
ment or ripening of the karmans. The karmans being 
infinite, their permutations and combinations too are in
finite. Hence the difference in the different series of lives. 

This view is not universally admitted even in India, 
though undoubtedly this is accepted in all the recognised 
systems of Indian philosophy. For there are schools 
which, while conceding that the world as such has neither 
beginning nor end, deny that a particular jiva's course of 
existence in it should also be beginningless. They mean 
to say that as the jivahood has an end at a definite point 
of time, it begins also in time. It is inconceivable that a 
line, which is known to end, should have no beginning. 
If the term 'an.adi' is intended to mean that we do not 
know when the series begins, simply because our own 
vision does not reach far back, it is all right. It would 
merely amount to a confession of the fact that our eyes 
are dimmed with avidya and cannot discover the begin
ning; but if it means, as it undoubtedly does, that it has 
no beginning at all, it is nonsense. These thinkers teach 
that the jiva is originally pure and free, and essentially 
identical with Iavara, but that through some fault on his 
part he was thrown into the vortex of samsara in which 
he has been rotating ever since and from which he will 
be able to escape only when the force (vega) with wlrich 
he fell (which itself was determined by the intensity of 

4T• 15 
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the original fault) will have been exhausted. The inten
sity of his fault determines the length of his stay away in 
samsara. His original fall and his final emancipation are 
both due to the action of Divine Will, the former known 
as nigrahasakti and the latter as the anugrahasaktx 
(Power of Grace) of the Supreme Lord. 

The question how the jivas, all pure and spotless at 
first, are at all capable of transgression, and even then 
why they transgress in different ways, is answered by 
saying that they are all 'free' ( svatantra) at this stage 
and that their actions are all self-determined. The 
d'i1ferent series of lives of the jivas may be explained by 
their original differences on the Eternal Plane. These 
differences do not require to be explained from without. 
They follow from the essential difference in the nature of 
jivas. For, according to this view, the jivas are different 
from one another, so far as personality is concerned, 
although each of them may be pure, free, etc. equally with 
the rest. This is a doctrine characteristic of all the 
pluralistic systems. 
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The earliest, and I might say the greatest (if not the 
only), pre-occupation of an ordinary man's life is the 
thought of happiness to himself or to those around him. 
It is this positive thought-and it pre-supposes in its 
fullest signi1icance an absolute negation of all possible 
evil-which spurs him into activity and constitutes the 
mainspring of his moral existence. But circumstanced 
a.s he is, he is hardly in a position to clearly envisage the 
ideal which lies vaguely before him. For the clear pre
sentation of the ideal requires a degree of mental clarity 
and disinterested quiescence which is rarely to be found 
in an average man of the present age, in which the :in
sistent demands of one's physical nature and surround
ings leave one hardly any time or energy to devote to a 
calm consideration of a deep ethical problem. The 
difficulty remains the same, even when the ideal is 
pictured in a different colour. Perfection, harmony, 
universal love and service, freedom-all these concepts re
present the varied aspects of one and the same ideal, and 
the vagueness found in respect of the one pertains equally 
to all the rest. 

The truth is, the facts of transcendent life are, as a 
rule, so little known to the world outside that the very 
existence or possibility of such a life is often more a matter 
of pious belief than of sincere conviction. And it is no 
wonder. With the limitations imposed upon us by our 
material nature it is hardly possible to look behind the 
appearances and have a glimpse of the transcendent 
realms beyond. The knowledge of a higher life than 
what :is ordinarily presented to us cannot be possible 
unless and until our general outlook is widened in con
sequence of the inner awakening due to Yoga. Yoga is 
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really the paramount power which leads us not only to 
a knowledge of the higher life, which is spiritual, but also 
to its practical realisation by the Self. India has al
ways asserted, and it has been doing so in no feeble 
accents since the very dawn of the world's civilisation, 
that it is exclusively in Yoga that one can find the key 
to the ·solution of all the problems of life and mind as 
well as to the realisation of the supreme end of existence. 
"Na'sti yogasamam balam", "ayam tu paramo dharmah 
yad yogena'tmadarsanam" and similar other sayings point 
to this fact. 

But what is Yoga ? What is the secret of the great 
power which is universally attributed to it P What are 
the natural stages through which the life of a Yogin must, 
of necessity, pass before it can attain to consummation 
and realise its community with the essence of the Uni
versal Life and even transcend it? Before these ques
tions are taken up for discussion it should be clearly borne 
in mind that what ordinarily passes for Yoga in the world 
around us can hardly be described as such in the real sense 
of the term. Even if it be not a travesty of the great 
science it is at least a faint semblance, mostly artificial, 
of a rudimentary aspect of the complex psycho-phys~cal 
discipline which in itself represents only a fragment ofl 
the true way to Yoga proper. It is unfortunate that 
ordinary people, includ~ng most of the educated persons 
of the present day (both of the West and of this country) , 
have all their knowledge of the subject derived from this 
source. And the effect of this corrupt and vitiated know
ledge on the;r mental outlook has been what might be 
expected. To understand a subject properly, specially 
when the subject is of an intricate and extremely delicate 
character, it is necessary that the mind should be dis
possessed of all its pre-conceived not;ons and predilections 
and held in readiness in an attitude of passive but self
conscious receptivity. 

Yoga is really the establishment of identity, at least 
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of communion, between the individual self (jivatman) 
and the Universal Self (paramiitman), which pre-supposes 
a corresponding relation on the lower planes of existence 
viz., between the mind and the individual self, between 
the senses and the mind and between the object and the 
senses. The individual can not realise its eternal affinity 
with the Universal or merge itself in it, unless it can get 
over the influence of the mind with which it falsely identi
fies itself. In the same way, the absorption of the mind 
in the quiet awareness of the Self is not possible so long 
as, through concentration and consequent self-effacement, 
it has not got rid of the distracting power of the senses 
over it. On the lowest level, similarly, the senses can 
not calm down and attain to unity with the mind until 
they are free from the action of the objects of the world 
outside. All the principles are thus found to be arranged 
in a concatenated series. In the lowest_ stage of spiritual 
perfection, therefore, Yoga may be described in a language 
which would represent it as the withdrawal of the senses 
from the external world and their convergence in the 
mind. Ascending a step higher up, one would find it in 
the suspension of the modalities of the mind itself and its 
consequent unity, as it were, with the individual self, 
from which it appears as distinct only through its work
ings. When the mind ceases to be active its distinctness 
as an entity vanishes altogether. But the final and 
culminating perfection of Yoga does not manifest itself 
even at this stage, which represents .the standpo;nt of 
Pataiijali and his school. For with the indiv:dual left as 
separate from the Universal and the Supreme the higher 
function of Yoga cannot be stated to have been fulfilled. 
As soon as the artificial barrier raised between the higher 
and the lower self is demolished the Pure Self emerges as 
a radiant and eternally self-aware existence of Jov in 
which the two aspects of its being appear as united in an 
eternal embrace of ineffable sweetness. This is Yoga in 
the truest sense of the word. 
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We propose to study the problem under these three 
aspects, though as a matter of actual fact each of these 
aspects may be examined in several distinct phases. The 
first stage which finds its achievement in the abstraction 
of the senses from their objects is really the viewpoint 
of Hathayoga proper, as taught by Markandeya in 
ancient times and by Matsyendranath, and his band of 
followers (e.g., Gorak$a, Jalandhara, Catura:iJ.gi, etc.) in 
the middle ages. The activities of the senses and their 
contact with the external world are occasioned by the 
operation of Vayu, which though corresponding to the so
called bio-motor force of the living organism is to be re
garded as identical with Vasana. The vision of an external 
world as other than the Supreme Self is, in fact, a magic 
show of illusive character devoid of all reality. It is the 
action of Vayu or Vasana on the sensory mechanism of 
organic existence which projects before it a world of illu
sion. The discipline of the first stage consists in the re
moval of this illusion. The control of Vayu, at which all 
the processes of Hatha Yoga aim, ends in securing a rela
tive steadiness of the senses and therewith a comparative 
detachment from the world outside. This is an indis
pensable preliminary to the success of the mental culture 
towards which the discipline of the next higher stage iSI 
directed. Perfection in the first stage is the perfection 
of body as presupposed in the control of the senses. The 
human body in its normal state, however healthy in an 
ordinary sense, is highly defective and incapable of acting 
as a fit instrument for the exercise of higher powers. It 
has to be purged of its impurities and made clean. Thi·s 
purification may be effected by a variety of ways, many 
of which fall within the scope of Hatha Yoga proper. 
This culture of the senses, of which the physical culture 
is an aspect, is completed w:hen the senses are drawn 
inwards and coalesce in a common sense, which is 
different from and yet identical with the mind. 

As soon as the common outer sense disappears what 
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is left behind is the mind in a state of concentration. As 
this concentration matures and gathers strength, various 
degrees of ecstatic intuition manifest themselves, of 
course as a result of a continued process of meditation. 
The rise of Prajna is consequent on the attainment of 
samadhi of the mind. But as the samadhi corresponds 
to the object aimed at, Its variety is dependent on the 
varieties of objects. The object may be an ordinary 
thing perceived in the world around us or a subtle 
element. It may even be the inner organ itself or agent 
behind the organ making use of it as an instrument. The 
luminous substance of the mind, when immediately in 
contact with an object-the senses having ceased-inter
penetrates into it and is imbued with its nature and 
form. The Self behind the mind, now converted into t!Ie 
object as it were, shines on as a silent witness of the entire 
process of metamorphosis and of its result. It looks on 
as a transcendent observer towards the mind which, 
having been already purged, now appears in the form of 
the object concerned. During this time the mind is free 
from subjection to the physical body ; in fact the body 
totally disappears in the radiance of the luminous mind, 
and tiris is not only in the eye of the person engaged in 
the spiritual pursuit hut even of the world. This marks 
a condition when the subtle body of man, being dis
engaged from his fleshy bonds as a result of his e1forts in 
the :first stage described above, asserts itself in a luminous 
form, the brightness and the colour of which are propor
tionate to the degree of purity attained. This light has a 
pseudo-eternal form of its own, hut it is not easily re
vealed; so long as association with the body continues to 
he strong it appears more or less in the shape of its physical 
counterpart from which it has been partially and tem
porarily separated. This influence of the flesh on the 
mind is really the impurity of the latter, so that the rela
tive purity of the mind corresponds to its comparative 
elimination of the physical shape imposed upon it. And 
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this elimination, which is indicated by the gradual 
brightening and whitening of the luminous stuff, may or 
may not be accompanied by the appearance of a fresh 
form, accordmg as the impress of an object outside itself 
may or may not have already been made upon it. The 
existence of this impress represents a particular stage of 
samadhl conditioned by the character of the object 
occasioning it. Pataiijali's school marks four distinct 
subdivisions of tlus stage as we shall observe hereafter. 
But there are various other possible schemes which are 
recognised in the other systems. In case there is no out
side object to determine the form of the luminous mind 
and even no subjective impresswn carried forth from' 
the flesh left behind, the mind in the ordinary circum
stances would sink into formlessness entailing an un
conscious and a dark existence. It cannot ordinarily 
retain its individuality-m fact it finds no character o£ 
its own-when it is absolutely free. It gets overpowered 
under the weight of primitive matter from which it emerg~ 
ed as an essence to co-operate with the Spirit in the 
work of spiritual emancipation. This is the Sphinx' 
riddle which inevitably presents itself to the 
aspirant. 

The mind cannot he dispensed with before it has 
been pressed into service. What is really needed is that 
it should be purged and purified and then enlightened. 
The light having once dawned on the mind, the mind is 
merged in it and the light alone remains, which becomes 
then the adjunct of the lower spirit and marks its attain
ment of self-consciousness. In the poetical language of 
the Sastras, this is a necessary phase of the spiritual 
awakening or the awakening of the KuJ;u;lalini. But the 
practical difficulty is that as soon as the mind, which is 
always illumined by the Spirit behind it, loses touch with 
the object which impresses it anew or with its old im
pressions, it loses its luminous nature and sinks into the 
unconscious, it loses its luminous nature and sinks into 
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the unronscious.' And for its purification such loss of 
touch is indispensable. The required solution consists in 
the purification of the mind with its consciousness and 
luminosity retained, that is in the revelation of the 
pseudo-eternal form of the light which stands fixed behind 
the subtle body. Call it by the name of mental body, 
celestial body ( divyadeha), ideal body ( bhiivadeha) or 
by any other name, it is a marvellous acquisition. It is a 
form o£ perpetual freshness and ideal beauty radiant with 
a sweet halo shining above the mists of worldly passions 
and the incessant :flux of Time, and is eternally free from 
decay and death. The second stage of the spirituai 
journey ends in the attainment of the outer phase of this 

1 That the cessa.bon of the modahues of the mmd IS m rtself no criterion of 
Wisdom IS recogrused by all the sastras and by the people who have some ex
penence of the path The system propounded by PatafiJah makes a clear-cut 
dtstmctxon between the cessation due to physiological or even psychologtcal causes 
(bhavapratgaya aB<tmpr"3fWta samiidh,) and that which follows as a matter of 
course from the rrse of Intuition or PiaJfia. (upiiyaprdtyaya asamprajfiiita sarruidhi) 
futuitlon 1s the legtbma.te offsprwg of the SampraJfiii.ta Samadh1 wh1eh develops 
Itself steadily and through continued pracuce from proper s&lha.nas ('ppiiya), vrz. 
Sraddba., vlrya and smrti. The a.scen,d.mg courses of thiS samid.lu serve to clarify 
the Intwtion and hberate it fr<>m the d!SCUrs>ve elements of the lower nature 
The purity of futuibon lDlphes an effacement of all the sa.makiiri!S and 1Dh1b!tion 
of all the nttls and its own disappearance in the end. ThlS IS Yoga proper, 
from the standpoint of Pa.ta.fijah, in which the mdrv1dual spirit, standmg on 
1tself, bec<>me<; the w1tness of the Nature, in 1tself and m Its beoommg (though 
the process of beooming for the observing subJect has stopped)!. The Buddhists 
also were .e.wa.:re of tlus di,stj.nct10n m Nzrodha The drlierence between the 
prabsaiikhyii. nrrodha. and ltbe aprausailkhy:a. mrodha which has been descnbed 
w1th such deta1ls m general treatises of some of the Buddhist sects IS m reahty 
th1s very d1fference m another shape. One is remmded m thts connection of the 
interesting story of the Buddh1st scholar Kamala SiJa,, the wsciple of Santa.raksita, 
who was mvited from Magadha to Tibet by Its kmg ThiSron Den Tsan and had a 
learned controversy on this very question With the great Chmese Monk Mahayan 
Hoshang (900 A D.). Hoshang maintained If the mmd was kept absolutely free 
from thought or vika.lpana, emancipat;on from worldly existence (bha;a) was 
possible. ThiS freedom from thought or vlkalpanii corresponded m h1s opinion 
to the state of Ntrii.!amba. which was the ideal to be armed at But the pool4on 
of Kamala.Sila was that the absolute negal!on of mental actmty 1mphed an absence 
of pratyaveksa.na praJfii (cntiCal knowledge), Without which perfect knowledge 
(samyakJiWna), which was transcendent (lokwigafu), could not anse. The in

acbvrty bf the mmd or rts unconscious state could not ensure eternal freedom 
from VIkalpas for which the rtse of transcendent Wlsdom through pra.tyaveksana 
pra.Jna was mdrspensable. 
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status. T;he inner phase cannot be acquired excepts 
through initiation or the special grace of the Guru or the 
Supreme Master. 

Before we proceed to describe at some length the 
third and the highest stage, we may appropriately pause 
to examme the second stage of the path. There are 
four successive periods of this as recognised by Vyasa in 
his commentary on Y oga-Sutras:-

(a) The initial (pra:thamalyaltpilca) period when the 
light has just set in (pravrttamatrajyotil],). During this 
time the supernormal sense is evolved. The Yogin who is 
passing through this period is yet a mere practitioner, 
though the manifestation of the inner light brings with
in Ius reach certain extraordinary phenomena. 

Reading the thoughts of other minds, sensing distant 
objects as if they were near (e.g. clairvoyance, clair
audience, etc.), direct knowledge of ~ past and the 
.future as well as that of the present, and vsrious other 
powers of a like nature accrue to a Yogin even in the first 
period of his spiritual evolution. But they are only 
occasional manifestations and not permanent possessions. 
In the same way visions of gods and goddesses, of angels 
and srddhas, of strange scenes of distant worlds and past 
lives occur to him from time to time, indicating that he 
is on a new path with glorious prospects lying before him. 

(b) The second period, (called madhu or madhu
mati bhumi), marks a decided advance on the first and is 
initiated by the origin of the clarified intuition, called 
rtambhara prajiia, when the mind of the Yogin ga;ns a 
vision of pure truth and is never touched by error. This 
intuition can not originate so long as the objective 
samadhi is not perfected. It has already been observed 
that 1the samadhi may have for its support either an 
external substance which is a gross physical object or a 
subtle element. There is really no limit to the magnitude 
of the objective support either in its greatness or in itsl 
minuteness. As a matter of fact there is nothing existing 
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in nature to which the mind of the Yogin cannot be 
directed. The subtle and super-sensuous objects consist 
of the atoms-rather their rudimentary bases (tan
mii:f:ras )-the Ego, the Pure Linga and the ultimate 
Gu:r;tas. This is a very critical period in the life of a Yogin, 
in which he is apt to be led astray by the passion of con
ceit or by attachment. The Yogin at this stage has al
ready passed beyond the initial state of illumination but 
has not yet obtained fulL control over the senses and the 
elements. The visits of celestial beings-whether angels, 
gods, fairies or of any other class--of which we read so 
much in the lives of the mystics, are of common occurence 
during this time. Even tempting offers are sometimes 
made, but the Yogin, not yet firm in his position, has 
to exercise his judgement and spurn all such offers. It is 
to be noted that this, the second period of a Yogin's life, 
represents remarkable purity ( 8uddlti) which invites such 
temptations but no powers. 

(c) The third period, (called prajfiiijyotih) marks 
the fullest mastery of the elements and the senses-a 
mastery which affords him control over the forces of 
nature, creative, preservative and destructive. The con
quest of the five primordial elements and ability to use 
them at will gives rise in the mind to the eight great 
powers and also tends to prod'uce a beautiful and durable 
body. It should be remembered that each of the ele
ments has five distinct aspects which have to be mastered 
one by one. The grossest aspect of the elements (sth1lla) 
is, of course, familiar to us all as the object of our sense
perception. In other words, for instance, the specific 
characters of the outer world which are 'reported by the 
senses as well as the peculiar collocation in which they 
appear to us constitute the so-called dense form of the 
elements. The entire sensible universe belong to this 
category and it is not possible for an ordinary man to step 
beyond it. The next form of the elements (called 
QVaritpa) is more general and as such is not easily per-
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ceived as distinct except by logical abstraction. Thus 
configuration is the generic essence of the first element, 
wetness ( swha) of the second, heat of the third and so 
forth. It is worth pointing out that the specific proper
ties noted above, viz. sound, touch, colour, moisture and 
smell are evolved from, and are the peculiar manifesta
tions of, these generic essences. Every substance exist
ing in the world ( draeya), in fact substance itself, i·s no 
more than a combination of these generic and specific 
qualities in a co-ordinated' complex. The laws of colloca
tion are extremely intricate, but they govern the entire 
field of cosmic action. A mere assemblage of particles 
does not show signs of unity and life-which presupposE' 
synthesis and harmony; and without this unity there 
can be no substance. What in .scientific parlance is
denominated as chemical affinity is from the view-point 
of Yoga the semblance of a relation, in fact of a. composite 
union, existing on a higher plane, which vaguely asserts 
itself even after descent from the plane concerned. 
Where such unity is not in existence !the collection of 
particles is only a mechanical and barren affair and has 
no urge of life within, and it does not tend to evolve any 
new property characteristic of the production of a new 
substance. The third or subtle form ( 8Uksma) of the 
elements is the tanmiitra, of which the atomic substance 
with its generic and specific properties is a modification. 
The fourth form ( anvaya) is the gunas which follow the 
nature of the effect. The fifth aspect of an element is the 
pragmatic virtue ( arthavatfma) inherent in the gunas 
in so far as the latter serve the ends of worldly experience 
or freedom. All these aspects reveal themselves to a 
Yogin and are subject to his control. 

The conquest of the elements produces great psychic 
power~. Thus when a Yogin can command the lowest or 
groes form of matter he finds it possible to convert his 
body into any dimension he likes, becoming as minute as 
a partide and as big as the universe ( af!lmii and mahimii). 
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He can attain to extreme levity and rise up against gravita
tion, so that flying through space becomes possible 
to him (laghima). To such a man real distance is anni
hilated-he is capable of touching a thing even from a great 
distance ( prapti) . The conquest of the second form of 
matter ( svaropa) enables the Yogin to become immune 
from the effect of the generic properties of substance. 
Thus it is possible for such a person to sink into the earth 
as if into water, the earth not resisting him (prakiimya). 
The third subtle, that is tanmatric, form of the element, 
when subdued, produces the si'ddhi called :mastery 
( vaSitva) , whereby the Yogin can control the bhiitas 
(earth etc.) and their products, bhautikas (animate and 
inanimate) . The tanmatras are the causal state of the 
physical world. When these are governed it becomes 
comparatively easy to regulate the shape of a substance 
or even its transmutation. When in due course the Yogin 
has mastered the gunas as such (anvaya) he is able to 
command the origin and destruction of all the bhiitas 
and their products ('i8itrtva). The greatest power how
ever, is the supreme efficiency of the will (yatrakiimd
vasayitva), whereby the Yogin can arrange the natures 
of the bhiitas in any manner he wil:ts: this is derived 
from a control of the highest form of Matter ( artha
vattva) . He can make any object serve any purpose and 
is not tied down by the so-called natural properties. 
At his will even poison yields the fruits of nectar, and vice 
versa. Though gifted with these powers and capable of 
doing anything, the Yogin never cares to transgress the 
laws of nature, which are imposed on objects by the 
Will of the First Power. The elements do not resist the 
freedom of the movement of the Yogin. Thus he can 
physically enter into a block of solid stone which yields 
to his touch; the waters cannot drench him even on con
tact, :fires cannot burn him nor can wind dislodge him. 
Space itself, which is free froon all covering ( avarana), nmy 
be made to serve as a veil to conceal his presence, so that 
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he may remain invisible even to those higher and exalted 
beings who wander about through space. 

Corresponding to the elements the senses also have 
five progressive states. The first state of the sense is that 
of cognition having for its object a thing which is not 
merely generic but also specific in character ( grahatrJ,a) • 
The second state ( svarupa) consists in the illuminating 
( prakiiSiitmaka) essence which characterises every organ 
of knowledge as such ( kara;natvasiimiifnya) and every 
particular kind of organ directed to a particular object. 
This essence is the sattva portion pertaining to ahamkii.ra 
or asmita, which is the third state of the sense. The 
fourth form of the sense is the gu1;1.as. But it should be 
borne in mind that the gunas form the pervasive aspect 
( anvaya) of the bhiitas and' of the senses. The fifth or 
highest form of the sense is identical with that of the 
bhiitas described above. The control of the senses in all 
these five states leads to super-normal powers, technically 
known as the madhupratika siddhis. A Yogin with his 
senses held in control attains to the power of transport
ing himself physically to any distance within an instant. 
It is called manojavittva because at such a stage the 
body acquires the velocity of the mind on account of 
the senses being controlled. In an ordinary state a man 
cannot expect to make his body respond' to the mind, irr 
the immediacy and quickness of its movements, owing to 
defects in the senses. Apart from this, the sense of the 
Yogin is then able to act on the desired object, however 
remote in time or distance, even outside the physical 
body, though ordinarily a sense cannot operate except 
when related to a body. Besides, the Yogin has then at 
his command all the emanations of the primordial Nature. 

When the different states of matter and sense have 
been thus mastered the Yogin has no longer the risk of a 
faiT. The powers he has attained no longer depart from 
him. But at this time he becomes very particular about 
the states to he realised in future. The highest siddhi 
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of a Yogin, (called vi8oka), which consists in omniscience 
and universal mastery, remains yet to be obtained. When 
the mind realises the greatest purity and steadiness, it 
comes under the fullest control of the Yogin, who is then 
:fixed in the knowledge of distinction between the mind 
and the self and becomes truly a master ( vaSi) . Thus 
the supreme power of a man comes from a control of the 
mind. The ultimate constituents of Nature. those from 
which the sense and the matter evolve, present :them
selves to such a person as to their master, responsive to 
his will. This state represents the God-like nature of a 
Yogin~ who is all-knowmg, all-powerful, free and divested 
of all the bonds of klesa (e.g. ignorance, egoism, desire, 
aversion, and fear of self-annihilation). 

(d) The fourth period marks a transcendence of the 
supreme vif;;oka )pOwer also. The Yogin realises that 
even this power, greatest though it is in the state of outer 
consciousness ( vyuttihiina), is yet a foreign element and 
has to be eluninated. The acquisition of the supreme 
power is the fust result of Vivekakhyati and non-attach
ment to this power ending in the nirodha proper and 
absolution (kdifvalya) is the next. The fourth period 
commences from after the supreme non-attachment (i.e. 
detachment from the gunas) and cont;nues so long as the 
m1nd continues to exist. This is jivanmukti proper from 
the viewpoint of Yoga. The mind is dissolved by means 
of the nirodha, when Kaivalya follows, in which the Self 
shines by itself unaccompanied by the mind. 

From the above sketch it would appear that the four 
per:ods, beginning with the fust appearance of the inner 
light and closing with its absolute purity, stand for the 
entire (sampraj:iiata) stage. The,nirodha or asampraj:iiata 
stage comes in when the light or mind has disappeared 
and the Self alone shines. This is Kaivalya. 



KAIVALYA AND ITS PLACE IN DUALISTIC 
TANTRIC CULTURE 

I 

A close student of Indian philosophy cannot fail to 
be struck with the apparently anomalous attitude of 
certain schools of thought towards what is usually con
sidered to be the highest object of spiritual pursuit of !1. 

man, viz. K;aJ.v.alya. The V aiwavas, the Saivas, the 
Saktas-in fact, most of the philosophical systems con
nected with some form of Agamic culture-refer to it, as it 
was conceived in Sankhya and allied systems, as if it were 
a thing not worthy of our higher quest. We propose to 
analyse, in the following lines, as briefly as possible, this 
attitude of champions of Tantric S.a.dhana (dualistic) 
and try to :find out the place assigned to Kaivalya 
in it. 

The term 'Kaivalya', which is pre-eminently a 
Sailkhya term, conveys the sense of being 'kevala' or 
alone. It implies the idea of purity and freedom from 
defilement. Purusa or Self is essentially pure: it seems 
to be defiled owing to its association, through non-dils~ 
crimination (avivekal), with Prakrti or Matter-an 
association which is said to be beginningless in time. 
The entire psychology of Sankhya discipline aims at pro
ducing a discriminative knowledge which reveals Puru~ 
as distinct from Sattva i.e., Prakrti and helps it to be 
established in its transcendent purity, otherwise known 
as Kaivalya. It is a state in which Purusa by virtue of its 
essential character of awareness stands isolated from 
Prakrti as the self-conscious witness ( dragta) of her un
differentiated existence, above and beyond lhe play of 
her forces. 
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IT 

It is well-known that this conception of the soul's 
consummation does not appeal to most of the V ai~J}.avas. 
But before speaking of them we may try to find out the 
general attitude of the other orthodox thinkers. The 
Nyaya-VaiS~ika conception of Nil:}Sreyasa or Apavarga, 
as the destruction of the viset~a gw;las of the Self, is more 
or less similar in character to the Sankhya-Yoga view. 
Consciousness, hke will, pleasure and several other quali
ties, inheres in the Self and forms an integral element in 
its psychic life. Nevertheless it is a product and as such 
does not co-exist with the Self as it's constant and in
alienable attribute. It arises in consequence of the con
tact of the mind ( ma~) with the Self due to the acti
vity of the mind-an activity which results ultimately 
from the function of the adrsta attached to the Self con
cerned. The saving knowledge destroys ignorance and 
cuts at the root of all adrsta. The higher Mukti which 
follows upon the fall of body is thus a state of the Self 
in which consciousness and other qualities are cons
picuous by their absence. ln this lack of consciousness 
and other so-.called psychic qualities there is a virtual 
agreement between Nyaya-Vais~ika and Sa:Okhya con
ceptions. For, in Sankhya too, Purusa does not possess 
consciOusness etc. as attributes; it is cit in essence, in
deed, but not cetana except. in relation to buddhi, which 
is a product of Pralqti. The position of V ediinta is ana
logous, save for its conception of unity of the Self, rather 
than its plurality as in Sankhya. It is true that the 
Vedantic Self is self-luminous, but consciousness or will 
as a quality does not belong to it. Qualities seem to 
appear in it on account of its apparent trelation with 
Maya. It is evident, therefore, that the conception of 
Moksa in the various orthodox systems is, in a sense, 
similar and comes very nearly to the Siinkhya view of 
Kaivalya. 
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m 

The Vaisl;l.ava thin1rers, however, evidently under 
different inspiration, raised their voices against Kaivalya 
as the highest end of bfe. The exact position of the 
Piifica:ratra Samhita8 in this matter is not definitely 
known, though in view of the theistic character of their 
literature and the great emphasis they place upon bhakti 
in their sadhanii., it may be presumed that their attitude 
to Kaivalya was not marked by any sense of high regard. 
But the followers of Ra.mi\nuja school are very explicit 
on -this question. They hold that Kaivalya represents an 
experience of the soul, through jfl:anayoga, of its own 
Self as dissociated from Pralqti or Matter. There are 
two rival opinions current. among the Vaisnavas as to 
the status of the so·ul which attains Kaivalya
Mukti. According to the Tenkalais, such an eman
cipated soul (kevala) llves for ever in a corner of the! 
Paramapad'a having reached there by the white 
path (arciradimii,rga) and enjoys there eternal and 
ineffable peace, but it has never any hope of finding 
God and enjoying His communion. Its life is like that 
of a forlorn wife forsaken by her husband. The V al;la
kalais, on the other hand, affirm that the Kevala lives, 
not in the outskirts of the Paramapada but somewhere 
within the dominion of Pralqti itsel£.1 Kaivalya is thus, 

lJ<a.!va,lyam nii.ma Jilinayogat prakrtiv1yuktasvitmiinubhavarilpo'nubhavah 
arcui.dlmli.rgena paramapadagata eva kvaCJt kone pantyaktapatulnyicyena. bhsga
vadanubha,avya.hrlktasviitmiinubhavah. Kec1d arcu-id!m;irgena gat.lsya punarii.
vrtya.Sravanli.t prakzhma.ndala eva kvamd de0e svitmiinubhava 1ty ihuh 

(See YatrnulramatadOplkii, by Srm1vasa, 76, Poona Ed. 19S4 ) 
Dr. Schrader descr1bes the Kevalas m the followmg terms -"There ex~sts 

a second claas of Muktas, namely the so--called Kevalas or 'exclus1ve ones' who 
are actually '1solated' because they have reached liberation, not by devotion to 
God, but by constant me<h1al!on upon the real nature of their own soul. They 
are ssxd to be hvxng bke the Wife who has lost her husband, 'm some CO%Der 
outside bot!: the Highest Hesven and the Cosnuc Egg" (I11trodt.ctzon to the 
Pa-tro, P. 59), cl. also P. N. Snnxvasachar1, M A -"Tho Philoaophy of 
Jl.S.p,iidvazi4• (Adyar, 194$) pp 847·849. 
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from both the points of view, distinguished from Mok;;a 
proper which consists in the experience of endless joy of 
divine presence ( brahmanubhava), manifestation of 
divine powers and all kinds of service and ministration of 
the Divine Will according to difl'erences in place, time 
and circumstances, It is realised through bhaktiyoga 
and prapatti and not through jfianayoga. 

IV 

The Pasupatas, too, like their Vaisl).ava brethren do 
not look upon Kaivalya as an object of one's highest 
spiritual striving. For they hold that though Kaivalya 
is indeed a state of freedom from pain ( dul}khiinta) it is 
negative in character and undivine ( aniitmaka): it is not 
mokt?a proper lind is regarded as inferior to higher 
moksa (siitmaka moksa) consisting in the manifestation 
of supreme power or lordship ( mahaisvarya) i.e., infinite 
powers of knowledge and action. Being dualists they are 
naturally inclined to the view that even in the highest 
mokt?a the liberated soul is not absorbed in the eternal 
Divine Being. What really happens, they say, is that 
it becomes one with God in the sense that godly attributes 
are evolved in it. The evolution of Divinity inherent in 
every human soul is the end of Pasupata spiritual culture 
and though Kaivalya is a supernatural condition in 
vhi<'.h transcendence of Prakrti is effected by discrimina
tive knowledge, it does not amount to a destruction of 
animality or pasutva and restoration of divinity or 
Sivatva in it. Animality is simply withdrawn in Kai
valya to be revived subsequently d'uring creation. Hence 
it is said: 

sankhyayogena ye muktal;t 
sankhyayogesvaras ca ye/ 

brahmadayas tiryagantal;t sa.rve te 
pasavah smrtal;t/ I 

The higher Mok$a is technically called Siddhi or 
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Aisvarya, in which the powers of jiiana and k:riya are in
:finitely manifested, and is distinguished from Kaivalya 
as described above. The Pasupatas state that all con
scious beings with the exception of God and the Siddhas 
are pasus (animals) and exist in two states alternately, 
as embodied beings invested with Kalas (e.g., karya and 
karana i.e., bodies made of matter and faculties) during 
samsara and as disembodied monads ( mdeha) free from 
Kalii:s during Kaivalya (which is a state of pralaya). 
The Kalas are the pasas or bonds which fetter the souls 
and compel them to be dependent on the external objects 
( v?"sayas) not only for action but even for knowledge. 
This dependence ( asvdtantrya) implies absence of 
ai$varya or divinity which is its essential character. 
Hence in the eyes of a Pasupata, bondage ( bandha) is 
nothing but the loss of the soul's inherent divinity. 

The Kalas or pasas being the colouring elements called 
11iijana, the pasus are said to be of two kinds, viz. satijana, 
when the souls are endowed with bodies and organs and 
niraiijana when the bodies and organs fall off. But it is 
to be remembered that even a bodiless state as such can 
not be the aim of human aspiration. The Pasupata gatras 
declare plainly (cf. Sutra V. SS) that Rudra-Sayujya 
(and not Kaivalya) is the supreme end of life and the 
commentator Kaundinya observes that it signifies a state 
of Yoga or indissoluble communion (sayujyd-san!yoga 
or samyakyoga) . 

The greatest defect in Saiikhya-Kaivalya is that it 
is a state of unconsciousness in which the soul does not 
know itself or others.1 In the case of highest Moksa the 
word duhkhanta means not only cessation of pain, but 
also realisation of positive attributes, for which Divine 
Grace ( lsaprasada) is essentiaJ.2 

1 si.nkhyayogamukWt kaivalya.m gatah sviitmapari.tmajfiina.r~~hitiih sammur-
cchitava.t sthiWt Kaundmya on l'ampata Sutra V. 40 

~ duhkhanam atyanta.m paramipoho gunih iiptL! ca Ibl(j, 
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v 
From the aforesaid observations it would be cleaz 

that the Vai~nava and Pasupata cultural traditions, 
which trace their origin and authority to the earlier 
.Agamas, look down upon the ideal of Kaivalya in its 
usually accepted C'onnotation as unworthy of acceptance 
on the part of a person who aspires after divine life and 
seeks for communion with God. We now proceed to 
ascertain the views of the Saivas and start with the 
Siddhanta school. 

It is held by the Saivas, as by the Pasupatas, that 
Kaivalya cannot be the highest end of man, as it does 
not represent the fulness of his spiritual development. 
Every .Atman is diwne by nature (sivamaya), is essen
tially one with or akin to Siva. But owing to obscuration 
of his nature through mala from the beginningless past 
it has been deprived of this divinity which is its in
alienable property and has put upon itself a veil of an 
undivine nature. The soul, whether temporarily asso
ciated with mala or eternally free from it, is in essence 
always the same--pure, unsullied and full of divine 
radiance ( Sivamaya). Its divinity consists really in its 
saktis conceived as the unity of infinite powers generally 
under the categories of knowledge and activity. During 
the period of obscuration these powers are held in 
abeyance and are unable to function, so that the soul 
thus obscured is incapable of realising its intrinsic 
purity and persists in imagining itself as a worldly 
being at the mercy of external forces. !Such a soul is 
known as pa.Su or animal. The .Atman which is ever
free from mala is the Supreme Self or Parama Siva, 
whose nature shines in its own glory and power from 
eternity. 

The individual soul, though identical in nature with 
the Supreme Siva and sharing consciously in this identity 
durin~ Mo~, is a distinct being and retains its distinct.. 
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ness through eternity.1 The disappearance of mala 
restores it to its divine purity, but its mergence in Parama 
Siva is never attained. What is usually called the realisa
tion of Sivatva is in fact the re-instatement of the soul 
in its lost status of divine glory. 

As mala continues to cling to the soul during Kai
valya this state cannot be held to be an equivalent of 
Moksa. Mala constitutes the pasutva or animality of 
the soul and is opposed to the manifestation of its divinity. 
It is, therefore, evident that until mala is eliminated there 
is no question of the soul returning to its divine status. 

To understand the matter more clearly we must 
know what mala is, how it affects the soul and how this 
affection can be got rid of. 

It is said that from eternity the soul is associated 
with an obscuring substance-a substance which func
tions under the veiling power ( tirodhana sakti) of the 
Lord. · This substance is called mala, the removal of 
which cannot be effected by knowledge (jnana), how
ever high. It can be removed only by an action (kriya), 
an act, not of the human soul concerned but of the 
Supreme Lord Himself. 

It is pointed out by the Siddhantin that what is 
usually called ajfiiina or ignorance is of two kinds. It 
may be (a) aJS in the case of erroneous perception of n 
snake in a rope, an instance of non-discrimination 
( an.;iveka or avivelvadhyavasaya) of one who has had a 
previous experience of similarity ( $Mr$ya); or (b) it may 
be as in the case of perception of two moons in the sky 
when there is really one (or as in the case of perception 
of yellowness in a conch-shell where there is no such 
colour), an instance of what is called vikalpajfiana due 
to the action of some disturbing substance present in the 
visual organ. Both are forms of ajfiana and ¥:nown as 

1 :pa.rama &lllidisiddha ity arthah mukt.itmanim tu tatprasidalavdha
'iv~Ltvayogitaya tato vllJSamynm. tattvaprakiSe muktatmlino'pi 8tvil>, kmtv'ete 
tatprasiida>o muktah. yo 'nidunukts eko vljfiey&\1. 
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such. But while the former is removable by jMna or 
discriminative knowledge ( vivekajfiiina), the latter can
not be so removed. Its removal is consequent on the 
removal of the substance which causes it. Removal of 
a substance is, of course, possible only through action. 

The Siddhantin holds that the ajfiana, to which the 
animal soul is subject, is of the nature of a vikalpa due 
to the effect of a substance call~ mala attached to it 
and can be removed only when this substance is eliminat
ed. This substance constitutes the animality (pa$utva) 
of world-bound soul. It is through association with this 
that the soul, essentially divine and possessed of infinite 
knowledge and power, degenerates into an animal or pa8u. 
And when it is removed-and this removal is effected 
through an action (kriya) only-the soul recognises its 
inherent divinity and is established in it. No action or 
effort of the soul iiS capable of this achievement. It is 
done by an act of the d1vine personality entitled dlksa. 

This substance is called mala because it conceals the 
tejas or divine light and power. It is like the husk of 
paddy, the outer coating in the grain of rice. It helps, 
under God's will, to produce concretisation in Maya in re
gard to the soul to which it is attached. Maya becomes 
productive under the action of mala and gives rise to 
kalas. 

It is well-known to an expert in practical alchemy 
that the blackish stain in copper ( kdlima) though innate 
( sahaja) in it, vanishes under the action of the force of 
mercury (rasa$akti). In the same manner, the Siddhan
tin asserts, the mala which is ingrained in the soul and 
forms a part of its nature disappears through the opera
tion of Divine Power ( 8iva$akti) during diksii. The des
truction of Maya., which ~s an artificial bond working 
from without ( iigantuka) involves a process altogether 
different from that implied in the destruction of mala 
which is innate or natural to the soul. 

This substance is one, but its powers ( 8akti) are 
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many, each power being in each soul subject to disappear
ance after its period of maturation comes to an end. The 
fact that mala is beginningless (aniidi) does not imply a 
beginninglessness in the series (pravaha)J It is impene
trable (abhedya) and simple. The powers of mala func
tion or cease to function as obscurant under the action of 
the Rodha.§akti of the Lord. But as the Lord is ever 
auspicious His Rodha.Sakti, too, is really no other than 
this power of Universal Grace ( sarvanugrahasakti) treat
ed as a bond (pOJa). 



NIRl\I~AKA. YA 

I 

The word Nirma.J;takaya occurs in the text of the 
Kusumaiijali, p. 3 (Ben. Ed.). The meaning of the term 
being obscure, different commentators have proposed 
different interpretations upon it. But it seems that 
the true import remains still to be determined. 

Haridasa's exposition of the term (as nirm!iJrJiirtihar'n 
kaya]J,) is hardly more than a mere conjecture. V arada
raja and Gunananda's explanation/ too, are not quite 
clear and fail to bring out the precise and original signi
ficance of the word. 

Apparently the word does not belong to the stock 
of the Nyaya-V~ka literature, and the passage in the 
Kusumaiijali referred to above does not represent the 
views of the N aiyayikas at all. But it must be plainly 
understood that the conception was a common property 
of all the ancient philosophical systems of India. In the 
Yogadarsana, for instance, the word is interpreted as a 
body or a series of bodies assumed at will by a Yogi who 
has risen above the so-called laws of nature and learnt to 
command its secret forces. In the Mahayii.nic Buddhism 
also the word bears practically a similar sense. As for the 
reason why and the manner how God, the Yogin, or the 
Buddha takes on such a body different answers may, of 
course, be given from different points of view, but the:y 
are ultimately resolved into the same position. 

1 (a) J&gannu:miniiya. sv<'Cchiimitranlr!Ditini sa.msi.roAletanavarga.nirmltini vi. 
S..rYriinL (V aradarija) 

(b) N=i.nakiyltlXI vedibhlyyafi)anaghatid!karallamksirtham ca kl!,ya.vyiiham. 
(Guninanda) 
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Thus (a) in an aphorism attributed to Pafi.casi.kha1 

we :find it stated in connection with the revelation of 
Saiikhya Yoga, that Kapila the First Enlightened One 
(Adividviin), created a mind, hence called NirmiiJ;l.acitta, 
and through its medium declared the saving knowledge 
to the enquiring Asuri. The motive in this case is ex
plicitly mentioned to be his deep compassion (kd1"iuq,ya) 
on the pains of mundane existence. It is believed that 
whenever the human soul feels itself sorely in need, a 
response comes from the higher worlds. To teach Wisdom 
and the Way to Liberation to· erring humanity, the Sid
dhas may, if they so choose, take on a material form, be
fore plunging into the Eternal Quiescence of Kaivalya. 

(b) So in Mahayana Buddhism also the object of 
Buddha's assuming a Nirm8J;lak.aya is said to be the 
service of entire creation (.sattvartha). Vasubandhu in 
his commentary on Asaiiga's Mahayana Sutralatnkdra 
(verse 63) plainly characterises such a body as contribu
tive to pararthasampatti in contradistinction from the 
Sambhogakaya, which is purely, though in its highest 
sense, of a. personal character ( SViirthasampattila~) 
This distinction reminds one of the contrast sometimes 
drawn in the later literature between the liladeha and the 
mayadeha of the Supreme Divinity. The one is, in terms 
of Vaisnava philosophy, aprakrta, supranatural, while 
the other is a natural-a material (whether subtle or 
gross), incarnation (avata1·a) assumed in response to the 
needs of human soul. 

(c) Similarly in the Nyaya system, though the word 
Nirmanakaya is doubtless absent, the fact of God's in
vesting Himself with a material form from time to time 
is admitted throughout without a question. In the 

1 The apbonsm a.ppeus as a quotation in Vyiisa.'s commentary on Yoga..SUtras, 
thus·- 1 

A.drvidvin Dll'lllinacittsm adhL&thiya kiriinyiid bhagavin paramarsll' iiauraye 
)l)fi.isa.min8y& tantra.m pro'vica. Both VM&spsti and VJ]iiinabhtksu attribute 
•t to Pa!lca91kba. 
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second chapter of the Kusumaiijali Udayana says that in 
the beginning of a particular cycle God assumes a material 
body to serve as Teacher for the guidance of the newly 
created world.1 much in the same manner as a magician 
induces and presides over, by the mere effort of his will, 
the movements of the puppets. This power of God is 
called Maya and Vibhiiti. In the fifth chapter of the 
same book, he adds that not in the beginning of creation 
only but whenever the assumption of such a form is 
necessary He assumes it and displays His powers : grh:t;tati 
hi iSvaro'pi karyavasat 8ariram antarantara, darsayati 
ca vibhiitim iti. ( cf. Gange.Sa's Iav(Jffii:l'llurn.ii,nam, pp. 84-5 
Bib. Ed.). Now it is useless to enquire whether He 
builds a new body and then enters into it or enters into a 
body already in existence (i.e. a natural body, or as 
Vacaspati Mi8ra calls it svabhavanirmita8arira) in the 
manner known as bhiitave.Sanyaya, for both amount to 
the same thinf since even in the latter case ( ave.§a) the 
person already in possession of the body has to be stripped 
(permanently or provisionally) of his personality (i.e. 
must be rendered passive), before his body can be em
ployed as an instrument for any definite purpose. 

(d) So in Sailkara's system. He plainly says: 
syat parame.Svarasya'pi'cchavaslin mayamayalh riipalh 
sadhakanugrahartham (under Vedanta Sidra 1.1.20) . 
Like the Supreme God the liberated (but not yet unified) 
souls, too, have a similar power. 

From the above, one fact stands out clear, viz. that 
what is usually called Nirmanakaya is generally resort-

111&1!1l>Yo' py <ikenai'v& ~ivm&va vyutpii.dyavyutpi.da.ka.bhi.vivasthita
ninikaryidlusth~ii.d vyavahiratah sukara "'a (KU8Ufrla;ijaU Ben. Ed. ch 11 p 58). 
Here the boches of the Teacher and the Pupil are both D".U.e, bemg c:reated for 
J'1l1'POOOS of guidance of humanity 

2 Sometuues an objechon is raised : '{'he Jtva, in 10 fa:r as he is a Jlva, 
albeit endowed With Yogic powers, is spatially linuted (yliitlUilcti) and mcapable 
of simultaneously lelltenng mto and presiding over the natnral (W<Ibloiva
nirmifilni)' boches which occupy dil!e.rent J>OSltioos m spaee (B~ under 
sum. 4.4-Is) · 
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ed to by the Exalted Ones for the sake of teaching man
kind. It is primarily the Body of the Supreme Teacher. 
This will make intelligible the Buddhist belief accord
ing to which Gautama is represented as the Nirmana
kaya of the transcendental Buddha in the Tusita heaven 
-a point which is quite in consonance with his character 
as the guru of humanity! The Buddha is known else
where to have created such a body (a "double" 81S it 
were, or a ~eness of himself" as Kern \PUts it, 
Manual of Indian Buddhism p. 88) during his stay at 
Sravasti and through his body expounded the Abhi
dharma to his mother Maya who was in heaven. 

But that Nirm~akaya may be assumed on other 
occasions also need not be gainsaid'. Thus--

(a) The Y ogins are known to create simultaneously 
a number of such bodies of various kinds and work out 
through them the remnants of their past karman after 
the attainment of self-knowledge. This simultaneous 
group of bodies dominated by One Central Will called 
prayojakacitta is technically known as Kaya-Vyiiha. 

Vatsayana refers to this fact in the following inter
esting passage : yogi khalu rddhau pradurbhii.tay~ 
vikaranadharma nirmaya sendriyani Sai"ll'iintarani tel;IU 
tel;lu yugapaj jfieyan upalabhate. ( comm. on Nyaya 
Sittra S.!UO). So does Udayana in the 'Nyayavii:rti"kar
tatparyapa'T"i$uddhi, ( p 83, Bibliotheca Indica Ed.) .2 

(b) The miraculous story of Saubhari may be cited 
as another well-known instance of Kaya-Vyiiha. The 
legend runs that the Rsi Saubhari built simultaneously 
(aparyayena) fifty similar bodies for himself, and with 
each enjoyed the company of each of the fifty daughters 

lThis is the Veliilyaka theory. cf KatTu! Vatith1<, xvm, 1, i 
2 tathipy iigama.pri.m.Onyit kiya.ya.uga.poilyasyi'pi pra.sa:rhkhyil.naphalatayi 

siddhat:vWi anan!W!im. aniyatavipikasamayati.:rh ci'bhyupage.myai'va parihrtam. 
Vibhiitimat&'nekaki.lopabhogyam apy ~ bhujyata >ty atm. samudrapinam 
udi.bars:nam yoga.rdhtprabhivasampanno vl.v!d~ala11b.iigino VllCt trasvabhiMii.tt 
ekadat'va bahiln kiyin iC<'hiimatrena.i'va- nirmimlita ily atfra danclakiranya
Sl".1~ Gdiha~ iti, 
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of King Mandhata. ( cf. Bhamafli, under Vedanta Sutra 
4.4.11; Gauda Brahrnii,narultt~ pp. 569-570). 

(c) In the commentary on Vedanta Sidra 1.8.27, 
SaiJ.kara urges that the Devas too, like the Y ogins, have 
the similar power of simultaneous self-multiplication, so 
that the same Devata may appear, with what is ap
parently the same body, in difl'erentplaces (i.e. sacrifices) 
at one and the same time: Ekasya'pi devatatmana:Q. 
yugapad anekasvarflpapratipatti:Q. sambhavati ..... . 
smrtir api . . . . . . praptanimadyaisvaryaniim yoginam 
api yugapad anekasarirayogarh darsayati, kimu vakta
vyam ajanasiddhanarh devanam. Anekarflpapratipatti
sambhavac ca ekai'ka devata bahubhi rflpair atmiinalh 
pravibhajya bahusu yagesu yugapad ailgabhavalh 
gaccha:ti'ti. 

(d) In the Bhagavata 10.88.20 when describing the 
Rasaliia it is said that Krsna multiplied himself into as 
many forms as there were Gopis : 

krtva tavantam atmanam yavatir gopayo~itah/ 
reme sa bhagaviirhs tabhir atmiiramo'pi liiayii/ I 

(cf. Bhagavat 10.69.2). The Bengal Vai~avas call this 
manifestation by the name of Prakasa (See Laghu
bhagavatamrta). 

n 

As to how this may be possible Vacaspati MiSra 
o:ll'ers a few word's of explanation. He says that the 
body of the Devas is not born of parental union, but 
that it is produced directly from the element which are 
acted on and set into collocation by the powers of Will. 
The vision of the Devas, who are described' as ajana
siddha, is not obscured by the distance of time or space 
or by other limitations. Their knowledge is always of 
the nature of direct presentation extending equally to 
all time and to all space. And this upadiinagocar!
paro~ajfiana being present, there is nothing to prevent 
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such bodies being formed by a natural process. The 
Devas be.ng bhiitajayins fit material is always respon
sive to their Will ( B hiimatfi, Nir. Ed., p. 249 . ) . 

What is said of the Devas in the above <"Ould be 
said with equal propriety of the powerful Yogins. But 
in the Yoga system itself the proce<:s of this body
formation is somewhat differently explained.1 It is there 
pointed cut (Yo. Sut. IV, 4.) how the Yogin projects on 
one hand a desired number of personalities and on the 
other a Supreme Personality (prayojakacitta) to direct 
them to his will-all from the stuff of pure Egoity
(AamiM). Cf. also Sankariicarya: Ekamano'nuvarttini 
samanaskiiny'eva'parani §a.riiriini satyasamkalpatvat 
srak.,yati. srstesu ca tesft'piidhibhediid a.tmano'pi bhede_. 
nii'dhi~thiitrtvam yoksyate. e~ai'va ca yogasastreeu 
yoginiim anekasarirayogapra 'kriyii. : 

(under Ved. Sut. 4.4.15) 
The bodies which he brings into existence are subject 

immediately to these personalities and ultimately to the 
Supreme Person, · which is but another name for his 
created (and creative) WilP The projection, mainten
ance and withdrawal of these multiple personalities and 

1 Jrn elllOJ."t!a.bon of th1s p<>int I ext.ract !be following from the e!ICellent 
commentar,y on the Pa1ica.iiklui. &J.tra.o by Svillli Harihali.nanda. A.ranya of 
KapiliSrama. "When a great Yogi by subduing all passiolls and attachmenta 
and being disillusi®ed deai.toya all samskiraa pr mental aeeretions (the dwru 
of Berpoo) then by a oooscioua efFort of the will he can stop all psychotis, 
nay obht-te the empiric ego or phet10111enal existence, for all times to come 
lf he desires 1t. This state is K&valya N'll'Viina After reahsmg Nirvi:na but 
before having gone permauently to that state, 1f there be BJIY reason ('the only 
reason in this case ,. his desire to do good to others) fer continuing phenOI!lelld 
eXIstence, then the Yogi may do so by relaxing the IUl'Oiiha Slll11lidbi or the 
mentstlon-stopp!llg effort, and creatmg anew the necesssry faculties of thmk
ing. The p<>ten bal energy of the mind having been d•ss1pated or dwru dest.toyed, 
these faculties ('ni"""""""'ttbm) are to he conSidered as new formatimts. Tho 
term IS also found m the Pili Scriptures, and the Buddh1sts also explain 1n 
lh1s way the continued poot-nirvihic actiVIties of the Buddha or Arhat after 
he has attamed Nll'V'iina" (pp. 6-7) • ..f. also his notes on the Yogabhisya under 
.Ut.w • U (P· US) 

. 2For some interesting notes on tlus subJect see Vijliina Bhlksu, Yoga· 
v...tlilka, pp. !IGS-!168, (Ben. Ed1tum). 
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bodies are entirely a matter of his choice, so that they 
cannot in any way affect the absoluteness of his freedom. 

In the orthodox systems as a rule the NirmiiJ;l.a.kiya 
is said to be produced from some pre-existing matter, viz. 
atoms or Pralqti. The miraculous or supernormal ele
ment, if there could be such a thing, lies only in the 
effcient factor-the incalculable potency of the Y<1gic 
Will. I say 'as a rule', because there are systems where 
according to their special viewpoint, this restriction is 
not deemed necessary. In the Vedanta, for example; 
which teaches the identity of nimitta and upadana the 
need for such pre-existing md.tter is not recognised. The 
existence of Maya as an independent entity being denied, 
the stuff of the Nirma.J;lB.kaya, viz. Maya would indeed 
be the very Self at whose will the body as such manifests 
itself. From the phenomenal standpoint the substra
tum of the body is indeed Maya but in reality it is 
nothing but the Spirit, pure and undefiled. The differ
ence between parinamyupadana and vivartopa.dana is 
only empirical. The Pratyabhijfia system of Kashmirian 
Saiva philosophy is more precise and explicit on the point. 
Abhinava Gupta definitely says that Divine or Yogic 
creation does not stand in need of any pre-existing 
material. It comes forth as the spontaneous expression 
of the Free Will of the Self.l 

The Madhyamika Buddhist also rejects the neces
sity of assuming pre-existing matter. Consistently 
with his doctrine of Universal Void he holds that such 
a body, as everything else in creation, is a product from 
the Void, and is therefore identical with it, being devoid 

1 yogis&mvida eva sii. tidrS! Saktih, yad ibhioav&IcJtry&riipam arthajitanl 
prakiiB&ya!i'ti. tadasti sambbavah-yat samvtd eva abbyupagatasvatantrya 
a.pra!Jgbitalaksanid iccbiV1.....,v& oat samvido anadluki.tma.!&yi. an&piyid 
antahsthitam eva aadbhivajitam idam ity eva prinabuddbJdehideh vilk\larkiyan
mitraaamvidrdpid vihyatvena'bhisay&ti'u (Abilillavappta'• U.X.rapraflua-
b~i 1 5.8. pp lfl4.$). 

Tius IS a general statement of all creatjon proceedwg from the Free Wm 
of the Enlightened One and Js applicable to Nm:nin~a as well. 
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of all reality. It is a mere apparition without an under
lying substance. It differs from the normal bodies ex
actly as the orthodox systems hold, in so far as it comes 
into being and disappears through the conscious effort 
of the nirmSJ;J.acitta (which itself is a creation from the 
Void) and is entirely free from the compelling influence 
of adrsta or karma, ( cf. Bodhisattvabhumi I. V : nirvastu
kam nirm8J;lam nirmana.cittena yathakamam abhisams
krtam.) 

Thus the Nirma:Q.akaya, though real to the empiric 
consciousness, is yet nothing more in its usual accepta
tion than a mere phantom, an illusory appearance, from 
the Divine or Buddha's (or Yogin's) point of view. It 
manifests itself before the phenomenal world for a limit
ed time to serve some definite end and having finished 
its self-imposed task vanishes into the Fullness (or Void) 
of the Transcendental Realms. The doctrine of 
Avatara, in its different forms, is in a sense an aspect 
of this wider view about the Nirm8J;lakaya. In the 
Narayaniya section of the M ahiibhii:rata we find that the 
body which Narada beheld of ,the Lord NarayaJ;La in 
Svetadvipa was only a 'phantom-body' and not His 
Essence, and as such could be pronounced to be a case 
of Nirmanakiya: 

etat tvaya na vij:ii.eyam rflpavin iti drsyase/ 
maya hy'~a maya sr.,ta yan mam pa{;yasi narada/ I 

(Maya= NirmSJ;J.a) 1• 

So in the Giti it is said that the birth, body and 
movements of the Lo:rd are super-natural (divya)-a 
statement which may lend itself to a double .interpreta
tion : viz. either that these are created and phantasmal 
( nirmana), and appear as real only through the Lord's 
Maya, or that these are eternal and real, as the 
mediaeval Vai$llavas so strongly insisted, 

1 See LIJ(J'/w, BMgwaUVnvrta, .l'!.va Goswami, Satsandarbha; Caitanyq,. 
c1>10""""', B. N Seal, VaiahnaWm. and C'NriltianttJg, pp. 64-00. 
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The whole question is indeed of great interest, though 
highly complicated; and especially so when it is studied 
in its relation to the allied scheme of Riipas including 
Viliisas and Svamsas, Prakit.Sas,Ave8as and Avata.ras of 
the Vai;;J}.ava philosophers and to the doctrine of Emana
tions ( vyuha) in general! 

At any rate the doctrine of Nirmfu;lakaya, as in the 
early Indian systems (e.g. Sa:iikhya-Yoga, Buddhism 
etc.) was in a certain sense docetic in colouring. But it 
must be remembered, at the same time, that the opposite 
view too was not wanting even at the outset. 

m 

The doctrine, if not exactly the term, is very old, 
and the germs of both may be found in the famous JJ,g
veda M an'flra : Indro mayabhil;t piiriiriipa iyate ( JJ,gveda, 
VI. 47, 18) where the magical, self-multiplicative power 
of the Lord (Indra) is clearly indicated. I fail to see any 
justification, therefore, in the view usually held attribut
ing to ASvagho;;a the credit of inventing the theory of 
Nirmfu;lakaya. Besides Pa:fica8ikha's lost Yoga.sUfJra, 
which Vyiisa quotes and to which reference is made above, 
contains an open declaration of this particular doctrine. 
That Pa:ficasikha had been a very ancient Siiiikh.ya 
authority even in the days of ASvagho;;a (100 A.D.) may 
be taken for granted. Indian tradition invariably makes 
Pa:ficasikha the third Sankhyacarya in order from Kapila; 
Jaigieavya and others being comparatively recent. In 
the BuddhacaTita (XII. 67) Asvaghoea refers to Jai
gisavya as one of the ancient Sankhya teachers whose 
views were represented by Aladakaliima, the scholar to 
whom Buddha repaired in search of wisdom; and' if 

1 Narayana T!rtha m hiS Blw.kt• Candrikll takes •t to be a case of Avatar& 
rather than a Vyitha. 

AT. 19 
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Paiica.Sikha is earlier than Jaigisavya he must be consi
dered as belonging certainly to the pre-Buddhistic age.1 

Of course this does not preclude the possibility that 
Asvagho$a gave to the doctrine of Nirmal).a a prominence 
in the popular mind, and even a tinge which it had lacked 
in the earlier centuries, but it does not seem that he was 
its original propounder. 

The meaning of the term Nirmanakaya is now practi
cally established. It shows that the word Nirmana- has 
not in this phrase its later and ordinary sense of "Natural 
Formation". It implied in the ancient literature the 
notion of the miraculous, the self-multiplicative or multi
formative power of the Adepts-a notion which seems to 
have been well-nigh forgotten in the subsequent ages. 
While explaining the term Nirmanarati, the name of a 
class of devas, (MahilbMrata. Anu.Msana Parva, 
XVIIT. 75), Nilakantb.a, rightly brings out the old and 
peculiar sense of Nirmal).a when he notes : NirmAnam 
anekadhabhavana:th yogena'nekaSariradhAraQ.am. ( Banga
vasi, Ed. p. 1888). Haridasa seems to be wrong, there
fore, in expounding the phrase as nirmaQ.arthal!l kityal;t. 
The word, as in this phrase, is an adjective rather than a 
verbal noun, and means literally "contrived by magic, 
brought forth in an extra-ordinary manner". Even when 

1 Cf Also Haribarinanda.'s mtroduct10n to PaficaAlkba pp l!-4. The only 
argument wh1ch Dr. Garbe i.Siinkkya ar~d Yoga p. 8) advances against the high 
antiqu1ty of Pa!ica.!ikha is what he cons1ders to he the lmguis\ic testimony of h1s 
fragments. But th1s IS a h1ghly quesbonahle testimony on whlch diversibes of 
cpiruon are poss1ble But even 1f tlus be conceded, there can be no denying the 
fact that Pafica.!Ikha was pre-Chnsban, at least pnor to .A.SvQjgboea !n age, ( cf. 
Dr Belva.lkar's paper on Mi.thara Vrth in Bhaftdarkar Memorial Volume, p 180, 
footnote 2), where he seems mcbned to claim for Pafica.!Ikha a penod before 
200 B.C.). In support of the great llllbquity of this Mii.rya it may he pointed 
out that <me of the works of Pafica.!lkha, viz Saatoto:n.tra (Viicaspab's ascription of 
it to Vlirsaglmya m Bhiimati on !U.S. may he lll1 oversight) was known tn early 
Saina litersture, e g., BhaflU!IJati Siitra (see Weber, BhaflU!IJ«Ii, U. pp. 24.6-8). 
Dr. Ke.th also m his recent work on the Sinkhya system aeems to make Paficakkha, 
a comparatively late author, placing lum with Dr Garbe (Silnkhya Ph•lo$ophie 
:p. 84.) in the first century A D. or eYen a century later (p. 48). We propose to 
deal with the arguments of Ke1lh at length in a separ.-te paper. 
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used as a substantive it stands for an object, usually a 
body, which is so contrived ( nirm'iyata iti nirmiina/J,) · 
The Divyavadiina (Cowell Neil's Ed. pp. 162 and 166), 
and Vasubandhu's commentary on Mahii,yana Sutriir 
latfllcijra (9.68) illustrate the use of the terms nirmil'f)(l 
and nirmii'tJ,akaya in this sense.1 

1 Cf. also Poussin, The Three Bodies of a Budr~Jul m J .R A S 1906 (p 968). 
For some mterestmg notes on Numina ~a, see also D. T Suzuk1, Outlones of 
MaM.yil.na Buddlr.um pp. 7S, ~67, i68, W M. McGovern, An Introcluctilon to 
Makiiyans BuMilism, pp 75-98, 



SOME ASPECTS OF VIRA SAIV A 

PHIT.OSOPHY 

I 

Though the sect of Vira Saivas or Lh1gayats hold's an 
important position in the religious history of Southern 
India, its name, except at Benares, is not perhaps so 
widely known in the North. Neither its history and 
sectarian characteristics nor its system of philosophy are 
so familiar to the student of Indian culture as one might 
wish them to be. It is proposed therefore to speak a 
few words in the present paper on some aspects of this 
philosophy. 

The sect had its origin about the middle of the H!th 
century A.D., being founded by a Brahmin named Vasava, 
who had been the prime minister of the Kalachuri King 
Bijjala. Of course there are differences of opinion. But 
it is beyond doubt that Viisava was a very important 
figure, and if he was not the actual founder he was at least 
the reformer of the sect. What Gautama had been to 
Buddhism and Mahavira to Jainism (according to tradi
tion) Vasava was to this Saiva faith. According to tradi
tion, the sect originated from five ascetics who became 
the first heads of five original monasteries. The names 
of these pontiffs are : Ekorama, Panditiiradhya, RevaJ}.a, 
Marula and Vlsviiriidhya, and those of the monas
teries respectively are: Sri Saila, Kediiranatha, Ram
bhiipuri (Balehalli), Ujjaini and Benares. They ap
peared in a miraculous way from the following Lmgas 
respectively, viz, Sri Mallikiirjuna in Dhiitu KUJ}.Q.a, 
Ramanatha in Drakfi!iiriima, Somesvara in Kollipaki, 
Siddhesa in Vatak:;~etra and Visvesvara in Benares. 

There seems to exist a variety of opinion regarding 
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the line of teachers through whom the teachings of the 
sect are said to have been transmitted. Sripati in his com
mentary on the Brahma Sutra makes Sadasiva the origi
nal teacher. From him we have the following line: 

Sadasiva 

saktkhara 
I 

Dadhici 
I 

Durvasas 
I 

ViSvamitra 
I 

Sukesa 
I 

Agastya 
I 

Cinmaya Vamadeva 
I 

Sri Revana Siddha 

This Reva:r;ta was one of the five original mohants of 
the order. Sripati was apparently a disciple of Reva:r;ta 
to whom as well as to Ekorama he pays his respects. 

Mayideva, author of Anubhava-Sutraand ViieJJii,rtha
Prakii.Sikii, another teacher of this sect, claims his spiritual 
descent from Upamanyu, thus: 

Upamanyu 
I 

Bhimanatha 
I 

Kule8vara 
I 

Vopanatha 
I 

Nakaraja 
[ 

Sa:ilgamesvara 

- ! Mayideva 
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It may be of interest to note that in the V iiyaviya 
Samhita of the Siva Pura'T)a (section I, chapter 28, verses 
15-16) Upamanyu is mentioned with three others, viz. 
Ruru, Dadhici and Agastya as the original propounders 
of Saiva doctrines and authors of four distinct Samhitas. 
Sripati also in his commentary on the V ediinta iSil"flra,1 

"Sastrayonitvat'' mentions the names of Upamanyu, 
Dadhici, Gautama, Durvii.sas, Renuka, Dliruka, 
Saiikhakar:Q.a, Gokarna, etc. as those of great teachers 
who were omniscient (sarvajiia)-a term which is ex
plained as meaning sarvavedavedantoktasak.alapadartha
bhijfia. 

II 

The Primal Reality, called here by the name of 
Sthala,t is the abiding background of all phenomena 
(creative, preservative and destructive) and as such is 
identical with Parama Siva. Absolute Freedom, Eternal 
Self-revelation and Supreme Selfhood (pii,rniihantii) 
constitute fts very essence. When this Primal Reality 
wants to play with Itself as Worshipper and worshipped! 
there arises on its calm bosom what we might describe as 
a slight tremor or vibration, very much like the agitation 
whiiChl appears on the calm surface of ~Rn <Jcea:n before •heavy 
breakers begin to rise into view. This tremor results 
in dividing the Sthala into two aspects by depriving it, 
as it were, of its equilibrium, so that the portion where 
self-consciousness is predominant is called by one name, 
viz. Siva, and the remaining portion by another, viz. Jiva. 

1 sarvesim sthiinabhii.tatviil layabhiitatvatas tathi/ 
tattviinim mabadidlnim sthalam ity abh,dhiy&tel I 
adhmthiaassmastasya sth&varasya carasya cal 
J&gato yad bhavet tattvam ta.ddh1 vai sthalam ucya~l I 
idhirah sarva.!aktinim Jyot1sim akhilitmanim/ 
yat tattvam bha.vatl priJii&lh sthalam tat partgiyate// 
iilayah sarvabbUt&nam lokiiniim lokasatppadim/ 
yad hhavet paramam brahma sthalam tat prihur aksaraml I 
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The Primal Reality would thus appear to be a state 
in which the substance and its power are in unaffected 
equilibrium. The substance is known in the Agamas as 
Para Siva and the power as Para Sakti or Cidambara. 
The A nubhava Sutra ( 2.20) says : 

saktir apratima sak~at sivena sahadharmi:Q.i/ 
sak~ini satyasampiir:Q.a nirvikalpa mahesvari/ I 

The Lingayat philosophers are advocates of Visi~tad
vaita like Sri: Ka:Q.tha and the Sri Vai~:Q.avas, and they 
have consequently to assume that Sakti as qualifying the 
Supreme Reality is its eternal adjunct and never separable 
from it.1 It is two-fold, according as it abides in Brahman 
directly as Light or Cit Sakti or indirectly as the Reflec
tion of the Light or Acit Sakti. The two names represent 
the two opposite aspects of the same fundamental Power, 
so that the system does not recognise any inherent con
tradiction between Matter and Spirit.' 

The Siirasvata Sutra• says that the Sakti, which 
always resides in the Supreme Self, is called vimarsa 
when it reposes exclusively in the Self (svasthii). The 
Self which as awareness is the background of the entire 
creation must be described as existing,-for without its 
presence all would be darkness and void,-and therefore 
it must be held to be the subject of existence or being. 
It is the Agent ( karttii) or Siva, and Existence the Action 
( kriyii) or Sakti. When the Primal Reality loses its 

l The Srut1 also decloses that the Parii Sakb of the L01d lS '!atural and 
that It 1s mantfold m character~ d pard•sya Saktir- v1vidhaVva Srii.yate svibhavJki 
Jfiii.nabalakr~yi ca. Ehviid1tya observes 

dharmarfipii. para Sakbr dharmniipah para\t &vahl 
tasyii.'niivrtarupa~vat para s.lktili parlitmanah/ I 
sarvadii. tatsvarfipena bhiib bhiinor 1va prabhiil 
tii.dii.tmyam anayor mtyam dharmadharmisvabMvatah/ I 

~ Cf Slvii.nubha.\<a fllvayogwd'<a ~,~wiiarl)<liMd~"Poma, ch I) asmamnate brahma· 
dharmariipi.yah Sak:te~..c1echaktirii.patvam tatpratlvJmbariipaya acicchakt1rupatvatil 
1ty <lfi!l\kii.rena ciQchakt.t!\tprativimbii.o'«~haktyor brahmadharmav~rodhii.bhii.vena 
.Saktidvayam samuccityru'kasyru•va. siiksmncidactdriipa.SakllviSlStatvasya lak<:Jani· 
karane !ii.tparyiit. 

s san hrdayaprakii.So bhavanasya kriyiiyii bhavati karttlil 
sa1'va keyii. vimarsal;! svas!hii k~uhh1lii ca vi.!vavistiirli/ I 
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equilibrium the Sakti becomes pOJrl;ially agitated 
(kqubM.ta) and transforms imelf into the manifested 
universe consisting of thirty-six tattvas and of an infinite 
variety of products. The agitation of the Sakti is partial, 
because there are some aspects of the Sakti e.g. Cit and 
.Ananda which being devoid of succession ( krama) by 
nature are never subject to agitation. It is Iccha and 
the others alone which are sometimes agitated and some
times in a state of balance. The Sakti; both spmtual 
and material, in its unmanifest condition is called subtle 
( sit,~a) and its manifested state is known as gross 
( sthiila). In \dissolution which represents the causal 
undifferentiated state of Brahman both spirit and 
matter are involved while their evolution or differentia
tion marks the beginning of the creative or productive 
stage. 

(a) Through the agitation of its own Power 
( sva.Sakti~obharniitrena) the Sthala becomes divided 
into two-Liilga and Anga. But this division is only 
an apparent cleft in the Indivisible, the duality being due 
to the limiting conditions ( upildlti) of accidental exist
ence. Accepting the current coinage of Vedanta termino
logy it may be said by way of illustration that Linga 
corresponds to the mahat of mahakasa and Ailga to the 
ghata of ghatakasa. Beyond a verbal distinction intro
duced by association with two distinct concepts (e.g. 
mahat and ghata) there is no difference in akasa at all, 
so far as it is considered in its pure essence. It is as ever 
one and undivided. So too with Liilgasthala and Ailgas
thala. Liilga is the Upasya, the object of worship and 
Aliga the iipasaka or worshipper, but in reality both the 
worshipper and the worshipped are one: 

na'sivasya sivo-pastir ghatate janmakotibhil;t/ 
sivasyai'va sivopastir iti nanasrutismrtih// 

Thus one of the great dicta of mystic experience is 
asserted and vindicated. He is the worshipper and He 
is the worshipped-in fact, He is worshipping Himself 
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through Himself. The universe, with all its activities, 
is an expression of His Self-delight, manifested in myriads 
of ways.' So at a glance the picture is : 

Sthala=Pure Cit 
I 

L J. J_ 1nga .a.u.e;a. 

J I 
Sxva Jiva 

(b) Like Sthala, Sakti (Power), too, becomes two
fold during manifestation. The original Sakti is ubi
quitous and practically identical with Siva. As residing 
in the Linga this power is known as Kala ( KalASaktilJ, : 
LingasthaJii,Sraya SaktiJJ, Kalii:l'Upa pra!&.rtita) and when 
in A.itga then it is called Bhakti. The former is pra"Vftti 
and is the cause of the origin of worlds, the latter is 
ni"Vftti and is the cause of their dissolution. It is the 
mysterious virtue of Sakti (Kala) which makes what is 
absolutely formless and homogeneous take on an infinite 
number of forms; and throngh an equally mysterious 
virtue inherent in Bhakti all varieties of forms return 
into the blankness of the Primal Unity. One looks down, 
as it were, from the heights and is tinged with Mayi, 
while the other looks up from the depths and is free from 
all defilement. Briefly speaking, the natural tendency of 
Sakti is towards multiplication and that of Bhakti is 
towards uni:ficatipn. The Self, as endowed with this 
Sakti, is an object of worship, and as possessed of Bhakti 
it is the worshipper. 

1 So m Va!SilAVlSJ!l, more particularly m the Gau~ya and Va.Uabhiya schools, 
He is declared to be comprlSing within Himself the Lov"" and the Be!Oif"d both 
(cf. ~. The Advwta Saxva and AdvBJta Va.uma.va are really on 
a par i»t theu- outlook on the Supreme lletng, except for the attitude .,;,th winch 
each approaches Bun m relationship. The true Saiva. is a devotee and a worsh1pper, 
but a V8J.S11&v& is nothing rl not a lover. A!Sva.eya or ~e sense of Divme 
MajeSty preVBJis In the former. Mlidhurya or DiviDe Fellowshl!> m the !at~. 
To the Saiva.Sidhaka, God reveals Himself as the Father, the Lord and tho 
Teacher, to the V aisnava He is the Friend and Belov<ed, and sometimes also 
the Clnld. 
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ill 

That the Linga is identical with Siva has been already 
noted.1 It is threefold: (a) Bhavalinga, (b) Pra:t;ta
linga and (c) I~talinga. Of these (a) Bhavalitnga is 
described as pure being ( sanmiitra) partless or indivisible 
( nU;kala) and accessible to intuition ( bhava) alone. It 
is the Sat aspect of Divine Essence and the highest tattva 
(Paratattva). 

(b) Prii:TJ,alitnga is at once above all division and yet 
infinitely divided (sakala and nU;kala) and is reached 
by the mind. It forms the Cit aspect of the Divine 
Essence and the subtle tattva (suksmatattva). 

(c) The third one, the so-called I Qtalinga, is called 
Mahat and is the source, for the devotee, o£ all his pleasure 
and immunity from pain. It is to this that the afflicted 
soul appeals for succour. It is the Ananda-aspect of the 
Deity and forms the gross tattva ( sthUlatattva). 

Each of these Liilgas is two-fold. Thus-

{, ( i) Mahalinga 
(a) BhavaliD.ga= (ii) Prasadaliilga 

(b) Pra:t;talinga= { ( it'i) Caraliilga or Jangamalinga 
( iv) Sivalinga 

{ ( v) Gurulinga 
( 0 ) I~talinga= (vi) A.caralinga 

These are the six Sthalas, and corresponding to them, 
each to each, there are six Saktis: 

evarp. ~advidham bhiitalil lingalil paramakara:t;tam/ 
sva.Saktivaibhavac cai'va svatantryal lilay,a'pi ca/ 
saktayib. ~?advidha jiieya:b. ~?atsthal~u samapitah// 

The six Saktis are named: Cit Sakti, Para Sakti, A.di 
Sakti, Iccha Sakti or Vidya, Jiiana Sakti or Prati~?tha and 
Kriya Sakti or Nivrtti. 

l]iyate gam.yate yatra yena sarvam caracaram/ 
ta~ eva lmga.m ity uktam lmgatattvapariiyanaih/ 1 
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( i) The Mahali.ilga, in association with the Light of 
Supreme Revelaticn ( Oicchakti), flashes eternally upon 
itself. This is known as Sivatattva, the ultimate unity, 
full, subtle and immeasurable, without beginning or end. 
It is accessible to intuition ( bhiiva) • 

(ii) Prasadaliitga, with Para Sakti, is known as 
Sadiikhya Tattva and is open to jfiana. It is devoid of 
all limitations ( upiidhi), bright, supersensuous, and con
tains within itself in pOtentia the yet nnmanifested 
universe. 

(iii) The Caralinga, with A.di Sakti, is realised in 
mental concentration ( rnilrwsa ilhyiina). 

( iv) The Sivalinga, with Iccha Sakti is the Ego 
( ahamkrti), described as one-faced ( ekamukha) and 
luminous, shining with the vidyiikalas. 

( v) The Gurulinga, with Jfiana Sakti, is the great 
teacher ( upade8aka) from whom the Tantras come forth 
as if by a spontaneous movement. 

(vi) The Acaralinga, with Kriya Sakti, is the source 
of renunciation. 

IV 

Anga is the soul or jiva, so called because it resorts 
to the Liilga and finds its rest there.1 It is said to be of 
three kinds : (a) Y ogaii.ga, (b) Bhogaii.ga and (c) 
Tyagiiilga. 

The :first enjoys communion with Siva, the second 
enjoys Power ( bhoga) with Him, and the third is so called 
from the fact of its having cast off the cosmic illusion 
(sarhsiirabhrantisarhtyi.iga). Of these- : 

(a) YogBitga, being self-contained, represents the 

1 aniidy antam B.Jam lmgam tatpadam paramam. prati/ 
yad gacchati mah!bhaktyii tad angam iti nlk1tam// 
oambha.vet paramam tattvam tadgatatatpariyanah/ 
angasthalam 1ti prihur angatattvaviSiradiih// 
am 11> b,:ahma cmmiitram gacchati'II gam ucyate/ 
tiithyate angam Iti pr8Jjiair angalattv&VICintakaib// 
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causal state and is identified with the dreamless sleep. 
It correspcnds to the Prajfia of Vedanta. 

(b) Bhoganga, being intrinsic ( antaramga), re
presents the subtle ( suh;ma) state and is identified with 
dream, standing for the Taijasa of Vedanta. 

(c) Tyaganga being extrinsic ( vahiranga), re
presents the gross state and is identified with the waking 
life. It is equivalent to the Visva of Vedanta. 

Like the Linga, the Aitga is of two varieties each : 

(a) Yoganga= { (i) Aikya Sthala. 
( ii) Sa.raJ;La Sthala. 

(b) Bhoganga= { (iii)· Pranalinga. 
( iv) Prasadi. 

(c) Tyaganga= { ( v) Mahesvara Sthala. 
(vi) Bhakta Sthala. 

Bhakti, as a dominant mood, is really one and un
divided, but appears as many-coloured in relation to the 
six Sthalas : 

madhuradi::m yat satsu pravisya salilam yatha/ 
tattadakarato bhati tatha bhaktib. sthale sthale/ I 

The names of the six kinds of Bhakti, arranged in 
the order of the Angas, are: ( i) Samarasakara, ( ii) 
Anandakara, (iii) Anubhavakara, ( iv) Avadhanatmikit, 
( v) Naisthiki and (vi) Sadbhakti. 

v 

It is said that Jiva is a part ( arhSa) of Siva, and 
hence like Him pure ( amala), eternal ( nitya), spotless 
( niranjana), and tranquil (santa). Essentially there is 
not the slightest difference between the two. And when 
this semblance of distinction due to the presence of the 
threefold defilement, which perennially haunts one in the 
state ,of bondage and stands in the way of one's self
realisation, melts away, there dawns upon the "naughted•' 
soul the vision of its destiny fulfilled. Taken back, ab-
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sorbed, into the Being of Siva, the soul finds at last its 
consummation reached. The six attributes which are 
usually predicated of Siva or of the Pure Self are named : 
Omniscience, Self-contentedness, Immaculate Wisdom, 
Freedom, Absolute and Infinite Power.1 

Just as Linga-Sthala (Siva) becomes manifold 
tbrDugh its own Power (Sakti) S() does Ailga-Sthala 
(:}iva) become correspondingly multiplied through its 
devotion ( bhakti). As Linga becomes more and more 
drawn up into the state of Siva through accession of 
Power, so does Ailga become lifted higher and higher 
into the level of A.tman by reason of its Devotion, till in 
the end Pure Siva and Pure A.tman alone remain, eter
nally attached to each other, as Master and Attendant, 
as Worshipped and Worshipper, or as Teacher and Pupil. 
This is the blessed state to which every devotee inwardly 
aspires.~ 

The union of jiva and Siva as described in the above, is 
called here Sayujya Mukti, and constitutes, according to 
the teachings of this sect, the highest form of salvation: 

tasmal lingangayogat para muktir na vidyate. 

1 sarvajtiatvam ca trptatvam tathii'n&:liprabodhitii/ 
svatantratii'pi ca1upta.Saktitii'na.ntaSakbtii// 
ity etair laksana!h ~adbhih sivfuigam iti laksyate/ 
tasmM angastha.la.zil siiJ<s8.d iitmai'vii.'yam na sam.Sayl$1/ 

Arntbhwva BUtn•. 
These terms are explained in Snkanj:ha Siviciirya's commentary on tlle 

BnJ>ma SiltTa 1.1 ~ (Mys<>re Ed pp. 1()-1~). See als<> Appaya Diksita's 
S1!ViiTka'T1UI$iM'{ftkii on the above CKumbhak<>nam Ed. pp. 121-1!t5 ) · 

2 yad yad riipam upasya'ra [=pasyat\"at l siv<> vrajati Sakhmiin/ 
upiisakatvat.S Gii'tmii tat tad lipnot1 bh:iktimiinl I 
yatha svariipam lidatte piijyatvena mah.SVara\>1 
piijakatvena <>ii'tma'yam etad riipam anuvrajet/ I 
yatha svariipam lidatre sadhyatvit parameavarl$1 
siidhakatvlid asiiv'libnii tat tad asthiiya tistha.ti/ I 
yad yat svariipam iidatte gurutvenii'mbikapatlhl 
s1Syatvena'yam iihnii ca. tat tad riipam upasarel I 

cf. tlle lirst verse <>f Utpala's 18th stotra · 
san!grahena sukhaduhkhalaksanam miim prah sthitam idam 8rnu prahh<>/ 
saukhyam eva bhavatii samiig'amah sviinuuli viraha eva duhkhital I 

Ksemar8Ja In his commentary explains the term fsam3gama' as samive.Syai
kyam and 'viraha' as svariipapratyabh!Jfiiinam. 
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A.tman is reaJly a direct part of Siva, pure and free; 
in its mundane existence it appears as roaming, restless 
and in chains. It is on account of self-forgetfulness that 
the state of bondage seems so real to it. It identifies, 
falsely, the body with itself, accepting as a matter of 
course the hard penalties which such an act of identifica
tion inevitably entails ; at the best, it considers itself as 
the owner of the body and inseparably associated with it. 
A periQd of storm and unrest naturally follows, accom
panied by pain, heart-burnings, doubts and despondencies 
and culminating in the disillusionment of a blighted 
life. Racked by agonies, the sow seeks refuge in the 
wisdom of an elevated and illuminated Self, asking for! 
edification as to its real character ( ko'ham). The 
teacher (de.Sika), out of compassion (karunabalat) and 
in response to his query, declares the great truth as ex
pressed in the mantra "Tat tvam asi"---expounding ana
lytically that the words 'tae and 'tvcurn: denote liDga and 
aitga respectively and that the word 'asi' stands for their 
identity which is the truth of both. 

The pupil is then led through a solemn process of 
initiation known as Maha Saivi D~a which results in 
snapping asunder the bonds of ignorance, effecting the 
union of .A:bga with Liilga and removing the three-fold 
impurity. 

diyate lingasambandha}J. k~yate ca malatrayam/ 
diyate k~yate yasmat sa dik$e'ti nigadyate//1 

Dikea is threefold : (a) Vedhatmika, (b) Mantrat
mika and (c) Kriyatmika. 

(a) The word Vedhii stands here as a symbol for the 

1 In !the 6wa:!'W"'iiM (o\Tiiya. So.m , Pt it chap. 18) the verse appears in the 
folloWing shghtly altered form. 

diyate yena VI)iliinam ksiyate piOaba.ndhanam/ 
tasmlt samsldi.ra evi'yam dikse'ty api ca kathyate/ I 

The llludrt>giimala and Mmttan6r'a also contam the same definition of diksii (See 
Pu~a, Benares Ed , p. 40); so the De:ui'bhiJgavata XII. 7 5 cf also 
S;va SUtra m. iS, w1th IC.enlariija's Vnnarlini (pp. 114-116) and Bhiskara's 
VthtJti'ka (pp. 00.70), Siddh®tamlihi>n-i, ch. VI, 11-li (p. llli). 
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touch of the teacher's hand on the disciple's head. 
The mere gazing of the teacher is enough to rouse into 
action the spiritual energy of the disciple.' In the Sivii/J,. 
vaitadcurpaw ( ch.. Ill) it is further observed that the 
result of this ~ is the contact ( swiayoga) of the 
Yoganga (the soul as conditioned by its causal envelope) 
with the Bhavalinga. 

(b) Manflra means what the teacher whispers into 
the ears of the disciple. This form of ~ consists in 
the instruction of the great five-syllabled mantra and is 
represented by the contact of the Bhoganga of the Jiva 
with the Pr8J;lalinga. 2 

(c) Kriya dileya is the ceremonial part of the initia
tion, in which the disciple is seated within the svastika
circle drawn, and made to repeat by way of penances the 
name of Siva and to meditate on Him. Then follows the 
three-fold anointment of the dl.sciple with waters from 
five jars.3 

Such is the mysterious power of this initiatory pro
cess that it effects a complete revolution in the life of the 
neophyte. It makes manifest to him his hidden and! 
hitherto unrecognised powers and secures for him the 

1 Cf. Anubluwa &afJra, V. 40, 67. Also Eltdd~W:tita StklWim.,.., VI. 18-14.: 
guror i.lokamitrena hastamastakayog&laW 
yah Blvatv-ve8o vedhidikse't1 si mali// 

&im,antcnta<!&rya adds : guror drshgarbhe sth1tvi ;ka.rakamele ssmupan
nasy&'tmana.h cmmayasva:riipopad.SO vec!hidiqi. 

2 Cf. Anubkava &afJra, V. 41, 68 , &ddhiinta 8tkl!iirn.r1w., VI. 14, S~..Uta
~ch:ill. 

8 Knyi refers to what is olfered by the guru to the ihSClple tn Ius hand, 
i.e. the &valmga The rule is tha.t an ausptc!OUS lmga (one made of crystal, 
moon or sun-stones, or one prepared f.tom the rock of Sri &da. or obta.med from 
the bed of the Nerbudda) has to be secured, sanchfied, anointed and WO<Siupped, 
and thereupon the teacber has to draw forth by meeus of the eo-<>illed BJJkuSa.. 
mudri from the head (). e sahasrii.m) of the disciple the SatVIkali and infuse It into 
the lmga. T.his process resembles that of hghtmg one fire from another already 
bUl'lling (pradipid dipintamm iva). He has then to draw out in a. sm:ular :ma.nner 
the Jiva.ka.lii. or Vttal Power (P:.i:aa) of the disciple and settle It on the Imga. The 
t"" .kalis axe thus balanced with each other, and the Jinga. is then pla.ced in the 
hand of the pisciple Wlth lllBhuction to hold it on his body. 
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Beatific Vision; and the veil of cosmic illusion is for ever 
lifted from his eyes. 

The details of this inner conversion are not set out 
here with as much fullness as might be desired. But what 
is said is enough to convince one that the whole process 
is graduated, even though on occasions quite rapid. 
It is sard that the novice is instructed, immedrately after 
his initiation, to meditate upon the Kala. This leadS on 
successively to the realisations of 'bh.ava, of manas, o£ 
drw and finally of the Sthala itself. The Kala serves to 
awaken ( bodhani) and bring into play the latent energies 
stored in the mantra. Having drawn it forth (akr~ya) 
.by force, the initiate is to lay it in the Li.D.ga which is 
All-Light. As soon as this Supreme Linga is seen, all the 
karmas of the jiva are burnt off, his struggles and vacilla
tions-indeed the whole machinery of his discursive 
understanding-come to an end, and he becomes a new 
man altogether, convinced and pacified. As to the 
manner in which this is done, it is said that the Teacher 
brings the three Liil.ga.s down !in touch with the three 
.Aitgas of the disciple by a three-fold process along the 
same line, but in an inverted course (viz. through dr~ti. 
manas and bhava down to Kala). That is, by means of 
the Vedh.a~ the Bhavalinga is united with the 
Yogailga; the Priil;laliil.ga is united with Bhogail.ga through 
Mantradik$8.; and through Kriyadiksa the unification of 
kta].iiJ.ga with Tyaga.D.ga is brought about. The union 
of Liil.ga and AiJ.ga is likened to the union of :flame 
( aikhii) and camphor ( ka'l"j)'Ura), Linga being the :6.ame 
and .Aitga the camphor. 

This union is indeed the inner reality of all upasana. 
The duality of exclusiveness being gone, the soul rests 
for ever unmoiested in the presence of its Lord and feels 
identified with His Being. The cessation of duality and 
of divided consciousness as effected in this way is variously 
termed-as nivrtti (rest), as vi8ranti (quiescence) and 
sometimes as parama su.kha (supreme happiness) . 
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The identity thus established is not absolute. But 
all empirical differences, incident to a life of bondage, have 
also vanished. Siva and .A.tman are in all essentials one 
and the self-same thing, both being of the nature of Pure 
Existence, Consciousness and Blis&-in fact, the Being of 
one is the Being of the other. But a mysterious differ
ence still persists through which the one appears 88 the 
Lord and the other 88 the servant, and so forth. It is a 
state, not describable in the language of man, in which 
the opposite moments of the so-called identity and 
difference, with which the lower mind is familiar, are 
reconciled in the synthesis of a higher unity. This state 
is called "bhaga-yoga", and bears, in the mystery of its 
relation, a close resemblance to the intimacy subsisting 
between, say, :fire and its light, or ice and water or cam
phor and its perfume. The two are not separable except 
by a logical abstraction . 

.A:s soon 88 this union comes to happen, the seed of 
pure devotion (para bhakti) which has till now been em
bedded in the soul waiting for a favourable opportunity 
begins to sprout forth and germinate : 

tasmat ki;;etrasya b'ijasya bijina.S ca kadacana/ 
viyogo ne'~yate kva'pi sada saJP.yoga eva hi/ I 
yogena tu para bhaktir iti bhaktes tu vaibhavam/ 
tasyah. svarlipasadbhavat sadbhaktir iti kirttita./ I 

This is Sadbhakti which works up to higher and 
higher levels, bringing each .Aitga into contact with its 
corresponding Li.D.ga, till it comes to the supreme stage 
called 8amarasya when the Mahaliitga and Aik.ya Sthala' 
are completely fused with each other. 

This six-fold contact is called $aQ:aitga Yoga &nd is 
declared to be a means to the attainment of Sivatattva, 
to the attainment of Divine Alliance. 
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VI 

A few words now require to be said about the manner 
in which the activities of the Jiva are to be offered up 
one and all to the Lord. It is said that this dedication 
( arpa1Ja) is to be made in a spirit of meekness and self
abnegation. It is two-fold, according as the object 
dedicated is (a) an action ( kriyarp~a) or (b) a thought 
and emotion ( jnantirpa1Ja) . 

(a) Let us try to understand what the author in
tends to convey by the former term (kriyarpana). It is 
said that the object which the self holds enjoyable in its 
earthly life must belong to one of the three categories 
of bhogyadravya-(i) sthf:tla, (ii) pravivikta or (iii) 
ananda; and consequently the dedication is also three-· 
fold. 

( i) The first and lowest kind of such object is rupa 
which the visva offers up to the I~talinga. This is exter
nal dedication ( vahyiirpana). 

(ii) The next in order is ruci, which is offered up 
by the taijasa to the Pral).alinga. This is internal dedica
tion ( antararpa1Ja) . 

(iii) But the highest form of dedication is th:tt 
known as Atmasailga, in which the praj:iia offers up trpti 
to the Bhavaliilga by way of sacrifice. 

' This statement, albeit brief, gives an excellent ac
count of what according to this system constitutes the 
true philosophy of enjoyment. All enjoyment is not 
bondage, it is held, but only that which is divorced from 
the Spirit. Nothing is to be accepted for personal grati
fication unless it be dedicated to the Lord who is the real 
owner of all. That is, everything being His should be 
offered to Him, and then received back from Him as a 
free gift of prasada for purposes of enjoyment. Else it 
would be an act of misappropriation. Cravings after 
fruits and petty desires should be given up. Whatever is 
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not thus offered in sacrifice to the Lord is not fit for 
enjoyment. 

yad riipam arpita:rh lhige tad riipa:rh bhoktum. arhati/ 
riipantara:rh na bhoktavya:rh bhukta:rh cet tad 

anarpital!l// 
The purity and liberation of heart/ the inner en

franchisement, ( mrlepa)' which this attitude of dedica
tion ends in effecting, vary in degree and are differently 
named suddhi, siddhi and prasiddhi. 

(b) The second form of dedication (jiiiimarpana) 
which is described as ineffable (sviinubhutyekagocara), 
and not definable by words, and of which the purpose is 
to remove taints of sensible objects, is said to consist in 
offering up to the Sthala revealed in the six Liitga.S the 
six'kinds of experiences o:£ the soul, viz. the five sense
impressions and the sixth-pariniima or the feeling of 
pleasure, pain, etc. All these varied' objects, of which tl1e 
world of man is composed, being offered to the Lord, the 
A.tman is able to enjoy them as His favour (praaw'ida) 
and find in them the fulfilment of an all-encompassing 
delight: 

aikyatmako'yal!l parinamavastu 
sadii mahalingasamarpita:rh hi/ 

svabhavMiddhanijabhaktiyogan 
nisevate trptighanaprasadam// 

The mysterious relation between Faith and Grace is 
such that it is hard' to say which of them stands in the 
relation of cause to the other. It is said that Grace leads 
to Faith and also Faith to Grace : 

prasiidad devatabhaktih prasado bhaktisambhavah/ 
yatha va'b.kurato bija:rh bijato vii. yatha'b.kural;J.//a 

1 T,his is practically an explication of the central teaching of t'he 18opaniaatl.. 
Cf. the 1dea mvolved in 1ts first couplet : tena tyaktena bhuii.J'ithih etc. It ;, 
a comprmmse in spint between the absolute rejection (samnyisa) of vedinta 
and the utter self-indulgence of the sensual hfe (for a masterly •ans!ysjg of this 
Upan~sad and 1ts exprnntion 1nds A. Ghose's papers in "!cya", Vol. I) cf. Gl't4, 
m. u. 

2 From this it IS apparent that the two act&-<>r rather the two attitud.,_ 
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When all the activities of the soul, through dedication 
to the Lord, come to absolute rest.in themselves (svas
mitnneva svayam yanfJi viSrantim), this state d repose is 
called Kriyavisranti or Happiness. It is a state when, all 
desires satisfied ( aptakama), the soul rises above the stir
rings and strivings of a finite existence and becomes per
fecty free. Its true character is then revealed 
and it realises in a single act o£ intuition, no 
longer subject to the disturbing influence of Time, its 
eternal unity with the Supreme Being-'! am Siva Him
self' ( aham sa~t Siva eva). For one who bas attained 
to these heights all the movements of theo body, all the 
activities of the will, are transmuted into forms of Divine 
worship.1 His will is but God's will, everything is in fact 
to him ''rapparelled in a celestial light' -a Divine 
manifestation. 

His freedom of movement (svecchaoara) forms at 
this stage the highest kind of worship. Such a man is 
no more subject in his dealings to the regulations of 
ethical codes ( vidhi and niqedha) or even to the laws of 
Nature. His devotion is unrestricted ( niranku8a), all-

are not 'so much as two il014nct attitudes as two phases of the same indescribable 
,.,.h~, so th&t what IS Bhakt1 (Fa!th) on the part of jlva is really the other 
mde of what IS Prasada (Grace)' from the v1ew-pomt of IBvara There IS no 
ca.usal relation between the two. Th1s Wlll remmd one of the famous statement 
in the Bhigavata w.herem it IS sa1d that whataver IS offered to the Lord comes 
back reflected to the soul and that the best way of secunng a thing IS tG sacnfice 
it unto the Lord 

nea'vatlnana{l prabhur ayam nijali.bhapiirner/ 
minam Janid avidusah karuno !V'mite// 
yad yaj jano bhagsvate VIdadhlta minaml 
lac <i'tmane pratunukhasya yathi. mukb&Srib/ I 

The two Mts are really mmulta.neolus See Madbnsiidana Sarasvati's dis
cuSSion on tins pGmt m !Us commentary on tbe Git<i, Vll 14 Cf Me1ster Eckhart 

~Thy C>ptmJ&ng and H .. entermg are b"t one moment" (Underhdl, MullfAct8m, 
p 159) 

1 iptaki:masya sukhmah ki.mii.ciraVllhirmukhi.h/ 
Pl'IIIVI!'tti Jaukik'iih sarve prayayur niSa.m i.tman1l I 
Pranast:esv" e~~u sarvesu sveccbicilre\>a yat k:rtam/ 
taccbivi.rcanam eva syid ya.dbbuktam tacch>vi.rcitam// 
siva.riipal!cyi. bhi.ti yasya sa.rvam svabh;;"$tah/ 
svecchi.cii.rasiiJllicirah taaya ci'rci In Siilmah/ I 
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absorbing. Yoga has done its share of work in conduct
ing him above the realms of Maya : Bha.kti alone endures. 
This bhakti is an ever-flowing source of happiness, being 
above the trammels of bondage.:c This is the so-called 
Advaita Bhakti of which we hear so much in subsequent 
literature and which is characterised as nijanirvanariipini. 
It is to be distinguished from Dvaita Bhakti which in
volves difference between the worshipper and the wor
shipped and is a source of evil ( kle8ahetuprasadhinii). 
The actions of an Advaita Bhakta are no actions at all, 
though appearing as such! These are neither fruitful 
nor barren, but are by nature ( svabhiivata'IJ,) the plays 
of Divine Will ( ltlii:matra'IJ,) . It is thus evident that the 
true Saiva Bhakti finds scope for manifestation only when 
the liberation is effected. That Para Bhakti stands above 
Mok~ is clear from the following lines of Mayideva: 

jnanad eva hi mok$ah syan moksad upari sambhavi/ 
bhaktUt paratara bhati svatantra bhaktililaya/ I 
lokayor ubhayor aihikamusmikapadarthayoh/ 
gamagamam vinai'va'ste bhaktih 

sampiin;tavaibhava/ I 
This is an interesting statement, as showing that as 

in Bhagavata Vai$Davism, so in the Saiva Siddhanta also, 
Moksa is not held to be the highest end of man, but forms 
only the gateway through which the soul has to pass for 
realising its divine possibilities of Self-Adoration and Self
Delight. The doctrine of what has come to be known as 

1 bandhamuktyor abhii.ve h1 bhaktir uktii. mrargalil 
na bandhe mocane ci'p1 linyo$ ca samuccaye// 
na yogo na tapo'nyac ca kramah ko'pi na IVidyate/ 
am&.Ye S.vamarge'smin bhaki.Ir ekii. praeasyate// (Anubhava s.zt,..,) 

The latter verse OCCUl'S Wl!h some vat"labon 1n Utpala's SwastctTtWrali, s!otra 
no. I verse 18. 

a adV8.ltahhaktiyuktasya yogmaQ. sakalii. ~ 
ash dagdhapatanyiiyiit kriyi.mitxa. na hi kr~yi/ I 
yathii. ~dhi\ nadyo n8niiVldb&Jalii. o.pi/ 
syandami.ni 1mih sarVi.h piriiviiram samiBntih/ I 
tadrfipena1'va drSya.nte niima.riipe vlhiiye. cal 
tathii.'dv&~tam se.miBrit,ya kriya n8nividha &[Mil 
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a fifth Puru~artha :finds an explicit enunciation1 in this 
system. as well, and it would be a historical blunder to 
associate it exclusively with the Gaudiya and other 
Vai~nava sects affiliated to the Bhagavata order. 

In the following lines of Mayideva it is stated that 
true bhakti comes after jnana : 

j:fianam brute bhaktih kurute sivajivayoh/ 
prthagbhavam, tena jfiana:rp piirvam bhakti

stuttarataya vibhati tatal;t/ I 
Jiianak&!;u;la starts from and :finds its justification in 

the egoistic 'Consciousness ( abhimdna) of man, and so 
far is on a par with the karmak&!;u;la, the difference being 
based only on the nature of this consciousness. Thus in 
the Way of Action the soul must need's feel itself to be 
an active agent ( kartta) ; in the way of Knowledge too, 
though it does not participate in and stands above the 
multiple activities of Nature and watches them. from its 
lonely height, it still feels itself to be their constant wit
ness, indifferent and poised in the serenity of its blissful 
unconcern. But in Devotion both these abhimanas are 
transcended, and stress is laid on the passive aspect of 
the soul. It is a marvellous state and is incapable of 
expression in human language. For who can fathom the 
mystery of that ineffable state in which every enjoyment 
of the soul becomes equivalent to divine worship, so that 
what appears on one hand as the satisfaction ( tJrpti) of 
the soul is on the other a synonymn of the Favour 
(prasada) of God. It is through Advaita Bhakti that 
Absolute Grace of the Lord is realised.' 

advaJtatattvariipena ~ante bhokttyogatah/ 
knyi.kl.rasvariipena prat.'!ti. api sarvadA// 
na k.....:la.knyi. hy .. ya t"IIami.triih svabhivatah// 

1 dharmidtpuru(lirtbi.niim caturniim para!ah psiS./ 
paiicamah puruaiir!ho ht bhaktth Sa.iv'i sanii.tani/ I 

Anubhava Sut:ta, vm. 78 
2 svacchandi.cirava.rttinyi bhaktyii yat krtam arcanaDl/ 

yad bhuktam arptl.an! lmge satyam eva mayo'dttam/ I 
gandhapuspi.d.tgandhsaya grahanam tsaya piijanam/ 
sa$1ras8svidanam tasya n&:~vedyiya prakalpitam// 
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Through this Grace unending of the Supreme Self, 
resulting as a matter of course from Para Bhakti, is 
vouchsafed unto the soul a Unitive or Deified Life 
(sarvatmabhiiva)-a life in which everything reveals it
self as the Sel£. Such is the infinite potency of Divine 
Grace that the subject, object and instrument of every 
action, cognition and enjoyment-nay, the action, cogni
tion and enjoyment themselves are recognised as verily 
the Sel£. The body, the senses, the names, the vitaJ 
energies, the intellect, the egoism-indeed the injunctions 
and the prohibitions, are all glorified into one universal 
Reality, viz. the Self.l 

m~ Sii ,.,sayii.kiirabhiisanaml 
ktidaya devata bh11Dkte svata 1ty arc&nal!l krWn// 
hngadehi mvitma"yam lingical'i na la.ulokah/ 
sarvam lingamayam riipam lingena samam a/mute/ I 
aarvingam bngam eva syid annapiinam yad arpttam/ 
praSiidah !rptir eva syit aarvam hngamaya!b bhavet/ I 
eV'Ilm advattabhaktyat'va prasiidah sarvatomukbah/ 
pras1dhyati tatah sarvam itmariipena drSyare// 

1 karttii k~1tii cai'va. karanam kiryam eva cal 
........,.. atmatayi bhiiti prasadiit pi.ramel;vuii.t/1 
bhokta bhojayitli. bhogya!b bhogopokaranli.nY api/ 
sa.rvam atmatayli. bhli.ll prasidli.t pi.ramesvamt// 
grihak.S ea. tatbi glihyam grahanam sarvatqmukham/ 
sarvam ii.tmataya bhli.ti prasii.diit pi.rame/;varit/1 
Saliram indriyam prii.nii. mano budhir ahaJbkrtih/ 
"""'om itmatayli. bhiib prasii.diit pi.ramel;vamt/ I 
vulhaydca nlSedhaSca Dionddhakaranii.ny arfil 
sarvam iitmstayii bhab prasiidii.t pi.ro:mJ!,Svamt/ 1 



NOTES ON PA.SUPATA PHILOSOPHY 

ANTIQUITY OF THE P.ASUPATA SECT 

The Sarvadarsana Samgraha of Madhavacarya de
votes a chapter to the treatment of the philosophical 
doctrines and teachings of the Pasupatas. It seems 
therefore clear that as early as the fourteenth century of 
the Christian era the sect had assumed such importance 
that it claimed recognition as a distinct theologico
philosophical school. From a careful study, of the earlier 
literature it would appear that the sect is much older than 
the days of Madhava. Udayana (1000 A.D.) refers to it 
in his NyayakuswmiiniaJi and the author of Nyayasara~ 
wrote a work viz. Ga'Y)akiirika, dealing with the Pasupata 
categories.1 Uddyotakara, the author of Nyayavarttika 
(500 A.D.), calls himself a Pasupatacarya. The Purfu;l.as 
and even the MaJui,bhiirata contain numerous references 
to this sect. The Brahmaautras of Badarayana include 
a section in the second pada of chapter II, refuting the 
views of the adherents of this sect. 

ORIGIN OF THE SECT 

The earliest history of the sect is shrouded in mystery. 
In the Vedic literature, the word' Pasupati indeed occurs 
in various places/ but only as a synonym ol Rudra. It 
has not got there that technical meaning which we find 
invariably attached to it in subsequent Pasupata litera
ture. The sect was of course known to theM ahabharata. 

1 The work :bas been pubhshed 1n the Gaekawar Oriental Senes from Baroda 
(No XV), 1920, 

2 Cf At!. &m 11 2 28, Va1a Bam lG.iS; PiiTfJJJk, Grky...Utra 2, 8; 
J.rva Grky...Utra 48 
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The Vamana Purii:rJ.Q. (VI. 86-91) classifies the wor
shippers of Siva Liitga under four groups viz. (a) Saiva, 
(b) Pasupata or Mahii.pasupata, (c) Kii.ladam.ana and 
(d) Kapii.lika and observes that all these sects had their 
origin in Brahmii.. The Pasupata sect was represented by 
Mahar~i Bharadvaja and his disciple, Raja Somake8vara.1 

It is stated in the Siva Purd'l)a that Vasudeva KJ:wa 
learnt the Pasupata system from Upamanyu, the elder 
brother of Dhaumya. 

LITERATURE OF THE SECT 

We have now n-;·means of ascertaining the extent of 
the early literature or its details. But from the state
ment of the Siva Purii'T)a it appears that the original 
doctrines of the sect were contained in four Samhitas 
compiled by Ruru, Dadh:ici, Agastya and Upamanyu 
(Siva Purdr,w, V. (a) 28. 15·16). The Atharva Sira and 
some other u~ belong to this sect. Thephiliosophical 
position of the school is based on a siitra work, called 
PiiSupata-MR!lra-paiicirrtM:-darsana and attributed to 
Mahesvara. This work was in five chapters (hence 
called Paiiclii/h,ya1fi) and commented on by Ra.Sikara, the 
twenty-eighth and last incarnation of Siva. M.adhavii.
carya, Ke8avlll KaSmirli and Rii.mananda (on Krdi 
kh1111J4,a) refer to this work. Bhii.sarvajfia wrote eight 
kii.rikas, called Ga'l)akiirikii dealing with the Pasupata 
doctrines. An unknown author commented on these 
karikas ( Ratno:f,ikii, p. 10) . The same wrote a work 
called Satkiiryavicii:ra. Samskiirakiirika is a manual 
treating of Pi.Supata rituals. Haradatta was one of the 
earlier authors of this school, but no detail regarding his 

1 The Saiva sect was led by SaktJ, son of V.S..tha and guru of GoJli3'ana. 
The Kaladamana sect was represented by Apastsmb&, the guru of :K:mthe.ivsra, 
Dhanada (=Kuvera.) headed the Kli.p&hka sect and had a diSCiple named Amodara, 
who was a $udra by caste. Dhanada is descnbed as a M:41havtatm 

AT. !i!i 
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life or works is known. 'I'he Y ogadintama?J,i of $ivananda 
speaks of a work named N akUliJJayogaparaya?J,a which 
evidently belong to· this sect.1 

mSTORICAL FOUNDER OF THE SECT 

The historical foundation of the sect, evidently a sub
sequent branch of the original school, is attributed to one 
Na.kuliSa, who was an inhabitant of Karavana2 near 
modern Broach in the Boroda state: His name appears 
in various forms viz. Lakul:iSa, Lagu~, etc. The origin 
of the name is not known, but it is surmised that he was 
so called on account of his always holding a cudgel 
( lagui},a) in his hand. The V ai.ragis of this sect bear this 
characteristic even now. It is difficult to determine the 
age of this early Saiva preacher. He is believed to have 
been an incarnation of Siva. It is stated in the Vayu 
Purilna that simultaneously with the appearance of Sri 
K:r$:r;ta as Vasudeva., Mahadeva manifested himseU as 
Lakuli at a place, thence called Kayavarohana, now 
corrupted into Karwana. He entered into a corpse lying 
on the burning ground and got up as a preacher. 

According to this Purana, Lakuli had four disciples 
who practised the Pasupata Yoga and besmeared their 
bodies with ashes and dust. The names of these four 
heroes are: (i) Ku.Sika, (ii) Gargya, (iii) Mitra and 
( iv) Kaurue,ya. 'I'he Chintra Inscription alludes to this 

l The echtor in the footnote (p 100) adds that It IS a Yoga wOik of t:be 
Rich class, belongmg to .S&Iva. school 

2 The Sanskrit name of this place was Kiyava.rohona, ht the place where 
the body (of .Srva) descended. It refers to the story that Stva mcarnated himself 
in this place m the form of a human figure holdmg a club m hand A temple of 
Lakulisa is still to be seen here An mscnption is found in the neighbourhood of 
the temple of Ekalmga.ji, at a distance of 14 :oules from Udaipur. The BWII 
pun>na (Sa:no.t K 81111nh•M 31.12) refers to Lakuli of Kiyi.varohona a.s one of the 
sixty-eight forms of Stm. 
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story.1 Though the synchronism of Vasudeva Kr~ and 
Lakulisa, as pointed out by the Purana, is hardly capable 
of being established, the age of the Saiva teacher remains 
still unsettled.2 

DOCTRINES 

( i) The Kiirya is threefold, viz., Vidya, Kala and 
Pa8u. Vidya is a quality of the Pasu,S and is of two 
kinds: Knowledge (bodha) and ignorance (abodha). 
The former is essentially either vivekapravrtti or aviveka
pravrtti, but from the standpoint of object it is fourfold 
or fivefold. The vivekapravrtti is manifested by a valid 
source of knowledge and is called citta. It is by means 
of the citta that an animal is conscious of ( cetayate) the 
world, with the help of the light of Caitanya. The second 
type of vidya ( abodhavidyd), is described as pasvartha
dharmiidharmika. 

Kala is dependent on a conscious agent and is itself 
unconscious. It is of two kinds, viz. karya and karana. 
The former is of ten types viz., the five tattvas (prthim 
etc.) and the five gu:Q.as ( Tilpa etc.). The latter is of 
three kinds, viz., five senses, five motor organs and three 
inner organs, i.e., buddhi, ahailkiira and manas. 

The Pasu is either s&fijana endowed with body and 
senses or niraiijana, i.e., bereft of body and senses. 

( ii) Kiira:Q.a, literally a cause, is the name of Pati 
(18vara, God). He is the anugriihaka of all creation and' 

1 In this inscnpt1on however the name of the thm! diSC!ple, as given above 
appea.rs as Mattreya. 

~ Fa.rquhu believes that La.lrutt!a was a lnstorical person and bved between 
the ages of Malliibhii:rata and the Vdyu Purlilna, (.Rd. L•fe;rttfure p 147). The age 
of this Purina 1s taken to be 800-400 A D Hence LakuliSa is placed at e.n 
earlier date. Fleet says (/ R.A.S. 1907 p 419) that the figure of S1va with clab 
found on the coins of tbe Kushan Kmg Hwi.ika. represents Laku!"J.Sa 

3 Ratmat.k<; observes that 1ts character as a guns. 1s from the standpoint of 
PiBupat& system, but according to VaiSeslka 1t would be dravya. 
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destruction. He is one and without a second. His classi
fication is based on a difference of gu:Q.a and karma only. 
The kara:Q.a is independent in this system and is not de
pendent on karma and other factors. He is Pati which 
implies possession of infinite power or knowledge and 
action i.e. possession for all times of Aisvarya, He is 
A.dya or the primal one, i.e., possesses natural powers. 

(iii) Yoga-It is defined as. the communion between 
A.tman and Isvara through the medium of citta. There 
are two varieties of yoga-one is active ( lr;riyatmaka) in 
form of japa, dhyana etc. and the other stands for cessa
tion of all action ( 1rJriluopa'1'(11mfJ). The latter kind is 
technically known as Samvidgati. The fruit of Yoga in 
this system is !not Kaivaly,a ( als in sankhya and Pataiijala) 
but realisation of Supreme Power (parmai8varyya) 
accompanied by end of pain. 

( iv) Vidhi-Vidhi is the name of a function which 
aims at dharma or artha. It is two-fold, being primary 
or secondary. The primary Vidhi is Carya, which is of 
two kinds, viz., vrata and dvaras. The vratas are thus 
enumerated-( a) ash-bath, (b) ash-bed ( bhasmas
niirw.Sayya) (c) upahara or niyama consisting of laughter 
( hasita) / song ( gita) .~ dancing ( wrtya) ,3 huQ.ukkara! 
obeisance (nannasMra) and chanting (japya), (d) japa 
and (e) circumambulation (pradak$ina). 

The dvaras are: r 

(a)' Krathana or the showing of the body during 
waking moments as il' it were in sleep, 

(b) Spandana or the quivering of the limbs as under 
the influence of Vayu. 

1 Hasita. ts attana...--.tde-sphting laughter, with hps etc gapmg wtde. 

" Gita refers to smgtng of songs m praise of Siva and m accordance mth the 
canon of the scxence of music 

8 Danetng must be according to the! dictates of Ni.tyaSO.stm. 

4 Hudukka.ra IS the utterance of the sound 'Huduk' m the manner of an ex
bel!owmg. Tl:us sanetlfymg sound is produced from the oontaet of the tongue 
w>th the :ps.Ie.te. 
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(c) Mandana or going in the manner of one suffering 
from injury in the leg. or rather limping. 

(d) Spigii.raJ;J.a or showing oneself by means of one's 
physical erotic movements ( viliisa}J,) as if one is in 
passion at the sight of a beautiful and youthful lady. 

(e) Avitatkarana or performing an evil action con
demned by the world in the manner of one devoid of sense 
of discrimination. 

(f) Avitad-bhii$aJ;J.a or uttering of meaningless or 
contradictory words. _ 

The secondary vidhi is what is subsidiary and auxi
liary to the primary vidhi, i.e., anusnana and b~ 
cchi~ta. 

( v) Duhkhanta or End of pain. 
With the Pasupatas Dul;tkhinta means, not only 

negation of sorrow but also realisation of supreme Lord
ship ( Paramai$varyya) . Duhkhanta is of two kinds : 
anatmaka and satmaka. The former is absolute cessa
tion of all pain. The latter is realisation of power which 
consists in drk:kriyasakti. D:rkSakti ( =dhwakti) is really 
one, but is called five-fold through difference of object, 
viz. sravana, manana, vij:iiana and sarvaj:iiatva. Similarly 
kriyasakti too, though one, is described as three-fold 
through upacii.ra-viz., m.onojavitva, kamariipitva and 
vikaranadharmitva. The word daraana means knowledge 
of everything amenable to eight and touch-subtle,llistant 
and closed. The perfect knowledge of every sabda is 
sravana, of every trought is manana, of every sastra, 
through text and sense, is vij:iiana; and omniscience is the 
perfect knowledge, eternally shining, of all tattvas in re
gard to all things, said or unsaid, either in summary or in 
detail or severally. 1\fanojavitva is the power of doing 
something instantaneously. Kamariipitva is the power 
of controlling any form simply at one's will and under 
stress of karma etc. Vikaral}.adharmitva is the power of 
doing or knowing anything ( nirati8ayai$varyasam
bandhitva) without any organ. 
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This two-fold sakti is collectively called Supreme 
Lordship. When this two-fold siddhi is reached, all the 
ten marks of siddhi reveal themselves. These marks are: 
avasyatva, anavesyatva, avadhyatva, abhayatva, 
aksayatva, ajaratva, amaratva, apratighiita, mahattva 
and patitva. These are explained below: Avasya is ab
solutely free. There are differences of opinion on the 
meaning of the term avasyatva. One view is that 
va8yatva is a mala and when it is removed the dharma 
existing in Puru~a viz., ava8yatva~is manifested. The 
author of Ratnaifika reproduces this view, saying that the 
manifestation of aisvarya is not admitted, for it is un· 
reasonable to hold that a dharma which is not of the 
nature of the dharmi ( aniitmakadharma) should be mani
fested. If it were mMifested the dharma. would be anat-• 
maka. Hence ava8yatva means aiSvarya-sambandha. 
It is this which eliminates subordination. Anavesyatva 
means that the j:iianasambandha cannot be overpowet"ed 
by another person. Ak~ayatva implies eternal relation 
with aisvarya. Apratighata is thus defined: sarvatra'bhi
pretarthesu pravarttamanasya mahe8varenii.'py aprati
bandhadharmittvam. (Ratnatika p. 10). Mahattva is 
superiority to all paslls, owing to greatness of aisvarya. 
Patitva is Lordship <'f all karyas, viz., Pa8u, Vidy.a and 
Kala. 



SAKTA PHILOSOPHY 

I 

The term 'Siikta philosophy' lodsely used in the sense 
of a school of philosophical doctrines covers the entire 
field of Sakta culture in India. Every system of culture 
has its own line of approach to reality. An enquiry into 
ancient cultures would show that the cult of Sakti is very 
old in India as in other parts of the world. And it is 
quite possible that it existed along with Saiva and Pasu
pata cults in the days of the pre-historic Indus Valley 
civilization. 

In spite of the antiquity of Siikta culture and of its 
philosophical traditions no serious attempt seems to have 
been made in the past to systematize them and give them 
a definite shape.1 The result was that though the cul
ture was held in great esteem as embodying the secret 
wisdom of the elect it did not find its proper place in any 
of the compendia of 'Indian philosophy, including the 
Sarvadarsanasangrciha of Madhavaciirya." 

The reason why no serious attempt was made is said 
to have been either that it was deemed improper to drag 
down for rational examination truths inaccessible to the 
experience of :Ordinary men, or :that no further systematiza
tion of the revealed truths than what is contained in the 
allied works of the Saiva philosophers was needed for the 

1 Pt Pancharum Tarkaratna m his salct•-Bhii.sya on the Brahma Sut:ro. and on 
the Ua-ttpooiSad (Pub Banaras, Sska, 1S59-'61), attempted to brmg mto promi
nE-nce what he regarded as the 8akta pomt of view :in the h1story Qf Indian 
philosophy. The attempt 1s laudable, but It does not truly represent any <:>f the 
trad1tiqnal '~ewpomts of the Sakta schools. 

2 &zrva-Suldh&nta-Samgraha attributed to Sankariciirya, Sad-daria:nar!ll-muc
caya by Har1hhadra and RiiJakkhara, Vlveka--v</lasa by Jm.ulatta etc. ore 
srmllar works, but m none of them the sak.ta system is represented, even referred 
to by name 
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average reader. This reason is not convincing enough, 
for if the Up~ads could be made the basis of a philo
sophical system, there is no reason why the Sakta Agamas 
could not be similarly utilized. For the function of philo
sophy is, as Joad rightly remarks, to accept the data 
furnished by the specialists who have worked in the field 
and then to "assess their meaning and significance." 

The Agamas have their own theory as to the manner 
in which supreme knowledge descend's on earth-conscious
ness. The Scriptures, as such are ultimately traceable 
to this source.1 The question aa•·tG how intuitions of a 
higher plane of consdousness ar'e translated into thought 
and language, committed to writing and made commun
cable to others have been answered by Vyiisa in his com
mentary on Yoga-Sutra (I. 43.). He says that the super
sensuous perception of Y ogins obtained through nirvi
tarka-samiidhi is really an intuition of the unique charac
ter ( vi8~a) of an object, but being associated With verbal 
elements it loses its immediacy and is turned into a con
cept capable of being transmitted to others. This is how, 
according to him, scriptures originate.2 The supreme 
knowledge of Pratibha is integral and cannot be obtained 
from the words of teachers. It is self-generated and does 
not depend upon an external factor.3 

The cult of Sakti produced a profound influence on 

1 The deScent is from Pari-vic through PaSyo,nt1 and Madhyami to the Valkhar1 
level (see Jayaratha on TanfJrlilokq.. L p 84< and J. C Chatter)ee. KaJ~hmir 
Sai1Mn>, pp. 4-6) As regards the wder of descent there are d!lferent accounts, 
though the underlymg 1dea is the same. Cl ParaJu'fli!.ma-'kaltpa-SUtro, 1. IT ; 
SofJu-Bana.ka by Bhiakara Rays, 7 47 Kiinna-Tcal4-viliiaa w1th c1dvalli, 60-S ; 
Yo~a..U:i:pJriJ pp. 1-8, SO!Ub}W.gya-II'Ubhagorlutua (quoted 1n Dipikii., pp. 79-
8!) etc. 

2 As to how 1ntu1tive knowledge is converted mto thought, Pata.ii]ah holds 
that it ts through associsuon with $abda. The supersensuous perception of the 
Yogin in regard to an objoct obtained through mrv1tarka-sarnidhl, l!lVeB riSe to 
an llll.IUe<bate knowledge of 1ts un~que character, but if 1t ts to be communicated 
to others 1t has to be mterwoven w>th $abda and then m tha,t thought-form 
tranamttted. through langu84!e 

8 See my article · "The doctrme o! Prat1~ 1n Indl&D. Philosophy~ in the 
AM.Z.. of the Blw.'llilMk<M' Instduto, 19!18-4, Vo!.IVPP. 1-18, 118-8~. 
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general IndllaD. thought. A topographical survey of India 
would show that the country is scattered over numerous 
centres of Sakti-Sadhana. It was widespread in the past 
and has continued unbroken till to-day.' 

The history of Sak.ta-Tantr1ka culture may be divid
ed into three periods : 

(a) Ancient or pre-Buddhistic, going back to pre
historic age. 

(b) Mediaeval or post-Buddhistic, rather post
Christian, extending to about A.D. 1200. 

(c) Modern, fromA.D.1300 till now. 

No works of the ancient age are now forthcoming. 
The most authoritative treatises available today belong to 
the mediaeval period, though it is likely that some of these 
works contain traditions and even actual fragments 
which may be referred to the earlier period. The 
mediaeval was the most creative period in the history of 
the Tiintrika, as, in fact, in that of many other branches 
of Sanskrit literature. Most of the .standard works, in
cluding the original A.gamas and the treatises based on 
them and commentaries on them by subsequent write~s, 
fall in this period. The modern period too has been pro
ductive, but with a few brilliant exceptions most of the 
works produced in thls period are of secondary character 
and include compilations, practical handbooks and minor 
tracts dealing with miscellaneous subjects. 

The Siikta literature is extensive, though most of it 
is of mixed character. Siva and Sakti being intimately 
related, Saiva and Siikta Tantras have generally a com
mon cultural background, not only in practices but in 
philosophical conceptions as well. The A.gamas are 
mostly inclined towards Advaita, but other view-points 
are not wanting. It is believed that the sixty-four 

1 See Sir John Woodro1!e, Bhakti and Blriikta, pp 156-7, K~ Sakti 
Number, pp. 687-98. 
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Bhairava-Agwmas which issued from the Yogini face oi 
Siva were non-dualistic, the ten Sawa,-Agamas were dual
istic and the eighteen Raudra-Agamas were of a mixed 
character.1 Besides these, there were numerous other 
Agamas most of which have disappeared, though some 
have survived in a complete or mutilated form or are 
known through references and quotations. Among the 
works which have a philosophical bearing may be men
tioned the names of Svacchanda, M>iilinivijaya, Vijiiiina
Bhairava, Tri-SiroBhairava, Kula-gahvara, Parama
nanda-Tantra, etc. and also .Agama-Rahasya, Abheda
Karika, J.jnavatara etc. 

Each Agama has four padas, of which jnanapada is 
devoted to a discusston of philosophical problems. It is 
not to be supposed that the approach to the problems 
and their solutions in each Agama have always been tbe 
same. Very great differences are sometimes noticed, but 
in a general way it may be said that most of the Agamas 
presuppose a common cultural heritage. From this point 
of view therefore a real grouping and a classification 
based upon the specific teachings of each group are 
possible. At some future date when a regular history 
of the development of Siikta thought will come to be 
written these differences and specific characters will have 
to be taken into account. 

There are different schools of Siikta culture, among 
which the line of Sri-vidyii possesses an extensive 
literature. The school of Kali has also its own literature 
though not so extensi;ve. The Sri-kula includes certain 
saktis and Kiili-kula includes certain others. Both these 
schools and all the ether cults are in a sense inter-related. 
Agastya, Durviisa's, Dattiitreya and others2 were devoted 

1 See Jayaratha on Ta:ntrlllc!ca., I, IS There is reference to sixty-fonr 
Tantras m Sankara's Saunda.rua-Lahari V. 87. Laksmldhara's commentary gives 
a bst of the names. Other lrsts are found in the Saroollasa and Vamakesvara
Tantras. 

2 Niiginanda is supposed to have been the author of a Salcfi-Sutra Another 
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to Sri-vidya and produced a number of interesting works. 
Agastya is credited with the authorship of a Sakti-Sutra 
and a Sakti-mahimnarstotra.1 This Sii.tra unlike the 
Brahma-SUtra or Siva-Sutra has not much philosophical 
value. But the stotra has its own importance. Durvasas, 
who had been ordered by Sri-kantha (Siva) to propagate 
the Agamas, is said to have created three l;t~is by the 
power of his mind and asked them 'to found orders to 
preach all shades of philosophical thoughts.2 Durvasas 
himself is known to have been the author of two stotras 
dedicated to Siva and Sakti, entitled,-Para-Sambhu
StofJra and Laliw-Stotra-1·atna, which go un&r his name.3 

According to tradition Dattatreya was the author of a 
samhita work (called Datta-sanhM1ii)4 in eighteen 
thousand verses. Parasurama is said to have studied 
this extensive work, 'lnd to bring its contents within easy 
reach of students summarized it in a body of six thousand 
sii.tras distributed into :fifty sections. The samhita and 
the siltraJJ were both abridged in the form of a dialogue 
between Dattatreya and Parasuriima by Sumedhas, a 
pupil of Parasurama. This work may be identified With 
Tripura-Rahasya, in the Miilultmya section of which the 

~trrs is attnbuted to Bhllltldvi.ja. (See Kalyii.fll', Ibid, p 6i4). The 
authenbctty of these works are not very clear. 

1 A work c:alled s..HJr.iftyii-d,ptkii. " attnbuted to Agastya It contsins a.n 
interpretatiqn of the Paficadam.-ma.nt.ra received by him froi Hayagri'l1a 

2 See J. C. ChatlerJ•'s Kaahmtr-lia"'""""' pp ~-4, K. C. p-andey, Abhtnava
gupta, p. 7!! (cf aJso p 55, Dun-a.as is Bald to ha.ve tsught the sixty-four 
moniSbc A.gamas to Kmna) • 

8 In the colophon of the Lalofill..StatJa-Ratna Durvisas IS called Sakalilgamikiirya 
Co.Irsooartm. N•tyi.nsnda in ?:us commentary aays tha.t Durvisas, .z.a. Krodha,. 
bhattuoka •• really S1va. h1mseif, the master of the teachers of A.gama.s. horn of 
the womb of Anuriipii. The saldti-btot.ll ha.s been pubb:shed from :Bombay 
(N SagaT). The Para..§aml>hu.Storra of wh!Ch a. ms. was examined by me 

is dlv•ded mto several seci!Ous dealing W!lh K'r1yi..$akl!, Kundalini, Wtrk& etc. 
Here Para.ma-S•va IS descnbed as the world teacher Wlho reveals Mah.irmitrki m 
order to manifest Brahma-ta.ttva. wh~eh is HIS own self-revelation. the PrakiS& 
having been lndden so long in H•s heart. Even in this stotra Durvisas is called • 
Krodhabhattiraka It IS sa•d that Somiinsnda, the great &tva teacher of XiSn:ura 
descended from Durvisas 

4 Daltar8amhitii. IS referred to m Saubhiigya-BJ>i;skara. 
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tradition is recorded, The jiiiina kha'Y)tf,a of this work 
forms an excellent introduction to Siikta philosophy.1 

Gaugapada, supposed to be identical with the 
Parama-Guru of Sankaraciirya, wrote a sii.tra work, callt>d 
Sn-vidya-ratna-w:wa, on which SailkariiraJJ.ya comment
ed. It is an important work in the history of Slakta 
literature but not of much philosophical value.~ His 
Subhagodaya-Sflu;bi and Sailkara's Saundairy.alah,arf, de
serve a passing mention. Sailkara's Prapatiica-Sara with 
Padmapada's commentary as well as the Prayogakrama
dipikii, are standard works. So is Laksmana DeSi.ka's 
Saraiw:tilaka on which Raghava Bhatta commented. 
Somananda in his Sivadrsti. refers to the school of Sii.ktas 
as allied to his own school ( Saima) and says that in their 
opinion Sakti is the only substance, Siva being but' a name 
reserved for its inactive condition.l1 f!'hough he was a 
Saiva in conviction his analysis of Vac is a valuable con
tribution to Sii.kta thought. As regards the great Abhl
navagupta he was verily the soul of Sii.kta culture. He 
wa:s a pronounced Kaula and his literary activities in the 
:field <Jf Saiva-S.O.kta:-Agama, as lin that of poetics and 
dramaturgy, gave it a unique philosophical value which 
has not yet been surpassed by any of his contemporarit>s 
or successors. His Tantnaloka is an encyclopaedic work 
on Saiva-Sii.kta philoqophy based on many earlier works. 
His Miilimi-vijaya-varttika, Para-Trim8ika-vivara1JD., 
PratfJ}abhijiilirvima:rsini and Pratyabhijndr-vivrti-vimat·
Sini are full of extra-ordinary learning and spiritual 
wisdom. 

1 It is eVIdent that the work of Sumedhas (of Hlirita family and known as 
IJimti.yana) is really to be 1dentdied wtth the TnpurG-RnJuuya 1tself rather 
than with the Ka!pa..S.Ztm of P......Suri.ma as some ha.ve done, because the K~a
Sfi.tJra is not in the shape of a dialogue between Datt&treya and ParaSuriima ond 
1s 110t a.ttnbuted to Swnedhas, whereas T~Rakas1/a has the form of a 
similar d.talogue and is attnbuted to Sumed.has llli.rit&yana 

"See .§n-Wl¢-llama-Sfi.tra '"th commentary by Sanka~ !(Ss.ra.svati 
Bhava:n Texts, Benaras) ed.tted by M 111, Pt. Naraya:n Shastn KhlBte. 

a See Siva.bm, p 94. 
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After Abhinava, the most important names are those 
of Gorak!;!a, Punyananda, Natanananda, Amrtananda, 
Svatantrananda and Bhaskara Raya. Gorakl;!a alias 
Mahesvarananda was the author of M aJui:rtha-manja'li, 
and also its commentary entitled Pan'imala, Samvid
Ulliisa etc. He was a close follower of Abhinava. Pratya
bhijfiiihrdaya, referred to as Sakti:-Siitra by Bhaskara/ 
was commented' on by K!;!emaraja, also related to Abhi
nava. Pw;tyananda's Kama-kala-viJJasii is a standard' 
work on kamakala and deals with sakti i:n its creative 
aspect. N atanananda wrote its commentary called cid
vallli. .Amrtananda was Punyananda's disciple. His 
YoginiJIIrdayadi]iikii, a commentary of the yoginihrdaya 
section of Nityd$o{la$ikii:r'1)(11Va of the Vamake.Bvara
Tantra represents one of the most valuable works on 
Tantrika culture. Other works also, e.g. Saubhiigya
subhagodaya, are known to have come from his pen. 
Svatantrananda wrote his Miitrka-cakra-viveka, a unique 
work in five sections devoted to an elaborate exposition 
of Rahasya-Agama or secret wisdom of the Sakta-Tantras. 
There is an excellent commentary on this work by one 
Sivanand'a Muni. Bhaskara Raya is perhaps the most 
erudite Sakta scholar in recent times (A.D. 1728-1740) 
who wrote many valuable works on Sakta Agama. His 
best work is probably Setu-Barulha, the commentary on 
Nityd-.$o(/,a.Bikii:NJ,ava. His Sambhaviinanda-Kalpa-latci, 
V arivasyii-rahasya, V arivasyii-prakii.Ba, commentaries on 
Kazda, Tripurii and Bhiivana-upan!tsads, on Lalitii
sahasra-nama ( Saubhiigya-bhaskara) and on Durgii.
Sapta-Sat'i ( Guptavati,) are deservedly famous works and 
exhibit the author at his best. Piirnananda's Sri-tattva
ciniii,-ma'IJ,i is a good book but contains very little philo
sophical information. 

As regards the Kali school the followi111g works may 
be mentioned : Kiila-jnana, Kawttara, M ahiiJciila-Sa·m-

1 S1e SaubM.!l'!la-Bll48kara, pp 96-97 etc. 
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hiM, Vyomake§a..SamhW/ii, JayadJratha-yiJ:mala, Uttara
tantra, Sakti-Sarhgama-tantra, (Kali section), etc. 

II 

The Supreme Reality ealled Samvit, is of the nature 
of pure intelligence which is self-luminous and unaffected 
by the limitations of time, space and causality. It is in
:finite light called prakasa with an unstinted freedom of 
action called vi+m.arsa or svatantrya, This freedom con
stitutes its power. which in fact is identical with its be
ing and remains involved in it as well as expresses itself 
as its inalienable property. The essence of Samvit is 
consciousness free from vikalpas and is fundamentally 
distinct from matter. It i~ one, being integral, continuous, 
compact and of homogeneous texture and there is DO 

possibility of break in its continuity and adm;xture of 
foreign element in :ts essence. Being free it does not 
depend on anything else for its manifestation and 
function. 

The power may be said to exist in a two-fold condi
tion. Creation, dissolution etc., are in reality consequent 
on the play of this power. It is always active, its activity 
being expressed on the one hand as self-limitation (tiro
dM.na) involving the appearance (81'$ti) of the universe 
as such till then absorbed in tand identified with the 
essence of Reality and on the other as self-expression only 
( anugraha=grace) implying the disappearance ( sarh
hara) of the same and its absorption in the Reality. 
Maintenance ( sthifli) of the world represents an inter
mediate state between samhara and sr~ti. 

Samvit is like a clean mirror within which the uni
verse shines as an image reflected in a transparent 
medium. As the image is not distinct from the mirror, 
the universe is inseparable from Samvit. But the 
analogy between the two need not be pushed beyond this 
limit. The mirror reflects an object, but Sa:rhvit in its 
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fullness being creative requires no object outside itself. 
This freedom or power of actualization is svatantrya or 
mayai The world thus manifested within the Absolute 
has infinite varieties, but the Sari:J.vit remains always the 
same unbroken unity of existence and consciousness. 
Reality as universal Being i~ one but its specific forms 
are multiple, just as the mirror is one but the images re
flected in it are many. The one becomes many, not 
under the pressure of any external principle but through 
its own intrinsic dynamism. Motion seems to be initiat
ed and multiplicity evolved within the primal unity under 
its influence. For this reason the one always retains its 
unity and yet creation etc., with their infinite varieties, 
follow. The many is as ;real as the one, for both are 
the same. 

We are thus confronted with three possible states 
for consideration : 

(a) Samvit alone, but not the world appearing with
in it (=cit). ' , 

(b) Samvit as well as the world shining within it, 
without external projection ( =ananda). 

(c) Saii:J.vit, the world within it and its projection 
outside (=icchii).' 

In every case Sari:J.vit as such remains one and the 
same and is not in the least affected. Hence it is caJI.ed 
nir-vikalpa, free from ,vikalpas and modi:fications. On 
comparison of the three states it would seem that the 
first represents a condition in which there is no mani
festation within or without. The second is a state of 
manifestation within, but not without. The third state, 
being that of iccha, means external projection, though in 
reality Sari:J.vit in itself being full can have nothing out
side it, for even the so-called externality is not really 
external to it. 

That Sari:J.vit is free from vikalpa and that creation 
is vikalpa or kalpana is admitted by both Sakta A.gama 
and the Vedanta. But the question is, how does creation 
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as a vikalpa emanate from Samvit which is pure and free 
from vilmlpas ? The Vedanta says, it does not so emanate, 
but is part of a beginningless process (in spite of cyclic 
beginnings) going on within the domain of matter or maya 
and superimposed on Samvit or Brahman which reveals 
it-a process which is not in any way initiated by it. 

But the attitude of Agama is different. It believes 
in Svatantrya or power in the S~.tmvit to generate move
ment, though it is only abhasa, and externality is only 
apparent. The universe is within this power and power 
is within the Absolute. When power is supposed to be 
dormant, vimarsa is held to be dii!SOlved in prakasa ( antar
lina-vima'l'.§a) : Sakti seems to be sleeping as Kun~alini 
and Siva is no longer Siva, but a Sava, the state being 
not one of spirit but of lifeless matter. But when power 
is awake, as indeed it alway\s is, the supreme consciousness 
remains conscious of Itself. This self-awareness of the 
Absolute expresses itself as "I" or "Aham", which is des
cribed as full (pti'I'IJ.a), since there is nothing outside it io 
act as a counter-entity in the form of "this" or "idam." 
In the technical language of the .A.gama, the state of Ab
solute from this point of view is called Ptirna'hamta. The 
fullness of Aham implies the presence of the entire uni
verse reflected within it as within a mirror. The universe 
is then one with Aham. 

Sarhvit is prakMa as well as vimarsa-it is beyond 
the universe ( viSvottirna) and yet permeates it ( v"Mviit
maka) . The two aspects constitute one integral whole. 
This ils a-ha-m, the first letter "a" standing for prakasa, 
the last letter "ha" representing vimarsa; the unity of the 
two, which would denote the unity of all the letters of 
the alphabet between "a" and "ha", is indicated by hindu 
"m". Thus Aham is symbolized by hindu. The creative 
act of the Supreme Will breaks as it were this hindu and 
sets in operation the entire cosmic process. 

The extemalization referred to above is the mani
festation of a non-ego (a11rah(l!l'h-bhiiva) within the pure 
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b;go (Buddha-Atman), appearing as external to the limit
ed ego; it is the root Ignorance (miiJii,'vi.dya) of the 
Vedanta. This non-ego IS the so-called a-vyakta (un
manifest) or jal,ia-Sak.t1 (matter). But the freedom or 
the spiritual power of Samvit, known as Crt-Sakti, is be
yond this Ignorance, but to this power the Advaita 
V edinta, as usually interpreted, seems to be a stranger. 
As avidyi or the material power issues out of the spiritual 
power, the ultimate source of all contmgent existence, 
there is no discrepancy in the statement, often found in 
Sikta works (e.g. Tripuriirrahasya, ;rfi.ii.na khaTJ4a) that 
power has three distiD.ct states of its existence: 

(a) During the universal dissolution, when the Self 
is free from all vikalpas, Sakti exists as pure Cit-Sa.kti, 
i.e. Pari-Prakrti (of the Gitii). As mirror is the life of 
the image it is the life-principle of jiva and jagat which 
are sustained by it. 

(b) When after pralaya the pure state ceases and 
when although there 1S no vikalpa as such, there is yet a 
tendency in that direction, the power is called Mliiya
Sakti. 

(c)'· But when the vikalpas are fully developed and 
materiality becomes dense Sakti appears a;s Avidyi. .or 
Jal,ia-Sakti or Pralqt.i. When maya and avidya are sub
sumed under one name it i.s called jada-pralqti (i.e. 
atJXIJra-prakrfliJ of the Gitii) . 

It has already been observed that the appearance of 
the universe in creation (ST$ti) fullows upon the self
limitation of the divine power and cosmic end in disso
lution (pralaya) follows from the self-assertion of the 
same power. Mter the period of cosmic night is over 
the supreme will, in co-operation with the mature a~tas 
of jivas, manifests, only partially as it were, the essence 
of the Self, whereon the Self is revealed as limited. The 
appearance of limitation is thus the emergence of not
self, known as avidya or jada,Sakti, called also differently 
by the names of void ( 8Wnya), pralqti, absolute nega-
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tJ.on, darkness { tamas) and a.kasa. This is the first stage 
in the order of creation and represents the first limitat10n 
imposed on the Limitless. The erroneous belief, gene
rated through the freedom of the Self, that the Ego is 
partial (a,kadesika) and not full and universal (piiN.W) is 
responsible for the appearance of this something which 
being a portion of the Self is yet outside of it and free 
from self-consciousness and is described as not-self or 
by any other name as shown above. 

Thus the Supreme Reality splits Itself spontane
ously, as it were, into two sections-one appearing as the 
subject and the other as the object. Purl;IA'-hamta 
which is the essence of Supreme Reality disappears after 
this cleavage: the portion to which limited egoism. 
attaches being the subject and the other portion free from 
egoism the object. The object as thus making its appear
ance is the un-mawlest (a-vyakta) Nature from which 
the entire creation emanates and: which is perceived by 
the subject as distinct from itself. 

Caitanya is of the nature of self-luminous light 
( sphurat), which shines on itself ( sviitman) and is known 
as ahamta or !-ness. When resting on the non-ego 
(aniitman) it expresses itself as idamta or This-ness. The 
essence of Caitanya consists in the fact that the light 
(prakiiBa) is always revealed to itself. This universal 
Ego or "I" stands behind all dualism. The supreme Ego 
is universal, as there is nothing to limit ( pariccheda) or 
to differentiate ( vyavrtti) it and the entire visible uni
verse exists in identity with it. But this characteristic 
by its very nature is absent from matter (;jada), which 
is not self-manifest. Just as light and heat co-exist in 
fire, in the same way universal ahamta and freedom or! 
saldi co-exist in Caitanya. This freedom is maya which 
though essentially identical with Caitanya ( dt:L-eka-rupa) 
brings out varieties of an infinite kind, but in bringing 
out this variety it daes not in the least swerve from the 
Essence. 
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The appearance of the universe in pure Caitanya has 
three distinct stages : 

(a) The :first is the germinal state (bijavastha), 
when the material power, which is still in its earliest 
phase of manifestation, is pure. Matter does not assert 
itself at this stage and consequently there is no differen
tiation in experience. In other words, it does not yet 
appear as distinct from Caitanya, though potentially it 
exists. This state is represented by the five pure tattvas, 
viz. Siva, Sakti, Sadasiva, Suddha-vidyii. and Isvara. 

( i) The avidyii., which has been described above as 
being Caitanya in its lhnited appearance as an object 
external to the llubject, is called Siva. In pure Caitanya, 
owing to the play of its own will, an infinite number of 
limited aspects ( sva'r'n..§as) arise. These are mutually 
distinct. From this point of view, to every limited as
pect of Cit there is a corresponding object external to it, 
but to the unlimited Cit or Pure Self (Pii:rna.A.tman
Para Siva) there is no externality. The universal 
( siimanya) common to all the pure and limited Cit as
pects referred to above is called Siva-tattva. The tattva 
is thus a universal holding within itt all the individuals 
( vi8e$as), but Para Siva or Pure-Self is transcendent 
and comprises both the universal and the individuals. 
Hence Siva-tattva may be more properly described as 
pure Caitanya in its general but conditional form, free 
from all vikalpas and is to be distinguish®. from the 
Absolute proper. 

(iii) The appearance of Siva (paridchinna-niT
'Ufkalpa-cit) as ''I" (Altam) is called Saldi. Although 
this self-presentative character ( aham,-bhasana) is in the 
essence of Cit, so that there can be in fact no differentia
tion between Siva and ~akti as such, the Cit is neverthe
less known as Siva in so far as it is free from all differen
tiating attributes and as Sakti by virtue of its charac
teristic self-awareness. 

(iii) When the self-presentation ( akam-bhasaJna) is 
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no longer confined to the Self but is extended to the not
self or the object ( mcihii-8unya) external to the self, it is 
known as Sada-siva. This state marks the identification 
of the self with the not-self in the form "I am this" and 
indicates predominance of spirit over matter. 

( iv) But when matter prevails and the conscious
ness assumes the form "This is I" the state is technically 
called lsvara. 

( v) The term "$uddha-vidya" is reserved for the 
state which represents an equality in the presentation of 
the subjective and objective elements in consciousness. 

(b) The second stage in the evolution of avidya re
presents a further development of difference or materia
lity, when the subtle products of matter and spirit make 
their appearance. In this mixed' condition the mixed 
(miSra) tattvas, viz, maya, kala, vidya, raga, kala and 
niyati reveal themselves. 

( i) The confirmation of difference due to the free
will of the Supreme, wh;ch characterizes the second stage, 
has the effect of reversing the normal relation between 
spirit and matter. Thus while in the first stage describ
ed above spirit or cit-sakti dominates matter or jar,Ia
sakti which exists in a rudimentary state, merged m 
spirit, the second stage shows the preponderance of 
matter over spirit. Consciousness loses its supremacy 
and' becomes a quality inherent in the material subje<'t. 
All this is due to the emergence and development of 
difference in Caitanya. This material subject, which is 
matter prevailing over spirit and related to it as a subs
tance to its quality, is called maya. 

(Vi-vi) The five aspects of maya are the five so
called ka:iicukas or wrappings which are the five eternal 
saktis of Para Siva in a limited form. The obscuring 
power of maya acts as a veil as it were upon the omnipo
tence, omniscience, •self-contentment, eternity and the 
freedom of the supreme Self and' thus acting is known 
as kala, vidya, raga, kala and niyati respectively. 
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· (vii) The Pure Self as obscured by maya and its 
five-fold activities appears as puru~a with its limitations 
of action, knowledge, contentment, eternity, and freedom. 

(c) The third or grossest stage in the evolution of 
avidya is represented by the dense products of the mixed 
tattvas, where matter is overwhelmingly strong. This 
stands for the group of the twenty-four tattvas, from 
primary prakrti down to prthivi, constituting the mate
rial order. 

Pralqti, with whkh the lower creation begin's, is 
indeed the assemblage ( sama#i) of the di'spositions and 
tendencies ( vasaniis) of all persons with various and 
beginningless karmans : it may be :fitly described as the 
body of the karma dispositions of the j'ivas, considered 
as inhering in cit-sakti or self. This karma-vasana or 
Prakrti is three-fold according as the experien<'e which is 
its moral outcome is pleasant or painful or of the nature 
of a comatose condition in which neither pleasure nor 
pain i·s felt. 

The dispositions exist in two-fold condition, viz, as 
avyakta when they lie unmanifest as in dreamless sleep 
or as citta when they manifest themselves as in dreams 
and wakeful states. In the dreamless state there can be 
no experience of pleasure and pain, because as the mature 
karmans only can be worked off through experience, the 
others which are not yet sufficiently ripe are not ready 
for fructification. It is a fact that karmans, when they 
are matured by time, cause the cognitive power ( jM'I'Uir 
.,akti) of the consciou~ self to move outwards and have 
contact with the external world, which is the objective 
outcome of prakrti. In a state of sleep such movement 
is naturally absent. But the process of time during which 
the sleep continues acts on the karmans and matures some 
of them so that the aforesaid power is allowed to come 
in touch with the outer objects or with their semblances 
and the sleep is over. The power as thus quali:fied by 
the body of karma dispositions leading to contact with 
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the objects and consequent experience ( bhoga) is known 
as citta. 

The citta differs according to the difference of purus.a, 
but it is one with the pra]qti in dreamless sleep. Thu~ 
it may be viewed as puru~a or as prakrti according as the 
conscious (cit) or unconscious ( a-vyakta) element pre
vails in it. It is not therefore a distinct category, but 
falls either under purusa or under pra]qti1• The citta is 
in fact the inner organ ( antal],-karana) which is known 
under three names according to the triple character of 
its function, viz, as ahathkara when it feels the ego-sense, 
as buddhi when it comes to a decision and as mana.s 
when it thinks or cogitates within. 

A short note on the Sakta view of manas (mind) 
would not be out of placf' here. Like the supreme Samvit 
manas has two aspects, viz, Prakasa and 1 Vimaria. 
Prakasa indicates the resting of the manas on, and its 
contact with, other objects; and vimada consists in meu
tal agitation in regard to that very object caught as a 
reflection within and expressed in thought as "it is thus", 
which involves association with past images stored in the 
mind. What happens may be thus explained : the manas 
becomes :first connected with the object through the sen
ses, etc., when the latter manifests itself in an undifferen
tiated form due to freedom from verbal references 
( sabdcllekha). This is nir-vikalpaka-jfiana and is al
ways inferable according to those who do not believe in 
the self-validity of knowledge. According to Sikta
.Agama, however, this is mere prakasa (i.e. darsa:na) or 
bare awareness of the object, At the next moment tbe 
external object impinges its form on the manas by way 
of reflection, expressed' in the judgement "It is thus". 
This is called vicara, a state of consciousness in which a 
particular object is differentiated from others and is mix
ed up with conceptual elements. It is vimada or sa-

1 See T,.;-p,..riir'rakaava • .ffiilna Xhanda, ch. XIV. 89·77, 
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vikalpaka-j:iiana. Thus the manas has a two-fold state, 
as mentloned above. The vimarsa may be fresh as m 
case of immediate experience ( anubhava) or old as in 
ca:se of memory (smrtil and mental co-ordination (anu
sandhiina) . Both the latter states are due to psychic 
dispositions caused by experience. 

The states of consciousness are now easily intelligible. 
The sleep-state ( SU$Upti), from this pomt of view, would 
couie under prakaSa, viz, prakaSa of nidra. It is a form 
of nir-vikalpaka-jiiana. It is durable and is not momen
tary and is regarded as a state of insentiency ( miliJ,ha
daS(j) due to absence of vimariia. It is pure prakasa, 
which is another name for insentiency. The waking state 
(jiigara), on the other hand, is mostly of the nature of 
vimarsa and is not a state of insentiency. Thus after an 
unbroken series of states of consciousness free from ima
ges ( vikalpas) in d'rearuless sleep, there arises, during the 
subsequent state of waking, a series of images. 

But what is the nature of nidra which is revealed m 
sleep ? It is replied t..hat it represents the great void to 
which we have alluded in the earlier pages as identical' 
with the so-called akaiia and .vhi.ch is the earliest exter
nalized manifestation after the divine Atman caused its 
:first self-limitation. It is formless and unmanifest and 
is revealed in sleep when nothing else exists. It is ab
sence of all visible forms conceived as one universal back
ground. This being revealed in sleep the man on waking 
feels that he was aware of nothing during the state. 

It i's a well-known phenomenon, noted by Sakta 
philosophers, that even during waking the mind becomes 
insentient as in sleep at the moment of seeing an object, 
but this insentiency is not felt as such. The mr-vikalpa
ka-jiiana of the waking hours being momentary the insen
tiency sinks below ( tirohitavat) under the pressure of 
quick succession of images. 

In sleep the prakasa ,aspect of the manas remains, 
but the Vimarsa lapses. This is why the manas is usually 
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described as being dissolved in that state. Similarly the 
manas is in a state of dissolution when an outer object is 
just seen. 

The citta is reallv self as directed towards the know
able object. In sleep the manas being free from images 
remains quiet and motionless, Its momentary modifica
tions being ,absent it is said to be dissolved. Such a 
state is therefore disc.ernible i:ii. each of the three follow
ing conditions, viz~ 

(a) Nir-vikalpa-samadhi, when .~pure Self re
mains established in its self-luminous essence. 

(b) Sleep, when the unmanifest or great void is 
revealed. 

(c) Vision of an object, when there 1s prakasa or 
revelation of the external object through the usual sense
contact. 

In all these different states there is an apparent 
similarity of concentrated prakasa due to non-manifesta
tion of vimarsa as "it is thus" (8abdii111Ubedha). Though 
the same prakasa underlies all the states, the states them
selves are not identical, in as much as the subsequent 
vhnarsa expressed in the form of mental co-ordination 
( a.nusandhana) is different in each case. Thus the 
vimarsa in case of samadhi assumes the form "I was 
sHent during thrs time" ; in sleep it is expressed as ''T 
knew nothing during this time"; but in vision of exter
nal object it takes on the form "It is such an object." 
This difference in vimarsa is not explicable except on the 
assumption of some sort of difference in the objects con
cerned. But it does not destroy the unity of the essence, 
viz, freedom from images or verbal associations on the 
three states iin question. The difference in object is as 
follows: 

The object in samiidhi i's pure self unmixed with 
the forms of visible body, etc. The object in sleep is the 
unmanifest or avyakta which is an external formless 
thing. The object in vision is an external substance 
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with peculiar features and distinguishable £rom others. 
Hence though the objects ( bhasya) are different the 

bare consciousness ( bhasa) or awareness which is com
mon to all is one and the same and is undi,fferentiated. 
In other words, though samadhi, nidra and the external 
objects are different from one another the consciousness 
in which they are revealed is one. This tshows that 
difference in the object cannot produce any correspond
ing difference in the consciousness or the essence ( sva
ropa) . Difference in essence is possible only through 
reflection which is absent in all the three cases as they 
are equally o£ the nature of pure awareness (prakiiSa). 

Samadhi and sleep being of longer duration are 
l'apable of being thought about ( vimarsa) in subsequent 
moments, but the case of vision of an object is different, 
because it is momentary. In the same manner, momen
tary samii.dhi or sleep can not be made an appropriate 
object of vimarsa. Even in waking hours there exists 
momentary samii.dhis as well as su!}uptis which are gene
rally ignored.1 

m 
Sarad4-tilaka (I. 7-8) while describing the origin of 
the manifested world, contains an important passage, 
which shows the order of manifestation as follows : 

( i) Paramesvara, described as "sakola" and 
''Saccidii.nundabibhava". 

( ii) Sakti 
(iii) Nada (para) 

( iv) Bindu (para) 

.I 
(v) BU:tdu 

(apara) 
(vi) Nada (apara) 

1 See Ibid, XVI, 6~; also chapters XVJI-XVDI. 
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In the above context the word "Paramesvara" means 
evidently the Supreme Divine in which infinite power, 
Saldi or Kala\ lies in eternal union. The divi;ue being 
is described here as of the nature of an eternal Self
Existence (sat), Self-Cousciousness (cit) and Self-Delight 
(ananda). During creation what first happens is the 
manifestation of power (§akti) which so long lay hidden 
in the depths of Being. 'I'here is no doubt that this power 
is characterized by Will ( icoM), which is its first evolute. 

In the Siva-purt.itta ( Viiyavffya-•hita) it is said 
that the emergence of Saldi in the bCinning of creation 
is like the appearance of oil out of oil-seeds. It is a 
spontaneous act, initiated by the divine Will. In other 
words, it is through the divine will that the supreme 
Power which is synonymous with it and remains conce:.tl
ed in the divine Essence reveals itself.2 

The appea:,rance of Aakti after the great cosmic night 
is like lhe revival of memory in a re-awakened person, 
after the unconsciousness of sleep. The desire for a 
vision, again of the lost world, is associated with a sense 
of void, which is maya. Maya stands at the beginning 
of subsequent creation and the divine principle which pro
duces it is its Lord or Controller. The vision of vO'id is 
accompanied by an Indistinct sound called para-nada, 
which illls the entire space. Nada is of the nature of 
light. That sound and light co-exist and are related as 
phases of the same phenomenon are recognized iu the 
'Tantras. The first self-expression of the Supreme Will 
(iccha) is the origination of void (suny a) and of the 
sound and light illling this void. All this comes under 
the category of Will. The next step is represented by 

1 In th1s context the word "Kala'' stands for the supercosmi<' transcendent 
power of the Lord and is to be dearly d>stmguished from ll>e five Kaliia 
evolved as forces from bmdu conce:wed as cosmic matter and Con•e relaleci to 
the tattva.s and bhava!!As. 1 

2 sivecchaya para Bakhh S!Va-tattv8.lkatam gaw/ 
tat~ par>sphuraty ii.dau aarge ta!lam tdiid iva/ I 
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the concentration of this diffuse light-sound into a focus 
(under the secret influence of WiU) called hindu. It is 
in this stage that the power of action ( kriya-8akti) dis
tinctly unfolds itself. The creative principles ( tattva) 
are evolved out of this supreme hindu. :Bindu subse
quently breaks itself into three; the three parts are known 
as hindu, bija and nada. :Bindu is the part in which the 
Siva-aspect is predominant, while in bija Sakti prevails. 
In nada, however, the elements of Siva and Sakti are of 
equal strength. 

What disturbs the equilibrium of the hindu ? Saradil
tilaka says nothing in reply to this question. Prapanca
sara (I. 42-8) says that it is kala which breaks the equi
librium of hindu, and in this view kala is an eternal 
aspect of the eternal puruea through which this intimate 
knowled~e of supreme Prakrti ~s said to be derived. 
Prakrti knows itself and is self-luminous.1 

The great sound which comes into being when the 
hindu splits itself is known as Sabda-Brahman, as Sarada. 
tilaka (I. 11-12) and Prapanca-sara (I. 44.) observe. 

It is well-known that what is figured as the pericarp 
of the thoueand-petalled lotus within the crown of the 
head is the so-called :Brahma-randhra which is often re
ferred to as. a void. It extends through the su~;~umnii nidi 
down to the very bottom of the interior of the spinal 
column. If the mind stays in the void it loses its rest
less nature and enables onE' to attain to the realization 
of oneself as above the guna'S. The Will-power and 
supreme nada emerge from this source~. 

1 P,.atpaiica-Sihtl. I. 46. The actuating power of kAla is S11ggested elsewhere 
also by the expresston kli.Japreritayi. Th~ Prayoga-kTamtJ.od;pika (p. 41~) ex· 
plains the tenn thus : prakrter eva pre.layivasthi.to yat parlpe.kva.d.a.!AI>inta.ram 
S!'ftyunmulohaih karmabhtr udbhmnam rilpalh yc>'sau bmduh. 

~The identification of MahiW\inya. with ,..;;pixli kalA of Pra\tava iJS aceord
ing to the Svao~t(JAI,IJra, B•At some writers equate Ma~eyo. with the 
mitial nida.. See Purnilnanda'• Sri-tatt'v...,.in.!dm4nl. '11he terms sixteenth 
(•odoJi) and seventeenth (~~~.rpta-dait) kala of the moon are used differently In 
different texts. When the supreme N"ad& (ii•) is callec! the sixteenth, or MIA kalA 
the name "seventeenth• kalA" is reserved for the supreme power or Samalli (h'). 
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-The supreme nii.da stands for the supercausal or 
mahii.-karana state of Brahman, which is known as 
visarga-mandala. If tht: supreme Sakti is called kula 
and supreme Siva a-kula, the sphere of visarga may 
be described as below them both. But usually it is plac
ed in the upper layer of Brahma-randhra, below which 
the regular order are the so-called spheres of the sun, the 
moon and the great vii.yu-all within the limits of the 
thousan<f-petalled lotus. 

The causal state of Brahman is represented by 
Sabda-Brahman or kula-kw;tdalini, figured as a triangle 
consisting of three principles ( tattva) viz., bind'u, bija 
and DAda, issuing from the para-hindu under division. 
The triangular kundalini would thus appear to be a 
manifestation of the primary power represented by para
nii.da and para-hindu. 

The subtle principles of cosmic structure issue out 
of the kundalini and begin to locate themselves in dis
tinct centres in the forehead and lower down in the sym
pathetic system. It has already been observed that 
hindu (lower) is Siva. bija is Sakti and nada (lower) is 
the product of their union. Bija or Sakti is vii'tually the 
entire alphabet, the letters of which are arranged in a 
triangular fashion designated in the Tantras as "a-ka~ 
tha" triangle-an equilateral triangle the three sides or 
lines of which are formed of sixteen letters each, begin
ning with "a", "ka" and "tha" respectively. Thus forty
eight letters constitute the three equal sides of this 
triangle. This triangle is intimately associated 
with the principles of kiima-kalia. The constiltuent 
hindus of kama-kala are thus three-two causal ( karana) 
and one of the nature of effect ( kiirya) . 

The nada which springs from the interaction of 
hindu (lower) and bija is to be distinguished from Sabda-

llut at other ~meo the te11n unman'! is a.ttributed Ito the seNen\eenth kali, 
when the words Sakti and Siinya are \used synonym<>usly. 
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Brahman which manifested itself during the division of 
para-hindu. The latter may be described' as mahanada. 
The nada contains within itself the indistinct sounds of 
all the letters of the ulphabet, much in the same manner 
as' the sunlight may be said to consist of all the coloured 
rays known to us. The truth of the matter is that maha
na.da or Sabda-Brahman, in its manifestation as km,1da· 
lini, is located in the body of a man and serves as the 
mechanism for the articulation of sounds. 

The continued practice of a mantra causes it to be 
sounded in a subtle manner in the su~umna. The sound 
expands itself and is blended with the lower nii.da; it 
does not and cannot rise up to the maha.-na.da higher up. 
The focus of maha-nada is free from the action of ordi
nary vayu which can not rise up to it. It may be of 
some interest to note that maha-nada. is associated with 
para-nada in the brahma-randhra above it on the one 
hand' and with the lower nada on the other. The power 
involved in the lower nada crosses the middle of the two 
eyebrows ( bhru-madhya) and flows down the au~umna 
channel. At the lowest point nada is converted into the 
ku:Q.dalini. The forces of the bija as concretized in the 
latter are all within the lower nada. 

· The position of Para-hindu has a special value for 
contemplation, in as much as it represents the nexus of 
the divine plane on the one hand and cosmic and super
cosmic spheres on the other. It is the place where nada 
extends into maha-nada or Sabda-Brallman, beyond 
which is the divine nada within the Infinite. Para-nada 
above is supramental (unmana) divine consciousness 
and light. while mahft-nada below i1s the source of univer
sal creation. Para-hindu stand's between the two. It 
is for this reason con·sidered to be the best centre for con
templation of the Guru. 

It may be stated that the bija consists of varnas and 
that these are driven down to take their respective places 
in the six centres below, a!s soon as the downward moving 
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power of maha.-niada paS~!'es through the middle of the 
two ·eye-brows and extends into the spinal column. 
These va.r:Q.as, the modifications of maha-nada. being the 
blends of nada and bija. are so many actions generated 
from para-hindu which is pre-eminently characterized 
by active power. Maha-nada cannot give rise to 'the 
different creative principles unless it passes through the 
stage of hindu. 

We need not proceed further to describe the progre&
sive stages of creation. We find that in the above analysis, 
which follows mainly the traditions set up by LaksmaJ;la
Desika, Sailkarac&rya and others, there are three na.das : 
para-nada, the antecedent of para-hindu; the mahilrnada 
called therein Sabda-Brahman, which follows the disrup
tion of para-hindu; and the nada whi'ch results from the 
union of hindu and bija. Similarly, there are two 
bindus-para-bind'u which is produced from the focussing 
of para-DAda and which is the source of Sabda-Brahman, 
the immediate spring of creative forces : and apara-bindu 
which is the effect of para-hindu with the Siva element 
prevailing. As regards the kala, it would appear that 
the supreme Sakti which is the eternal associate of the 
divine principle and always remains in it, either as com. 
pletely absorbed in it and incapable of differentiation 
or as partially emergent, rs the highest kala. In a lower 
sense, however, the name kala is used to signify the hija 
mentioned above. That is to say, the val"t;las, symbolized 
as the letters of the alphabet and conceived as the basic 
principles of lower niida or the sound potentials, are kalas 
in this sense. From this point of view the triangle called 
"a-ka-tha", otherwise described as kundalini, is the kala. 

IV 

The earlier Agamas also generally 'support a similar 
view. The supreme ~akti, the instrument of transcen
dent Siva in all His ac>tivities ( samarui) i'R the totality of 
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ail the tattvas.' lt lS within this that the entire uw
verse lies hidden. l•'rom this down to vyapini or the 
gt·eat vo1d within the brahma-randhra there 1s a regular 
series of Sakti representing more and more diminished 
consciousness and power (e.g. a'l'lii8rita, anatM, anantd 
and vyomfNJI'upii,), all being hyper-subtle and described 
by Y ogins in terms of negation. In fact not a single Sak.ti 
beyond the brahma-randhra lends itself to a positive 
description. The s~umna canal along which the n.ada 
flows up ends in brahma-randhra.~ 

The supreme Sakti is sometimes described as Ama
,kala. It is then intended to convey the idea that it is 
eternal, ever-emergent and of the nature of unalloyed 
bliss, the other .kaliis which go into the ma.ke-up of the 
world being replenished and supplemented by it. When 
it is free from v:ilsarga it is not outwardly inclined and 
rests in itself. In this condition it is called Sa.kti-kuJ;L
Q.alini or Para-samvit and is likened to a sleeping serpent 
resting on itself. But when it is ruffled it becomes visarga 
which is of two kind:J according as it represents the pre
creative flutter called manda and symbolized as "a" ana 
the last creative effort bringing out life or Prana symbo
lized as "h". Prana or "h" is sometimes described as 
haxhsa or siinya. The two visaEgas are therefore known 
as higher and lower ("Para" and "arPara") graphically 
represented in nagari script as the two points of visar
janiya (: ) . The Ama-kala reveals the two points and 
flows out in order to manifest forms. Every form in the 
universe, whether a subject or an object or an instrument 
of knowledge, is identical with Ami-kala, though it may 
be made to appear as different from it. The determinate 

1 ThiS posit,Ion, in which kala. IS ealled. Siimya, form a kalii. of &maniL and 
is eternal (hemg una.i!ect.ed by mahi-pralaya.), 11 tha.t of the 00-called Para
Brahman. It I& not the sta.te of siva. Tihe atoms abide here m mahii.-prala.ya, 
for they are n.ot yet transformed into the essence of S1va The movement of 
Paiu as such eommenees from here. See Ta!l'>trd!oko., VI. 188·167 

2 Ci. Tarotrilloka, vm 5. 400-6 
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prakii.Sa in each form rmplies this difference. Hence sakti
ku:o.Q.alini expressed in visarga is still resting on itself as 
samvit and is free from movement. 

PrS:Q.a-ku:o.dalini represents the other end where 
samvit has already developed in Pra:Q.a. Sarhvit is full 
and self-contained. Its supreme creative act is to be 
distingmshed from the later creative processes, as it 
mean:s the projection of the Self out of itself into itself. 
As the source of creation is not anything extraneous to 
the Self, the latter is the efficient (nimitta) as well as 
the intrinsic cause ( upadii,na) of the effect. Creation 
takes place within the Self and not within time and 
~>pace different from it. What is projected or created is 
also not anything other than the Self. Thu'S every object 
in thm universe, inner or outer is a form. of the Self. The 
projection is of the nature of multiple ibh.asas manifest
ed as both innell and outer realities. Sarhvitl thus 
appears gradually a.! the different letter-sounds in its 
process of materialization. These are the multiple forms 
assumed by visarga, the outermost being called "h". 
The visarga which is only "h" without manifestation is 
described in some treatises (e.g. Kvla-gahvara) as the 
principle of kama or unrestricted will. As there is no 
real difference between the visarga and the objective 
world it is not possible to assume a causal relation bet
ween them. Visarga itself appears as vacya as well a& 

vacaka. Infinite manifestation is the essence of visarga, 
though it does not produce any real multiplicity. The 
supreme Sakti as being responsible for thi's manifold 
appearance, viz, delight (dnanda), will (icchii), know-' 
ledge (jMna) and action (kriya) is the hidden spring 
of visarga.1 • 

The \Subtle visarga ceaselessly expresses itself, and 
as nada (or para-bija) existing in every creature it indi
cates prana and its existence is felt within by all, though 

1 See Tant.iilo'ka m 186-48. 
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its special manifestation is confined to specific occasions. 
Visarga is thus the attribute of the Supreme Divine which 
is eternally free and has the power o.f :five-fold divine 
activity, viz., creation, preservation, destruction or with
drawal, grace and alienation. 

The Transcendent or anuttara ('a'), by means of 
visarga ( upto "h" or Prii:Y,~.a) , reveals itself as Sakti ( 'ha:) 
and then returns to itself and abides in the indivisible 
prakasa, which i:s its own eternal Self, called Siva-bmdu 
('m')-a-ha-m. This is how in the universal conscious-' 
ness, which is no better than bare awareness, there arises 
,j, sense of "I". Its relation to the not-self, e.g. body, etc. is 
an event in time which is psychologically explicable. The 
Ego-sense in pure consciousness reveals it as one's own 
Self (svatman). The unity of Siva and Sakti follows 
logically from the integrality or oneness of this sense 
which covers both. This is the secret of the fullness of 
Ego or piir:Qa' -hamta to which reference hillS already 
been made. 

The unity of prakasa and vimar8a is the hindu called 
Kama or Ravi (Sun). The emergence of two hindus out 
of this pri'mQl'dial one is the state of visarga. The two 
hindus are Agni (fire) and Soma (moon), conceived as 
Cit-kala. It is not a state of dualism, but one of 
union between two inseparable elements of a single whole. 
The two aspects combined, namely, hindu and visarga, 
are represented as a significant symbol of divine unity, 
though it is true that in the ultimate state even these 
elements lose thei'r own lustre. The interaction of the 
hindus causes nectar or creative :B.uid to :B.ow out. This 
is the so-called Hardha-kala, the essence of ananda. The 
interaction is like the heat of :fire acting on butter and 
causing it to melt and :B.ow. The one is sat, the two is 
sat as aware of Itself, i.e. cit ( cit-kaliJ,) and the hardha
kala :B.owing from between the two is the result of self
awareness felt as ananda. The entire science of Kama
kala is thus the science of S!lccidananda and brahma-
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vidya. as indicating an eternal creative act. The subst
ance of delight wluch :flows out constitutes the essence 
of all the creative principles. 

Though prakasa. and vimarsa are identical it is to be 
remembered that prakaSa is always partless and continu
ous, wlule 'vimarsa is paJ.'tless and as well as di'VIisible 
into parts. Whenever therefore prakasa is referred to as 
d!screte it is to be uuderstood only in a secondary sense. 
ifhe three hindus working together towards a common 
end form as it were a single triangle. 

PrakaSa within vimaraa is of the form of a white 
hindu; and vimarsa within Prakasa is of the form of a 
red hindu called nada The two hindus in union constl
tute the original hindu called kama of which these are 
kalas. The unity of the three is the substance called 
Kama-kala from which the entire creation consisting of 
words and the thing signified by them originates. 

Bhiiskara Raya in his V a:rivMJJa-raha81Ja while 
speaking of Kama-kala. refers to the three hindus as well 
as the hardha-kala the nature of which is held tO be very 
secret. The white and red hindus represent in his opi
nion male and female energies . 

.Amrtananda says that hardha-kala flows from bet
ween the two hindus and is the wave (lahari) of vimarsa 
and sphuratta. Prakasa is like fire and vimarsa is like 
the butter which melts under it. The flow is the so-called 
hardha-kala noted above. The Baindava-Cakra, made 
of three matrkas, is the out-flow of Kama-kallii along 
with hardha-kala, and it is out of this that the thirty-six 
creative principles emanate.1 

v 

The soul as a spiritual atom thus makes its :first ap
pearance when the freedom of divine will is lost behind 

1 See Kli-.kal4-vt/4sa WJth Commentary, verses 8-8, pp. 4·9; Yo{lini-M<fe~ya 
dipoka, PP 8-llt, Varwasy«-raha.ya. pp 48-60. 
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its own self-created veil through the transition of Sakti 
from para-ku:t).Q:alini Lo prll.:t).a- kunQ:alini. This transition 
is e:ffected by a graded process in which Sakti-kunQ:alini 
coils itself more and more tightly through the evolution 
of matrkas and var:t).as and reaches the level of prana and 
siinya. It is a truism that Samvit is first changed into 
praJ;ta before the regular course of subsequent creation 
represented by the emergence of the first principles or 
tattvas can possibly take place. · 

The universe of experience consists of a number of 
bhuvanas or planes of life and consciousness made up of 
tattvas. In the Sakta=.Saiva-.Agamas thirty-·six tattvaa1 
are recognized, out oi which twenty-four counted from 
bE-low are considered as impure, the next seven as mixed 
and the remaining five as pure; In this scheme prakrti 
( ~4) marks the end of impure, mayA ( 81) that of mixed, 
and Siva (36) that of pure tattvas. Each tattva has a 
series of bhuvanas affiliated to it.1 iThe bhuvanas in
spite of their mutual differences in detail have the com
mon characteristics of the tattvas concerned as predomi
nant, though it is recognised as in the Patafijala school 
that everywhere everything is to be found ( sarvam 
satrvii:IYmakam) .& The bhuvana'S are the abodes of living 
beings, endowed with bodies and organs made of the 
substance the materiality of which corresponds to the 
nature of their karman or jfiana and the degree of their 
perfection. The bhuvanas of the prthivitattva represent 
the sphere, known as brahmanQ:a, the bhuvanas of the 
tattvas up to prakrti form the prakrtyanda, those of the 
tattvas up to maya represent the mayanda and the bhu
vanas of the tattvas up to Sakti beyond maya constitutes 

1 For U>e tattvas and the bhuvan1111 related to them, oee Mrg~mdra-llgama, 
vidyiipida, pp. S44-+JJ6 (Ed, 'Kr.lllla Eliatrin and Subrahmnnya Sastrin); 1J.~oga
Mrik4 by Sadyojyoli, VV. 109-18 • :Ratna-traya VV 80-118. Cf T.A Gopinfilh 
Rno Sle11U!nfs of llind" lconr.graphy II (Pt. 2)\ pp S9i.l7' Miitrkli-cakra-vi••e~a, 
IV. pp. 86-95. 

2 Cf. Vyii.ta-bhasya under Yo!JII Siltrtz, III. 14, 
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the saktyal;).c;la. which is the widest sphere.t Beyond Sakli
tattva there is no limitation and consequently no sphere, 
though bhuvanas are said to exist even in Siva-tattva 
which is identified with bind'u and Sintyatita kala. 

The ta.ttvas are generally supposed to be the ultimate 
principles. but they are not so, as they are constituted 
by kalas and saktis which represent the multiple units of 
energy underlying the entire creation, and which consi
dered in their totality represent the ground of self-expres
sion of the transcendent Siva. rrhus the stuff of the 
universe is Sakti and in the manner shown in the earlier 
pages, prakasa wi1th hardha-kala constitutes the subst
ance out of which the tattvas are formed. 

rr'he divine attribut~ of the Self are all diminilshed. 
in its atomic condition, when the cit appears as ciltta. 
Of the three well-known impurities or malas. this is the 
first, called Anava. It is the state of a pa.Su in which the 
sense of limitation i'S first manifested. Thits limitation 
makes possible the rise of vasanis, as a result of which 
the assumption of physical body for a certain length of 
time becomes necessary to work off these vasanas through 
experience. These vasanas constitute karma-mala. The 
may'i"ya-mala is the name given to the source of the triple 
body, namely, (i) the causal or the kala-Srl:ra. (ii) the 
subtle or puryaetaka. i.e. tattva-sari:ra, and (iii) the gross 
elemental or the bhuvanaja-Sari:ra. In fact everythin~ 
which reveals itself in our experience as :knowable and 
objective comes under may[ya-mala. The function of! 
this impurity is to show an object as different from the 
subject ( sva-riipa). All the principles from kala down 
to prthivi represent the fetters of mayla or pa.Sas. ThesE' 
give shape to body, senses, bhuvanliiS, bhavas, etc. for 

8 For the four andas, see Tant:ra-.ii.ra. pp. 64..f.i, The liifferenv an\las are 
evolved and destroyed by dilferent powers. Thus the 'brahmi\1\fa is destroyed 
by ki!ign, and created by Brahm& or Srikantha. The prakrtyanda and ~an\la 
are destroyed and created by S>!kentha, Lord of Rlla tattva The highest anda. 
ot Sakti ts destroyed and created by Agb()l'el!a, See Tat>flrdloka, VI. 170·8~. 
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fulfilling the experience of the soul.1 Hence what is 
popularly known as sarosara extends from prthivi upto 
kala, and not beyond the latter. These three impurities 
persist always in the worldly soul. 

This worldly soul is technically known as sa-ikala, 
being endowed with body, senses, etc. corresponding to the 
tattva or bhuvana to which it belongs. Such souls range 
from the lowest plane to the plane of kala and migrate 
from plane to plane according to their karm.ans. There 
is another state of the 'Soul in which the mayiya-mala as 
described above is absent, but the other two malas con
tinue as before. This is a state of pralaya or dissolution 
in which the soul is free from all the creative principles, is 
in a disemb'odied condition and remains absortbed 
in maya. Such souls are called pralayil.kalas or pralaya
kevalins. These ar~ bodi.Iess and senseless atoms with 
karma-samskaras and the root Ignorance clinging to them. 
When, however, the karmans are got rid of through dis
<'riminative knowledge, renunciation or such other means, 
the soul is exalted above maya, though still retaining its 
atomic state. It is then above maya no doubt, but re
mains within the the limits of mahi-maya which it cannot 
escape unless the supreme grace of the Divine Mastel' 
acts upon it and removes the basic Ignorance which caus
f'd its atomicity and the limitation of its infinite powers. 
This state of the soul represents the highest condition of 
the pa.Su known as Vijii.inikala or Vijfi.ana-kevalin. Tbis 
is Kaivalya. Among these souls those which are thorough
ly mature in respect of their impurity are competent to 

1 As regards the three malas see Pratyabhijiiil-h:rda!va, pp. n-i, Saublufgva
bM.kara p. 95 : .Sfua-..a~rtttika (1-W), .Sivtwiltm"VimamnJ Gl-W). The 
~ava IS two-fold &<'C<>rdmg ns it refel'l! to the 1049 of pure ahamtii in. the self 
and appe&rallce of impure .anamt.i. in the not-self. '11he self loses svi.tantrya and 
retains bodha or it IS as bheda representing the ·appesl18nee or multij:>limty in 
unity. It consists of m&y;. and the thirty-one tntlvas produced from It. 10\rma
mala is adnta and may be regarded either as merit or demerit (punya-piipa). 
In different texts the meaning of the malas is sometimes found ~o be shght)y 
different. 
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receive divine illumination at the beg;nning of the next 
creative cycle. The dawn of divine wisdom which i,s the 
result of divine grace ( amugraha) acting upon lhe soul is 
the origin of the so-called §uddha-vidya.1 

The states of the soul which follow are not those of 
a pasu but of Siva himself, though certain limitations still 
remain. These limitations are those of adhikara, bhoga 
and laya according to the dualists? They are removed 
in due course of time through fulfilment of experiences, 
etc., in the pure order.8 

The successive stages of spiritual perfection conse
quent on the dawn of wisdom are represented by the 
tattvas to which the souls are attached Thus the lowest 
stage is that of a Mantia which corresponds to Suddha
vidya. The higher states are those of Mantre§varas cor
respond1ng to lsvara-tattva, of Mantra-mahesvaras 
corresponding to Sadi\rSiva and of Siva corresponding to 
the tattva known under that name. The state of Siva is 
really transcendent, being that of pure and absolute con-

1 The l].luminab.on of a mnture VIJiiltnAk:ala is either i'niensc or m1Jd 
according as the kalusa or crigmal tamt attached to the soul ha.s run 1ls course 
completely (samdptii) or otherwtse , the former types of souls nre raised to the 
status of VzdyeSvaras and the lJ.tte1 become mantras. The nakala and prnlay§. .. 
kala souls, too, m whiCh the mala IS mature, are favoured with 'drdne gooce ulld 
nnsed to the lpOsrtion of (2) Mn.ntreSvaras (rand ik'.firyas) and plnccd in charge 
of the d1fi'erent divisions of Brabtnii.nda or the planes belongmg to prtluvt-tu.ltva, 
and of , (n) Bhuvan.Svaras or Lok.S'"ras mth powers over the planes belonging 
to the higher tattvas beyond prth,vi. T,he Pralayiikalos, however, where mala is 
immature hut karma mature, are a.ss<>clated mth subtle bodies called puryas\aka 
at the begmmng of the next C)cle and made to assume physJCal bodies and 
migrate from hfe to hie, thus rnaturmg the mala through experxenrc The sakta or 
S,nva behef m three-fold nature o! the soul IS comparable to tf.e conviCtion of 
the Ophttes and theJ.r predecessors the Orpluc1 m the West--.1t presuppose~ a 
fatth that the division corresponds to the degrees of grace and does not 1mply 
any essential difference. :£1:1 I£' true, however, that accordmg to the dualt .. ts 
some difference does exist between Stva and Parama-Sn·a The Valcntmian 
conception of essentlal distinch'on in human souls has also Itc; parallel m Inrlia 
as evident from the Yiews of sectlons of Jainas, Budrlhist and Va1"'naYa. wr1ber:~, 
hut finds no re<'ogn1hon m the Aramas 

2 See RUot~a-tlraya by Srlkantba, vv 276-95 
3 The pure order of suddha adbvan represents the ]ugber world ol pure 

matter beyond the mfluence of ma_va. 
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sciousness, but the L.ruc Absolute i.'s Parama-Siva where 
identity with all the taltvas as well as their transcendence 
are present simultaneously.1 

Due to the limitc1t1on of its powers the :::lelf is bound. 
The Saktas hold that there are cer La.in hidden forces latent 
in cid-aldiSa, .known as matrkas (lit. mothers of the world), 
which preside over the malas referred to above and over 
the kalas or the letter-sounds of the language. '.rhe 
supreme matrka, known as Ambika, has three aspects, 
viz. Jyee:tha, Raudli and Varn.a, each of them having a 
specific function. The kalis are the ultimate units of 
human speech with which thought is inextricably inter
woven. The matrkas beget in each soul in each act of its 
knowledge, determinate or indeterminate, an inner co
gnition (anta}J,-pariimaraa) and produce a sort of confu
sion there on account of intermingling with sabda. Know
ledge in this manner assumes the form of joy, sorrow, 
desire, aversion, conceit, fear, hope, etc., under the influ
ence of these forces. This is how bhavas originate and 
govern the unregenerate human soul. M.atrkas are thus 
the secret bonds which bind down a soul, but when they 
are truely known and their essence is revealed they help 
it in attaining 'Siddhis or super-normal psychic powers. 

. These forces function in cid-a.kasa so long as the so
called brahma-granthi is not rent asunder. This granthi 
is evidently the node of identity between spirit and matter 
and is the spring of ego-sense in man. The moral effect 
of kw;tdalini is so fa.· clear. It is maintained that if the 
matrka is not propitiated and if the node is not removed, 
it is likely that even after the rise of truth-consciousness 
the soul may, owing to inadvertence (prarniida), be 
caught up in its snares, get entangled in the meshes of 
sabda and lapse into ignorance or go astray. 

The divine Will is one and undivided, but it becomes 
split up after the origin of the matrk.as which evolve out 
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of the nada co-eternal with this Will. This split in icchii. or 
svii.tantrya causes a ~eparation between jiiana and kriya, 
its constitutive aspects. This is practically identical 
with what is described as a divorce between svatantrya 
and bodha or vimarsa and prakasa, which takes place on 
the aJssumption of atomic condition by the supreme Self. 
In this condition jfiana evolves into three inner and five 
outer senses, and kriya into five prAl;l.as and five motor
organs connected respectively with the vital and reflex 
activities of the organism. 

VI 

The view-point of the dualisti,c A.gamas may now be 
summed up. Here the divine Essence or Siva is conceived 
as inalienably associated with a Power or Sakti which IS 

purely divine and identical with it. The Essence 'and 
Power, both of the nature of cit or pure consciousness, 
constitute the two aspects of one !and .the same di.'vine 
principle. Siva is a transcendent unity. $akti too is 
really one, though it appears as jnana or kriyii. according 
to the character of the data on which it functions. It lS 

the Will ( iccka) of Siva and is essentially one with Him. 
Bindu is the eternal material principle outside Sakti, and 
the three principles are usually described as the three 
jewels (ratna) of Saivism and its holy Trinity. In crea
tion (in pure creation tNrecfily (Jf1U) in impure creation 
indirectly) Siva's place i.s that of an agent, Sakti's is 
that of an instrument and hindu serves as the material 
stuff. Sakti being immaterial never suffers any modifica
tion during action but hindu does. The modification of 
hindu, which follows from a disturbance of its equilibrium 
( kgobha) under the stress of divine Sakti at the end of 
cosmic night (pralaya) gives rise to five kal8Js which 
appear as it were like five concentric circles with greater 
and greater expansion. '11hese kalas which precede 
further progressive modifications called tattvas and 
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bhuvanas bear the name,s of nivrtti (outermost), 
prati.lltha, vidya, sitnti and santyatita (inmost). This 
represents one line or the evolution of hindu, as that of 
the objective order ( artha). The other line is repre
sented by the evolution of sound or sabda. In this aspect 
we :find nada, hindu and varJ;ta as the threefold expression 
of hindu arranged in an order of increasing externality. 

Bindu is synonymous in this system with Mah.a
maya and KUJ;t<;lalini. It is pure matter-energy and is to 
be distinguished from maya and pralqti/ which are im
pure. It is the matrix of pure creation and is the source 
of two parallel lines of evolution, viz. of Sa.bda and artha, 
so that it is to be looked upon as of a dual nature. The 
Pa'IUJkara-A.gama says: Sabda-vastiibhayatm&.'sau: 
bindur, na'nyataratmaka];J.. 

The order of Sabda creation out of the disturbed 
Maha.-maya is thus g~ven: 

( i) Mah.a-ma )'a ( iv) Sada.khya 
(ii) Nada ( v) ISa 
(~"ii) Bindu (vi) Vidyi 
In this scheme Maha.-maya stands for Para-hindu 

in its undi:sturbed conditi.Qn. and nada represents the 
same hindu when the Cit io';akti has acted upon it. As 
the action of Sakti upon hindu is in a sense constant, it 
may be assumed that (i) and (ii) are really two aspects 
(logically 8'Uccessirve but in actual fact simultaneous) of 
the same principle, nada representing the disturbed part 
of Maha.-mayi. If Maha-maya is KUJ;tc;lalini in its 
essence, nida is the same Kux;u,iali.ni in its awakened and 
active state. Maha.-maya as such has no relation with 

1 In the Saiva-.Agamas of all the schools wh1ch recogruze the thirty-six Tattvas, 
mii.yi and prakrh are d1stingrushed. T,hey are id011ti6ed In the ~fJotii81iata.ra. 
Up11f11isa.tl. (IV. 10). Mayiin lu prakrtim v1dyin miiyinsm tu maheavarsm. In 
the .Agama. generally mi.yi\ is eterual, hut prakrti IS not so. FOr prakrh is 
evolved from kolA which itself is an evolute from mi\yii. But in some places in 
the Tantrns they are ddterently co••cewcd. Prakrt1 stands for the material 
princ1ple 1n a general way and milyii IS one of the vikalpas under this catego:r,j'. 
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PU+u.ea or the human soul, but as nada or Ku:~;u;lalini it 
resides in eve:cy puru~a, normal and super-normal.1 

The truth is that the evolution of Maha-mliyil. into 
four-fold Vac e.g. Pari or Sii~mil., Pa8yanti, Madhyama 
and V aikhari and the obscuration of the inherent divinity 
(Sivatva) of every human soul under the veil of mala or 
original impurity working from the beginningless past 
( anlidi) are co-eternal phenomena. Transcendence of 
para-vac and removal of tlris veil of obscurity signify 
therefore a single act, which is only another name of the 
culmination of the process of divinisation of the human 
soul interpreted from the dualistic standpoint of the 
school as the restoration of its lost purity. We are thus in a 
position to understand why sometimes Maha-maya and 
at other times nada is identified with Siva-tattva. Under
stood in this light hindu (ilii) would mean apara-bindu 
and be a name for Sakti-tattva. The next evolution, 
Sadiikhya ( iv), which is held Ito comprtse Sa.da-Siva-. 
tattva, including the human Sadi-Sivas, Al;tu-Sadli-Sivas, 
five brahmas, ten aJ;J.us (prcmava etc.) and six angaE, 
stands for aksara-bindu2 and denotes nada in its form of 
gross but undifl'erential ed sound ( dhvani). The stage 
called !sa ( v) represents an intermediate state between 
the aforesaid ~ara-bindu and vaikhari-viic expressed as 
letters of the alphabet in all their permutations and com
binations.8 The eight mantre.Svaras and their saktis 
(eight in number e.g. Vama etc.) fall under this class. 

1 The gloss on the Sa•va-tfiiincttada-tantra etled by Umapa.ti m h1s com
mentary on a kinki of the SvaJta.nt!ra-tantra (being the 24th kaukA of h1s com
pendiUm) , says Kundalml .!abda.-viicyas itu bhu)anga-kutllii.kiirena niidatmani 
svakiryena pratlpurusam bhedeni' vastluto na tu svariipena. prat1pun!Sam a.va,.. 
thtta'l;l The ongmal couplet runs thua • 

yatbi kundahni Baktlr :m.icyi kanninusiirlni/ 
nida-bmdvidtkam kirya.m 'lllsyii 11.1 J&galsthltlh// 

2 Aghora S1vlicirya 1denhfieo aksara-bindu Wlth pUyanti vic in his commen· 
tory called Ulltk111111i on $r!kanf.ha's &tna-t""t'tJ (verse 74). 

8 The IS.. stage may be sa1d to <'Orl'espond to the madhya.mli vic, whlch io 
cna.ractertzed by thouiht (ant~-aai\Jalpa-riipa) and posoesaea "" <doal order in 
1!s parts 
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The last (vi) named Vidya which includes the :final stage 
of sound evolution, embraces all the mantras and Vidyas, 
all the Agamas and' the so-called Vidya-rajiiis (queens of 
vidyas, seven in number), in fact, all audible sensible 
sounds famiJiar to us. 

It is interesting to observe that Mahiirmiiyi1 as des
cribed above is called Para-Sakti and considered as the 
Ultimate Cause (Parama-kara;na) of the world. It is 
also of the nature of nada and is distinguished from tht' 
nada lower down as sii~ma-nada.1 

The dualists who maintain the doctrine of nada repu
diate the theory of Sphota and other allied theories of 
verbal knowledge and seek to explain the process of the 
orr.gin of Sabda-bodha on the basis of th;s doctrine. 
RiimakaiJtha in his kiirikii.s has tried to show that the 
doctrine of sphota is unable to render an adequate account 
of the meaning of a word. The relat~on between a word 
( sabda) and its meaning ( artha) is what is usually 
known as viicya-viicaka-bhilva-relation of what denotes 
or reveals ( tiacaka) with what is denoted or revealed 
( vaaya) by i,t. But wherein lies the denotative character 
( vacakatii) of the word concerned? The object denoted 
by the word is external, but the word which denotes it is 
mental ( budhyaru(lha), the two are distinct and incom
mensurate. No word is capable of denoting its sense by 
virtue of its own nature, but its denotative power makes 
itself felt only when it represents in thought (paramarsa) 
the object ( v.iiaya) to be denoted' which is external to it. 
This representation •called paramarsa-jfiana i.s of the 
nature of what may be called thought-form and reveals 
the object. Hence some thinkers are inclined to attri
bute denotative power to this paramarsa-jfiana, in so far 

1 Sometimes the term siiksma-no.da. ls applied to bindu. Tlte commentary ol 
Bho1a's Tatt'o.>a·l'ralciJsll holds that suksmo.-nida belongs to Sakti-tattvn This 
view ts rndorood by SnrvnJfia lln.mbhu in his SiddhiSnta-D!pikii Aghot.....Stviicnryn 
in hts commentary on Ra6na-trc.ya identt!ies siiksma-n.iida with the first mani
tesbttion (called ••mply ..ada) ot bmdu whteh ta synonymouo mth Pnra-ni\da 
(oee Ratna-t7'tl!f"· kiiri/c/i, ii) . 
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as it reveals the object concerned. But the Tantric phi
losophers are of opinion that though paramarsa.-jfiana as 
an intellectual act exists independenUy of the external 
object, it is a contingent phenomenon and arises under 
the action of some causal factors working behind. Such 
an act does not occur in the case of external objects not: 
previously cognized by the seDSes. Rupa, rasa etc. become 
objects of mental paramarsa of the speaker. That through 
which the origin of such paramar8a becomes possible 
is called nada. Nada giving rise to paramarsa-j:!Ui:n.a 
( antal}l-sanjalpa), and not physical sabda possesses the 
denotative character ( vacakaM). The physical sabda to 
which the vocal organ of the speaker gives expression 
manifests nlida. Nada, as thus manitfested, produces in 
the hearer the aense of the object meant. Nada reveals 
all sabdas and arthas. Hence every act of discursivtJ 
knowledge is impregnated with Sa.bda. 

Nada is multiple, being unique im. ~ach individual, 
and is a product. Every animal soul, (pet8'il-dtman). 
having a nature of its own, experiences its own nada 
whlch arises from anahata-bindu. 

VII 

The Sii.ktas believe in the importance of self-realiza~ 
tion as a means to mok$a. It iiS said to be of a determi
nate nature and expresses itself in the form of recognition 
(pratyabhijfla). The sequence of the preliminary state' 
may be described as follows : 

('i) Indirect knowledge of the Self through hearing 
of the teaching of Agama on the part of a person gifted 
with all the qualifications necessary for knowledge, 'e.g. 
detachment etc. 

( ii) Removal of doubts through reasoned thinking. 
(m) Direct knowledge or i111tuition of individual Self 

on removal of the false idea which has grown into a firm 
conviction regarding its identity with the body, etc. 
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( iv) Lastly, the recognition. It relates to the inte· 
gral unity between the individual Self and the universal 
one made known through the scriptures. Recognition as 
thus produced is destructive of ignorance lying at the 
root of worldly existence. 

The recogn~tion is not erroneous but is a form of 
vikalpa like other acts of determinate knowledge. 

The indeterminate knowledge following from sama
dhi and the aforesaid recognition have the same object. 
But their difference is due to causal elements. In case 
of recognition the instrument in mind turned away from 
all objects other than the Self and aided by the presence 
in consciousness of the two objects indicated by the terms 
"I" and "He" in the judgm<>nt "I" and "He." In know
ledge from samadhi no such presence is needed. The 
recognition "It is the same jar" has for its object ani 
integral substance. Thus the ordinary vikalpa having 
a jar, for instance, as it~ object and the recognition "It is 
the same jar''-have both the same object, but the result 
is different on account of difference in causal factors. 
The indeterminate knowledge is pure, i:s the support 
of all vikalpas and is in conflict with none; so 
that it is incapable of destroying a vikalpa, like 
ignorance. 

The purity of indeterminate knowledge is due to its 
freedom irom reflection. It is on the background of 
such pure knowledge that all possible determinations arise 
owing to appearance of different forms during sa:ilkalpa, 
just as on a clean mirror reflection emet•ges due to proxi
mity of the object reflected. 

The Saktas view ignorance not as absence of know
ledge like the V ai8esika nor as inexplicable like the 
Vedantin but a:s a form of sa-vikalpa-jfiana. The A.gamas 
hold that the Supreme Self being of the nature of pure 
consciousness, what differentiates it from matter is its 
SE'lf-awarcness ( .9ph·,trad-rftpafii) consisting in freedom 
( sviitantrya), through which, as already shown, ignor-
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ance ( avidya) is manifested and through ignorance the 
world. 

Ignorance is two-fold, according as it is viewed as a 
cause or as an effect. As a cause it is non-manifestation 
of the fullness of one's own self. Th:s fullness is charac
terized by freedom from the limitations of ti;me, space 
and form, though it is true that even these elements 
which are manifested in the light of the Self cannot limit 
the latter. If the Self which is not limited by time mani · 
fests itself as so limited it is certainly a case ~of non-
manifestation of fullness or piil'l;latva. This is the Sikta 
view of root-Ignorance as alrE'ady observed, As an effect, 
ignorance is the manifestation as Self of what is other 
than the Self, e.g. body, etc. It is only a leaf ( pallava) 
in the tree of Ignorance. 

KnowledgE> of the integral Self may be indirect when 
it follows from a hearing of its nature from the Agama 
taught by the Guru or direct wh,en it is derived immedia
tely from samadhi. Direct knowledge called vijnana can 
alone destroy the ba<~is of mundane existence. Sense of 
identity with the body grows into vasana and becomes 
tenacious on account of its long continuance and prevents 
direct knowledge, even when it flashes for a moment in: 
an impure mind, from producing a firm will ( sankalpa) . 
But when it follows from perfection in samadhi the re
quisite firmness is attained and it destroys the above 
valsanii.. There being a strong sense of identity with the 
body the direct knowledge of pure Self too is unable to 
overthrow ignorance and to effect mok~;~a if it is obscured' 
by doubts and errors. 

Direct knowled~E' or vrjfiana is preceded by indirect 
knowledge. The place of samadhi is between the two. 
It is maintaiined that even indirect knowledge has its 
use, for samadhi cannot beget the desired result, i.e. 
direct knowledge as recognition in the ignorant who have 
had no direct knowledge. A man for instance, who has 
never heard about a gem and known it indirectly through 
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descr1ptions can not recognise it as a gem even when he 
sees it in the jeweller's shop. Only he who has seen it 
can recognize it, prodded that he attends to it. Hence 
natural samadhi cannot. produce brahma-jiiana in one 
who has not heard about Brahman. 

Advaita-jii.ana is very rare. It does not and cannot 
appear until the mind has been purified from the blind· 
ing effects of maya through the propitiation of one's 
own divine Self, by means of meditation or upasana. The 
importance of divine grace descending on the soul and 
purifying it can not be overestimated. 

There iiS an order of progression in spiritual experi
en.ce. Svatantrananda in the Matrka-cakra-viveka points 
out that on lhc rise of pure knowledge the knowables be
come one with the sen.ses in consequence of which the 
knowables as such begin to disappear. But as the world 
still continues, the sense pf "thisness" as something exter
nal to the knower docs not altogether vanish. The next 
posi!tion is that of lsvara when the motor-organs in which 
the movable objects are similarly absorbed become one 
with the cosmic body with which the subject ~ the 
agent is identified. 'fhe Yogilll in this stage is associated 
not only with an individual body but with the entire 
universe. In the state of Sada-.Siva which follows, the 
senses, in which the knowables have been absorbed, be
come one with the Self, the true subject. It represents 
a state of omniscience. In the Sakti stage, the universe 
body and the omniscient Self become unified-this is a 
condittian of undisturbed equilibrium between spirit and 
matter (cit and a-cit) . 
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It is a truism that every system of theocratic culture 
in India has behind it a consistently evolved system of 
philosophic thought. It is difficult, in the present !state 
of our knowledge, to have a definite idea of the number of 
such systems in ancient and medieaval times and even of 
the extent of literature comprised undao each. Continued 
progress in researches in this field is likely to yield fresh 
materials favourable to the better understanding of the 
true history and philosophic value of these systems. The 
work known as under the name of 'Tripuriirahasya' 
(Jiiiilna khanda) forms indeed a highly important docu
ment in the history of Ind~an plulosophy, so far as the 
system of a section of the Sakta .Tantra is concerned and 
should be appreciated from that point of view. 

The systematisation of Tantr1c philosophy, on its 
Sakta side, does not seem to have yet been seriously 
attempted. The Sarva Dar8ana Sangraha of Madhava
carya ignores the Sakta school altogether. So do the 
other compendia, earlier and later (e.g. $ad4ar8ana 
Samuccaya of Haribhadra, Sarva Siddhanta Samgraha 
of Sai:J.karacarya etc.) . There are different lines of Sakta 
culture still in existence and' we have reason to believe 
that •some at least ·of these have preserved the philo
sophical tradi.tion. The literature associated with the 
third Mahavidyii., named Soda.Si or Tripurasundari, is 
very extensive and presents several interesting features 
of Tantric literature. It is possible to construct a re
gular philosophy of the school out of the materials avail
able to us and in thi:;, work of reconstruction the presen~ 
treatise will, it is hoped, prove to be substant~ally helpful. 

The Tripur.arahasya, which claims to treat :of the 
&ecrets of the Tripurii. culture in all its aspects, is said 
to consist of three secti1ons viz. ~:Mhatmya, Jiiana and 
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Cary a. The Jfiana kha'l}cJ,a has been published at Benares 
in a new edltion/ The MahJitmya kha?JcJa o£ which (as 
of the Jfliina kha'l}cJ,a) we have an origi.nal manuscript m 
the Government Sauskrit College Benares, was entrusted 
for pubHcation to the publishers of the Chowkhambha 
Sanskrit Series, Benares. The thi1·d section is apparently 
lost, no trace of it havmg yet been found. It is 'an ex
tensive work of which the first two sections contain n6& 
and 6687 verses. 

The work is attributed to one Haritayana and the 
commentary called Tatparyadijpika is from the pen of 
one Dravi!;la Sri: Nivasa, son of Vaidynatha Dik#a, 
resident of the village of Mahapu$kara i.n the Dravida 
country. The eommentary was composed in 493~ Kali 
Era ( 1831 A.D.). The text is in ~~ chapters. 

The book rs in the form of a discourse delivered by 
Haritayana to Narada. This discourse professes to be a 
reproduction of the teachings of Dattatreya to Parasu
rama and claims to be based on personal realisation and 
reason. 

The plan of the work may be thus summed ,up : 
Parasurama having heard Dattatreya's lectures on the 
greatness of the Supreme Deity Tripura Sundari as em
bodied in the M,ahafmya KhCJ!IJcJa expressed a desire io 
the Master to be enlightened on the methods of worship 
for propitiating the Goddess. He was subsequently ini
tiated in due form into the mysteries of Tripura worship 
and practised penances for twelve years, under instruc
tions from his tutor, at a hermitage on the Mahendra hill 
in the South. In the course of his spiritual exercises the 
ultimate problems of life and reality began to trouble his 
mind, and being unable to reach a solution himself, he 
betook himself to the feet of his Guru for light and 
guidance. He had already heard a teaching on the sub-

t This scdicn was originnlly published in open leaves. But the edition 
booame •rnrce and the growing mterest in Indmn ph1losophieal thought ren<lered 
11 re-publication of the text neeesaary. 
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ject from Sazp.varta, the great Avadhuta, on his discomfi
ture by Ramacandra in the Treta age, but he had not 
been able to realise it at the ti:me. He requested the 
Master to explain to him the secrets of Sazp.varta's lessons, 
so that his doubts milght be dispelled for ever. Dattii
treya's response to Para.Surama's ,question, interspersed 
with Para.Surama's cross-questions here and there, con
stitutes the body of the Jiiii.na Kha'f!4,a. It would thus 
appear that the text of the Tripuro;raluJ,sya which em
bodies the teachings of Hiritayana to N!rada, represents 
an old tradi:tionallore of secret science originally reveal
ed by Sazp.varta and subsequently expounded by Dattli
treya to Para8urama. 

The name Parasurlima stands emiJ1ent among the 
votaries of Tripurii. The Kalpa Suflra, treating of the 
secrets of the Tripura worship in ten k.h~c;las and con
taining 885 Sutras, is attributed to Para.Surama who is 
described as a scion of the family of Bhrgu, a disciple of 
Siva and the son of Jamadagni and Rel;l.uk:ii. This des
cription of Para.Surama implies that the Para.Surama of 
the T'l'ipurd Rah.aJsya is believed to be identical with the 
author of the K.altpa SUfJras, though Pandit A. Maha
deva Siistri has, perhttps .• rightly questioned this identity.1 

The tradition has it that Dattatreya was the author of a 
Sazp.hiti work in 18000 verses which was known under his 
own name (viz. Datta Samhita). Para.Surama studied' 
the extensive work and to bring its contents within easy 
reach of students, summarised it m a body of Sii.tras dis
tributed into fifty sections (kha:ndas). IT'his contained 
6000 Sii.tras. The Samhita and the Sutra were both 
summed up, in the form of a dialogue between Datta
treya and Para.Surama, by ~umedha (pupil of Parasu
rama). This tradition is found recorded in the Tripura
rahasya Mahiitmya khattJ,tl..a. 

1 Preface to the e<llbon of the Kalpa.fl6r<t• of Pare.Surlm& ao publisbe<l m 
the Gaekwad'• Oriental series, No it, in l9i3 (p. VDJ). 
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It is evident that the work of Sumedha., who was of 
the Harita family and consequently known as Haritayana. 
is really to be identified with the Trtpurraraha81Ja itself 
rather than wi:th the Kaltpa Sutras of Parasuriima as 
Lak~mana Ranade has done/ because the Para8wriima 
Kalpa Sutrra is not in the shape of a dialogue between Datta 
and Parasuriima and is not attributed to Sumedhii, 
whereas the TripurarahaS'Jja has the form of a similar 
dialogue~ and is ascribed to Sumedha Haritayana. 

The line of Tripura worship is represented by several 
teachers. We have already referred to Dattatreya and 
Para8urama. The names of Durvasas, Agastya, Lopa
mudra and several others may be added in this connec
tton. Durvarsas is associated with the authorship of a 
M ah,,'mnal], Stotra o£ the Goddess, where he is described 
in the colophon as Sakalagamaci\l'ya. Nity'ananda, who 
wrote a commentary on the above stotra, says that 
Durvasas alias Krodha Bha~~iiraka is really identical with 
Siva Himself, who is the Master of the teachers of all the 
.Agamas ( sakalagarrdlciifryacakravarii), born from the 
womb of Anuriipii.8 

The Supreme Goddess is variously named as Tripurii, 
Sundari, Lalita, ~oda.Si, Sri Vidya, Kame.Savri8 , etc. She 
is called Tripura, in as much as Her body consists of three 
Saktis, viz. Brahrni, Vai$:t;tavi and Raudri.4 The 
Tripu'l'drahasya speaks of Her in the following term : 

triiPuriinantasaktyaikyariipini sarvasakein!i/ 
'SA citih sarvatah piil'J).i paricchedavivarjanat/ I 

1 Preface to Paraau'tihna. Kalpasiitrl/.8, p X. 
2 P Laxm8lla was well aware of the weakness of hio tLrgQmen ts, for he admito 

that the K• Bil~ is not in a d~alogue form. He adds however that the 
ooncludtng passage of tbe work shows that 1t is a dialogue between the Master 
and hts pupd. (lbtd) , 

a But it must be pointed out the.t there &!>pears to be nothing in the text 
of the Siitras to warre.nt this inference, 

tha khalu sakaligamicli.ryacakravatU llii.k.at siva eva. 
anuriipigarbhe.sambhiilah krodhabhatj:irakikhya durvisi mahamun~. 

• See Puralcar!J{Jmt!IIJa SufUlari SliWa, (p, !10) 
ke.di<lid adyi laliti P\'tb.ri!pi kl'fll&Vigrahl/ 
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The partial appearance of the Self as thus occurring 
is known as vahyiivabhasa]J,, because such appearance 
implies the man~festation JOf what may be described as 
empty space which is other than the Self. Remembering 
that Caitanya is all-embracing and can have nothing out
side it -for if there were any ·such thing it would not 
shine out and would, therefore, be non-existent-what 
is popularly called the external is indeed' only a reflection 
on Caitanya· as on a mirror. When the universe comes 
into being it does so only as an image within the unique 
Self. The un~verse s.s such is varied but unrlerlying it 
is pure and simple unity of Caitanya revealing itself to 
the eye of diligent search ( anusandhooa). The mani
festation of the uniiVerse,-due to the Free Will ( svatan
irrya) of the Absolute,-is thus a process of .Abhasa and 
for the initiation of thi•"' process nothing beyond the 
play of the Will is needed. The material and efficient 
causes, supposed' to be necessary for every product, are 
held unnecessary. 

The pecuH.ar metaphysical position of the Tantra 
consists in the theory of .Abhasa, which is consistent with 
this position. It rejects the Vivartavada of Neo
Vedanta, because the world is not originally a false ap
pearance due to Error. It is real in the same way as an 
image is real, but i1t has no existence apart from the 
medium in which it is manifested. Its existence i,s only 
the existence of the medium. To the Vedantist the world 
appears as such to the ignorant ow~ng to his ignorance 
and in the last analysis it iis resolved into Maya which 
is not identical with Brahman and is material ; but to a 
Tantrist the world is real and is the expression of the Cit 
Sakti or Free Will of the Lord and is really spiritual in 
essence like the Lord Himself. In the last resort it turns 
back into the Cit Sakti which is never withdrawn, for 
the Will (svatantrya) remains, even after the world has 
d;sappeared. The Vedanta system has had to fall back 
on th:e doctrine of Vivarta, because it denies in a sense 
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svatantrya to Pure Caitanya. The first stadium of crea
tion is thus an Ablui.sa. The second stage which repre
sents the subsequent condition shows how the Cit Sakti, 
already appearing ( abhiisamana) in the Pure Caitanya, 
further progresses. Maya emerges on the scene now 
and the Vivarta is the logical outcome. The third stage 
marks how Maya becomes productive. This is the Pari
nama or Evolution which gets on till the bhiitas spring 
into manifestation. The fourth stage which represents 
creation out of the bhiitas is known as Arambha or 
physico-chemical process of genesis. From the supreme 
standpoint of Tantra, however, the entire creation is an 
Abhiisa. 

As thus realised She is the external and supreme 
truth beyond all limitations consequent on time and 
space. She is the essence of Caitanya and il<l caUed 
Lalita owing to transcendent charms. The Sakti-San
gama Tantra observes that it is this Lalita which assumes 
the form of Krsna a::; "Purusa.1 

Sundari is one of the ten Mahavidyas (Mu'Q-Q,a'I'I'Uilii 
Tantra, Pata'Ca-1 ). It is said that the ten vi,dyas 
combined form a Mahavidya, but $oc;lasi is a Mahavidya: 
by Herself. The Tof/,ala Tantra (Patala-1) calls Mahi
Tripurasundari by the name of Paiicami with Siva 
(five-faced) as Her Bhairava. The Sakti-Sangama 
however (Pura.~caryii:r'l)ava pp. 18-14) makes LaHtesvara 
Her Bhairava. This is different from Tripura Bhairava 
(or Vikariila, the compani<>n of Chinna) and Ghora 
Bhairava (i.e. Kala Bhairava the companion of Dhii· 
mavati). ' 

The system teaches that the Supreme Reality is of 

1 This is tho view of th~ .§alolll SC!flgomu• Tanira. But in the Vailmnvism 
n.si!O<'In.led with tho name of firi Oaitanya, Lalitl"> is Mprosented, not as identieal 
with Kmu>-whirll position is reserved for Ridhi.-but as a ~akti, whose function 
is to preside over N•kuliJn, where tl1e etel'llll! sport of the Divine oouple tskes 
place and from wihere all are shut ou\. cf, Ra<llu'lt:aHuaN<lhanidhi for further 
particulom, 
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the nature of Pure Intelligence, which is self-luminous 
and unaffected by the limitations of time, space and 
causality. It has absolute fl'eedom (pu1'1,W svatantrya)' 
in as much as its Power or Will ( sankalpa) is unrestricted. 
This Power is really identical with the Essence of Cai
tanya and remains either involved in it or expresses itself 
as its inalienable property. I11 the techn~al phraseology 
of the Sastra it is known as VimarSa. or K:rpa and is an 
eternal attribute of Caitanya. The freedom referred to 
above imp®s that the Essence of oons~nesl'i i1l free 
from vikalpas and is fundamentally distinct from matter. 
The Caitanya is' free as it does not depend on anything 
else for its own revelation of matter. • 

The power exists iiii. a two-fold condition. What is 
generally known as creation or dissolution is in reality 
consequent on the manifestation of this Power or on its 
abeyance. It always functions, but its function is some
times (e.g. during the creative period) expressed as the 
manifestation of the universe till now absorbed in and 
identirfied with the Essence of Reality and at other times, 
expressed as self-manifestation alone. 

The Supreme Reality of the A.gamas would thus 
seem to cllifer in a sense from the Brahman of Vedanta. 
Though both are essentially of the nature of Intelligence 
there is a fundamental distinction between the two. The 
Absolute of the Tantra is endowed with Power which is 
held to be identical mth itself and by virtue of which It is 
described as the Free Agent (svatantra karttii). Free
'dom to act forms the essence of Caitanya, In other 
words, according to the Tantric viewpoint, Siva and 

' Sakti are aspects of one and the same reality. But in 
the current non-dualistic school of Vedanta, Brahman, 
whiich as in this Tantra is described as of the nature of 
Pure Consciousness, is no better than an actionless Locus 
(AdMkarana) on which the Power, which is attached to 
It mysteriously and is neither j,dentical with nor di~tinct 
from It, plays. It is conceived as a pitha or passhre 
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background in relativn to the active power operating on 
It. The Sakti, called Miya in the Vedanta school, is not 
thus of the nature of Brahman but is material ( rmirva
caniya), though it is held to be, of course mysteriously, 
subservient to it. But as concetved in the Tantra, Sakti 
or Pure Freedom is absolutely non-material. The term 
Cit Sakti used to dt>note this power implies its spiritual 
essence. 

What in the Tantras is known as Va.hyabhasa, or 
the mani.festation of a non-ego ( anahambhava) within 

• the Pure Ego (Suddhii:tmii.) but appearing as external to 
it, is the Radical Nescience (MUlavidya) of Vedanta. 
This non-ego is the so-called Avyakta (Unmaniiest) or 
JaQ.a Sakti (Matter). But the Freedom or the Spiritual 
Power ( Oit Sakti) of the Lord, as desCl'l.bed in the Tan
tras, is beyond the Nescience referred to above, and to 
this Power the Advaita Vedanta seems to be a stranger. 

In a1s much as the Avidya itself or the Material 
Power is a product of the Spiritual Power which is the 
ultimate source of all existence, there is no discrepancy in 
the statement, often found in Ti.ntrilc literature, that 
this Power has three distinct states of its existence :-

(a) During the universal dia\\!olution when the Self 
is free from all vikalpas, the Sakti exists aJs Pure Cit Sakti 
or Cit Prak:rti 

· (b) When the vikalpas are on the pomt of merg
ing-when though there is no vikalpa as such there is yet 
a tendency in the direction of vikalpas-the Sakti is call
ed Miya Sakti or J ada Pra.krti. 

(c) But when the vikalpas are fully developed and 
materially become dense the Sakti appears as Avidya. 

It has already been observed that the appearance of 
the universe follows upon the self-expression of the 
Divine Power and the Cosmic End' follows from the with
drawal of the self-same Power.' 

After the period of Cosmic Night is over, the WiJI of 
the Lord, in co-operation with the mature adr$ta of Jiv&s, 
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man.i:fests only partially, as it were, the essence of the 
Self, whereby the Self is revealed as limited. 

The appearance of limitation is thus the emergence 
of not-self, known as Avidya or Jac;la Sak:ti, called also 
by the name of Void (8Unya), or Pralqti, Absolute Nega~ 
tion or Darkness ( 'll.amal],), or AkiiJa. This is the :first 
stage in the order of creation and represents the :first limi~ 
tation imposed on the Limitless.1 The erroneous belief, 
generated through the Freedom of the Lord-the Self
that the Ego is partial ( aikade8ika) and not full and uni
versal (pii.~). is responsible for the a.p~ce of this~ 
something which. being a portion of the Self is yet outside 
of it and free from self-consciousness and is described as 
not..sself or by any other name as shown above. 

Thus the Supreme Reality splits itself spontaneously, 
as it were, into two sections, one appearing as the subject 
and the other as the objf'ct. The PU.r:r;tahanta which is the 
e!'sence of Supreme Reality disappears after this cleavage : 
the portion to which limited egoism attaches being the 
subject and the other portion free from egoism the object. 
The object as thus making its appearance is the Unmani
fest (Avyakta) Nature from which the entire creation 
emanates and which is perceived by the subject as dis~ 
tinct from itself. 

It has been observed that Caitanya is of the nature 
of Self-luminous Light (sphurat prakii$a), which may 
shine on itself ( svii:tma), in which case ~t is known u~o 
Ahantii, 1-ness or may rest on non-ego (anatma) and 
express itself as Idantii or This-ness. The essence of 
Caitanya consists in the fad that the light (pralr.aSa) is 
always confined to itself. This universal Ego or 'I' stands 
behind all dualism. The Supreme Ego is universal, as 
there is nothing to limit (pa-rixJcheda) or to differentiate 
( vyvivrtti) it, \and the entire visi.ble universe exists in 

1 It should always be borne m mmd that the Absolute suffers no chang<>, not 
even when through 1ts powe1 1l llbSumes hm•tatilon. It remams always pure 
and undivided, althourh to thOle whOie viSion •• d1mmed 1t appeal"! aa mulbple. 
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identity with it. But this characteristic by its very 
nature is absent from Matter (JaQ.a), which is not self
manifest. Just as light and heat co-exist in :fire, in the 
same way universal Ahanta and Freedom or Sakti co
exist in Caitanya; This freedom is Maya which though 
essentially identical with Caitanya (oideka:rUpa) brings 
out varieties of an infinite kind, but in bringing out this 
variety it does not in the least swerve from the Essence. 

The appearance of the universe in Pure Caitanya is 
the action of Avidya, which has three distinct stages: 

(a) The :first is the germinal state ( bijdvastha), when 
the material power, which is still in its earHest phase of 
manifestation, i;s :uure. Matter does not assert itself at 
this stage and consequently there is no differentiation in 
experience, In other '1\ords, it doas not yet appear as 
distinct from Caitanya, though potentially it exists. This 
stage is represented by the five pure Tattvas, viz., Siva, 
Sakti, Sadasiva, .suddhavidya and Isvara. 

(i) The Avidya, which has. been described above as 
being the Caitanya in its limited appearance as an object 
external to the subject is called s•va. In pure Caitanya, 
owing to the play of its own Will, an infinite number of 
Iimirted aspects (svdt'l8a) arises. These are mutually 
distinct. From this point of view to every limtted aspect 
of Cit there is a corresponding object external to it 
(vah'JI'IjbhiPJa), but to the Unlimited Cit or Pure Self 
(Pu'l'T,ta A.tma=ParaSiv.a) there is no externality. The 
universal ( siimanya) common to all the pure and limited 
Cit aspects referred to above is called Siva-tattva. This 
tattva is thus a samanya holding within it all the visesas 
but Para-Siva or the Pure Self is transcendent and 
above both samanya and vise~a. Hence Sivatattva may 
be more properly described as Pure Caitanya in its 
general but conditioned form, free from all vikalpas and 
is to be distinguished from the Absolute proper. 

(ii) The appearance of Siva (paricchi'Ylii'Ulnirvikalpa
cit) as Aham is called Sakti. Althouih this self-presenta-
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tive character ( ahambhiisana) is in the essence of Cit, so 
that there can be, in fact, no different:.ation between Siva 
and Sakti as such, the Cit is nevertheless known as Siva 
in so far as it is free from all viseo\lDS and as Sakti 
by virtue of it's characLeristic self-awareness 
( alwrp,bhiisana) . 

( iiti) When the self-presentation ( ahambhiisana) is no 
longer confined to the Self but is extended to the not
self or the object ( mahasiunya) external to the &.# it is 
known as Sadasiva. This state :q~arks the,~entifieatiou 
of the Self with the not-self in the form' "Aham eva idam"~ 
and indicates predominance of spirit over matter. 

( iv) But when matter prevails ~nd the consciou~
ness assumes the form "idam ahan,1" the state is techni
cally called ISvara. 

( v) The term Suddha Vidya is reserved for the sLate 
which represents an equality in the presentation of the 
subjective and objective elements in consciousness. 

(b) The second stage in the evolution of A vidya, 
described as aiikurav-astha, represents a further develop
ment of difference or materiality, when the subtle products 
of matter and spirit make their appearance. In this 
mixed condition both spirilt and matter are equally per.
dominant and the seven mixed ( mi8ra) tattvas, viz. 
Maya, Kala, Vidya, Raga, Kala, and Niyati reveal 
themselves. 

(i) The confirmation of difference due to the Free 
Will of the Supreme, which characterises the second stage, 
has the effect of reversing the normal relation between 
spirit and matter. Thus while in the first •stage describ
ed above Spirit or Cit Sakti dominates matter or Ja<;la 
Sakti which exists in a rudimentary state, merged in 
Spirit or Self, the second stage shows the preponderance 
of matter over spirit. Consci:ousness loses its supremacy 
and becomes a quality ~nhes·ent in the material subject. 
Ail this is due to !he emergence and development of 
bhedasamkalpa il!l Caitanya. This material subject-
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which is matter prevailing over spirit and related to it 
as a substance to i.ts quality-is called Maya. 

( ii-vi) The :five aspects of Maya are the :five so
called kancukas which are the :five eternal Saktis of 
Para S~a in a limited form. The obscuring power of 
Maya acts as a veil, as it were, upon the Omnipotence, 
Omniscience, Self-Contt'ntment, Eternity and Freedom 
of the Supreme Self and thus acting is known as Kala, 
Vidyii, Raga, Kala and Niy-ati respectively. 

(vii) The Pure Self as obscured by Maya and its 
•fivefold activities appears as Puru~a with its limitation of 
action, knowledge, contentment, eternity and freedom. 

(c) The third or grossest stage in the evolutiion of 
Avidya is represented by the dense products of the mixed 
tattvas, where matter is overwhelmingly strong. This 
stands for the group of the twenty-four tattvas, flrom 
the Primary Prak:rti down to Prithvi, constituting the 
material order. 

Pra]qti. with which the lower creation beg;tns, is 
indeed the assemblage ( sama-$ti) of the viisaniis of all 
persons with various and beginingless karmans : it may 
be :fitly described as the body of the Karman Samskiiras 
of the Jivas, cons:dered as inhering in Cit Sakti or Self. 
This Karma-Viisanii or Prakrti is three-fold according as 
the experience, which is the moral outcome of thi's viisanii, 
is pleasant or painful or of the nature of a comatose 
condition in which neither pleasure nor pain is felt. 

The Viisanas exist in a twofold condition, as Avyakta 
when they lie unrnanifest in dreamless sleep or as Citta 
when they manifest themselves in dreams and wakeful 
states. In the dreamless state there can be no experience 
of pleasure and pain, because the mature karmans having 
been worked ofF through experience, the others whi1Ch are 
not yet ripe are not ready for fructification. It is a fact 
that karmans, when they are matured by time, cause the 
,Jfiana-sakti of the conscious Self to move outwards and 
have contact with the objective world. In a state of 
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sleep such movement is naturally absent. But the pro
cess of time, during which the sleep continues, acts on 
the karmans and matures some of them, so that the 
J:6An.a.-sakti is allowed to come in touch with the external 
objectls or with their semblances and sleep is over, The 
Sakti as thus qualified by the body of Karma-Visanas 
leading to contact with the objects and coD!sequent enjoy
ment (bhoga) is known as Citta. 

The Citta differs according to the difference of 
Purur$a but it is one with Prakrti in dre~·skeP. Thus 
the Citta. may be viewed as P~ or as Pra.krti accord .. 
ing as the conscious ( citi) or unconscious ( avyakiJa) ele
ment prevails in it. It is not, therefore, a distinct cate
gory, but falls either under Puru~ or under Pra.krti. 



THE SYSTEM OF CAKRAS ACCORDING TO 
GORAK$ANA.THA 

The system of myatic culture introduced by Gork
$anitha. does not seem to have spread widely through the 
educated classes, so that although about a millenium has 
passed since this great man appeared, his preachings have 
remained till today almost a sealed book to many. The 
Gora'f.r4a Sataka and Gora'f.r4a Paddhati are two of the few 
Sanskrit works published which profess to give an exposi
tion of this teacher's instructions. The Hathayoga Pra
dipika also belongs to his school, but it deserves to be 
supplemented. 

We propose to deal in a separate paper on the basis 
of mss. and printed books (in Hindi and Sanskri,t), with 
the entire system of mystic culture associated with Gorak
$anitha, both historically and phijosophically. Here we 
must confine ourselves to the system of Cakras or intra
organic centres of spiritual energy recognised by Gorak
eanatha. Our description will be based on a manuscript 
of V airata Pura'Y,Ut and on an old coloured chart (obtain
ed accidentally from a local gentleman interested in thi's 
Panth representing the human body containing the 
spinal column with the various centres painted and duly 
located. It will be found that this arrangement cli:fl'ers 
widely from the current notions both of the Hathayoga 
school and of the Tantras. 

** ** ** 
First of all in the perineum we have the adb.ara cakra 

(coloured red) presided over by Ga1;1.esa-natha with his 
two powers, viJZ. siddhi and budclhi. This is i.dentical 
with the well-known muladhira of the Tantras. But the 
next centre, called mahapadma cakra controlled by Nila
nAtha is unknown elsewhere. The third, the svadhi~JthAna 
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cakra (coloured yellow), is in the genital region and has 
Brahma for irts deity and Savitri for the power. 

Between this and the maJ;J.ipura there are three dis
tinct centres, viz. ~addala (called also the SU$'Umna 

cakra), garbha ( irn the garbhasthana) and kul).dalini (in 
the region adjoining the waist and presided over by fire). 
Besides bare names and vague localisation we do not find 
statement of any further detail about these psychic vehi
cles. The ma:Q.ipura is situated in \t:he navel and has 
Vi~:t;~u for its d'evata. Above this is supposed to exist the 
so-called linga cakra, of which, again no particulars are 
given. Higher still, in the pericarp of the anahata, is the 
seat of mind ( manas). • 

The anahata itself is the heart and looks like a lotus 
with twelve petals, emitting a white radiance around. 
'Ihe presiding god of the cakra ts !named 'Mahadeva 
(Rudra Natha in the ms.) and the power is Uma. The 
:r~;i is called Hiranyagarbha. This corresponds to the 
causal body, dreamless !sleep, pasyanti vak and Sarna 
Veda. 

The next higher cakra is of course visuddha in the
throat. It is a sixteen-petalled lotus, with smoky colour, 
presided over by Jiva and .Adya Sakti. The r11i is Virat. 
It corresponds to the causal body, dreamless sleep, para
vak, Atharvana Veda, Jalandhara-bandha and siiyujya 
mukti. 

The prana cakra which is a thirty-two petalled lotus 
of br~ght hue ( uddyotavarnaprabha) and is controlled by 
Prananatha and Parama Sakti, is seated' near the region 
of the throat ( galasthana) .1 It forms the tenth aper
tul1'e .of the human body. Of the four cakras :above 
visuddha and below ajiia the second one is abala cakra, 
furnished wilth thirty-two lobes shining like the ri'sing
sun (arunoddyotaprabhii) presided by Fire. The exact 
site of the cakra is not mengoned. From what is said 

i This apparently IS the so-called kanthaklipa mentioned in the Yoga.iillrr>, S·S(). 
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it appears that it is .seated where the three grant~ viz. 
llrahma, Vi~:Q.u and Rudra, unite (trigranthJisthana), and 
is very intimately connected with kala cakra and yogini 
cakra. The civuka cakra is somewhere in the facial 
region, apparenUy near the chin, and is formed like sun
like lotus of thirty-four lobes, pres~ded by Pri:Q.a and 
Sarasvati. All the devas have their seats within the lotus. 
Its :r~i is named Krodha. All languages, indeed human 
speech itself, are supposed to have their origin here. The 
balavin cakra is just below the ajfi.a, in the nasal region 
and lookts llke a three-petalled lotus of red, white and 
dark colour. This place is described as trive:Q.i, being the 
confluence of the three streams of Ganga, Yamuna and 
Sarasvati repre;ented in the body by the three naQ.is, viz. 
i(la, pi:figalii and su~umnil. The presiding god of this 
cakra ils Pra:Q.ava and the power Sueumna. The state
ment that this place is associated with the three 
miitriis of Pra:o,ava (viz. a-u-m) becomes thus intelligible. 
The name of its :rei is given as Mahiiha.iikiira.1 

The famous aj:fia cakra (called also aiJ.i cakra in the 
ms.) which is in the centre of the space between the two 
brows, is a dlamond-like ( mii'f)!ikyava'Y'l')aprabha) lotus of 
two petals, presided by HaiPSa devati and Sueumna sakti 
It corresponds to the vij:fiiina state and anupama vii.k, 
and to the half miitrii of Pranava. : 

The kal'I).amula cakra within the auricular region, 
is a thirty-siiX lobed lotus of mixed colour (dark and 
yellow). The presiding god .and power are Nada and 
Sruti respecti'vely. It is the seat of the thirty-six: 
miit:rkiis. ' _ 

The Triveni cakra, above the brows, iS a twenty-six 
lobed circle with AkiiSa as its rei. This is the real trivel).i, 
but how this place is connected with the balavin cakra 
lower down is nowhere stated. 

l Could this term mea.n the Pnl'.lli'han!.i or P..a.hanti or the Tnk~t and 
Trlpuri systems or philosophy ? 
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The Candra cakra ils: in the forehead and consists of 
thirty-two1 lobes with a colour between white and red.2 

It is presided by the Moon and Amrta8 Sakti. The :r$i iSI 
Manas (mind) with its sixteen kalaJs. It is said that the 
sun goes to this lunar mansion to drink nectar. 

Thils centre is very closely related to another cakra
am:rta cakra almost in the same region, probably a little 
upwards. Its devata and sakt~ are identical with those 
of the preceding cakra but the f$i is Atma rather than 
Manas. It is from here that nectar is ~tly flow· 
ing, this place is described as the abode of Gayatri named 
Kamadhenu (lit. wish-giving cow), figured like a milch 
cow with four teats, viz. ambika, lambik~, ghaJ;ltika and 
talika. It has a human face with intoxicant look ( mada
netra), a peacock's tail, a horse's neck (grioo), an! 
elephant's tusk (.§unda), a tiger's arms (hastaS.ardula), 
a cow's horns, and wings cons;sting of Lila Brahma and 
Ham~a. It is a strange figure. It is from the udder of 
this 'cow' that nectar is perpetually streaming down. The 
Khecari, Viparitakaral;li, and other mudras are some of 
the· devices intended to check the downward flow of this 
blissful current. The Yogin who has obtained access to 
this cakra and abides here becomes immortal and is free 
from the effects of Time. 

Next is the brahmadvara cakra, located above the 
forehead and \shlning with its hundred petals like the 
many-coloured rainbow, and beyond th~s is the seat of 
the akula kul;l.Q.ali.ni-a lotus of six hundred petals bright 
like the newly risen sun. 

On crossi111g this, one comes up to the Brahmarandhra 
in the cranium ( murdhdsilhana), with i,ts multi-coloured 
thousand petals. This is the so-called Sahasrara of the 
mystic literature-aim and end of all spiritual progress 
It is here that the Guru and the Caitanya-Sakti reside. 

1 Sixteen lobes, according to the Serpent Power, p 146. 
2 White only accor<lmg to the Ms 
·' Amadii Sakt1 accor<lmi to the Ms. 
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One would naturally expect that the series of cakras 
would come lo an end here. But the picture on which 
the above account is based mentions six cakras more be
yond the sahasriu·a, viz. (a) iirdharandhra, (b) bhramara 
guha, (c) akuJ;J.\llapi~ha punyiigara, (d) kolhata, 
(e) vajrad~Q.a. and (f) niradhiira paramajyotiscakra. 
The ii.rdharandhra called talucakra in the ms. is seated 
in the talima and is a sixty-four lobed cakra, presided 
by Gorak~anatha and Siddhanta Sakti. This statement 
is interesting as it gives us an idea of what till• followers 

•of the path thought in connection with the founder of 
their school. The bhramara-guha also called alakha he., 
alak~ya cak.ra ( c~lled brahma cakra11 in the ms.) is the 
place where samadhi-yoga e~ues, and pri1J;la and manas 
cease to work. The lotus irs described as furnished witli 
ten million of lobes and wonderfully brilliant. The pre"' 
siding god of the centre is Alak~yanatha, the Sakti called 
Maya (=MahamayaP Akal.a in the ms.) and the ~ 
Mahavi~J;J.u. 

The next higher cakra, with an equal number of 
lobes, has Akalanatha as devati, Akale8vari as Sakti and 
Akala as :r~i. 

The kolha.ta cakra is in the sikhama:r;tdala and 
corresponds to the VaikU:r;ttha of the Vaienavas and 
Kailasa of the Saivas. Both the devata and the sakti 
are named Ananta.2 The ms. calls the region a road to 
the highest void ( parama8ivniJ!arruirga) . 

The description of vajradanda is not very clear. It 
is said to be, as I understand it, in the form of a columa, 
vast ( mahavwala), lustrous ( tejahpwiijaprabha) and long 
(dirgha) .. 

The final cakra is in the niralambasthana, with an 

1 Aooording to the Ms. Bral1macakra is really mt:bin the Bhramaraguha 
and cons1sts ol lOS lobe• m winch the g•·cat M11unms are inc• ... ntly ocoup1ed 
with the repeblion of Ajnpd. 

2The Ms. calls the Devalii Acmlyauittha and the Saku Avyaktii. 

A.T, SO 
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infinite number of lobes, colours, matrkas, devas and 
worlds. This is the highest seat of the Gurudeva. 

Beyond this is a series of twenty voids of which 
nothing is said. The ms. observes that the final liberation 
takes place in the great void (par~nyasthana) 
above twenty-one brahm.iiJ;tQ.as. Transcending the great 
voW. the Yogin becomes eternally free from 'coming and 
going' i.e., the wheel of birth and death.1 

We have tried to reproduce above with as much 
fidelity to the understood m~....!~ chart as 
possi.ble the account of the Gor~tlli$ concerning .. 
the arrangement and function of the various cakras. But 
as the chart was on an old canvas wit)l the :figures ren
dered indistinct by time and the notes appended generally 
vague, illegible and sometimes totally unintelligible, it 
i!s quite likely , that mistakes and in some places even 
confusion have been left unnoticed. It is sure never
theless that the general presentation of the scheme is 
unimpeachable. 

Taking it as we find it th!ere is no doubt that the 
ideas of thi's school differed in many points from those 
of the Tantras on the same subject. The question of the 
total number of cakras may be left aside for the present.2 

For we are aware that there are several ~dden (gupta) 
cakras which are not ordinarily counted; and very often 
a certain number of cakras, considered minor from one's 
own point of view, is supposed to form a connected whole 
There are other reasons also which would explain the 
difference of the number in different systems. The actual 
description of a particular cakra is more important to a 
student for purposes of comparative studies. But even 

1 sa ca yogi tmf.heti yuge yuge jyollh sametya. 

2 The Svacckanda, Sangraha, according to Bh.iakara's report (La!ita.ahaffllo 
?liima-bM.ya p, 68) speaks of SS cakras. cf. also Advaita Miirtnnclo. as reported 
m Avalon, The Serpsnt Power, pp. 169 170, and in Shakti and Sh4kta, (Sod 
Ed.ttlon), p. 409 
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here there are certain fatal limitations. For instance, 
the same cakra may not look exactly alike to different 
sadhakals. The personal sankalpa of the aspirant, either 
conscious or sub-conscious, and that of his Guru go a 
great way towards determining the nature of the vil'lion. 
The reality observed is, in a certa~'n sense only ideal. 

Entering into details we may observe that the sahas
riira its not supposed' to form the highest limit; there are 
stages beyond. With this we may compare the accounts 
of the Radhasoami sect who also hold more or less the 
same views. 

The man.aScakra as described here embodies thirty
two lobes, while. elsewhere it is sa1d to be six-petalled 
(Dr. B. N. Seal-The Poa~tive Sciemces of the Ancient 
Hindus, p. !t!tl; Avalon:· The ·Serpent Power, p. 145). 

Regarding akulaku:t;~.dalin'i it may be said that the 
Tantri:sts locate ~t withi;n tlhe moon o:f1 OOll!Sci!OusneSSI 
which forms the pericarp of the downward-facing sahas
rara and is situated in the transcendent heaven (para
vyoman )-a technical lerm for a part of the cerebral 
region.1 The contact of kula with thi1s akula is the im..: 
mediate cause of the :fl.ow of nectar ( sudhii.sriiva) . While 
Gorakeanatha holds that the nectar :fl.ows from the amrta: 
cakra above the moon, Bhaskara considers that it :fl.ows 
from the akula which is within the moon. 

The name of bhramara guhii. i1s 'to be found men
tii<med in the literature connected with the names of 
Kabir, Radhasviimi etc., but nowhere is its function 
clearly stated, The Sutasa'T{I-hitd and Bodhasii:ra use the 
term vaguely in the sense of brahmarandhra. This so
called cave is in reality a hole or rather a hollow whicl:l 
appears to ¥iew when one gazes into the centre of the 
'kii.tastha'. The entrance to this hollow is brilliantlY' 

t dviidaSi.nlam lalatordhat!. kapilordhviivasi.nakam/ 
dvayangulordhnm s.rode~m pamm vyoma praklrkitam! I 

Quoted by Bhihlcara 1n h1s Varilvasya Roha'1Jll G<:omm. on Verse 61), p. 94 
(Cal. Edition). 
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dark, but it is surrounded by a luminous ring of rays 
The powers of obscuration (,avarana) and dissi~tion 
( v~epa) are said to guard th~s entrance, so that they 
try to screen up and throw off the gazer. It is only when 
the power of introvision is produced after the generation 
of pure magnetism within the body through strict con
tinence, pure food etc., and /through the cultivation of 
the moral virtues of selflessness, forbearance etc. and 

: through the ac:tion of pr~a that one can expect to gaze 
at this hollow without fear of avara:Q.a and vik~epa. At 
this state mere gazing mukes'the mouth of the cave wide 
open and every tattva is illuminated. 

In the chart, the ptana cakra is described as the tenth 
avenue of the human body. This aperture is usually 
closed in men, so that the body is, as a rule, likened to a 
"city with nine gates" ( cf. navadv,are pure dehi-Gita) 
only. But a steady process of psychic discipline helps 
to open this avenue through which the jiva of the krama
muktii-upasaka passes away along the ray of the sun 
into the solar region called also Brahmaloka and thence 
with the dawn of knowledge is absorbed in Brahman. 
The medvlla oblangata (mastaka granthi) above the 
visuddha cakra, is one of the sites where the three nadis 
are united. From here the susumna. enters into the skull, 
and the other two nadis, viz. i<;la and piilgala, pass along 
the right and left sides of the forehead and meet together 
and are joined with the SU!JUmna between the two eye
brows. From there the ida goes to the left nostril and 
the piilgala to the right. From the medulla the sw;mmna 
is bifurcated: ( 1) one line passes below the brain and in 
a rather oblique course comes to the eyebrow whence with 
a slightly upward bend pierces the pericarp of the ajfia 
and unites with i(,ia ;and piilgala.. rrhen ;t <>omes out, 
and runnin~ straight up crosses a very subtle hole within 
the interior of the central region of the forehead and hang
ing down to some distance takes a curve and goes right 
up penetrating the .sahasrara and' entering the brahma-
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randhra.1 (~) Another line goos up direct from the 
medulla and through the interior of the skull extends to 
the sikhara. With a slight curve it enters the brahma
randhra. The mouth of this line of the su~um:Q.a which 
is in the brahmarandhra remains usually closed, while 
that of the first line is open. Consequently the hollows 
of the two lines are not in union. While passing away 
from the body the Yogin gets the •closed mouth of the 
su~u~a opened, on which the two holes mentioned above 
become unified. This. is what is usually known by the 
name of the "tenth avenue". In the Amaraugha Silsana, 
however, the tenth aperture is identified whh the mouth 
of the sa:ilkhini which is a hollow behind the front-tootbl 
(rajadanta); and the J\.ankalamalini Tantra locates the 
hrahmarandhra just below the sankhini.~ 

1 See introduction to the hanaoo Gila. In the Serp®t Power, p. ISO, the 
SU11Uml)i is said to terminate ~~ the !welve-pelalled lotus tn the penearp of 
Snhastfua. The Man4ala Brah.mu:rwp<mif'ld and its Raja Yoga B/t.awa refer to the 
su~um~ii. as endmg in the brahmarandhra (Mys. Ed. p. 9). 

'2 tnsmin randhre visargal)l ca nityi"tnaudam nirafijanam/ 
tadiirdhe iaitkhin! devl sr~tisthtlyantakilrn;ti/ I 
brahmarandhra!Jl tatal;t smrlaml I 



VIRGIN WORSHIP 

The M ahakiilasarhhita says that the best way of 
propitiating Siva is to worship a virgin (kumari) and to 
feed her. The Kaulas are to worship her in the night and 
the Smartas i.n the afternoon. The yjrgin should be wen
bathed, well-draped in a piece of multi-coloured cloth 
and well-decorated. She must be one whose heart has 
not yet been even touched with passion and who has 
not fallen into love. She must be of 7, 8, or 9 years of 
age, of fair complexion, of noble birth, 'and with her 
parents living. She must not be deformed in body, long
haired, with protruding teeth or betrothed to anybody 
( vagdatta). 

In the Yamala, a virgin is said to be of three kinds, 
virz;. Para, Apara and Parapara. The /virgin was the 
rsole Existence before the creation of the universe and is 
therefore known by the name of A.dyasakti or Primal 
Energy ( A.dya). 

Names of the virgin from the 1st to the 16th year 
are as given below-Sandhya, Sarasvati, Tridhamiirti, 
Kalika, Subhagii. Uma, Malini, Kitbjikil., Kala-Sam
gharsha, Aparajita, Hudrani, 'Bhairavi, Mahalak$mi, 
Kulanayika, K$etraj:fia and Can<;l.ika. 

As for the mode of her worship the M ahaloala
sa~ta says that the virgin is to be conducted respect
fully with music and entertainments to the door of the 
hail of worship. The number of virgins to be worshipped 
murst be an odd number,. either 5 or 7 or 9 or even lJ 
Of these the fairest one is to be considered as the primary 
(Mukhya) one, but if many maidens are not availahlP
one will do. In kamya and naimittika piijas only one 
irs needed, while in the autumnal worship a large number 
is a necessity. They are to be kept standing in a row 
with their eyes cast d'own. The worshipper is to regard 
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the mukh,ya as identical with the Goddes& herself, take 
up a cup of wme, and go through the p1·ocess of praJ;~a
yama, bhiitapasii.rru;ta (expulsion of evil spi.rits), obesi
ance to Guru and G~esa and dlgbandhana. He is then 
to wash her feet, place the water on his head and rub her 
feet, with the corner of h1s own wearing garment. With 
unbroken rice ( akqata) he should then perform the cere
mony for removing the obstacles ( vighnotsara'IJ>a). The 
ceremonies for expelling the evil influences ( bhutii
pasara1J>a and vighnotsdra1J>a) have to be performed once 
again, the reason being that many minor gods and god
desses enter the hall of worship together with the Virgin 
Goddess to see her ; and ver~ often they create disturb
ances. The worshipper has to take with his left hand the 
right hand of the maiden, step forth with his right foot 
planted .firtst on the ground and lead the line of the mai
dens on into the hall, uttering :five verses im her praise: 
Tvam amba jagata.tp. adye jagadadharariipil;li &c. 

The worship of the mukhya i\S enough .to please the 
rest. This is followed by an act of offering to the minor 
gods. Then follows kumannyasa. The names of the 18 
maiden!s and their re~:~pective seats in the body: 1\Iaha
'Candra Yogesvari, Siddhikarali, Siddh\vikarali, Mahanta 
mar1 (??), VajrakapaliDi, Mundamalini, Attaha
sini, C~dakapaliDi, Kalacakresvari, Guhyakali, Kia.tya
yaDi, Kamakhya, Camunl;la, Siddhilak~mi, Kubjika, 
Matailgi, Candesvari and Kaumari. Their respective 
seats : head ( sirah), face ( mukha), eyes, ears, nostlils, 
cheeks, lines of teeth. shoulders, heart, arms, belly 
(jatl}.ara), back, thighs, knees, hips (jangha), legs and 
the entire frame. 

The worships of nine goddesses viz. Suddha, Kalika, 
Lalita, MaliDi, V asundhara, Sarasvati, Rama, Gauri and 
Durga and of two gods viz. Batuka, a boy of 5 years, 
and Ga'Q.esa of 9 years, are enjoined. So also of 8 
Bhairavas viz. Asitanga Bhairava, Ruru, Cal)~la, 

Krodha, Unmatta, Kapali, Bhi$a'Q.a and Samhiira and 
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of 8 Devis viz. Mahamaya Kalaratri, Sarvamail.gala, 
Daxp.aruka, Rajaril.jesvati, Sampatprada, Bhagavati and 
Kumiri. The 6 Saktis attendant on the Devis are 
named : Ananga Kusuma, Manmatha, Madanil., 
K:usumatura, Madanatura and Sisira. 

The worship of the Mukhya being over, the remain
ing maidens should next be attended to. -They should 
be allowed to eat of the food offered up to them in silence. 
No sound of any instrument should be made to disturb 
them at their meals. The worshipper with folded hmclil 
should sing in their praise a hymn called Kumanstotra 
{ 16 verses in anu$tup metre, from. the M ahiikiila SO!lfl,
hita). After they have taken their food. they should be 
ilerved with betels in due form. This is followed by the 
offering of d~i.I;J.a, and :finally the ceremony of visarjana. 

The leaving of their dishes should be given to jackals 
or buried itn the earth. 

The worship of the virgin is recommended d'uring 
the Navaratra festival for 9 days in ~uccession. The 
names of the nine Durgis to be worshipped on the nine 
days are: Hrllekha, Gagana, Ra.kta, Mahocchu$Dli, 
Karalika, Iccha, Jiiana, Kriya and Durga. Last of all 
we find the following remarkable expression :-

yadi sa k$obham ayati svayam eva vilasini/ 
taya saha nayed 1•atrixp. vil.saraxp. vi nisitadhihl I 
kumirim na sprsed eva bhavayuktena cetasa/ 
anyatha Illftyum ayati no ced devi paranmukhil I 
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